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PREFACE TO THE HANDBOOK

The 1978 amendments.to Title VII of the ElPmentary and Secondary

Education Act (ESEA) of 1968 mandates the Secretary of Education to

develop and publish models to evaluate Title VII bilingual education

projects with respect to the progress made by project participants in

attaining English language skills (Section 731(d)(2)). Section

731(e)(3) of the Act also mandates the Secretary t.o develop evaluation

and data-gathering models that consider the linguistic and cultural

differences of bilingual children; the availability and operation of

State bilingual programs; and variables relevant to describing Title

VII projects, such as length of the program, hours of instruCtion, and

qualifications of the teachers. Section 721(b)(3)(C)(iii) also

requires that each basic grant include a plan for program evaluation.

In response to the mandate, the Department of Education'initiated an'

undertaking entitled,""A Project for Developing Program Evaluatibn and

Data Gathering Models for ESEA Title VII Bilingual Education

Programs." The efforts of this activity produced the Handbook for

Evaluating ESEA Title VII Bilingual Education Programs. The.Handbook,

designed primarily for program directors and evaluatorl/of bilingual

programs, is comprised of three volumes: a User's Guide, a Designer's

Manual, and a Technical Appendix. The Handbook meets the requirements

of the Act and provides basic-guidelines for conducting evaluations of

Title VII bilingual education programs.
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How the Handbook was Develo ed

The three-volume series is intended to provide program directors and

evaluators with practical guidelines and recommended approachesjor

determining what should be included in an evaluation and how to

conduct an evaluation. The Handbook may also serve as a reference

guide for other persons associated with the bilingual program, such as

teachers and parents.

Two major activities were undertaken in developing the Handbook.

First, information describing current evaluation practices and data

gathering actiyities being conducted by-Title VII bilingual programs

was collected from programs identified by State Education Agencies

(SEAs) and Local Education Agencies (LEAs). As a result of the

information collected, parafneters of evaluation issues such'as student

needs, languages served, program settings and designs, and the costs

associated with an evaluation were formulated. The second actiyity

reviewed the literature on evaluation methodology related to bilingual

education and determined the potential utility of current evaluation

theory and practices, as reported in the literature, to the evaluation

1

of basic classroom bilingual programs funded under Title VII of the

ESEA of 1968, as amended. Information collected from both of these

activities was then utilized in developing the Handbook.
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The Handbook is Organized Into Three Volumes

Volume I, A User'a Guide to Evafuation Basics is intended to provide

the planners with an overview of evaluation issues and a summary of

procedures required to perform an .ivaluation. The guide presents

summary information corresponding to the more detailed evaluation

procedures presented in the Designer's Manual (Volume II).

VOlume II, the Designer's Manual, is designed for the individual(s)

actually conducting the evaluetion, and contains guidelines;-forms,

and worksheets necessary to conduct an effective evaluation. The

manual consists'of five chapters addressing the following evaluation

activities:

o Planning, managing, and staffing the evaluation;

Establishing baseline data required for the
evaluation;

o Monitoring program operation;

o Evaluating student outcomes; and

o Preparing the evaluation report.

Volume III, The Technical Appendix is a collection of technical

articles including topics of interest such as characteristics of

specific tests, explanations of key issues in evaluation, theoretical

justifications of evaluation procedures that cannot be found.eesily im

the literature, as well as full-size copies of the various evaluation

worksheets.

3



How to Use the Three Volumes Effectiveli

To benefit fully from the Handbook, the user is encouraged to read the

User's Guide in its entirety. This will provide the user with a

comprehensive overview of the entire evaluation process. Volume II

will then direct and recommend specific actions, activities, and steps

to be used in conducting the evaluation. If followed correctly,

Volume II will provide the user with a systematic approach to design

and conduct the evaluation. The technical information which covers

different evaluation issues or methods presented in Volume III. may be

used by the user as reference material.

The special needs and goals of bilingual education programs require

educators and administrators to continually ex amane the

appropriateness and effectiveness of the program. This challenge can

be aided through the careful planning and conducting of an evaluation

designed to meet the requirementS of the funding agency, to enhance

the program's management and operations, end to provide useful

information for the program administrators to use in improving the

program.
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OVERVIEW

This document reriresemts the'first of a three-volume series

constituting the Handbook for Evaluating ESEA Title VII Bilingual

Education Programs. The Handbook provides rractical guidelines and

recommended.approaches for bilingual education program directors and

evaluators to use in evaluating bilingual programs.

In the development of the Handbook, it was readily recognized that a

single document could not be equally suitable to all bilingual

education .programs. Obviously, bilingual education programs cover a

range of languages and grade levels in a variety of settings. Some

programs have large evaluation budgets'and access to teams of trained

and.experienced evaluators, while,others have limited budgets and

limited human resources. Additionally, the Handbook is intended to

serve different persons with diyferent needs. Therefore, this

document, Volume I, A User's Guide to Eval'uation Basics, is designed

for persons associated with the program, but not'necessarily directly

involved in conductihg the evaluation. The users of the guide could

be program directors, as we.11 as other person's associated with the

bilingual program, suchr as teachers, parents or .dis.trict

administrators.

The User's Guide to Evaluation Basics provides an overview of

evaluation issues and summarizes the procedures required to conduct an

effective evaluation. The guide pro\-/ides a suniMary description of the

five components of a bilingual education program evaluation. These



include: planning, managing, and staffing the evaluation;

establishing baseline data required for evaluation; monitoring program

operations; evaluating student outcomes; and analyzing and reporting

evaluation results.

Volume II, entitled The Designer's Manual for Conducting an Evaluation

is designed to be used by the persons actually conducting the

evaluation. The manual describes how to implement each of the five

components of the 'evaluation. The Designer's Manual contains

guidelines, procedures, and worksheets to assist the program director

and/or program evaluator to complete the apecific tasks associated

with the overall program evaluation.

Volume III, entitled The Technical Appendix, contains a collection of

reference materials covering different issues and topics related to

evaluation practices. These are intended to assist program directors

and program evaluators in building.upon or expanding the evaluation

activities identified and discussed in Volumes I and II.

Reproductible copies of all worksheets presented in Volume III are

contained in this volume.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE-EVALUATION

Bilingual education programs represent a unique instructional approach

using two languages to meet their educational goals by generally

providing instruction in academic subjects using the student's first

(home) language ) while developing the English language skills of

the students. The students served by bilingual programs.also reflect

a wide diversity in culture, socio-economic status, and educational

experiences. These aspects distinguish bilingual education programs

from all other instructional approaches.

The primary goal of bilingual education programs is the development of

English language skills of the students as well as the development of

their home language. Teachers recruited to teach in these programs,

'therefore, need to have language skills in the two languages being

used for'instruction. Curriculum materials in the first language are

also needed.

Other goals of bilingual programs often include the development of the

student's self-concept by emphasizing the home culture and the

'improvement of,his or her-performance in other academic projects. In

order to accomplish these goals, knowledge of the students' culture by

the classroom teacher and culturally relevant curriculum materials are

a necessity in bilingual programs.

1
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Due to these factors, the evaluation of bilingual education programs

must be performed with considerable caution. The selection of an

evaluation approach must take intb consideration the variety of

educational services, the curriculum materials used in the classroom,

the number of hours of instruction provided in English and in the

first language, the language skills of the classroom teacher, as well

as the educational exrience and language skills of the students.

Because of the complexity of this educational context, experimental or

quasi-experimental evaluation designs are often not appropriate to

evaluate bilingual programs. Experimental designs usually require

random selection of students. .However, random selection is not

realistic in a bilingual education context, because it would require

that students who are eli-gible to receive bilingual education

instruction to be placed in alternative programs for control purposes.

Similarly, the unique 'and differing characteristics of the students

and the difference in the instoructional services they receive make it

very difficult to find comparable comparison groups necessary for

quasi-experimental designs. The consensus of the literature

addressing the evaluation of bilingual programs also indicates that

the use of standardized tests to evaluate bilingual student progress

is of dubioui value. Despite these limitations, some formal

measurement of student academic achievement must be undertaken in

bilingual education programs.
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The Recommended Evaluation Model

,

The evaluation model presented in this Handbook, therefore, is bblely

designed to provide descriptive information about the operation of the

bilingual program and on the academic performance of the students

enrolled in the program. The information gathered through this

process can be used to evaluate student progress and to some degree

provide a barometer of program effectiveness. The model is based on

the premise that an evaluation of a bilingual program should:

o Provide descriptive information about the
operations of the bilingual program; and

o Provide information describing student performance

(even if hindered from making inferences dbout

program impact).

Therefore, the model requiDes the collection of student outcome data

to determine if the st:udents are making progress in their learning.

It also requires the collection of information on "how" the program is

operating.

lk_

The model is also practical and realistic in relation to the financial

and human resources available to conduct evaluations of bilingual

programs. .sAside from the expertise and time of the immediate

personnel of most programs, the majority of bilingual programs. have

limited funds (generally between $2,000 to $5,000 per year) to secure

private consultants ,to perfoim or assist with the evaluation.

Therefore, the model takes into consideration the amount of time and

effort that can reasonably be expected to be given to the evaluation

effort.

3
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The recommended evaluation model consists of two components. The

first component focuses on program operations (e.g., program goals,

time spent on instruction, etc.) using a discrepancy evaluation

design. The design places heavy reliance on descriptive data about

the program, therefore requiring as an initial step, the establishment

of comprehensive baseline data on the program, the students, and the

community.

The actual evaluation and data collection activities-needed for the

evaluation of program Operations are performed primarily through

search and review of program documents such as the grant proposals,

preVious evalOation reports, student files, and related material, as

well as personnel interviews and the monitoring of classroom

instruction. Personnel interviews to gather information on how the

program is being operate'd are conducted with the program director,

teachers, district administrators, and parents. Monitoring of

'classroom instruction is performed through observation to determine if

the instruction is being carried out as planned and in accordance with

the original program design.

The discrepancy evaluation attempts to identify.and document

. differences between the initial plans of the program.and the actual

manner in Which the program is operating. Information about

discrepancies between the planned and actual program activities, as

identified by the discrepancy evaluation, may be used to make

decisions on how to continue operation of the program and what changes

might be required.
,



The second component of the model requires the assessment of student
,

outcomes. The student outcomes to be evaluated are:

,o English language skills;

o First language skills;

o Academic achievement; and

o Affective areas of student performance.

Because of the difficulty in conducting program impact evaluations,

the recommended approach to evaluate student outcomes is simply to

evaluate student performance. This approach is referred to in this

Handbook as the basic evaluation on the basic evaluation design. This

basic evaluation design, therefore only answers the relative

performance question, "to what extent are the bilingual students

athieving3"

The basic design has,,minimal requirements. These are:

o Testing only the students enrolled in the
bilingual program;

o using adequate norm-referenced tests (NRfs)
capable of measuring English language skills,
first (Ll) language skills, if applicable, and
academic subjects (e.g., math, science, etc.);

and '

o measuring performance for only one academic year.

,

Applying these minimal design "requirements to the first student

outcome component, English language performance, is all that is

reqired to meet the Federal evaluation requirements. However, most

bilingual progiams should at least evaluate performance in two other

I

5
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outcome areas, first (I.1) language and academic subjects.

Additionally, although the basic design does not require a multi-year
,

1

evaluation design, the Handbook does recommend that bilingual programs

attempt to collect multi-year performance data. At a minimum,

programs should strive to collect data over the duration of their

grant period. It is conceivable that data showing progress over the

life of the program,'can be used to argue that th'e bilingual program

was responsible for the outcome. I

,

Data resulting from the analysis of student outcomes can be used as an

indicator of overall student performance. The data from this

component of the evaluation, in conjunction with the.discrepancy data

can be dsed to determine what program changes, if any, may be required

to improve student performance.

For example, the'discrepancy evaluation of program operations may

reveal a significant operational change from the original design of

the instructional program. This change could have had considerable

impact on the instructional program, to ..the eNtent that student

performance may have been affected. Knowing this, the evaluator will

be able to analyze and interpret the outcome data affected by this

change and make recommendations for changes in the program.

In summary, the purpose of the recommended evaluation model is to
,.

describe student performance and program operations. It can not be

used as a measure of program impact. The recommended model meets all

the requirements established in the Title VII rules and regulations.

6



The regulations reqUire that each grant have a plan to evaluate the

progress and achievements of the bilingual program. The plan must

include:

o .provisions for,measuring the accomplishments of
the instructional objectives of the program;

o provisions for measuring the progress of the
students in improving their English language
skills; and

o a procedure for using the information gained from
the evaluation to improve the operation of the
program.

The recommended evaluation model accomplishes this by:

o performing an evaluation of program operations
using a discrepancy evaluation approach;

o conducting an assessment of student performance in

developing English language skills, as well as
first language skills and performance in academic

subjects; and

o conducting an analysis function to determine what
changes may be required to improve the overall
operations of the bilingual program.

The Handbook recommends that bilingual programs should not attempt to

determine program impact. However, some basic guidelines for

extending the evaluation to determine impact are presented as optional

activities to the basic evaluation design. Extending the evaluation

beyond the basic design, however may require more resources than those

normally possessed by Title VII bilingual education programs. The

Handbook also does not address entry and exit procedure issues. The

procedures are, however, very much intertwined with evaluation of

bilingual programs and should be considered when planning the

evaluation.

7



CHAPTER I

PLANNING THE EVALUATION

Planning is the single most imp'ortant task in conqucting an

evaluation. Although this point seems obvious, research indicates

that many evaluations of bilingual programs, as well as evaluations of

othe'r educational programs, are not planned properly. Marly

evaluations occur towards the end of the program year as a last-minute

thought, simply to produce a report to satisfy some external

requirement, usually imposed by the funding source. As a result, they

are often performed haphazardly end produce poor results.

Evaluations performed in this manner are.of little use to either the

program itself or the funding agency. These evaluations usually fail

to address issues that program and school administrators may have

about the .program because the evaluation design failed to incorporate

their concerns during the planning process. Likewise, these

evaluations are not helpful to the funding agency since, at best, they

were planned too late in the program year to.capture useful

infbrmatiOn and, at worst, merely represent perfunctory efforts to

fulfill a reporting requirement.

The evaluation process, to achieve its own objectives, must be

approached n a serious manner and receive as much priority as other

elements of the educational program. Program administrators must

1.4)1
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realize that the evaluation process is a positive activitof designed to

provide information on which to base decisions Por program

improvement.

The planning process carefully balances the reporting requirements of

the funding agency, the information needs of decisionmakeis and

program administrators, and the scarce resources available to conduct

the evaluation. It is unlikely that any given bilingual program will

have the resources needed to address all the information needs of its

different audiences. Therefore, all parties concerned must iealize

that compromises will have to be made; otherwise, resources will be

scattered, producing little useful information.

A properly conducted evaluation requires more than simply evaluating a

specific component of a bilingual program (e.g., student performance).

An effective evaluation plan identifies all the questions about the

program that the evaluation should answer. The evaluation planning

process, therefore, involves a series of carefully executed steps

which identify the evaluation audience and their specific information

needs, set priorities, determine which program components to evaluate,

allocate scarce evaluation resources, and set timelines for the

evaluation process.

Next to proper planning, effective management of the evaluation

process is a must. One person must assume the responsibility and have
(ft

the authority to direct and manage.all facets of the evaluation. All

persons involved in the evaluation process must be made aware of the

1-2



authority and be given instructions and directions on how to interact

1 with that person. A clear chain of command must be delineated. In

most Title VII programs, the program director retains and assumes that

responsibility. for purposes of presentation, this Handbook assumes

that the program director is the person responsible for ensuring that

the evaluation is planned and conducted.

GUIDELINES _FOR PLANNING THE EVALUATION

1. Select an Evaluator and Assign Responsibilities

Proper planning and effective management of the evaluation dictate

that the person responsible-lor designing and conducting the mare

technical aspects of the evaluation be identified as early as possible

in order to, become involved in the early decisionmaking of the

evaluation planning process. in the case of most Title VII programs,

this person is usually an independent consultant from outside the

school system. Ideally, the evaluator should be involved in the

original design of the bilingual program itself. In the case of Title

VII programs, this should occur during the proposal writing stage.

This enables the evaluator to begin working with the program director

in planning the evaluation before the academic period to be covered by

the evaluation commences. The plan for conducting the evaluation, if

at all possiblp, should be completed prior to the first day of school

of the academic year being evaluated.

1-3
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A major responsibility of the program director is to survey the
44

available human resources in the district and, assuming he or she has

the authority, decide whether to use an evaluator from within the

school system or employ an independent evaluator. The possibility of

contracting for. the 'services of an evaluation specialist from a

universit or a private consulting firm must be weighed against the

potentj1lly lower Cost to the program if the evaluation can be

conducted by district personnel. The program director must decide on

a course of action.

Assuming that an independent consultant or a consulting firm is

contracted to perform or provide assistance in conducting the

Th
evaluation, the program director should assign clearly defined

responsibilities and specific assignments to the evaluator, the

program personnel assisting with the evaluation and himself.

The evaluator's function and responsibilities are usually determined

by the amount of technical assistance needed by the program director

in carrying out the evaluation. The evaluator's role is therefore

generally narrower in scope, focusing more on technical matters such

as test selection, designing data col ction procedures and

instruments, conducting data analyses, and reporting the evaluation

results.

Listed below are some guidelines to distinguish the role of the

program director and evaluator in the conduct of the evaluation:

These guidelines take into consideration the fact that the majority of

I-4



the evaluation activities will actually be conducted by the program

director and program personnel.

The program director should:

o Define program goals and objectives;

o Describe the intended program;

o Describe student characteristics;

o Identify target audiences for the evaluation;

o Determine the major areas to be covered by the
. evaluation;

,o Identify possible evaluators, and in some cases,
select the evaluator(s) or at least recommend the

evaluator(s);

o Serve as a liaisorNith the evaluator (or appoint
a staff member to serve as liaison;

o Review the evaluation design prepared by the
evaluator to make sure it meets the evaluation
needs;

o Arrange interviews or write cover letters to

questionnaires to enaure timely response and
cooperation;

o Monitor classroom operations and observation
activities;

o Assign specific evaluation activities to program
personnel;

o Identify trained personnel and/or suggest specific
persons.who should be involved in data analysis
and interpretation;

o Review data and react to in.terpretations and
recommendations before they are included in the
report ;)land

o Make presentations on the results of the
evaluation.

1-5
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The evaluator should:

.*

o Design the evaluation based on the information
needs identified by the program director;

o Select and/or review instruments to be used in the
evaluation; .

-
o Monitor testing; iand

o Analyze the 'data and report findings.

A clear delineation of responsibilities and responsible management

will ensure that all evaluation activities are performed effectively

and on schedule.

. 2. Determine the Audiences and What to Evaluate,

An evaluation is designed for a particular reason and for a particular

audience.. Thus, the first step is to determine who needs information

from the evaluation, what type of information is needed, and for what

purposes. In addition tq the program administrators and other. .

personnel associated with the program, the typical users of evaluation

information usually inClude:

o The funding agency;'

o District administrators;

o School board; and

o Parents and community groups.

Each audience has different interests and needs. Therefore, the

evaluation design must address the different needs oK each audience .

and provide the information desired, while remaining within the

1-6
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Abudgefary-constraints of the program. The Designer's Manual (Volume

II) provides suggestions and worksheets to use to accomplish this.
O,

Evaluations of ESEA Title VII funded programs, however, must pay
.--,

particular attention to the rules and regulations pertaining to these

programs. Embodied in these rules and regulations are a number of

provisions that should be viewed as minimal evaluation criteria.

Therefore the evaluation requirements for basic and demonstration
,

projacts, as.described in section 1238.22 of the April 4, 1980 Federal

Register (Vol. 45,. No. 67) must be considered in planning the

evaluation. ...,.

These regulations require that any program funded under Title VII of

the.Elementary and Secondary ,pucation Act (ESEA) of 1968, as amended

Musi have a plan to avaluate,the progress and achievement of the

bilingdal prograM. The plan must include:

o provisions for measuring the accomplishment of the
instructional objectives of the program;

I

-o
f

provisions for measuring the students' progress in
improving their English language skills; and

I

1

1

o a procedure for using the information gained from
the evaluation to improve the operation of the
program.

3. Set Priorities and Establish Timelines
r

4

The establishment of evaluation priorities is a must for all bilingual

programs. Most bilirgual programs allocate $3-5,000 Of their yearly

. .

budgets for the purchase of outside consulting assistance to perform

1-7
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the evaluation. This amount of money, together with the level of

effort that can be devoted:to this one task by the program director

and the rest of the program personnel, constitute the available

resources to conduct the evalwition. More than.likely, tt'e evaluation

needs identified by the eNercise described above will far exceed what
/-

.can be accomplished these resources. Consequently, priorities for

the evaluation may have to be established.

The program director must analyze the evaluation needs identified

through the planning pr,ocess, assess the rebources available to

conduct the evaluation, and ask the following questions:

o How much can I evaluate?

o How much do I need to evaluate?

o How much evaluation assistance can I afford?

Additional questions, such as the ones below, will also help to

determine priorities:

o ls information on the program's capacity to meet
Title VII regulations already available? If

information is available, this information should
be incorporated in the evaluation.

o What are the priority areas (e.g. parent
involvement) of the program? The evaluation
effort should give these areas priority.

o How are the program resources divided among
program components? Areas .receiving a large
proportion of program resovrces should be
candidates for evaluation emphasis.

o If there are insufficient resources to adequately
evaluate all components, are there areas that
should not be evaluated or should the scale of the
evaluation be reduced in some or all areas? This

1-8



decision should be made after considering which
areas are already fairly well understood, which
areas are a low program priority, and whether the
evaluation resources are so limited that it would
be best not to evaluate them at all rather than to

conduct a genefal assessment of all areas.

o Which components must be evaluated each year?

After the evaluation priorities have 6een determined, the program

director should establish timelines for completing the different

components, as well as the total evaluation of the program. The

program,director hould understand that certain elements of the

evaluation must be'performed at very specific times during the

academic year and cannot be delayed or postponed. However, the

program director has to consider the other responsibilities of the

perSons assisting with the evaluation. Responsiblities and

assignments may have to be modified as a result of the established

timelines.

4. Determine Level of Effort, Budget and Allocate Resources

One of the most difficult tasks in managing the overall evaluation is

deciding how best to utilize the limited resources available, and yet

meet all the evaluation needs. The assignment of responsibilities and

activities to those contributing to the evaluation process is often

difficult. Because most of the evaluation activities pertaining to

Title VII programs are usually performed by the program personnel,

coordinating time schedules to perform the evaluation with the other

program responsibilities of the personnel can be.difficult, especially

if human and financial resourcee are limited. Nevertheless, the

u
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timely execution of the evtluation is essential. There are activities

within the evaluation process that can be rescheduled; however, others

must be performed as'planned in order to produce a reliable product.

The effective program director must exercise initiative and

resourcefulness to ensure that this is accomplished.

Determining how much of the evaluation should be conducted by program

personnel; which ectivities should be performed by an independent

contractor, and how much the total evaluation should cost is often

difficult for many program directors. Districts with limited contract

evaluation funds should use most of their contract funds to employ a

trained and experienced evaluator to assist them in evaluating the

student outcomes,component of the evaluation. Other evaluation tasks,

such as describing and monitoring program operation, can be performid

by the program,director with assistance from the program personnel as

a normal part of program management. However, the evaluator should be

consulted when performing these tasks. If project or district

personnel are going to be employed to perform the evaluation, the

program director must make specific assignments and ensure that the

evaluation activities are performed on schedule.

A major step in planning and managing the evaluation, therefore, is

determining the level of effort that will be required by each activity

of the evaluation (e.g., evaluating student outcomes) and allocating

adequate financial and human resources to the individual tasks to be

performed. Evaluation resoUrces, financial and human, will vary

widely from district to district. Additionally, the level of effort



_

for an'evaluation is affected by a number of factors, such as:

o Size of. the program;

o What aspects of the program are evaluated;

o The number of non-English languages represented in
the population being served by the program; -end

o The number of evaluation questions addressed.

The Designer's Manual provides guidelines and workpheets to assist the

program director to allocate resources and budget the evaluation. The

guidelines suggest three different estimated levels of effort that can

be applied in evaluating each program component and the different

tasks within each component. These estimates are based on discussion

with persons who have conducted similar evaluation activities.

5. Plan the Data Analysis Function

The program director and evaluator should plan the specific data

analysis activities that will be required by the evaluation. The type

of analysis and techniques to be used will depend largely on the types

of data collected. Data from the first component of the evaluation

will consist primarily of narrative descriptions of program

operations, as well as responses from the interviews collected. Data

from the second component of the evaluation will be primarily in the

form of test scores.

.°):.1
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The analysis and interpreting of program operations data is a

straightforward comparison activity. The evaluator simply examines

and compares the information collected on the actual operation of the

program to the baseline information describing how the program was-

meant to operate. For example, if the goal of the program was to

provide instiuction in all academic subjects using-the native language

of the students, the analysis function, using the second set of

information, simply ascertains if this indeed occurred. If the goal

was met, the analysis activity documents this. If the instruction did

not occur, the analysis activity also documents this and should

attempt to ascertain what caused the change in the program design.

Both types of findings are recorded and reported in the overall

evaluation report. This type of comparison analysis is all that is

needed by this component of the evaluation.

Analyzing student outcome data is also a straightforward activity, but

should be performed by a trained evaluator. The analysis activities

required may be performed by simply following prescribed procedures

within fhe manuals that accompany most commercial tests. Programs

using the basic evaluation design will only be required to perform

basic analysis, such as frequency distributions, computation of mean

scores and standard deviations. The analysis activity will also

require the evaluator to estimate ,the degree of possible error in the

resulta*.

Interpreting the findings or attempting to find an association between

the findings of the program operations component and the student
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out,comes component should be performed very cautiously. The two seta

of information are not meant to 'be "scientifically merged" in

accordance with sound methodological evaluation practices. However,

an alert and perceptive evaluator may be able to develop some

"intelligent percegtions" about the program based on the two sets of

information. For example, knowing that history was taught using the

home language in the fourth grade, but not in the fifth, the evaluator

may want to closely examine the student outcome data for these two

grades. If the data from the fourth grade students shows significant

higher achievement than that of the fifth graders, thR evaluator can

highlight this fact and then present a "professional opinion"

suggesting that the instruction in the native language fostered this

difference in achievement.

The important consideration during the planning stage is to determine

how the analysis function will be conducted. Data analysis will most

probably be performed by the evaluator. The time schedule for the'

evaluation should allow ample time to conduct the analyses.

6. Plan the Data Interpretation and Development of

Recommendations

Data interpretation in bilingual program evaluation is often not a

strictly empirical task. To repeat the basic premise of this ,

Handbook, it is probably impossible to show, by employing conventional

sOcial science research methods, that children in the bilingual

program did better in the program than they would have without it.

Therefore, interpreting the data obtained by evaluation efforts is not
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a mechanical exercise of reciting significant,alphas. Rather than ,

concluding that the bilingual program "works" better than some

alternate treatment, the interpretive exercise is more likely to In in

the nature of a policy question. Does the bilingual program "work"

well enough? Are decisionmakers and Constituents satisfied with the

program amd the student's progress? Recognizing the policy

implication function of data interpretation, an interpretive panel may

be a better alternative to perform this function. Chapter IV provides

more detailed guidelines and procedurss for performing the

interpretation function.

Two basic approaches are therefore suggested for data interprets

and formulating recommendations for program modification. The first

approach is for the evaluator to analyze, study, and interpret the

results. Using informal means, the evaluator then checks the

interpretations and recommendations with program staff and others as

he/she deems appropriate. The second dpproach is to convene h panel

of people with vsrious perspectives on the progiam and have them

interpret the results. The,panal may consist of individuals that are

representative of the variods audiences. This decision can be made

immediately before the analysis activity begins.,

7. Plan the Reporting of the Evaluation

Preparation of the final evaluation report is an important activity of

the evaluation. The evaluation report is the final and most /isible

product of the evaluation. Steps should be taken to ensure that the



report addresses the purposes and specific questions of the
sw.

decisionmgkers for whom the evaluation was planned. 'In addition, the

evaluation results should be reported in a timely merrier, taking care
\

to ensure that the technical aspects of the evaluation effort are

clearly presented. Together, these steps increase the usefulness of

the evaluation results.

Several standard elements should be included in the report. These

include:

o Statement of purpose;

o Program overview and background;
1

o The goals arid objectives of the bilingual
program;

o Description of the program and students;

o Discussion of the methodology.used; including
design, sampling strategy, instrumentation,"and
data analysis procedures; and

o Presentation of the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations for program change.

The report should be Concise and should include easily interpreted

tables, graphs, and other figures limiting the amount of narrative

material presented. Important issues should be identified and

highlighted in the report' if the results of the evaluation effort are

to be maxt.mized. Techniques such as boxing in recommendations or

usingota different type face are useful to highlight the most important

points of the report. Examples of actual data collection instruments

should be included in an appendix. Chapter V provides more detailed

guidelines for developing the report.
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CHAPTER II

ESTABLISHING BASELINE DATA REQUIRED FOR THE EVALUATION

The evaluation model for evaluating Title VII bilingual education

programs presented in this Handbook has two components. The first

component evaluates program operations (e.g. program administration,

staff development, parental involvement, etc.) using a discrepancy

evaluation design. The second evaluates student outcomes. Results of

these two, evaluation activities taken together constitute the basis

for determining how the program operated and provides a description of

student performance.

In order to conduct the discrepancy evaluation of prograM operations,

information on how the program was originally designed and intended to

operate must be collected and documented. This information serves as

the baseline data, which are compared to the data resulting from the

actual evaluation of program operations as described in Chapter III.

The information obtained from the evaluation of program operations is

taken into account in developing and conducting the evaluation of

student performance. Therefore, a very early and important step in

conducting an evaluation of a bilingual program is the establishment

of baseline information about the total program.



This description includes identifying who the program is meant to

serve, what are the exact services of the program, how these services

are to be provided, and what outcomes are expected from the services.

Without this description, itis impossible to det6rmine (a) whether

#the bilingual program meets the original intent, and (b) whether any

marked achievements can reasonably be attributed to the program.

Comparing the original program design, as described by the baseline

data, to its actual operation, as determined by the evaluation of

program operations, will indicate areas of the program that have

either not been implemented or have changed from the time that the

program was originally designed. Discrepancies identified as a result

of this comparison are a powerfdl management tool for the program

director and a programmatically useful part of the whole evaluation

process. This comparison can also help to determine the goals

1of the program are reasonable, and provide infor-tm ion about the

relationship between program activities and program outcomes.

In order to accomplish this, the persons conducting the various

evaluation activities must first develop proper documentation of the

program context, the target students, the program goals, and the

instructional program. This is not a difficult task. The information

to be collected should clearly describe how the program is designed to

meet its goals, as well as the total environment in which the program

operates. Once this documentation is accomplished, the program

director, with assistance from the evaluator, will be able to use the

1 ,

information to design the evaluation and to analyze and interpret the
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evaluation results. The documentation does not need to be elaborate,

simply informative. Most importantly, the information collected

should be complete, detailed, and easy to understand. The Designer's

Manual provides more detailed listings of the different information

that needs to be collected. These listings are elso found in the

Technical Appendix.
rr

Baseline Data Needed eor the Evaluation
ss

1. Describe the Context of the Program
a

Develop a simple, but accurate description of the school district and

111

neighborhood. Data from previous evaluation reports can be easily

updated, thus avoiding surveys or other time-consuming efforts. The

type of information 'that should be covered in: the description

Vt,
includes:

o Community characteristics

.
.

- Languages spoken .
,.

- Ethnicity .
..

- Social economic qtatue (SE5.). levels , ..

- Mobility and length of residence ,

- Size --,

o Local Educatiom Agedcy (LEA) desCription

Size
Fipancial_status.'
Fac.il i ti es available for the bilingwal
program
General goals
Philosophy towards language and cultural
diversliy ,

1-18
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o School Description

number of bilingual stridents by language
group
number in the bilingual prograni
how .students are assigned to classr000ms
bilinguality niix in classrooms
parent involvement in school affairs

The informatIon collected on the context of the program`should be

compiled immediately after the data-gatheririg phase. While technical

analysi% of the information is not required, the program directorsand
A

evaluator should review the data in order to plad the evaltOtion of

program operations and make preliminary decisions on how the'data will

. - . .

be us.e'd dur,in,g, analysis, tR de. termine ptogram outComes. The
.- . ,

P 0 if
.ihfOrmation should be written in narrative f9tm for.inclusion irrthe

.

.....
- . .

. . .

*final' report. The topics and subheadings provided above may serve as
,

.,. ,an outline for reporting thiS informatkon.

2. Describe the Students

Baseline info(mation about the language proficiency end dominance,

cultural backgroundp.and ovraIl academic.achie'vement of the students

enrolled in the bilingual ptogram is eaaential for designing and

conducting the evaluation. The baseline Ota must include informatiog

on the skill level of the sfudents in both, English and their home

anguage, as well as their, level of performance in the subject akeas

being taught. The aesCription-should alsd include information on the
)1,

student's learning 6Sckground and school environment. At a minimum,

the baselinedata,should Anclude information on the following areas:
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1

I

1

i

I

I

o Definition of project student

a Student selection criteria W method

- Tests & cut-off scores used
,

Role orteacher judgment

- Role of parent wishes

- Method of combining criteria

o Exit criteria & follow-up

m Student turnOver

o Student characteristics at beginning of year

Language proficiency

- Achievement level

Biographic data

Jhis information is essential for grouping students according tO both

current skills and past experience during data analysis activities and
...

plays a major role in determining student performance.. .

3. Describe the Program Goals

Developing a clear and complete description of the goals.of the

,program is an esssential part-of establishirig baseline data. 'Goal

setting; although important, ia often ovarlooked or ignored during the

program planning stage.

,

-N.
,....

'--

C.



Therefore, many programs operate year-to-year with little or no set

direction. Programs that fail to establish clear and measurable goals

cannot expect to be able to measure program outcomes.

Programs should distimjuish between short-term, intermediate goals

relevant to a single-year evaluation and long-range goals that can be

&valuated only over a period of several years. Failing co make this

distinction creates problems for.bi/ingual .programs, since some

long-term goals (e.g..,-IMproved English skills) may not be applicable

and measurable until the later grades. .Long.-term goals are also

affected by the high rate of student turnover experienced by many

bifingual programs. Sinoe long-term gdals would not apply Ea a

short-term student, two sets of goals are required. This should be'

clearly stated and presented in the baseline data being collected.

Defining and describing student achievement goals is another important

step in establishing baseline data. While there are many important

considerations to recognize when specifying student achievement goals,

the baseline data must include information on:

,Subject areas.(e.g., reading, language, math);

o Languages to be used (e.g., English, Spanish,
etc.);

o Student language proficiency category (e.g.,
English: limited or proficient, Spanish: limited
or proficient);

o Grade level; and

o Student affective.goals (e.g., self-concept and
attitudes towards school).
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Because the original needs of the program, as stated in the proposal,

may have changed, the information Collected should be reviewed by the

,

program director. Changes that have occurred should be properly

documented.

4. Describe the Instructional Program

Establishing baseline data for the instructional program requiies more

time and effort than any Of the other three areas on which information

is collected. Baseline data collection on the program context,

students, and program goals basically requires the review of existing

records, files, and the original project proposal. Baseline data

collection for the instructional program, however, requires

face-to-face interviews of persons associated with the program, as

well as review of program documents.

A description of the instructional program can be divided into three

categories:
41

t

o An overview of the progr.am as it was originally
designed and initially implemented;

o A description of the instructional approach used

in the prog'ram, incLuding (1) student selection,

(2) self-concept and cultural.emphasis, (3)

content of instruction, (4) presentation of

content, and (5) scheduling; and

o A description of the management of the program,
including (1) etaff organization, (2) staff roles,

(3) staff development, (4) parent and community

factors, (5) communication lknks with different
audiences and (6) dissemination of program
information.
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The program overview informat.ion can be collected easily from

information contained in the grant proposal. It should include the

grade levels and number of classrooms served by the program, the

amount of instructional time devoter4 to dual language instruction, and

a definition of the program design (maintenance, transitional, etc.).

A description of the actual instructional approach used in the

classroom and the basis for that approach require the most

comprehensive description of any part of the bilingual program. This

information is collected from program related documents, student

files, classroom observations, and interviews with program

administrations, teachers, and parents. This description is also the

most important element used during the data analysis and

interpretation. It is therefore essential that program personnel pay

particular attention to this component. A detailed listing of the

types of information that need to be collected is provided in the

Program Information Acqui-ition Form found in the Technical Appendix.

A description of the overall program organization and management is

the last requirement of the, baseline data collection activity. This

description will provide the basis for evaluating the operational

effectiveness of the program. A detailed listing of the information

that needs to be collected is provided in the Designer's Manual.
i

, ..-..

J

,
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5. Document and Repbrt the'Baseline Data.

Once the desired infwmation is collected, attention,should be focused

.on the various ways it is to be used. jhe information:

a

O Will be used as baseline information during.,the
program monitoring actiities of the evaluation- .

process;

o Will provide e partial basis for plinning the
analysis and interpretation of student outcomes,,
as described in Chapter IV; and

o Will be reported directly to varidus audiences as
part of the evaluation reports written for them.

-

Immediately after the prelininary data have,Ixen collected, the data

should be summarized in the form that they will appear in the Final

Evaluation\Report and submitted to the program director for review:

An initial analysis and interpretation orthe data should be conducted

to determine which variables, if any, are to be used as a basis' for

separate analyses.
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CHAPTER III

CONDUCTING THE'EVACUATION OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS
s'

2.
.t.

The successful competion of the planning activities and the

establishment of tDe bfaseline data for the evaluation enable the

program director to initiate the actual evaluation of the bilingual

program. 0 ed before, the actual evaluation of the bilingual

program takes.two thr_s s: the evaluation of program operations and

the evq*uation of student outcomes. These'may be viewed as totally

separaste-activities. HOwever, the 6utcomes or outputs of both

activikies are used during the analysis function to interpret the

overall evaluation results arid formulate recommendations for changes

in the program. This chapter presents guidelines and procedures for

conducting one part of the evaluation, the evaluation of program
#

operations.

The evaluation of program operations employs the discrepancy

evaluation design described earlier. Therefore the evaluation of

program operation.? is performed by first developing a comprehensive

'description of the program describing how it was designed to operate.

This establishes the baseline data for the evaluation of program

operations. This activity was hopefully accomplished in accordance

with the recommended procedures in Chapter II. Most importantly, this

activity should have been completed during the first or, at least, by

the end of the second month of the program year. The second activity

required to perform this facet of the evaluation is to collect another

set o( data similar to the baseline dataon the actual operationof

1 - 25
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the program. Decisions on what data to collect, how and when to

collect the data, and who will collect the data will have already been

made during the planning phase of the evaluation activity (See dhapter

I). Most of these data are collected by reviewing program related

documents, monitoring classroom activities and interviewing various

persons associated with the bilingual program. This set of data,

decribing actual program operation (e.g., the instructional method

being used; the amount .of instruction in English; the number of

teacher aides :assigned to a class, etc.) is compared to the baseline

data collected at the beginning of the school year, which describes

the program design. The comparison provides the basis for determining

if the program was operated as planned. If this is the case, there
%

should be few oT minor 'discrepancies inAhe twd sets of data which

describe the program. If the comparison reveals significant

discrepancies or deviations, the evaluation ffust'document why this

occurred.

Discrepancies in the program operations should not necessarily be

viewed as a negative finding. There are many reasons why a program

may deviate from its original design. The important task is to

determine if this deviation influenced the instructional prograM.. For

example, the program may have intended to provide one hour of

instruction in social studies using the student's native language.

However, due to scheduling modifications, teacher shortage, or other

factors, a change was made during the fourth month of the program and

the iristruction did not occur. The evaluation planning process,

nevertheless, most likely identified measures for this area. That is,

the student outcome part of the ,evaluation was intended to measure the
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performance of the students in social studies. The resulting student

outcomes data may show that progress was minimal. However, knowing

that instruction in the students' native language did not occur, the

program director and evaluator can explain the resulting student

outcomes. The question to be addressed, then, is why the program

design was changed. Should the,original design' be reinstated?

Answers to these and other questions begin to formulate a set of

recommendations for the improvement of the overall program.

,/

While,the example above' ties the evaluation of program operations to

the evaluation of student outcomes, it should be clearly understood

that the primary purpose of this part of the evaluation is to examine

and monitor the manner in which the program is being implemented.

Additionally, the discrepancy evaluation design makes no attempt to

infer or determine program impact.

This chapter provides some basic guidelines fot evaluating the

instruction, staff development, and parent involvement components of

the bilingual program. While there' are other facets of the program

operations that merit attention, these components are the most

significant to the overall operation of the program. The level of

effort allocated,to the evaluation of each of these components depends

upon its emphasis and/or importance to the overall program, as

established during the priority setting activities of the planning

process. These issues should be addressed and kesolved by the program

director and evaluator in planning and designing the evaluation (see

Chapter I).
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GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS

'Evaluating Program Instruction

The evaluation of the instructional program is intended to 'answer the

following two questions:

1. Are planned instructional methods actually being

used?

2. Are changes needed in the instructional methods?

Data'needed to answer these questions are-obtained by observing

classroom activities and interviewing program teachers and

administrative staff. ,This core of information is then compared to

baseline information, obtained through activities described in Chapter

II in order to determine if the program is operating as intended.

The instructional progrAm is the core of the bilingual program. The

program director must ensure that the level of effort allocated to

evaluate this activity is appropriate. Information.on the operations

of the instructional programs is obtained by (a) conducting classroom

observations, (b) interviewing the teachers whose classrooms are

observed, and,(c) conducting supplemental interviews with a sample of

program teachers and administrative staff.

49
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Conducting Classroom Observations -- Prioi..to observing the classroom,

the program director should review the program description so that

program features which satisfy the goals anti objectives can be

observed. The features to be observed should be identified during the

planning process. Classroom observations should become a planned

activity of the program director. Following each informal

observation, the program director should write a summary of 'the

classroom instruction as it was observed. These brief summaries

should be synthesizia into brief reports at least three times during

the,year -- fall, winter, and spring. Mester, these brief reports

should be used during the comparison activity and incorporated into

the final evaluation report. Thus, over time, the program director

develops a complete picture of how the classroom instruction is

actually being performed.

Topical areas that should44 observed by the program director will, of

course, depend on how the particular program is designed. Some

general categories or features to observe include:

o Language use;

o Content of.the lessons;

o Teaching methods;

o Diagnosis and grouping of students;

o Recordkeeping;

o Staff roles in the classrooms (teachers and
aides);

o Active participation by students; and

o Attitudes and general morale.
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Conducting Teacher Interviews -- Interviews with the teachers whose

classes were observed may answer questions of whether instructional

methods have changed from the original planned instruction, the

reasons for the chanoes, and what.changes in instructional methods may

be needed.

Supplemental Data Collection -- In establishing the baseline data

(Chapter II), interviews were conducted with program personnel,

parents, and district personnel. A similar set of activities need to

be undertaken to identify information about the actual operation of

the program. Thus, the final step in evaluating the instructional

program is to interview a sample of program personnil, parents, and

local and district administrat.ors.. Information obtained from these

interviews becomes a direct link to the interview data used in

establishing the baseline data. Comparing these two sets of data is

crucial in identifying discrepancies. The program director should

plan to reinterview a sample of program personnel as well as local

and district administrators to elicit information about actual

instructional operations.

Once the interviews have been completed, the information should be

synthesized by the program director and evaluator. This information

is then compared to the baseline data so that discrepancies between

planned and actual program operations can be noted.

Anal sis of Pro ram I struction Data -- A determination of whether or

not the instructional component of the program is operating as

intended is made by comparing baseline information about the design
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and plan of the instructional .program (see Chapt'er II) to the

information acquired from the evaluation of program instructional

activities. This comparison leads to the identification of

discrepancies between intended and actual program operations. Noted

discrepancies identify areas or issues which may require decisions to

correct the discrepancies. Later, these discrepancies may also be

taken into account in the interpretation of student outcome data if

the changes in the instructional program are determined to have

influenced student -performance. The triad of intended

operations/instruction dat/a, actual operations/instruction data, and

stuident outcome data forms the basis for identifying final

recommendations for the evaluation report.

Interpretation and Use of Results The results of these analyses is

presented to those persons responsible for decisionmaking. The

program director reviews and analyzes the data to determine if either

immediate or future changes should be sought in the program operations

and instructional methods employed. Frequent and immediate reports to

the program staff should be provided by the program director. Such

reports enable staff to review the intended changes, identify means of If,

implementing the changes, and, consequently, be a part of the program

improvement process.

Additional interpretation is performed by the evaluator. Using data

from the various sources, the evaluator can examine the triad of

intended instruction, actual instruction, and student outcomes to

.0404ecommend changes which should be sought and ways to implement these

changes.
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1

2; Eváluatin9 Staff Development

, The evaluation of the staff development activities of the

instructional progral. compares the actual training provided to

teachers to thet whIcb was planned. The comparison provides
'

decisionmakers with information about what training actually took

place and how this training is related to the intended goals of the,

program, as well as whether the)training met the needs of the program.
:

Specifically, the evaluation of the staff development activities
...)

answers the.following,questions.

1. Were the staff development activities conducted as
planned?

2: Did staff training activities meet the needs
identified at the onset of the program?

3. Did staff participants acquire the Intended
knowledge and skills?

4. Were staff satisfied with the training provided?

5. Were skills acquired through training impilemented
in the classroom?

Answers to these questions when compared to the baseline information
;

will identify discrepancies between actual staff development
,

activi.ties and intended staff training, as Well as prbvide information

on the actual training. A variety of data collection methods can be

employed to obtain the data needed to answer the above questions.

Methods such as questionnaires, knowledge tests, and observations of

instructional techniques can be used to provide the necessary

information.

,
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Questionnaires -- Information regarding satisfaction with and outcomes
,'

- of staff training activities can be obtained by questionnaires

completed by the program director and staff. The Designer's Manual

provides a sample questionnaire which can be used to collect

information on the actual staff training activities. This

questionnaire provides information about the,type and duration of

training; numbers of prog.ram staff involved in the training; and

planned and unmet expectations and objectives for the training. This

data ehould be collected within one week following the completion of

_

all training activities which occur throughout the program year, or at

the very least, near the end of the program year.
,

Appropriate analytic methods for analysis of questionnaire data are

determined by the form of the data. The evaluator or appropriate

member(s) of the program staff should review the questionnaire

responses and systematically categoriz the information according to

the evaluation questions posed.

Knowledge Tests -- A more immediate source of information on the

impact of staff training is information derived from administering

knowledge tests to trainees during or at the end of the training.

These tests, devised by the instructors, should focus directly upon

the instructional content of the training. Because of the specificity

of such tests, no simple instruments are included in this manual. The

results of the knowledge tests can be examined from one or more

perspectives. The tests could be administered prior to and

k,

subsequent to trainin.gi.thus allowing comparisons to be made between

-
1. ;.4,..
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pre- and post-test scores. ,An alternative approach would be to use a

control group not involved.in,the training pro6ram as a basis for

compEz:Ron. An additional comparison could be made between the test

results and the stated objectives of the training program.

Observation of Instructional Jechniques -- The classroom observation

process should yield information on the instructional approaches that

are actually being used by t.eachers,. To the extentthat staff

training is expected to affect cnstrubtional approaches used by

teachers, the data s,cquired from.the 'classroom observations are tilso

pertinent to determine whethei or not the training accomplished its

purposes and is being implemented as planned. For example, it'may be

possible to determine if staff development activities int6nded to

provide teachers with skills that are to be used in the classroom

(such as how to use new materials, or adMinister tests) were

successful by observing the taachers in the classroom.

Classroom observation data should be analyzed according to procedures

described earlier in this chapter in order to identify-'diCrepancies

between intended and actual staff development activities.

Specifically, the major goals of the staff training which pertáin to

teachers' instructional approaches should be compared with actual

classroom practices as evidenced by classroom observation data.



I.

Interpretation and Use of Results -- The program director should

examine the results of the analyses described above and determine if

the 'goals of the staff training were met, as well as determine if

findings related to staff training can be issued periodically

throughOut the program year, possibly in conjunction with recommended

changes in program instructional operations. Program personnel then

will be able to provide reactions to the recommended changes and

identify possible approaches for implementation.

3. Evaluating Parent rhvolvement

The evaluation of the prrent involvement component should address Slur

questions. These questions are:

To what extent did the level of parent involvement
match the planned level?

2. Were parents satisfiee-with their leve.1 of

involvement?

3. Was the program staff satisfied with the level of

parent involvement?

4. To what extent and in what ways has parent
involvement changed over the life of the program?

Data' collected and used to answer 'these quest.i.ons when competed to

information about the planned level of parental invOlvement identifiet

in Chapter,II should determine if discrepancies exist. Data needed to

answer these questions can be gathered by interviewing parents and the

person responsible for administering the parent involvement component

of the bilingual program...

3 5
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4. Reporting_the Evaluation Results

The information resulting from the evaluation of program operations

should be summarized, written, and presented in the format in which it

will appeaz .in the Final,Evaluation Report. The format for reporting

the resultiwill most likely be the same used 4m establish the

baseline data. However, the report should contain a section on the

evaluation 5inding9 and the recommendations being made to improve the

program.
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CHAPTER IV

CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT OUTCOMES

The most important goal of any educational program is to improve the

performance of the students enrolled in the program. Therefore,

determining student outcomes is perhaps the most important part of a

"T1Nrprogramevaluation. The purpo of this chapter is to describe

procedures for evaluating student outcomes. The student outcomes to

be evaluated can be divided into the following four areas: English

(L2) language skills; nonEnglish Or first (Ll) language skills;

academic achievement (e.g. , in science, social science, and

mathematics); and affective areas of student performance.

Conducting an evaluation of student outcomes.,is neither very technical

nor complicated if the evaluation is designed to simply describe

student performance. A student performance evaluation is interested

only in determining how the students in the program performed, rather

that determining what caused the observed level of performance. An

attempt to measure the latter requires a more comprehensive evaluation

design than the formei... These two different approaches to the

evaluation of student outcomes are commonly referred to as evaluations

of student performance and program impact or effectiveness. The terms

program impact and program effectiveness are used interchangeably in

this Handbook.

These two types of evaluations are widely confused when conducting,

:C;
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evaluations of most educational (bilingual and other) programs. In

particular, many evaluation reports make statements about program

impact or effectiveness when actually they have only measured student

performance. That is, they have observed that students have done

better (or worse) than some standard or comparison group and then have

taken the unwarrant.ed step of concluding that the program was

responsible. The Designer's Manual Oresents a more detailed

discussion of the distinction between these two types of evaluation:

Evaluating Student Performance
))

Evaluations of student performance and evaluations of program impact

are both based on the same:kinds of measures such as tests scores or

other quantitative measures, such as attendance rates. In both types

of evaluation, student scores are compared to some scale or standard

to give them meaning. Evaluations of student performance usually
1

group student standards of performance into two categories. Those

are:

o Absolute standards of performance which compare
performance such as:

Comprehension level (of textbooks,
newspapere, job application forms,
etc.);

Mastery ofspecific skills such as
language, math, or science; or ,

Proportion of days preseni jn
school.

Jhese standards of performanc.e are measureable in absolute terms.

1-38
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That is, they provide information on what a student can or cannot do 1".

and are not compared to any other external criteria.

o Relative standards of perfor.mance (typically
reported as percentile ranks or standard scores)
may compare student performance against:

Norm,groups (National, Stater, and
local.);

Other bilingual students (National,
State, and local);*

Groups of non-bilingual students in
the same school or distrivt; or

t;

13-ilingual program students in
previous years.

These, of course, are only examples. There are many-other comparisons,

that can be made. However, the more comparisons made the more

technical the evaluation becomes, often resulting in inappropriate

comparisons and misinterpretation of results. "0-

Measures of relative performance should.be the backbone of student

outcome evaluations measuring Fnglish-language skills and academic

subjects tested in English. Performance in other languages, generally

must be measured in absolute terms because meaningful comparison

groups will be difficult to,find.

Evaluatina Pro ram Im act .

Although determining the level of student performance should be the
1

primary goal'bf most piogran: evaluations, many evaluations e'ttemptlalw

go beyond this to demonstrate Plat the program is effective and

60
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responsible for the observed %level of student performance. Explicitly

or implicitly, , this question of program impact underlies most

evalation designs. This Handbook recommends that bilingual programs

do not attempt to cilduct an impact evaluation. The Designeris Manual

does provide information and guidelines,for expanding the evaluation

to determine program impact.

The laboratory approach to answering this question would be to divide

the sttidents randomly into groups--one or more groups for each type of

program--and then to compare the effects of the different programs

after some reasonable amount of time. In practice, however, because

of the diversity of services and-the characteristics of bilingual

students, this is almost never possible. The result i$ that the

effect of a program cannot be separated from effects of other factors

in a conclusive manner. An evaluation using data from a single

academic year probably should not even try to prove impact. However,

data collected over several years can probably be used to develop 'an

argument that, while not completely definitive, will be reasonably

convincing as to the impact of the program. Bilingual programs should

attempt to collect multi-year data on student performance.

Problems Associated With Accurate Measurement

01.

In addition to the-dissues described above, impact evaluations, as well

as evaluations of student performance, are themselves impacted by the

measurement techniques available to measure performance. The

predominant factor is the ability of the evaluation design and the
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evaluator to control the '''noise" or more commonly, the error of

measurement.

It is generally accepted that test scores include some measurement

error, and that student performance is affected by many things outside

of the program. Therefore, the important issues for anyone involved

in evaluation are (1) how much noise is there in a carefully done

evaluation? and (2) can changes be expected in students (or impacts

due to the program) that are significant enough to be measured in

spite of the noise factor? This issue, as well as the characteristics

of bilingual programs which impact the issue, are discussed in the

Designer's Manual.

Because of all the problems associated with evaluation, the Handbook

strongly recommends that evaluations of bilingual,programs concentrate
;.

their efforts in conducting evaluations of student performance, rather

than impact. This, together with the evaluation (description) of

..

program operations meets the Federal evaluation requirements, as well

as provides the program with sufficient information with which to make

informed decisions on how to improve the program.
14,,,
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1. Developing the Evaluation Design

i
The first steps 'n performing the evaluation of student outcomes is to

determine the t>Jpe of evaluation that will be conducted and what

questions the evaluation is designed to answer. The type of

evaluation conducted; however, must address the minimum Title VII

requirements.

Title VII reqdires that bilingual program evaluation include

provisions for measuring the accomplishments of the instructionalzH

objectives, the progress of the students in improving their English
.

language skills'and a procedure for using the ihformation to-improve

the operation of the- program. Me e ti rteg these requirements is

relatively simple and can be accomplished by following the procedures

recommended in the Handbook. In order to meet these requirements, the

Handbook recommends conducting an .evaluation of student performance,

rather than attempting to determine program impact. This can be

accomplished by using the basic evaluation design provided in this

Handbook.

The Basic Evaluation Design

Because of the difficulty in conducting program impact evaluations,

the recommended approach to evaluate student outcomes is simply to

evaluate student performance. This approach is referred to in this

Handbook as the basic evaluation on the basic evaluation design. This

basic evaluation design, therefore only answers the relative
*
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performance question, ."to what extent are the bilingual students

achieving?"

The basic design has minimal requirements. These are:

o Testing only the students enrolled in the
bilingual program;

o using adequate norm-referenced tests (NRTs)
capable of measuring English language skills,
first (1L1) language skills, if applicable, and
academic subjects (e.g., math, science, etc.);
andy

o measuring.performance for only one academic year.

Applying these minimal design requirements to the first student

outcome component, English language petformance, is all that is

reqired to meet the Fedetal evaluation requirements. Howaver, most

bilingual programs should at least evaluate performance iri two ather

outcome areas, first (L1) language and academic subjects.

Additionally, although the basic design does not require a multi-year

evaluation design, the Handbook does recommend that bilingual programs

attempt to collect multi-year performance data. At a minimum,

Oli

programs should strive to collect data over the duration of their

grant period. It is conceivable that data showing progress over the

life of the program, can be used to argue that the bilingual program

was responsible for the outcome.

Expanding the Evaluation

A

Programs wishing to extend the evaluation beyond a description of

1 ,
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student performance to measure program effectiveness'and/or impact

will need to enhance the requirements of the basic design. At a

minimum, these evaluation designs may require three modifications.

They will have to obtain teat scores for comparison purposes from

students enrolled in other bilingual or non-bilingual programs.

Single-year evaluations only serve the purpose of the basic evaluation

design and can only document if the program is effective compared to

baseline data, butvannot show year-to-year changes. Therefore,

evaluations attempting to measure effectiveness will most likely

require multi-year evaluation designs capable of tracking students

throughout their participation in the program. Multi-year evaluations

require the use of the same measurement instruments throughout the

evaluation period and strict recordkeeping.

Evaluations attempting to measure effectiveness will most likely also

need to expand their measurement instruments beyond norm-referenced

tests. These may include criterion-referenced tests (CRTs), mastery

tests, and other types of measures. The Designer's Manual presents a

detailed discussion of these issues and provides options which may be

added to the basic design in order to attempt documenting program

impact.

Preparing for the Evaluation

Because the evaluation resources are limited, the evaluation may not

be able to answer all questions. Priorities must be determined with

1-44
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respect to the most useful information to be obtained from an

evaluation. The evaluation does not have to provide data on each

student's learning outcome. The evaluation may provide data only on

the students as a group. For example, measurements may be made of

changes in' reading achievement of third graders but not on reading

achievement of a specific student in that grade. The evaluation does

r.Jt have to provide data on sub-skills such as phonetic analysis but

,

rather on general skill levels such as reading achievement.

Certain decisions must be made before any data is collected to ensure

that the analyses can be conducted as desired. Program goals need to

be organized according to several key student or program features such

as:

o Subject area (e.g., reading, writing, speaking);

o Language used in instruction (e.g., English,
.Spanish);

o Student language proficiency category (e.g.,

English: limited or proficient, Spanish: limited
or proficient);

o Grade level of students and

o Year of the program.

The Designer's Manual provides a worksheet and instructions for

preparing the evaluation activity.
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2. Evaluating the English Language Component

The English language skills to be evaluated are the fundamental

components to language use. These include knowledge of the soun'd

system for oral language and comprehension of the orthographical

system for written language. While each of the four language skill

areas -- listening, speaking, reading, and writing -- can be

considered individually, one component of language cannot easily be

isolated from another. It simply cannot be assumed that mastery of

one skill area necessarily indicates mastery of a related skill area;
,

nor can it be assumed that lack of skill in one area indicates lack of

skill in another. For this reason, the model recommends that

proficiency in all four language skill areas be assessed.

Three Basic Design Decisions

For practical purposes, most programs must make three basic evaluation

decisions: (a) which students to include, (b) what tests to use, and

(c) what period of time to include. For each decision, the Handbook

recommends a choice for a basic or minimal evaluation and then offer

options that will let you answer additional questions if you have the

necessary evaluation resources.

o Which students to include? The basic evaluation
requires only testing the students enrolled in the
bilingual program. An option could be to obtain
data from other students in the district for
comparison purposes. Theoretically, the bilingual
program staff could pick out comparison groups and
.test them. In practice, though, this option is
realistic .

only where there is a district-wide
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testing program, and the scores for all district
students arp readily available on computers or in
some other easy-to-use form.

o What tests to use? The basic evaluation requires
a reliable, standarized, norm-referenced test
(NRT) of reading and other language skills.
Usually, the test used for:district-wide testing
may be used. Options include criterion-referenced
tests, teacher-made tests, mastery-tests, and
tests included as part of commercial instructional
packages. We will refer to these kinds of tests
generically as "CRTs, etc."

o What period of time to cover? The basic
evaluation requires covering only one academic
year and testing only once in the Spring. Two

options are highly desirable: (a) multi-year
designs following program students from one year
to the next, and (b) baseline data on program-type
students obtained before the program begins. A

sub-issue is whether to test once of twice a year.
The first choice should be to test only once a
year,in the Spring. Options are (a) once a year
in theFall or (b) twice a year, Fall and Spring.

. These basic choices can be summarized as. follows:
. .

Basic Evaluation Optional Additions

1. Students Program only Comparison groups
from the district

2. jests NRTs CRTs (etc.)

3. Term of Evaluation Single year Multi-year
Baseline data

(Time of Testing) Spring only Fall only
Fall and Spring

Design to the English Language Com onent

The basic evaluation design through the use.of a norm-referenced

approach provides for comparing bilingual program students to a

national sample of students who scored at the same pretest percentile



on a nationally-normed test. For example, 'if the students in the

bilingual program scored at the 25th percentile on the pretest, their

growth can be compared to the growth.of the students in Ehe norm group

who scored at the seme 25th percentile on the pretest.

The norm-referenced approach makes the equipercentile assumption that

a group of similar students who are hot enrolled in the bilingual

instructional program will maintain the same percentile rank

throughout the year. This does not mean that the group without

bilingual instruction is not learning. It simply means that their

learning rate keeps them at a similar position relative to other

students in their grade. In contrast, the students in the bilingual

program will hopefully learn faster than they would in the program.

The question therefore being addressed is, "Do the students in the

bilingual program increase their percentile ranking as compared to a

national norm group who began at the same percentile?"

Key Comparisons, to Be Made

There are many comparisons of performance that can be made. However,

the five comparisons which follow are the ones that the evaluator may

find useful and can be performed without using complex statistical

procedures.

1. Are the students in the bilingual program making
gains?

2. Is this year's student performance an improvement
over past years?
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Are students meeting the objectives of the
program?

4. Are students doing better in the bilingual program
than in another program?

5. Are students doing better than thay wo.uld be
expected to do without the program?

The answers to the first two comparisons can be easily answered by

applying the basic design and using a norm-4farenced test. ,The other
-&

comparisons 'require idding one or more of the options described

earlier, such as a comparison group of students from another program.

Selecting Appropriate Tests to Measure English Language Skills

The criteria for -selecting an achievement test to measure English

languau4skills in a bilingual program are the same as those used in

selecting a test for any evaluation. However, some criteria are more

difficult to meet because few tests have een developed with the needs
0

and characteristicybf bilingual students in mind. Note also that a

major assumption is made about the Measurement of the English language

component 7- that the students learning EnglisF language skills have
.

enough English language facility so that eeSting can occur in English.

If this is not true, the students aTe%like;y being instructed .0 their

native language and; they, ar.:e acquiriin anguage skills ix that

language.

The basic evaluation design recomMeN0 the, us, of a standardized,

norm-referenced test (NRT) of readin-g and oiAer lpguage skill

evaluate the English language component.. Most achool districts now

b
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routinely administer one of these tests to all students. If the

district does not use a norm-referenced test (NRT) and NRT scores are

not readily available, the evaluator may choose to select one 'of the

tests described in the Technical Appendix. These tests are

reasonable, reliable, and valid. The main concern should be that the

test content matches the program curriculum, at least on a general

level. If this basic check is not made, it may later be discovered

that the second-grade test covers third-grade curriculum, and vice

versa.

There are two major problems to consider in selecting NRTs. These

are:

o Test level (floor and ceiling effects). In some
bilingual programs, the at-grade-level test is too
difficult for program students at pretest. The

next lower level may be too easy at posttest time.
If the mean scare on s test is less than 25% of
the items correct or more than 75% of the items
correct, floor or ceiling effects probably exist,
and the test cannot give an accurate picture of
either student performance or program impact (See
Out-of-Level or Functional Leyel Testing in the
Technical Appendix).

o Multi-year and Jnulti,gt.addlevel requirements.
Most bilingual progr-ams.-cover several grade
levels: Therefore, it is desirable to have
aC'hievement tests that can be _used to compare
progress, across grades and that can be toed tn
follow groups of students as they progress througti-
the grades. In practice, this meansIusing.any one
of the recognized achievement tests.

-

4
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Using-CRTs (etc.) for Evaluating the English Language Component -- The

choice of CRTs (etc.) is more of a curriculum decision than an

evaluation decision in most districts. That is, when developing

objectives and curriculum materials for a bilingual progrul, many

districts either develop or buy tests matched to their curriculum and

the instructional materials. These tests are the best candidates to

I use in your evaluation. If you have important objectives for student
,

performance that are not covered by any other tests, you may wish to

develop or buy special tests just for evaluating student outcomes.

1

J .

t
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3. Evaluating the Non-English Language Component

Bilingual programs, for evaluation purposes, can be divided based on

their non-English language component into three types.These are:

o Spanish only programs;

o Single languages other than Spanish programs; and

o Multiple languene programs.

The major differences among these three types of programs, from the

evaluator's perspective, are: (a) only Spanish-English programs will
A

find commercial tests readily available, and (b) multiple-language

programs often include small groups that. cannot be combined for

evaluation purposes.

Three Basic Design Decisions

The three basic decisions made for the English language component also

apply to the non-English language component:. (a) which students? (b)

what tests? and (c) What time period? However, the decisions are even

simple'r for the non-English language component, because there are

wer alternatives available to the evaluator. The basic options can
....

be summarized as follows:

o Which,students? In general, only the bilingual
pro4sM studAnts will speak the languages in
question and therefore the mix students that :.:an
be in'cluded in.the. evaluation. In a few
'Opistricts, there 'may be comparison groUps of
j.nterest from'other programs or other districts
who Use the same tests. powever, in most cases,
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only your program students will be tested in the
non-English language, making comparison groups
unavailable.

o Which tests? A limited number of standarized
tests are available in Spanish (although their
norm groups-are not analogous to those from
English-language tests, and you should not use the
norms as a simple standard of comparison). For
other languages, you,are limited to, at best, a
fey coMmercial, criterion-referenced tests, plus
ldcally-made tests (CRTs, etc.).

o What period of time? Here, the evaluator has the
option of single-year or multi-year designs since
baseline data before the start of a new bilingual
program could be collected. However, in practice,
few districts will do this. In general, if the
Englistr language evaluation is multi-year, the
non-English language evaluation should also be
multi-year. Otherwise, both should be single-year
evaluations.

The decision on once-a-year (Spring) verus twice-a-year (Fall, Spring)

testing will probably also be the same fox non-English testing as for

the.English language testing..

The basic choices are summarized below.

1. Students

Basic Evaluation

Ptogram only

2. Tests CRTs, etc.
(NRTs for Spanish)

3. Term of Evaluation Single %.,.!ar

(Time of Testing) Spring onJy

Optional Additions

None from
the district

None

Multi-year

Fall only
Fall and Spring

4

How to.Select Among the Options As you can see, the only real option

is whether to include the non-English language component in fhe



evaluation-at all. If you want to knoW how your.students are doing in

this area, you willalmost certainly be able to produce teacher-made

tests that will serve your purposes, but you need to consider exactly

which questions you can answermith such tests.

Key Comparisons to be Made

.1
,

r,e

The key comparisons that can be made relative to non-Eng ish or first

(LI) language skill development/performance can be the same as those

made for.the English language,component. Performance measurement

agains norms will only be possible for Spanish language performance.

Therefore, answering the first, comparison question for other languages

will have to be made by using locally developed mastery tests.

Answering the other question's may be done by following the same

procedures as be(pre. Answering the fourth question, which requiresr/a

comparison group, should not even be attempted.

Selectina Tests for the Non-En lish Langua e Com onent

Selecting, tests for this componedt is difficult because there are very

few tests available. Spanish versions are available 'for the

Inter-American Tests, the CTBS, and the ETS Circus test. However,

conventional non-English language norms do not exist. The

Inter-American Tests (Spanish) provide user-norms based on students in

bilingual programs using that test. The norms provided with the

Spanish CTBS do not represent the population of Spanish/English
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bilingual students. Norms for both tests can only provide comparison

standards for student performance eviluation, and these comparisons

are difficult to interpret. So far as the review of literature

indicated, no large-scale norm groUps have been tested in any other

languages.

,

.)

,
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4. Evaluating Student Performance in Academic Areas

Evaluation of performance in academic areas requires the specification

of the skills to be assessed, selection of the language in which

skills are to be measured, and the identification of appropriate tests'

.in English and/or the first language of the student. The evaluator

v.iill need to determine which skill areas are to be included in the

evaluation. Measurement of achievement in literacy as well as ih

major academic subject areas may be appropriate. ThiS determination

will have to be made on a program-by-program basis. If a student is

,

not literate in Ll or L2, then achievement testing will not be
, .

appropriate. If the students are literate, the language in which to

test the students will depend upon the language in which instruction

in the particular subject has been given, as well as the fluency of

the student in that language.

The Basic Design

Many bilingual programs include non-language, academic subjects', such

as math, social studies, and science. The same principles that apply

to the English language component apply to this component if-rsting

is done in English. A minimal evaluation would consist of (a) testing

program studrts only, (b) using standardized, norm-referenced tests,

and (c) a single-year design. Options include .local comparison

groups, longitudinal designs, and baseline data.

zt

.7.
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I.

Language of Testing

The major issue in evaluating performance in academic subject areas is

whether to test in English or in the first (Ll) language.. The

evaluation will be easier to implement anti the results.easier to

interpret if the testing is done in English. However, as a matter of /

k. common sense, if the students are weak in English and much stronger in

Otheir native language (e.g., new arrivals or young children from

.
non-speaking homes), then testing in the native language Nly be

required. In such cases, the evaluation design principles for

non-English language components applr (see above).

Selecting NRTs

By and large, the discpssion of tests. for English language also

applies to tests for academic subjecto tested in English: The

discussion of non-English language tests applies to tests of math,

science, etc. in non-English languages. The basic rule here, as it

was for English language, is to utilize the test that is used

throughout your district. The Technical Appendix contains a

discussion on the selection of achievement tests, as well as a listing

of these tests for testing language, mathematics, science, etc.

Using CRTs (etc.)

As in language testing, if you have test data available from your

instructibnal program on math, science, or other subjects, you may
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want to include these data in your bilingual-program evaluation. For

subjects tested in languages other than English or Spanish, you may

have to depend on teacher-madekests, and the normal cautions apply.
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5. 'Evaluating Affective Areas of Student Performance

Affective goals, like improving student attitudes or behaviors, are

mentioned in connection .with many bilingual programs. If your

program has specific objectives in these areas and if the program

includes specific components that are intended to change student

attitudes or behaviors, then you should consider evaluating the

effects of these components. However, you should be aware of two

problems, which are discussed below.

Affective goals must be clearly defined. In many bilingual programs,

the non-acadmic goals are defined in very general terms, such as

"improving self-concept." The test chosen to evaluate changes in

self-concept may be some readily available.commercial attitude test

that bears very little relationship to the self-concept of the prdgram

students. The esults are almost certain to be meaningless.

If you wish to evaluate affective components of your program, then you

must define the goals.clearly, describe-the components of the program

that are intended to address the gbals, and then identify appropriate

measures, such as tests, attendance records, and so on, that match

your goals. Then you can begin to consider an evaluation design to

evaluate absolute student performance, relative student performance,

and program impact in the areas that you have designed.

Affective goals are very difficult to evaluate. While the general

evaluation design principles apply theoretically, in practice it is



very difficult anii ftustrating too evaluate changes in attitudes,
A

selfconcept, and so on. This is because (a) there is a great deal of

noise in the measurement, (b) most measures are insensitive to change

in attiEudes, (c) attitudes change greatly from month to month and

even from hour to hour, (d) there are few good absolute criteria

*available, and (e) there are seldom any very good comparison groups

available.

The net result is that, few evaluations can provide convincing evidence

of changes in attitudes or related characteristics of the students.

Ljor this reason, we wodld not advise bilingual programs to invest much

of their effort in evaluating these goals unless they are a major

focus of the program.

Programs wishing to measure affective areas may coeult the Technical

Appendix. This volume contains a discussion Of selfconcept and a

listing of different tests available.
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6. Conducting the Data Collection Activity.

Data collection for the first component of the evaluation, program

operationa, consists of obtaining student background information,

interviewing teacners, program administrators, and parents; as well as

observing classroom operations. Data collected for evaluating student

outcomes consist of test administration, scoring, and the recording of

test scores. The latter activity probably requires a higher level of

effort than the former. However, data collection for the student

outcome component requires strict discipline and very precise

\ procedures.

Testin Students

Testing 'in the academic program areas --language, math, science, and

so on all require the same basic procedures. ;he main distinction

that the evaluator should make is between formal testing for

evaluating student outcomes and informal testing for diagnostic or

other instruction61 purposes, and out-of=revel r functional level

testing. Each type of testing and testing procedures are described in

the Designer's Manual.

Scoring_ of Test Data -- One of the issues in scoring tests and

recording the scores is whethef to use computers. If the program is

very large, the answer should probably be "yes," at least for

norm-referenced tests. Many programs have access to district,

university or state computer centers that ca perform the scoring of
r\t
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the tests. If these services are not available locally, the test

publishers or other scoring services can provide them. Hand scoring

and recording may still have to be performed for very small programs.

In addition, if non-standardized tests are used, it may be necessary

to score the tests by hand before entering the scores into a computer

for analysis.

Recording Test Data -- Recording the scores is the final step in the

data collection process. To ensure that the scores will be usable,

the details of recording should be planned well before pretest time.

Where a commercial scoring service is used, the evaluator may have

little control over the recording process, but if the program elects

to do its Jaw,n scoring or wishes to transfer scores from computer

printouts to a moreC4'h venient form, the evaluator must consider two

important issueN,l(a) the accuracy of the data, and (b) the details

-0--

of the data recording forms. The Desi ner's Manual provides more

detailed guidelines for scoring and recording the data.

\
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7. Analyzing Student Outcome Data

The analysis of the student outcome data should be performed or at

least supervised by a trained evaluator. The analysis of student

performance data should simply answer the questions which the

evaluation was designed to answer and make the necessary comparisons

that were established during tfie evaluation design phase. There are

three steps in this approach:

o Examine scores for serious mistakes or unusual
results. The scores can be examined simply by
drawing the frequency distributions of test
scores. If two sets of scores are being compared
for the same students (for example, second-grade
and third-grade scores) then scatter diagrams of
one test against the other should be used.

o Compute the mean scores and standard deviations
for program (and comparison) students. If the
scores do not appear to reflect any serious
problems or unusual program effects, then simply
compute the mean score for each group of program
students (and for each group.of comparison
students, if any). The standard deviation (a
measure of hpw spread out the scores are) must
also be calcuqated and reported for each group.
The mean score's are used to draw comparisons or
look for progrAp of the students.

o Estimate the possible effect of error on your
results. What may appear to be changes in student
performance may on)y be random changes in the
scores due to noise (error). Errors, in mea
scores of 5 to 10 NCEs are not uncommon,
especially with small groups of students.

In examining the data from the evaluation the evaluator should Check

to see if the distrfbution scores resemble a normal curve (bell

shapel). If the distribution of scores is a different shape, this

could ino:cate possible problems with the tests, testing procedures,

..

c
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the scoring procedures or the data computer programs. An abnormal

distribution in the data may also.,be attribUtable to the effects (of
,

the program on specific students. .For eicample, in one bilingual

program, the mean scores could shpw second grade students making a
.

moderate percentile or normal curve equivalent (NCE) gain in reading.

However, when individual students scores ar%.analyzed, it may be found

'

that only a few students in that graee have made very large gains

while the rest of the students have made little or no change in their

percentile standings. This information is useful to the evaluator in
,

concluding that the program is working for some students but not for

others. Using this finding, the program director may be able adjust

/
the program for those students not showing improvement in reading.

Another problem in analyzing the data from the evaluation is the kinds

of noise (error) that remain in even the best evaluation data.

Consideration should be taken to ensure that change in students test

scores are nat due to noise but to.o.the effects of the programs.

Error in meari scores of 5-10 NCEs are not uncommon, especially for
. ,

programs with small numbers:of students. Tests of statistica'l

significance4provide the bese way of estimating the likelihOod that
%

the results are-simAy_examples of random error. However, tests' of

,.

statistical significance do not provide ibformation about the
-.

educational irpportance of results, since small gains can be

,

statistically4 significant for large groups of students, while what

appear to be large gains can be,due tbcvandom error with small groups

44
of students. Tests of statistical significance:also will not indicate

flaws in your evaluation procedures. Thus, individuals responsible

/
4
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for conducting the evaluation should look for possible problems in the

evaluation procedures. The Designer's Manual presents a-thorough

discussion of this issue.

Anal zin the Data for Pro ram Im act evaluations

-

Analyzing the data for program impact requires a demonstration that

the program has had an impact on student performance, it must be shown

that student performance is better than expected, and that the program

and nothing else is responsible. This does not require a ny special

analysis of the data. It, requires the use of .data Trom the program
ND

operations evaluation component and student outcomes to build a

convincing argument. In addition to' the three analogic steps

described above, proving program impact will require three basic

elements to build a convincing argument. These are:.

o Evidence that students hav-e improved their
performance. This type 'of information documents
that similar students in the same schools had.

lower scores in the past.. This requires compiling
data from several different years.

,

o Evidence that non-program students have not made'a
similar improvement. This type of information
examines the possibility that scmething outside'of
the bilingual program, such as a new principal or
a new district-wide curriculum, is responsible for

,
the improvemen,t in bilingual student performance.
This information F.an only be generated by having
1 ocaa comparison groups -- preferably from
district-wide test data.

o Evidence that the characteristics of the bilin ual
students have not changed since entry into the
Rrogram. In scime districts, the student
popubltion can change drastically over a period of
a year 'or two (as when large nOmbers of new
arrivals enroll). Some evidence that changes in
student population are not responsible for the
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changes tin student .test sc,olles must be
demonstrated. 71L ..

f tv
I

Analyzing evaluation data, especially program impact evaluation, is
A.

careful, systematic detective work.' It consists of looking for clues

and followpp of any lea06 that may help to explain the effects (or

lack of effects) lhat are obser'ved in data. A clevei end thoughtful

4. :

evaluator can often build a convincing case by assembling a variety of
. ,

evidence. Unless it is specifically required that the impact of

program be assessed, it is better to spend the effort in developing

the instructional program.

v

z *.,

r.

,.

,
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8. Interpreting the Results of the Evaluation

The analysis of student outcome data described above, provides the

pi.ogram director and evaluator with the quantitative information on

- student performance. If a norm-referenced test was Used, the data

will show how the bilingual students compared in achievement to a

national norm'group. Hopefully:i the results'will show that bilingual

students achieved as well or better. These results, however, do not

provide answers as to why the students achieved. The answer to this

question may possibly be found by carefully examining the results

emanating from the evaluation of program operations.

The evaluator should understand that the two components of the

evaluation model, the discrepancy evaluation of program operations and

the evaluation of student performance, are not methodologically liRked

together. As a matter of fact, each component.may stand alone. The

-baseline data developed for the evaluation of program operation,

however, does play a rofe in.designing the evaluation vf student

performance. That is, the baseldne data provides information to

determine what outcome areas should be evaluated.

In,addition, the results of the program operations evaluaLtbn can

prbvide the evaluator with valuable infoitmation on how the program was

operated, the jnvtructional approach uaed, and the amount of

instruction provided in the first language for each academic subject

area, etc. This information can be used to "understand" th's results

of the student outcomes compoRent of the evaluation. This information

Es.
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is valuable to a perceptive evaluator wishing to find answers to

explain student performance. For example, if the discrepancy

evaluation shows that history was taught using the first language to

fourth grade,students, but not to students in the fifth grade, the

evaluator may want to closely examine the test scores in history for

those two grades. Depending onhat the test scores show, the

evaluator may .be able to make some assumptions on whet caused either

the same or different level of performance. The evaluator may then

want to more closely examine "how" the instruction was provided. For

example, the evaluator may want to aacertain the level of language

proficiency Of the teacher teaching in the first language or compare

the language assessment scores, if available, of the students in the

two grades.. All this information, when processed together, could

provide clues for understanding what caused the level of performance.

Because the two components of the evaluations are not methodologically

linked, there are no specific procedures that can be described for -

merging the two sets of data. Nevertheless, the recommended approach

provides the evaluator with a significant amount of information to use

in lirriving at conclusions about the program. The analysis techniques

required for the evaluation, as described earlier, are relatively

simple and can usually be performed by following the instructions in

the test manuals as well as the discrepancy procedures described in

this Handbook. The other ingreaient is the creativity of the

evaluator and'project director in their ability to-use the information

to bettei understand the program and how it might have impacted

student performance.
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S.HAPTER V

PREPARING THE EVALUATION REPORT

Preparation of the final evaluation report is an important activity of
'

the evaluation. The evaluation report is the final and most visible
,

product of the evaluation. Steps shoUld be taken to assure tha(t\the

report addresses the purposes and specific questions of the

decisionmakers for ,whom the evaluation was planned. In addition, the

evaluation results should be reported in a timely manner, taking care

to ensure that the technical aspects of the evaluation effort are
..

.

clearly presented. Together, these steps increase the usefulness of

the.evaluation results.

i

t

'.f

Preparation of the final evaluation report can be a time-corisuming and

burdensofie process if hot properly planned. 4wever, reporting should

( \,
,

be a continual proc.. ess occurring throughout the \evaluation cycle. The
*

preparation and sharing of evaluation information throughout the

evaluation cycle also serves fo strengthen communication between the
. .1-
. . .

. .

evaluation audiences and those conchicting the.evaluation, thereby.
...-,

increasing 'the use of evaluation results.

There are a number of basic principles which pertaih to the reporting
,

process and serve to simplify preparation\ of the final evaluation
/

I

report. This discussion assumes that completion of the report is the
i

primary responsibility of the program evaluator(s) contracted to

undertake major segments of the bilingual program evaluation.

Basically, the evaluator has three important tasks: develop an -

/

.0
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understanding of the audiences who will use the information,' select

proper,reporting format(s), and assist the audiences in using the

results. Proper planning of the reporting requirements will make this

final activity easy to complete.

S

The evaluatof mu'et understand that clear communication requires

knowledge and understanding of the evaluation audiences. The

,identificatioh of the audiences should have been completed during the

planning stages. However, it is helpful to review who the audiences

are at the stime of reporting. The evaluator should periodically

communicate with the audiences to identify their information needs and

their understanding of evaluation issues, sch as testing. This will

help the evaluator to tailor the report specifically to the level of

understahding of the audiences and to deterjJ the best form in which

to report the fesults. Contact with the audiences also increases the

probability that evaluation results will im fact based. .

Evaluation reports can take different forms, but whatever the form,

the repoft should be designed for a specific audience and be presented

in a manner that allows for response and interaction. Although 1.1e

most common format is a written report, which describes the entire

evaluation, consideration should be given to alternative versions for

various groups.

"---/Oral presentations are also a major vehicle for reporting to

'professional audiences such as teachers and program staff. Oral

presentations are particularly important for highlighting the major
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findings, conclusions, and recommendations', and for establishing

two-way communication that will clarify, interpret, and influence

decisionmaking. Such presentations can be enhanced by a panel

0%
discussion and/or small group discussions of the reported results.

Whatever reporting formats-are used, the evaluator must focus on the

audiefic4f(s) and-their specific needs. The amount of attention given

to the form of.reporting may make the difference between a report that

is simply received and one that influences practice.

Several standard elements should be included in the report. These,.

include:

o Statement of ,purpose;

o Program overview and background;

o The goals a'nd objectives of the bilingual
program;

o Description of the program and students;

o Discussion of the methodology used; including
design, sampling strategy, instrumentation, and

. . ,

data analysis procedures; and

o Presentation of the findingS, conclusions, and
recommendstiuns for program change.

The report should te concise and should include easily interpreted

tables, graphs, and other figures limiting the amount of narrative

material presented. Important issues should be ideritified and

highlighted in the report if the results 'of the evaluat,i-on,effort are

to be maximized. Techniques such as boxing in recommenations or/
using a different type face are useful to highlight the most important
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points of the report. Examples of actual dats collection instruments
4

should be included in an appendix.

. Once the written report is completed, copies must be'submitted to the

funding agency. Plans should also be initiated to present the results

of the ev.aluaty'on 'o specific audiences. Coniideration must be given

to identify the appropriate person responsible for presenting the

audiences will be dictated by the individual sdtuation and deserves

,
N

results. It is recommended that this be the program director and/or

the evaluator. A decision as to which of the two will report to which

careful consideration.

1
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OVERVIEW

This document represents the second in a three-volume series

'constituting the Handbook for Evaluatins ESEA Title VII Bilin ual

Education Programs. The Handbook provides practical guidelines and

recommended approaches for bilingual education program directors and

evaluators to,use in evaluating bilingual programs.

In the development of the Handbook, it was ieadily recognized that a

single document would not be equalli, suitable for all bilingual

education programs. Obviously, bilingual education programs cover a

-fi

range of languages and grade levels in a variety/of settings. Some

lprograms have large evaluation budgets and access to teams of trained

and experienced evaluators, while others have limited budgets and

lim4ed human resources.

Therefore, this document -- Volume LI, ,The Designer's Manual for

Conducting an Evaluation -- is designed to provide program directors

and evaluators, with specific guidelines, recommended procedures, and

selected materials, such as worksheets and checklists, to use in the

evaluation. The manual provides the conceptual framework for the

recommended evaluation and data gathering model. The manual is

divdded into five chapters, each describing one of the five activities

of the evaluation. These are: Planning the Evaluation; Establishing

the Baseline Data for the Evaluation; Evaluating Program Operation;

Evaluating Student Outcomes; and Reporting the Evaluation Results.

iv 98
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Each chapter presents a detailed explanation of the intended activity

and provides.step-by-step procedures for using the checklists and

worksheets in conducting the evaluation. Sample evaluation

instruments, such as interview schedules and forms to gather other

types ofltdata, are provided in reduced format. Full size copies are

provided in the Technical Appendix.

Volume I, entitled The User's Guide to Evaluation Basics discusses

evaluation issues and summarizes the procedures required to conduct an

effective evaluation. The guide provides a summary description of the

five components of a bilingual education program evaluation. The

guide is intended for program directors, as well as for persons

associated with the bilingual program, but not involved n the actual

evaluation activity.

Volume III, entitled The Technical Appendix, contains a collection of

references covering various evaluation issues. These are intended to

assist program directors and grogram evaluators in building upon or

expanding the evaluation activities identified and discussed in

Volumes I and II. The volume also continued full-size, reproducible

copies of the checklists and worksheets found in the Designer's

Manual.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE EVALUATION

Bilingual education programs represent a unique instructional approach,

using two languages to meet their educational goals by generally

providing instruction in academic subjects using the student's first -

(home) language (Ll) while developing the English language skills of

the students. The students served by bilingual programs also reflect

a wide diversity in culture, socio-economic status, and educational

experiences. These aspects distinguish bilingual education programs

from all other instructional approaches.

k
Lie primary goal of bilingual educatiogrograms is the development of

English language skills of the students as well as the development of

their home language. Teachers recrUited to teach in these programs,

therefore, need to have language skills in the twO languages being

used for instruction. Curriculum materials in the first language are

...

also needed.

Other goals of bilingual programs often include the development of the

student's self-concept by emphasizing the home culture and the

*

improvement of his or her performance in other academic projects. In

order to accomplish these goals, knowledge of the students' culture by

the classroom teacher and culturally relevant curriculum materials are

a necessit5; in bilingual programs.

,
.
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Due to these factors, the evaluation of bilingual education programs

must be performed with considerable caution. The selection of an

evalUation approach must take into consideratiOn ihe variety of

educational services, the curriculum materials used.in the classroom,

the"number of hours of instruction provided in English and in the
a

first language, the language skills of the classroom teacher, as well

as the educational experience and language skills of the students.

Because of the complexity of this educational context, experimental or

crupsi-experimental evaluation designs, are often not appropriate to

evaluate bilingual programs. Experimental designs usually require

random selection of studefits. However, random selection is not

realistic in a bilingual education context, because it would require

that student's who are eligible to receive bilingual education

instruction to be placed in alternative programs for control purposes.

Similarly, the unique and differing characteristics of the students

and the difference in the instructional services they receive make it

very 4ifficult to find comparable comparison groups necessaiy for

quasi-experimental designs. The consensus of the literature

addressing the evaluation of bilingual programs also indicates that

the use of standardized tests to evaluate bilingual student progress

is of dubious value. Despite these limitations, some formal

measurement of student academic achievement must be undertaken in

bilingual education.programs.
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The Recommainded Evaluation Model

The evaluation model presented in this Handbook, therefore; is solely

designed to provide descriptive-information about the operation of the

bilingual program and on the academic performance of the students

enrolled in the program. The information gathered through this

process can be used to evaluate student progress and to some degree

provide a barometer of program effectiveness. The model is based on

the premise that an evaluation of a bilingual program should:

o Provide descriptive information about the
operations of the bilingual program; and

o Provide information describing student performance

(even if hindered from making inferences about

program impact).

Therefore, the model requires the collection of student outcome data

to determine if the'students are making progress in their learning.

It also requires the collection of information on "how" the program is

operating.

The model is also practical and realistic in relation to the financial

and human resources available to conduct evaluations of bilingual

programs. Aside from the expertise and time of the immediate

personnel of most programs, the majority of bilingual programs have

limited funds (generally between $2,000 to $5,000 per year) to secure

private consultants to perform or assist with the evaluation.

Therefore, the model takes into consideration the amount cif time and

effort that can reasonably be expected to be given to the evaluation

.effort-
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The recommended evaluation model con5ists of two components. The

first component focuses on program operations (e.g., program goals,

time spent on instruction, etc.) using a discrepancy evaluation

design. The design places heavy reliance on descriptive data about

the program; therefore requirinb as an initial step, the establishment

of comprehensive baseline data on the program, the students, and the

community.

The actual evaluation and data collection activities needed for the

evaluation of program operations are performed primarily through

search and review of program documents such as the grant proposals,

previous evaluation reports, student files, and related material, as

well as perbonnel interviewa and the monitoring of classroom

instruction. PiTsonnel interviews to gather information on how the

program is being operated are conducted with' the program,director,

teachers, district administrators, and parents. Monitoring of

classroom instruction is performed through observation to determine if

the inst.ruction is being carried out as planned and in accordance with

the original program design.

The discrepancy evaluation attempts to identify and document

differences between the initial plans of the program and the actual

manner in which the program is operating. Information about

discrepancies between the planned and actual program activities, as

identified by the discrepancy evaluation, may be used to make

decisions on how to continue operation of the program and what changes

might be required.
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The second component of the model requires the assessment of student

outcomes. The student outcomes to be evaluated are:

o English language skills;

o First language skills;

o Academic achievement; and

o Affective areas of student performance.

Because of the difficulty in conducting program impact evaluations,

the recommended approach to evaluate student outcomes is simply to

evaluate student performance. This approach is referred to in this

Handbook as the basic evaluation on the basic evaluation design. This

basic evaluation design, therefore only answers the relative

performance question, "to what extent are the bilingual students

achieNing?"

The basic design hes minimal requirements. These ate:

o Testing only the_students enrolled in the

bilingual program;

o using adequate normreferenced tests (NRTs)
capable of 'measuring EngliSh-language skills,
first (Ll)4language skills, if applicable, and

academic subjects (e.g., math, science, etc.)';

and

o measuring performance for only one academic year.

Applying these minimal design requirements to the first student

outcome component, English language performance, is all that is

reqired to meet the Federal evaluatioh requirements. However, most

bilingual programs should at least evaluate performance in two other

5
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outcome areas, first (L1) lahIguage and academic subjects.

Additionally, although the basic design does not require a multi-year

evaluation design, the Handbook does recommend that bilingual programs

attempt to collect multi-year performance data. At a minimum,

programs should strive, to collect data over the duration of their

grant period. It is conceivable that data showing progress over the

life of the program, can be used to-argue that the bilingual pro.gram

was responsible for the outcome.

'Data resulting from the analysis of student outcomes can be used as an

indicator of overall student performance. The data,from this

component of the evaluation, in conjunction with the discrepancy data

can be used to determine what program changes, if any, may be required

to improve student performance.

For example, the discrepancy evaluation of program operations may

reveal a significant operational change from the original design of

the instructional program. This change could have had considerable

impact on the instructional program, to the extent that student

-performance may have been affected. Knowing this, the evaluator will

be able to analyze and interpret the outcome data affected by this

change and-make.recommendations for changes in the program.

In summary, the purpose of the recommended evaluation model is to

describe student performance and program operations. It can not be

used as a measure of program impact. The recommended model meets all

the requirements established in the Title VII rules and regulations.

6
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The regulations require that each grant have a plan to evaluate tKe

progress and itchieveme.hts of the bilingual program. The plan must

include:

o provisions for measuring the accomplishnnts of
. the instructional objectives of the

9

o provisions for measuring the progress of the
students in improving ,their English language

skills; and

o a procedure for using the information gained from
the.evaluation to improve the operation of the

program.

The recommended evaluation model accomplishes this by:

o performing an evaluation of program operations

using a discrepancy evaluation approach;

o conducting an assessment of student performance in

developing English language skills, as well as

first language skills and performance in academic

subjects; and

o conducting an analysis function to determine what

changes may be required to improve the:overall
operations of the bilingual program.

The Handbook recommends that bilingual programs should not attempt to

determine program impact. However, some basic guidelines for

extending the evaluation to determine impact are presented as optional

activities to the basic evaluation design. Extending the evaluation

beyond the basic design, however may require more resources than those

normally possessed by Title VII bilingual education.programs. The

Handbook also does not address entry and exit procedure issues. The

procedures are, howeveT, very much intertwined with evaluation of

bilingual programs and should be considered when planning the

evaluation.

7 luG



CHAPTER I

PLANNING THE EVALUATION

P/anning is the single most important task in conducting an

evaluation. Although this point seems obvious, research indièates

that many evaluations ofcbilingual programs, as well as evaluations of

other educational programs, are not properly planned. Manx

evaluations occur towards the end of the program year as a last-minute

thought., simOply to produce a report to satisfy some external

requirement, usually imposed by the funding source. As a result, they

are often performed haphazardly and produce poor results.

Evaluations performed in this manner are of little use,to either the

program itself or the funding ageocy. These evaluations usually.fail

,.

to address issues thbt program and scho administrators may have

about the program because the evaluation design failed to incorporate

their concerns during the planning process. Lil,ewise, these

evaluations will not be helpful to the funding agency since, at best,

they were planned too late in the program year to capture useful

information and, at worst, merely represent perfunctory efforts to

fulfill a reporting requirement.

-,

The evaluation process, to achieve its own objectives, must be

approached in a serious manner and receive as much priority as other

elements of the educational program. Program administrators must

I:. i i -1 l id 7
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realize that the evaluation process is a positive aCtivity designed to

prov.ide i n fo.rmati on on which to base decisions for program

improvement.

The planning process carefully balances the reportlng requirements of

the funding agency, the information needs of decisionmakers and

program administrators, and the scarce resources available to conduct
.8

the evaluation. It is unlikely.that any given bilingual.program will

have the resources needed to address all the information needs of its

1

different audiences. Therefore,,all parties concerned must realize

that compromises will have to be made; otherwise, resources will be

scattered, producing little useful information.

A properly conducted evaluation requiras more than simply,evaluating a,

specific component of a bilingual program (e.g., student performance):

An e'rective evaluation plan identifies all the ques'tions about the
I

program that the evaluation should answer.

The evaluation planning process, therefore, involves a series of

carefully executed steps which identify the evaluation audience and

i

their specific information needs, set priorities, etermine which .

program components to evaluate, allocate scarce evaluation resources,

and set timelines for the evaluation process.

Next to proper planning, effective management of-the evaluation
f

Rrocess is a must. One person must assume the responsibility and have

the authority to direct and manage all facets of the evaluation. All

\
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' persons involved in the evaluation process must be made aware of the

authority and be given instructions and directions on how to interact
...,. ..,

with that person. A clear chain of command must be delineated. Io
1

,

most Title VII programs, the program director retains and assumes tha

responsibility. For purposes or presentation, this Handbook assumes

that the program director is the person responsible for ensuring that:

the evaluation is planned and conducted.

l. Select an Evaluator and Assign Responsibilities

.4

. .

Proper planning and effective management of the evaluation dictate

that the person responsible for designing and conducting the more

technital,aspects of the evaluation be identified as early as possible

in order to becoMe involved in the early decisionmaking of the

evaluation planning process. In the case of mort Title VII programs,

this person is usually an independent consultant from.outside the

school system. Ideally, the evaluator should be involved in the

_

original design ot the bilingual program itself. In the case of Title

VII 'programs, this should occur during the proposal writing stage.

Thls.would enable the evaluator to begin working with the program

director in planning the evaluation before the academic period to be

covered by the evaluation commences. 'The plan for conducting the

evaluation, if at all possible, should be comp eted prior to the first

day of schbol of the academic year being evalu d./ ,.

A major responsibility of the program director is to survey the

available human resources in the district and, assuming he or she has

1 1-3
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the authority, decide whethe.r to use an evaluator from within the

school system or empl-oy an independent evaluator. The possibility of

contracting for the services of an evaluation specialist from a

univeTsity or a private consulting firm must be weighed against the

. potentially lower cost to the program if the evaluation can be

conduc:ted by district personnel. The program director must decide on

a course of action.

The program director should attempt to ensure that the person selected

as the evaluator Wave a thorough understanding of the goals and

objectives of bilingual education and be experienced in using

measurement and evaluation techniques with limited-English-proficient

students. Because it may be difficult to find a skilled evaluator who

understands the special problems of bilingual programs, it may be more

desirable, if affordable, to select a team of evaluators Who as a

group, possesses all the experience and required skills.

Assuming that an independent consultant or a consulting firm is

contracted't'o perform or pTovide assistanc,e in conducting the

evaluation, the program director should assign clearly defined

responsib.ilities and specific assignments to the evaluator, the

program personnel assisting with tne evaluation, and himaelf.

The program director, assuming he or she is the person in charge, must

take the lead in delineating these responsibilities, determine the

evaluation objectives and information needed from the evaluation

activity, and ensure that the evaluation is successfully conducted.

I -14
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In this respect, the evaluation of the bilingual program is just

another activity managed by the program director that occurs and is

implemented as planned.

The evaluator's function and responsibilities are usually determined

by the amount of technical assistance needed by the program director

in carrying out the evaluation. The evaluator's role is therefore

generally narrowe1 in scope, focusing more on technical matters such

as test selection, designing data collection procedures and

instruments, conducting data analyses, and reporting the evaluation

results. The evaluator may often serve as a technical consultant to

the program director during the'planning and implementation stages.

This role of technical advisor and consultant can be valuable to the

program, since the evaluator can provide immediate, informal feedback

on how the program is beilig implemented. Often, problems of program

design, implementation, and management can be identified and remedied

in the early stages of the evaluation process. The evaluator can also

help project personnel to understand technical issues associated with

testing, diagnosis, and program design.

An independent evaluator may be able to point out instances in which

the relationship between program objectives and program activities is

tenuous or unreasonable, a relationship perhaps difficult for program
,

personnel to observe easily. In this role, the evaluator can be used

as a sounding board to determine whether there is a logical and close
,

connection between what the program intends to accomplish and what the

program is in fact 'doing. This logical nexus between program goals

..*,
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and program activities will provide the most convincing evidence that

the program is responsible for the outcomes observed.

Listed below are some guidplines foe distinguishing between the roles

of the program director and evaluator. These guidelines take into

consideration the fact that the majority of the evaluation activities

will actually b conducted by the program director and program

personnel.

The program director should:

o Define program goals and objectives;

o Describe the interided program;

o Describe student characteristics;

o Identify.target audiences for the evaluation;.

o Determine the major areas to be covered by' the
evaluation;

o Identify possible evaluators, and in some cases,
select the evaluSTor(s) or at least recommend the
evaluator(s);

o Serve as a liaison with" the evaluator (or appoint
a staff member to serve as liaison;

o Review the evaluation design prepared by the
evaluator to make sure it meets the evaluation
needs;

o Arrange interviews or write cover letters to
questionnaires to ensure timely response and
cooperation;

o Monitor classroom operations and obsegvation
activities;

o Assign specific evaluation activities to program
personnel;

1,1-6112



o Identify trained personnel (and suggest Specific

persons) who should be involved,in data analysis
and interpretation; and

o Review data and react to interpretations and
recommendations before they are included in the

report.

The evaluator should:

o Design the evaluation based on the information
heeds identified by the program director;

o Select and/or review instruments to be used'in the

evaluation;

o Monitor testing; and

o Analyze the data and report findings.

A clear delineation of responsibilities and responsible management

will ensure that all evaluation activities are performed effectively

and on schedule.

2. Detemine the AUdience and-What to Evaluate

Determining which components of the program to evaluate is obviously a

most critical decision. However, this decision is always influenced

by the different parties involved with the bilingual program.

Consequently, the decision of what to evaluate is largely determined

by the evaluation needs of thee parties, as well as the financial and

human resources available to.conduct the evaluation.

Thus, the first step in determining what to evaluate, is to determine

who needs information from the evaluation, what tjfpe of information is

needed, and for what purposes. In addition to.program administrators
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and other personnel associated with the program, the typical users of

evaluation information include:

o The funding agency;

o District administrators;

o School board; and

o Parents and community groups.

Each audience has different interests and needs. Therefore, the

evaluation design must address the different needs of each audience

and provide the information desired, while remaining within the

budgetary constraints of the program.

Evaluations of ESEA Title VII funded programs, however, must pay

particular attention to the rules and regulations pertaining to these

programs. Embodied in these rules and regulations are a number of

provisions that should be viewed as minimum evaluation criteria.

Therefore the evaluation requirements for basic and demonstration

projects, as described in section 123a.22 of the April 4, 1980 Federal

Register (Vol. 45, No. 67), must be considered in planning the

evaluation.

These regulations require that any program funded under Title VII of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1968, as amended,

must have a plan to evaluate the progress and achievements of the

bilingual program. The plan must include:

o provisions for measuring the accomplishment of the

instructional objectives of the program;

H-8
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o provisions for measuring the students' progress in
improving their English language skills; and

a procedure for using the information gained from
the evaluation to improve the operation of the
program.

Worksheet No. 1, which follows, is a useful tool to use to identify

the various audiences that need information from the evaluation, the

type of information needed by each audience, the reason that the

information is needed, and the time at which the information is

needed. The Worksheet is also designed to help the program director

to plan and prepare for reporting the evaluation results to all the

audiences. After filling out all the information required on this

Worksheet, the program director can determine the comprehensiveness

and depth that the evaluation will require, as well as how many of the

evaluation needs can be met with the resources available.

If the resources available will not permit the evaluation to assess

all the issues or program areas, the program director, evaluator, and

all other parties concerned will have to set priorities for the

evaluation. This will inevitably require that concessions and

compromises be made by all parties.

How to Use Worksheet No. 1 -- In the first column, indicate the group

or groups of people who will heed information from the evaluation and

who will receive the evaluation report in whole or in part (funding

agency, district administrators, school board, etc.). A brief

statement indicating the type of information needed by each audience

should be written in the space provided under column two. Indicate



will, to a large extent, determine the type of report (column five)

needed by this particular 'group (oral, written, executive summary,

under column three why the information is needed. This statement

etc.). The statement will also determine which section of the report

should be emphasized in the cover letter. For example, if,the school

board is the intended audience and it is trying to determine program

impact on English language development, the letter should

emphasize the section on student outcomes. Column fbur indicates when Al

the information is needed in order to provide adequate time for the

audience to react to the report.

This Worksheet, when used properly, provides Eci, global picture of the

evaluation and helps pinpoint the types'of information that need to be

collected during the course of the evaluation. It also helps.to

determine what the evaluation report will contain; It further helps

to specify those points at which feedback on the evaluation report, in

draft form, must be sought \prior to producing the final version.



\ WORKSHEET NO. i (page i of 1)

DETERMINE AUDIENCE ANO INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EVALUATION

Audience

...

Type of Information Needed Reason Information is Needed

Date
Infonmation
is Needed

Type of Report and
Section to Emphasize

in Cover Letter

,

,

,

v

.

a

-

.

,
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3. Set Priorities and Establish Timelines

4 P
The establishment cf evaluption priorities is a must for all bilingual

programs. Most bilingual programs allocate $3-5,000 of their budgets

for the purchase of outside consulting assistance to perform the

evaluation. This amount of money, together with the level of effort

that can be devoted to this one task by the program director and the

rest of the prbgram personnel, constitute the available resnurces to

conduct the evaluation. More than likely, the evaluation needs

identified by the exercise described above will far exceed what can be

accomplished by these resources. Consequently, priorities for the

evaluation will have to be established.

The program director must analyze the evaluation needs identified and

ask the following questions. Based on the information identified

earlier, and the known resources:

o How much can I evaluate?

o How much do I need to evaluate?

o How much evaluation assistance can I afford?
-4,

Answers to these and similar questions will assist in prioritizing the

different elements of the program to be evaluated.

Additional questions, such as the ones below, will also help to

determine priorities:

o Is information on the program's capacity to meet

Title VII regulntions already available? If

11-12
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information is available, thi's information can be
easily incorporated in the evaluation.

- o What are the priority areas (e.g. parent
involvement) of the program? The evaluation
effort should give these areas priority.

o How are the program resources divided among
program components? Areas receiving a large
proportion of program resources should be

candidates for evaluation emphasis.

o If there are insufficient resources to adequately
evaluate all components, are there areas that
should not be evaluated or should the scale of the
evaluation be reduced in some or all areas? This

decision would be made after considering which
areas are already fairly well understood, which
areas are a low program' priority, and whether the
evaluation resources are so limited that it Would

be best not to evaluate them at all rather than to

conduct a general assessment of all areas.

o Which components must be evaluated each year?

Answering some or all of these questions will assist the program

director to determine what must and can be evaluated. Still" another

exercise to help in the priority-setting process is to break down all

the different elements of the total program and prioritize each

element of the program based on the information the audience needs, as

well as the Title VII requirements. After prioritizing all the

program elements according to this criteria, a final priority.listing

can be developed based on the amount of evaluation activities that can

be performed with the available financial and human resources. This

determination is based on the estimated level of effort that each task

of the evaluation will require. Estimating level of effort is

disdussed in the next section.

11-13 11.9
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How to Use Worksheet No. 2 -- This Worksheet is designed to assist the

person planning the evaluation to gather information in order to

establish priorities. This form should be completed by the program

director and discussed with the evaluator. The evaluator can also use

the Worksheet as a general guide for developing the evaluation

design.

Depending on the answers to the questions above, the program director

and evaluator will be able to.prioritize the different evaluatibn

needs. To use the Worksheet, insert a "1" by components which should

receive maximum emphasis, a "2" by those receiving moderate emphasis,

a "3" by the components that will receive minimum emphasis, and an "X"

by the components not to be evaluated. After completing Worksheet No.

*
2, the program director and the evaluator should review the

information to ensure that priorities set by funding agencies as well

as priorities of the program are adequately represented.

As noted earlier, planning a useful evaluation involves a careful

balancing of priorities and a sensible allocation of resources. It is

unlikely that an evaluation effort can address all possible components

and issues in any one year. Furthermore, it is more important to do a

thorough evaluation of the most important parts of the program than to

do a general evaluation or all program Components. Therefore, it is

important that priorities be set intentionally rather than

arbitrarily. A program component should not be omitted from the

evaluation because of oversight oi because the evaluation resources

were exhausted before that component could be addressed.
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dORKSHEr O. 2
(page I of )

SETTINa PRIORITIES

2:1C S " v tomoonents gni= 4i!1 receive 4 maximum emonasis. s "2"

Py components receiving moderate amonasis, a "3" by components receiving

inimum emohasis, and an "x" by components which will not be evaluated.

Evaluation COMponent$

A. Program Description Information

I. Project Overview

2. Instructional Approach

3. Project Management

8. Program Operations

I. Instructional Program Implementation

2. Staff Development

3. Parent Involvement

C. Student Effects

1. Englisn Language Component

2. NonEnglish Language Component

3. NonEngl:sn Academic Component

4. Nonacademic Student Effects

Oone This Nexc Following

last year Year Year Year

(19__) (It.) (19..)

...WWWOo

Yr.
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After the evaluation priorities have been determineC, the J:rogram

director should establish timelines for completing the diffe7nt

components and the total evaluatiAl of the program. The progTam

directot needs to understand that certain elements of the evaluatipn

must be performed at very specific times during thesacaderyic year and

cannot be delayed or postponed. Additionally, the program director,

in determining timelines for ,tasks assigned to specific individuals,

has to consider other responsibilitiles of evaluation team members.

Responsiblities and assignments may have to be modified as a result of

the established timelines.

How to Use Worksheet No. 3 -- This Worksheet can be used as a bar .

chart to depict all evaluation activities. In the space provided

under the Task heading, indicate all the major tasks and subtaska

required to perform each of the evaluation'activities. This exercise
e-

will help the planner to "think tkIrough" all of the steps required.

The months of the "school year" are then depicted next to the tasks.

To use the bar chart, simply place a line through whatever period of

time each task will require. This activity will force the planner to I

determine which activity must be performed at what time.

A sample Worksheet, already filled out, is attached. A blank one is

included in the Technical Appendix.

4
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WORKSHEET NO. 3.
. ;Completed Sample) page 3 c. LI) 5-

TIMETABLE FOR ElfALJATION ACTIV:T1ES

,
Year

Tasks

A. Plan Evaluation Design'
Zetermine .nion vals
sna zolectives in each

tomponent 12 Jocus zn
puc tvaivation

3. Summarits design for
administrator

3. P-olect Oescri9tion
I. Collect data - divide

UP

Z. Sumnarizs data
3. Review s analyze data

for purposes of plan-

ning its usetin
analyzing evaluation

data

C. monitoring of Program

*Operations
I. Instructionab Program

Implementation
a. Oevelop/select

instruments

b. Administer
instrweents

c. Analyze data
4. Interpret data

a. Oraft Reocrt
Section

Z. Staff Training
a. Develop/select

instruments

4. Administer
instruments

c. Analyze data
d. Interpret zata
e. Prepare reoort

section

3.

/*OWNS

171117:1571E5 Nov sc .:ani Fed mar Aor mayi I v

Parent Involvement

a. Oeveloo instruments ,

p. Administer instru-
ments

c. analyze data
c. Interpret data
s. Draft reoort

section

'Last Possible tine to do this. locally tmis would also :e lone :ne orevious spring.

123
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WORKSHEET 10. 3

(Con'eted Samoie) (p4e 4 of Ll)

Year

Tasks
MONTHS

cr.! Oe 1 :aril -yeti Mere Aar* Pavi

1

0. Evaluation of Language
Comcionents

'. Oeveloo/select
;netruments

.

Z. ldministsr instru-
nents

2. =.neivzs :ata
4. Interpret data
S. Draft report

section

E..Evaluation of Non-
language Academic

Comconencs
I. select instruments
2. Administer instru-

mants
3. Anelyzi data
4. Interpret data
5. Draft report section

F. Evaluation of Non-
acaoemic Zomoonents
I. Develop/select in-

struments
2. Administer instruments
3. Analyze data

leterwe: eat&
5. Drift rtoorl section

a. Reoort
a. Camila report

sections
b. Review reoort
c. *Papers final report'

.1.1

:am*

"Nrial analysis interpretation ma -eporting is zone ac this point.

* o
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4. Determine Level of Effort, Budget and.Allocate Resources

One of the most difficult,tasks in managing the overall evaluation is
,

deciding how best to utilize the limited resources available, and yet

meet all the evaluation needs. The assignment of responsibilities and ,

4 Sin.

activities to those' contributing to the evaluation process is often

difficult. Because most of the evaluation activities pertaining to

'Title VII programs are usually performed by the program personnel,

coordinating time schedules to permit evaluation in addition to other

program responsibilities can create great problems, especially if

.human and financial resources are limited. Nevertheless, the timely

execution of the evaluation is essential. There are activities wiihin

the evaluation process that can be rescheduled; however, others must

be performed as planned in order to produce a.reliable product. The

effective program director must exercise initiative and

-...)resourcefulness to ensure that this is accomplished.

How to Uee Worksheet No. 4 -- The effective program director uses as
t

many tools 8T pavgible. Worksheet NO. 4, the Operating Checklist for

Bilingual Education Program Evaluation, which follows, can be used as

a checklist to ensure that the evaluation plan contains all the

elements needed and that they are initiated and successfully

completed.
I

How to Use Worksheet No. 5 -- Worksheet No. 5, the Evaluation Summary

Guide, summarizes,ali evaluation,activities by program component for

easy monitoring of the.entire evaluation. By using this checklist,
,

..

4 ,
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WORKSHEET NO. 4 ;page 1 of 2)

OPERATING CHECKLIST FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION

PROGRAM EVALUATION

EVALUATION STEPS

I. Planning, Managing, and Staffing the Evaluation

termination of audience for the evaluation

1.2 Determine the focus of the evaluation

1.3 Allocation of resources for-emaluation
activities

1.4 Set:ing timelines for evaluation activities

1.3 Develop overall management pjan of evaluation

1.6 Hire outside *valuator

1.7 Assigning evaluation responsibilities to
staff

2. Planning Data Collection for the Evaluation

2.1 Description of program

2.2 Description of.stuoents

2.3 Description of program's goals

3. Planning monitoring of Program Operations

3.1 Description of program in operation

3.2 Description of staff development activities

3.3 Description of parent involvement

',arming Evaivation of Student Outcomes

4.1 Selection of evaluation pueseions

4.2 Selection of evaluation design for English,
non-English, and other areas

43 Selection of assessment instruments

initiatao Ocmoistad
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WORKSHEET NO O. !: '(page 2 of 2)

..

4.4 Scheduling :ne testing for tne evaluation

4.5 Oesigning procedures and scneouling data
coliection

4., "arming :he analysis -Df :he data

4.7 'isoorting the results

5. Reporting the Results and writing the Evaluation
Report

5.1 Identification of audiences and '4aporting
reouirments

5.2 Estaolisning timelines

5.3 Outline for report

5.4 Analysis of the data

5.5 Selection of convening the interpretative
Oanel for analyzing tna data

5.6 Writing the evaluation report and planning
presetations of results

Initiated Comoleted



WORKSHEET O. 5- (page 1 of 1)

EVALUATION SUMMARY GUIDE

1

Evaluation

luestfons

Evaluation
instruments

Source of .

Information

Data Collection Data Analysis Data Interpretation Reporting

Who does

It When , Who When who When Who When

P,.00ram

. Oescription

iionitoring

_ESI2L1L"
lDeratTons

Student
Outcomes

11-22
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the program director can easdly monitor activities, coordinate time

schedules and assignments, and continue to plan and make appropriate

modifications in the management of the evaluation. All members of the

evaluation team should have a copy of Worksheet No. 5,,ao that the

entire team has an understanding of the evaluation process, the role

of each person in performing the evaluation, and the deadline for each

evaluation activity.

Determining how much of the evaluation shbuld be conducted by program

personnel, which activities should be performed by an independent

contractor, and how much the total evaluation should cost,ia often

difficult for many program-directors. Districts with limited contract

evaluation funds should use most of theiT contract funds tp employ a,

trained and experienced evaluator to assist them in evaluating the

student outcomes component of the evaluation.. Other evaluation tasks,

such as describing and monitoring program operation, can be performed

. by the program director with assistdnce from the program personnel as

a normal.part of program management. However, the'evaluator should be

consulted when performing these tasks. If project or district

personnel are going to be employed to perform the evaluation, the

program director must make specific assignments and ensure'that the

evaluation activities are performed on schedule.

A major step in planning and managing the evaluation, therefore, is

determining the level of effort that will be required by each activity

'
of the evaIuation (e.g., evaluating student outcomes) and allocating

adequate financial and human resources to the individual tasks to be

r 11-23
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performed. Evaluation resources,.financial and hUman, will vary

widely from district to district. Additionally, the level of effort

for an evaluation is affected by a number of factors, such/as:

Size of the program;

o What aspects of the program are evaluated;

o The number of non-English languages represented in
the population being'served by the program; and

The scope of the evaluation.

The Estimated Level of Effort Worksheet (Worksheet No. 6) may be used',

to estimate the amount of effort which the evaluation will require.

The Worksheet suggests three different estimated levels of effort that

can be applied in evaluating each program.component and the different

tasks within each component. These estimates are based on discussion

with persons who have conducted these evaluation activities. The

three levels are defined as minimum, moderate; and major. The amount

of evaluation activity that can be performed using the minimum level

of effort may not provide adequate data for local use, but will most

'likely satisfy evaluation requirements of the funding agency. The,

amount of effort incticated for the moderate and major categories

represents more realistic estimates of the effort required to perform

an adequate evaluation of each program component. the major level

category does not include all of the possible evaluation activities

that could be included; rather, it establishes a level for a set of

activities,which will provide adequate data for most programs. Using.,

worksheet No. 6 the program director can select the desired level df

effort for each component;



Using this worksheet, the costs associated with the evaluation are

easily identifiable. The hourly cost of district and program

personnel, including support staff, are known to the finance office.

The number of hours that will be dedicated to the effort by each

person multiplied by their hourly wage rate determines the direct cost

to the program. This assumes no overhead for the district. Also, in

some districts, trained evaluation specialists may be available at no

cost to the program.

The summary section of Worksheet No. 6 enables the program director to

summarize the level of effort required to'evaluate each program

component. It also summarizes the level of effort which will

assigned to district or program personnel and to the evaluator. After

reviewing the summary and total level of effort required, the program

director.can decide whether the evaluation, as planned, is affordable'.

If not, decisions will have to be made to either streamline the

evaluation effort or to seek additional resources.

A decision on the level of effori to be assigned to the independent

evaluator or to the consulting firm, assuming the contract route was

employed, will have to be made ,as early as possible. Once a

contractual obligation is entered into, the district will be liable'

for mee.ting that contract. Using the worksheet, the program director

can determine which bf the evaluation activities will be perforMed by

the &valuator or when s(he) will provide assIstance. Adding up the

total number of days that the evaluator will provide and multiplying

this total by the daily rate of the eValiiator will determind the co st

of the service.

11-25 ' 131
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The costs for independent evaluation consultants are usually standard,

but do vary if obtained through a consulting company. The following
. A

figures may be used to estimate their costs.

.o Independent evaluator
(no overhead)

o Evaluator contracted through
evaluation company
(overhead included)

o Senior evaluator contracted
through major educational
research company

$4*-$150 pe'r day

$250-$300 per day

$300-$400 per day

By using the worksheet, the program director will be able to determine

what the services of the evaluator will cost and if all the work that

needs to be performed by the evaluator is within the budget

allocation. Whan summarizing costs for the evaluation of each

component, use actual cost rates. Other cost items will include

purchasing tests, computer time, and report preparation.

How to Use Worksheet No. 6 -- Worksheet No. 6 may be used to estimate

the number of days needed to complete each component of the

evaluation. The redOmmended levels may be used or the program

100.

director may wish to make his or her own estimate. .The number of days

assigned .to each task of the evaluation to be provided by program or

district personnel should be.circled in order to clearly differentiate

the days to be provided by the evaluator.

A I

This form should be completed by the program dire'ctor and evaluator

after thaevaluator'is iilected. Ideally, Worksheet No. 6 should be

11-26
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i

,

completed individually by the program director and by the evaluator in

order to compare time allocation estimates. From the individual

estimates, the director and evaluator should prepare a final

allocation of level of effort to each task which should serve as the

management tool to guide the elevation process. The worksheet

provides a summary of the level of effort and cost estimates for all

4qpmponents of the evaluation. This worksheet can also be used to

obtain bids from external evaluators.

..
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WORKSHEET NO. 6
Part A

(page I of io)

ESTIMATING 1,EVEL OF EFFORT REQUIREMENTS ,

FOR
DESCRISING THE PROGRAP AND THE STUDENTS

Estimates ,are provided for three leveli of evaluation aciivity for a given

year: (Different activity levels may occur etch year).

a Minimum - collect information from project proposal. school records,

and project director.

b) moderate collect information from project Pr000sal. school recoros.
project :frac:or, And i tamale :one :o :nree people in tacn category)

of project staf4. piringual :eacners, district acministrators and
parents 4sing structureo interviews or puestionnaires (For estimailon
purposes below, assume total number of people interviewed or
receiving a questionnaire is eight).

c) major - same as that described isor 'ftderate," except more people in
each Category are interviewed or sant questionnaires plus classroom
observations are conducted. (For estimation purposes below, assume
the total number of Osople interviewed or receiving questionnaires is
fifteen and that three classrooms are observed).

Level of Effort for a Given Year
(in Days)

Task Minimum Moderate major Your Estimate*

1. Prepare, discuss oltn and
obtain support of project
director for oroposed plan

i. Prepare data collection
instrunents (using samples
provided in Designer's
manual)

3. Identify specific people
or records from whom :o
collect data and make
arrangements

4. Collect data

5. Analyze and organize data
for use in report and analysis
of evaluation data collected
for later components

1

I .10 3

II 5

2 4

2

5

12

6

Total Days (S) (134) (251) .( )

EviTUTOr

P-o7;17-5taff

Circle the estimate for any tasks whicn wiii be done by project staff

instead of the external evaluator. Do not include these amounts in

the cotel for the evaluator.

411
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ARKSHEET 110.
Par; ',page 2 of 10)

ESTIMATING LEVEL OF EFFORT REQDIREMENTS
FOR

EVALoATING *ROGRAM OPERATIONS

Estimates are provioati for rA)Tieveis of iCtiVitY to te tonoucval our:ng

pven year for aeon of three tzmoonents ;nstructional metnoas, staff

development., parent involvement (Different levels of activity mey occur'

each year):

Instructional methods '

a) minimum - Conduct observations and interviews tw /year in only

two classrooms and have evaluator do int retacion.*

b) Major - Conduct observations and interviews tnree times/year in

all classrooms (for estimation purposes below, asswme
total nuelber of classrooms equal five) and have inter-

pretative panel.ft

Itaff

4) Minimum - Same questionnaire given to trainees following each-train-

ing session Knowledge test not used-and evaluator does

interpretaii66. (For estimation purposes below, assume

fifteen trainees and three training sessions).*

z) ''Sejor Same as for minimum, plus a knowledge test given pre and

post training, an end'a project sweater, questionnaire

given and an interpretative panel is used. (For eitift-

tion ourposei.below. assume fifteen trainees and three

training sessions),

3arent Involvement

a) minimum - Address only the issue of the extent to whicn the level of

Parent involvement matthed the planned level): evaluator

interprets data,

a) Major - kdress all four proposed evaluation questions given on

249e at. :or est:mat:on purzosts 3210w. 'Muse :en
Parents and eignt staff memoers interviewed): nave inter-

pretative panel.

* The alternative methods of interpreting the data are discussed in the

staffing chapter which follows.

1 1-29 135
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WORKSHEET NO. 6

Part S t.page 3 of 10)

Tasx

Instructional method

I. Prepare, discuss with and
sustain support of project
direc:or for proposed plan

Z. 3repare :eta :ollectiop
instruments "usIng samoles
provioed in Oesigner's
maaual)

3. Identify who to observe
and interview and make
arrangements to do so

4. Collect data

S. Analyze data

6. Interpret data

7. Write report section

Level of Effort (in lays)
minimum major Your Estimate*

Total days

1 1

2

)

c.

1

5

1

2 01.10.10

(6i) (20) ( )

Staff Training

I. Proper*. discuss with and
obtain support of pebject
director for proposed plan

Z. Prepare data Collection
instruments (using samples :
provided in Designer's
Aanual) 6

3. maxs arrangements for data
collection

4. Collect cats - minimum (have
trainer zollect all data):
ajor (have tNeiner collect
all data except end of year
Questionnaire) 0

EvirTiOr

ProjelirStaff

1110111.11MNIM

Circle the estimate for any :asks wnich will be done ot! P roject staff

instead of the external evaluator. Do not include these amounts in :me

:otal for tne evaluator.
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ARKSHEET 44. 6

°art 3
(page 4 of ICI)

Task

Level of Effort (in oays)
minimum , Maior Your Estimate

5 Anlyze data 7 0...alaMmys

6. Interpret data and
seveioo recommenoations 3

.rite eport sec:Ion

Total cays (5) (19)

Parent Involvement

1. Prepare, discuss with and
obtain su000rt of project
director for proposed plan

2. Preoare data collection
instrunenti (using.samoles
provided in-Designar's
manual)

3. maka arrangements for data

collection

4. ColleCt data

5. Analyze data

6: Interpret data and

devaloP recommenda'tions

7. write report section

Total days

1 6

L 3

2 2

1 2

(4) (151)

EviirglIror

ProNETStaff

(A )

EvlraTor

Pro:TMStaff
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ARKSHEET NO% 6

Dart C (page 5 of i0)

ESTimATING LEVEL OF EFFORT REQUIREMENTS

FOR

EVALUATING STUDENT OUTCOMES

Estimates are orovitied for two levels of activity to de conducted during s

given year Jor oacn of four comoonents--Englisn language component. n'AEnglish

"anguage combonent. lonianguage academic comoonent, and ronacademic stuaint

ects.

iralishomoonent
a) Minimum - Use norm-referenced evaluetion design only; analyze by

grade,'suoject. language used in instruction, and student
proficiency; evaluator does jnterpretation.

m jor - Use time series..norm-referenced and comparison group b
e evaluation designs; analyze by grade, subject, langurge

used in instruction, student proficiency factors; use

interpretative pe61..

`I.:ErigE.12..1.ariatjanoeponent

a) MinimUM Use existing test and do norm-referenced evaluation design
only; analyie by grade. subject. language used and student
proficiency; evaluator.does interpretation.

b) major Develop olivn LW; tag. time series, norm-referenced and
comparisan,designs; analyze by grade. subject, language
used in instruction and student proficiency; use inter-
pretative panel.

Nonlandusde Academic Comoonent

minLmum - Use ixisting test, compare to national norms; analyze only
by grade;tevaluatcr does interpretation.

b) Use existing test. compere to national norms; analyze by
A grade and tweotber key factors; use interpretative panel.

NOnacademic Seudent Effects

;. .miniMum - Use only a gupiisned self concept measure; analyze only 6y

gracts'anckstupent proficiency; evaluator does interpretation.

bi major - Use all proposed evaluation auestions and gata collection

instrumenti; analyle by grade and student proficiency; use

interpretative panel.



, dORKSHEET, NO. 6;

?art; C (piatie 6' of !0)

Task

Level of Effort (in pays)
Minimum maior Your Estimate*

Enalish Lammas!. Component

I. Prepare, discuss with and
potain suoport 3f project
pirector far proposed oian

2. Select umroprtate tests 5

3. Train test aaministrators and
make arrangements for testing 1 2

4. Suaervise testing - minimum
(onat day each, pre- and post-
-tescidg); major (monitor all

testing) 2 14-

Analyze daoa'- minimum (pre-
pare achievement data for
standard commuter analysis);
major (prepare data for'
standard oomauter analysis,
for several analyses) 3 8+

6. Interpret results

7. Write report section

10

3 10+

=1M111111

Total days

NonEngl;sh Lanauade Component

I. Prepare, discuss with and
obtain support of project
director for proposes, plan

Z. Select appropriate tests

3. Train tesi, administrators and
nake arrangements for testing

(I2f) (50+)
EvinFor

5.

( )

Pro:REFStaff

:, :le escillate for any tasks which will be done by project staff instead

of the external evaluator. Do not)nclude tnese amounts in the total for

the evaluator,
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Task

CATRTgar( ET-SFC-5' (page 7-of 10)

Level of Effort (in'OaYs)
Minimum major Your Sstimate*

Suoervise testing - minimum
(one day each, pre- and post-
testing) ... major (monitor all

test:ng)

5. 4nalyze sate minialum tore -

oare ecnievement data ;or
standard computer analysis);
major - (prepare data for
standard comouter an.alysis
for several analysos)

6. Interpret results

7. Write report section

2 ;0+

2 8

2 10

2 10

Tocal days (10i)
EvraTor

Monlanquacte Academic Comoonent

1. Prepare, discuss with and
Olniin support from project
director for proposed plan

2. Select apropriate tests -

minimum (pecome familiar with
district tastS); major (review
commercial achievement tests
and match to curriculum) .

3. Train test administrators and
make arrangements for testing

4. Sucervise testing - minumum
(one day each, pre- and post-

testing)

5. Analyze data - minimum pre-

pare acnievemenc data For
standard computer analysis):
major (prep.tre data for stand-

ard computer analysis for
several analyses)

5

1 2

2 10+

2 8

( )

ProTWEntaff

/MINII/OM
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AWHEtT.NO. 6
Par: C

(page a of 10)

Task

,nceroret -eSuits

4rJts rtoort Section

).;

Level of Effort (in OaYs)
minimum Maior Your Estimate*

10

8

.11111111111.1111MD

Total days (10i) (454)

Evil-T=6r

Monacademic Comoonant

I. Arepare, discuss with and
.tain support from project

Oirector for propostd plan

.\ Wet: or develop appropriate
instrumonts

3. Train test administrators and
make arrangements for testing
and other data collection

4. Analyze data - minimum (Pre-
pare for standard computer
analysis)

5. Interpret results

6.. write report section

Total days

1 4

1 4

2 8

2 10

2 8

(E4) (34.0

ProTiarStaff

.111

Ev711177or

2-Plect Staff
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Part 0 (page 3 o 16)

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED LEVEL 3F EFFORT
REQUIREMENTS AND
ASSOCIATED COSTS

Summary of Days Evaluator Pro'ect Staff

Program Description

monitoring Program
Operations

Instructional

Methods

Staff Training

Parent involvement

Evaluating Student
Effects

English Language
Component

MonEnglish Language
Comoonent

Nonlanguage
Academic Component

Nonlanguage Student
Effects

41111=11111M

osaa/Ilmov.

11M1

IIM.1

011.11INIIMI.

-ctal :avs ( svaivator cost per Pay Total evaluator cost per year :



WORKtHEET 10!
Part (page 10 of 10)

Costs (in Dollars)
Program Monitoring Evaluating

Idditidnal :ast tems 2esoriotion *-ccram loeretions Stint:It Eflec:s,

Secre:ary':ime

2. Printing

3. mailing

4. Other

a.

o.

c.

d.

e.

Total's

Total Evaluator Costs

Total Additional Costs

Total Costs :)rEvaluation

M1.1M1,..1111

3:11111111111111,

,41111

11....1111.

isimerrin ZneemlaB

A
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5 Plan the Data Analysis Function
.__.

The program director and evaluator shoula plan the specific data

analysis activities that will be required bythe evaluation. The type ',

of analysis'and techniques to be used will depend rargely on the types

or data collected. Data from the first facet of the evaluation will

_ consist primarily of narrative descriptions of program operations, as

well as responses from the interviews collected. Data from the second

facet of the evaluation will be primarily in the form of test scores.

..

/
The data analysis required by the recommended evaluation model is

/

straighforward and relatively easy to perfprm. Analysis data from

program operations data is analyzed by simply comparing two sets of

similar data. One set describes the program as it was intended to

operate, while the other. describes how the program is actually

operating. Therefore, the only analysis required is to exaine the

information and determine if there is a difference in the two sets of

data. The analysis of student outcome-data is somewhat more

technical, but can be performed by a trained evaluator. The analysis

procedures are usually found,written the test manual supplied with the

test. ,These procedures are usually easy to perform.

The two types of data are analyzed separately and are intertwined only

through the efforts of a perceptive evaluator. The two types of data

can stand alone and do not need to be integrated. However, a

perceptive evaluator will be able to see how the two types of data can

be used to support each other.

f
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The important c.onsideration during the planning stage is to determine

how the analysis function will be conducted. Data analysis will most

probably be performed by the evaluator. The time schedule for the

evaluation should allow ample time to conduct the analyses:.

6. Plan the Data Interpretation Function

'Data interpretation in bilingual program evaluation is often not a

st.r,ictly empirical task. To repeat the basic premise of this

Handbook, it is probably impossible to show that children in the

bilingual program did better in the program than they would have

without it by employing conventional social science research methods.

Therefore, interpreting the data obtained by evaluation efforts is not

a mechanical exercise.of reciting significant alphas. Rather than

concluding that the bilingual program "works" better than some

alternate treatment, the interpretive exercise is more likely to be in

the nature of a policy question. Does the bilingual program "work"

well enough? Are decisionmakers and constituents satisfied with the

program and the student's progress? Recognizing the policy

implication function of data interpretation, an interpretive panel may

be a better alternative to perform this function. Chapter IV provides

a more detailed discussion on the interpretation function.

Therefore, an important step in the evaluation is how the

interpretation function is accomplished. An evaluation may be

technically sound and well conducted, but may fail to be used by

11-39
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decisionmakers because appropriate people were not involved in

interpreting the data and in the development of recommendations.

Two basic approaches are suggested for data_interpretation and

formulat,ing recommendations for program modification. The first

approach is for the evaluator to analyze, study, and interpret the

results. Using informal means, the evaluator then checks the

interpretations and recommendations with program staff and others as

he/she deems appropriate. The second approach is to convene a panel

of people WiTtvarious perspectives on the program and have them

interpret the results. The paneWmay consist of individuals that are

representative of the various audiences.

7. Plan the Reporting of the Evaluation

...Preparation of the final evaluation report is an important activity of

the evaluation.. Tht evaluation report is the final and most visible

product of the evaluation. Steps should be taken to assure that the

report. address es t4he purposes and specific questions of the

decisionmakers for whbm the evaluation was planned. In addition, the

evaluation results should be reported in a timely manner, taking care

to ensure that the.technical aspects of the evaluation effort are

clearly presented. Together, these steps increase the usefulness of

the evaluation results.

Preparation of the final evaluation report can be a timeconsuming and

. burdensomesprocess if not iiroperiy.planned. However, reporting should



-

be a continual provess or activity that occurs throughout the

evaluation cycle. For example, Chapter III will recommend that

following each classroom observation, a brief report should be

prepared. These brief reports should be summarized at least three

times during the program year--fall, winter, and spring -- and should

be shared with program personnel so the; they can become part of the

program improvement process. Thus, these brief reports and summaries

prepared throughout the evaluation cycle will all feed into the final

evaluation report, thus simplifying the reporting process. The

preparation and sharing of evaluation information throughout the

evaluation cycle also serves to strengthen communication between the

evaluation audiences and those conducting the evaluation, thereby

increasing the use of evaluation results.

There are a number of basic principles which pertain to the reporting

process and serve to simplify prepazation of the final evaluation

report. This discussion assumes that completion of the report is the

primary responsibility of the program eveluator(s) contracted to

undertake major segments of the bilingual program evaluation.

Basically, the evaluator has three important tasks: develop an

upderstanding of the audiences who will use the information, select a

proper reporting format(s), and assist the audiences in using the

results. Proper
rplanning of the reporting requirements will make this

final activity easy to complete.

Several standard elements should be included in the report. These

include:

11-41
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Statement of purpose;

Program overview and backgrouhd;

o The goals and objectives of the bilingual
program; \

o Description of the program and students;

o Discussion of the methodology used; including
design, sampling strategy, instrumentation, and
data analysis 'procedures; and

o Presentation of the findings, conclusions, 'and
recommendations for program change.

The report should be concise and should include easily interpreted

tables, graphs, and other figures limiting the amount of narrative

material presented. Important issues should be identified and

highlighted in the report if the results of the evaluation effort are

to be maximized. Techniques such as boxing in recommendations or

using a different type face are useful to highlight the most important

points of the report. Examples of actual data collection instruments

should be included in an eppendix. Chapter V provides more detailed

guidelines for developing the report.
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CHAPTER II

ESTABLISHING BASELINE DATA REQUIRED FOR THE EVALUATION

The evaluation model for evaluating Title VII bilingual education

programs presented in this Handbook has two components. The first

component evaluates-program operations (e.g. program administration,

staff development, parental involvement, etc.) using a discrepancy

evaluation design. e second evaluates student outcomes. Results of

these two evaluation activities taken together constitute the Asis

for determining hoW the program operated and provides a description of

student performance.

In order to conduct the discrepancy evaluation of program operations,

information on how the program was originally designed and intended to

operate must be collected and documented. This information serves as

the baseline data, which are compared to the 'data resulting from the

actual evaluation of program operations as described in Chapter III.

The baseline data are also taken 'into account in developing the

student outcomes evaluation design for the student outcomes component

of the evaluation. Therefore, a very early and important step in

conducting an evaluation of a bilingual prograth is the establishment

of baseline information about the total program.
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This description identifies who the program is meant to serve, the

*exact serviceS of the-program, how these services are to be provided,

and what outdomes are expected from the services. This description

enables the evaluator to Aetermine (a) whether the bilingual program

meets the original intent, and (b) whether any marked achievements can

reasonably be attributed to the program.

Comparing Of the original program design, as described by the baseline

data, to its actual operation, as determined by t$e evaluation of

program operations, will indicate areas of the program that have

either not been implemented or have changed from the time that the

program was originally designed. Discrepancies identified as a result

of this camparison.are a powerful management tool for the program

director and a programmaticilly useful part of the whole evaluation

process. This comparison can also help to determine whether the goals

of the prOgram are reasonable, and provide information about the

relationship between program activities and program outcomes.

In order to accomplish this, the persons conducting the various

evaluation activities must first develop proper documentation o.f the

program context, the target students, the program goals, and the

instructional program. This is not a difficult task. The information.

to be collected shouldclearly describe'how the program is designed to

meet its goals:, as well as the. total environment in which the program

operates. Once thie documentation is accomplished, the program

director, with assistance from the evaluator, will be able to use the

information to design the evaluation 'and to analyze and interpret the

11-44
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I.

evaluation results. The documentation does not need to be elaborate,

.samply informative. Most importantly, the information collected

should be complete, detailed, and easy to understand.

Baseline Data Needed.for. the Evaluation

1. Describe the Context of the Prcgram

Develop a simple, but accurate description of the school district and

neighborhood. Data from previous evaluativ reports can be

.updated, thus avoiding surveys or other timeconsuming efforts. 'T0e.

type of information that should be covered in the description

includes:

o Community characteristics

Languages spoken
Ethnicity
Social economic status (SES) levels
Mobility and length of residence
Size

o Local Education Agency (LEA) description

Size
Financial status
Facilities available for the bilingual
program
General goals
Philosophy towards language and cultural

diversity
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o School DescriPtion
*411

4' number Of bilingual students by language
gfoup'
number in the bilingual program
how students are assigned to classr000ms
bilinguality mix in classrooms
parent involvement in school affairs

The iinformition collected on the program context should be compiled

immediately afteT the data=gathering phase. While technical analysis

of the information is not required, the program:director and evaluator

should review the data in order to plan the program monitoring portion

of the evaluation and make preliminary de&isions on how t he data will

be used during analysis to determine program outcomes. The

information shoul0 be written in narrative form for inclusion in the

final report. The topics and subheadings provided above may serve as

an outline for reporting this information.

2. Describe the Students

Baseline information about the language proficiency and dominance,

cultural background, and overall academic achievement of the students

enrolled..in the bilintbal program is essential for designing and

conducting the evajuation. The data must include information on the

skill level'of the students in both English and their home language,

as well as their level of performance in the subject areas being

taught. The description should also include information on the

student's learning background and school environment. At a minimum,

the bdseline data must include infArmation on the following areas:,



o Definition of project student

o Student selection criteria & method

- Tests & cut-off scores used

- Role of teacher judgment

- Role of parent wishes

- Method of combining criteria

o Exit criteria & follow-up

o Student turnover

o Student characteristics at beginning of year

- Language proficiency
..

- Achievement level

- Biographic data

o

I

This information is essential for grouping students according to both

current skills and past experience during data analysis activities and

plays a major role in determining student performance. For example,

a student with a low English reading pretest score might be expected

to show greater improvement if he or she were a new arrival from a

high SES background, and with no previousitraining.in English reading,

than if he or she were from a low SES background and had been in a

.. .

bilingual program for several years.

e

\._

Aimore accurate understanding ofdthe evaluation results can be

obtained if the baselindata present a clear picture of the

environment and learning history of the students in the program.
CV

Unfortunately, few programs collect this information during the

evaluation, and even fewer,present a systematic treatment of this

information in evaluation reports.
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Because most bilingual programs span several grade levels and are

funded for a minimum of three years, bilingual programs sOould develop

multi-year student profiles These multi-year profiles can increas

the value of the student descriptions. Since most schools keep

permanent student record files, the evaluator can easily make minor

additions to the records each year to ensure that the appropriate

background and information on services is readily available for each

student in the program.

Many programs enroll substantial numbers of _monolingual,

native-English speakers, as well as students classified as

limited-English-proficient (LEP), but who ,may be proficient in

English. It is necessary to maintain the same amount of information

on English language experience for these students as is required for

non-proficient students. Knowledge of the different language levels

of 'stude.-nit-1A..n a class can be used to describe the linguistic

environpent of that class. Information on these sYudents can be

analyzed separately from that collected for students who are learning

English as a second language to determine the effects of bilingual

instruction on these students.

Informatjon on the students should be compiled in narrative' form for

inclusion in the final report. This informationdiffers from that

collected in the previous section in two important ways: first, this

information could change markedly from one year to the next (the

infOrmatioly on the community.may change but t'll: likely to be

gradual), and second, information on the students can be modified by

the program.
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3. Describe the Pro ram Goals

Developing a clear and complete description of the goals of the

program is an esssential part of establishing baseline data. Goal

setting, although important, is often overlooked or ignored during the

program planning stage. Therefore, many programs operate year-to-year

with little or no set direction. PrOgrams that fail to establish

clear and measurable goals cannot expect to tie able to measure program

outcomes.

Most program goals are established to meet local, State, and possibly

Federal guidelines in addition to other guidelines developed by

parents and program personnel. Simply complying with these guidelines

often determines the major goals and how.they will be met. These

goals, as well as those intended to meet local needs, should 'be

included in the description. Also included should be a timetable for

accomplishing the goals.

Programs should distinguish between short-term, intermediate goals

relevant to a single-year evaluation and long-range goals that can be

evaluated only over a period of several years. Failing to make this

distinction creates problems for bilingual progr( 3, since some

long-term goals (e.g., improved English skills) may not be applicable

and measurable until the later grades. Long-term goals are also

affected by the high rate of student turnover experienced by many

bilingual programs. ,Since long-term goals would not apply to a .

short-term student, two sets of goals are required. This should be

clearly stated and presented in the baselineAata being collected.

13D



Defining and describing student achievement goals is another important

sfep in establistiing baseline data. While there are many important

considerations to recognize when specifying student achievement goals,

the baseline data must include information on:

o Subject areas (e.g., reading, language, math);

o Languages to be used (e.g., English, Spanish,
etc.);

o Student language proficiency category (e.g.,
English: limited or proficient, Spanish: limited
or proficient);

o Grade level; and,

o Student affective goals (e.g., selfconcept and

.attitudes towards school).

Students who are exited from a bilingual program to a conventional

classroom often require special followup services. Districts that

provide such services' should clearly specify and carefully describe

how they are integrated into the goals of the program, along with

other educational goals.

Because the original needs of the program, es stated in the proposal,

may have changed, the information collected should be reviewed by the

program director. Changes that have occurred should be properly

documented.

A detailed description or the goals for each component of the project

being evaluated -- e.g., program operations, parent involvement, staff'

development; and student effects -- should be developed. The

baseline data collected should be used to finalize the evaluation
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design and to ensure that each goal is appropriately measured by the

evaluation activity. The information will also be used to interpret

the evaluation results and make recommendations. The Final Evaluation

Report should indicate if progress towards meeting the goals was

measured, if the goals were met, and if not, what changes are

necessary to ensure that the goals will be met, or what changes should

be made in the goals. It is iMportant to remember that not all goals

need to be met in the current reporting period.

4. Describe the Instructional Proaram

Establishing baseline data for the instructional program.requires more

time and effort than any of the'other three areas on which information

is collected. Baseline data collection on the program context,

students, and program goals basically requires the review of existing

records, files, and the original project proposal. Baseline data

collection for the instructional program, however, requires

face-to-face interviews of persons associated with the program, as

well as review of program documents.

A description of the instructional program can be divided into three

categories:

o An overview, of the program as it was originally
designed and initially implemented;

o

v,t)

A description of the instructional approach used

in the program, including (1) student selection,
(2) self-concept and cultural emphasis, (3)
content of instruction, (4) presentation of
content, and (5) scheduling; and
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o Management of the program, including (1) staff
organization, (2) staff roles, (3) 'staff
development, (4) parent and commvnity factors,. (5)
communication links with different audiences, And
(6) dissemination of program information.

Thus, the description of the instructional 'program is the most

exhaustive of the activities associated with the establishment of

baseline data.

Information for the program overview can be collected easily from

information contained in the grant proposal. It should include the

grade levels and number of classrooms served by the program, the

amount of instructional time devoted to dual language instruetion, and

a definition of the program design (maintenance, transitional, etc.).

A description of the actual instructional approach used in the

classroom and the basis for that approach require the most

comprehensive description of any part of the bilingual program. 'This

information can be collected from program related documents, student

records, classroom observations and interviews with program

administrators, teachers and parents. This description is also the

most important element used during the data analysis and

interpretation. It is therefore essential that program personnel pay

particular'attention to this component. A partial listing of the

types of information to be collected follows. An expanded listing is

included in the Technical Appendix.
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Descriptive Information on the Instructional Approach

1. Content of instruction

a. Content areas covered
b. Who determines content
c. Other content features

(1) Relationship of content to 4oa1s

(2) Articulation of project content with existing

district curriculum

2. Presentation of cor.tent

a. Instructional approach

(1) Type, e.g., concurrent, alternate day/week,

preview/review half-day, resource room,
and/or bilingual aide

(2) Organizational practices, e.g., individualized,
large group, learning centers, peer tutoring,

small group instruction, and/or team teaching.

b. Methodologies for bilingual eduyation

(I) Language of instruction

(2) Approach to second language instruction

(3) Approach to reading instruction

(4) Approach to other academic instruction

4. Scheduling

a. Grouping and regrouping

(1) Across classes
(2) Within classes

b. Daily schedules
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Identifying the goiTals of program services and Ciescribing variation in

educational service is a very imp-rtant part of this activity. In

most programs, the services vary for different students dePending on

their language skills, reading and math skills, and other factors. In

sucti cases, each different service must be'described separately, and,

when analyzing the evaluation data, students must be grouped according .

to the services they received.

In describing the bilingual program, it is essential t6 describe

clearly what the students have experienced throughout their

participation in the program. Therefore, a multi-year description of

services should be developed. For example, bilingual programs that

include a coordinated curriculum for grades K-6 must describe the

,complete program.

A description of the overall program organization and management is

the last requirement of the baseline data collection activity. This .

description will provide the basis for evaluating the operational

effectiveness of the program. The information should cover the

following areas:

160
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Descriptive Information on the Instructional Program

1. Staff Organization ,

a. list of staff members and time commitment
b. Organizational structure
c. Qualifications
d. Selection procedures

2. Responsibilities and Roles of Program Personnel

a. Project Diorector
b. Teachers
c. Aides
d. Other staff

3. Staff Development Program

a. Needs assessment
b. Structure of training .

c. Characteristics of Training
d. Audiences Trained

4. Parents and Community

a. Parent involvement in school affairs
b. Community input, in program planning, e.g., through

advisory group,
c. Community support for project
d. Parent education
e. Parent conferences/counseling

5. Communicatiori

a. Staff relabions
b. Relations with nonproject staff

6. Dissemination of project information

a. School personnel
b. Parents and community



5: Develop the Program Description

The amount of data.to be colrected will-obv ously vary from program to

program. Once the evaluator, in consu ation with the program

director, makes the necessary decisions on what information to

collect, the sources for the information should be identified and the

proper data collection instruments selected and/or developed.

InformaCion on each program component will come from several sources.

These sources may include:

o The program proposal;

o Student records and other files;

o Previous evaluation;

o The program director;

o Program staff;

o Bilingual teachers;

o District administrators;

o Classroom administrators;

o Classroom activities; and

o Parents.

Information from these sources is obtained by examining program

doeuments and from in'terviews. Data collection should begin by

September 15th of the first project year. Data should be updated by

September 15th of each of the following years as needed to permit

current analysis and interpretation.
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Much of the information to describe the program context, goals, and

management can-be found in the grant proposal, prior evaluation

reports, and other related documents. These sdurces may provide some

information on the instructional program as well. Student records

will provide information on the students characteristics, prior

history, and performance. Worksheet No. 7, can be used to extract

this information.

However, a significant amount of information will have to be c011ected

from program personnel. Worksheets 8, 9, and 10 are sample interview

schedules provided to assist the persons conducting the data

collection activities. Worksheets 7, 8, 9, and 10 are included at

the end of this narrative section.

How to Use Worksheets No. 7, 8, 9, and 10 -= These worksheets are

designed to gather information from program documents, the program

director, program staff, and local and district administrators. The

person conducting these activities can interview the project director

(Worksheet No. 8), program staff (Worksheet No. 9), and local and

district administrators (Worksheet No. 10) and record their responses

to questions that appear on these worksheets. These worksheets can be

modified to meet the unique needs or focis of individual bilingual

programs. Once all the interviews have been completed, the

information should be synthesized to produce a document which provides

a clear description of each of the four components of the intended

program as originally described.
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Each of the questions on these worksheets corresponds to one of the

four prograrp components (context, students, goals, aild'the

instructional program). Each question is coded with a letter which

identifies which component the question corresponds to. The coded

letters are: C for program context; S for students; G for program_ _ _

goals; and P for instructional program.
M

Once the interviews have tteen conducted,.the person conducting the

interview can readily provide the information that describes that

,
particular subsection of the progrsm ccmponent.

6. Document and Report the Baseline Data

Once the desired information is collected, attention should be focused

on the various ways it is to be used, The information:

o Will be used as baseline information during the
program monitoring.activities of the evaluation
process;

. .

o Wil,1 provide a partial basis for planning the

analyais and interpretation of student Outcomes,

as described in Chapter IV; and

o Will be reported directly to various audiences as
part of the evaluation reports written for them.

Immediately after the preliminary data have been collected, the data

should be summarized in tha form that they will appear in the Final
----r

Evaluation Report and submitted to the program director for review.

. .

An initial analysis and interpretation of the data should be conducted

to determine which variables, if any, are to be used as'a basis for

1 ..

--\
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separate analyses. Chapters III and IV provide more detailed

information on how to conduct the data analysis and interpretation

function.
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9ORKSHEET NO. 7
(page of 5 )

C.

4

DATA COLLECTION :CRn :Oa iNFORmATIQh FROM THE

PPCJECT PROPOSAL AND )THER PECORDS

/The PrOject pr000sa etc variou's project or scnool records knould se reviewed

:o =tem :no :ndicated Information. ,

C: rhat are tne najor 'Project ;Ws!

Linguisticayy

(

Culturally

Academically

I.

(S) 2. ;eat ii the pattern of predominant languages among the student

Paveltion?

(S) 3. what is the approximate aChievement level (in langue4es, other

academip-and nonacaoemic areas) of s;u4ents within ihe various

language categories? RePort separately for each language group.

Lenguags achievement

?,ther acaoemic acnievement

4

C -efers to prpgram contex,t -a refers to program go44

S refers to program stu:dents P - refers to instructional programs

.*?

1.-§b.
,

:4



4ORKSHEET 0. 7
t,paae 2 of 5)

Mortioctemic acni *velment

,P1 4. 4hat grade evels anp ',ow many classrooms sre served by the project?.

(P) S. what portion of the school day is covered?

(C) 6. Describe the following community characteristics

a. Languages spoken (approximate percentage speaking each language)

b. Ethnicity (approximate percentage of each)

c. Socioeconomic status (general deicripiion based on type of
emp oymen t)

C. Si:e of co(?Ynunity

4.

.111.
.1 "



4ORKSHEET NO..7
'page 3 of 5 )

(C) 7. Describe the local eoucation agency as follows:

a. Size

o. Financial status of district

C. :ac4ties availaole oor oroject

(C) 8. Describe the following school characteristics

a. Number of oilinguals in school by language group

b. Number of 'students in bilin9.'al program

c. Si I ingua I mix jn the classrooms_ 11M,M1.1..10111

(P) 9. Describe the project staff and its organization. ist each member of

the staff, , the percentage of time committed to the roject and their

QUI i f i cat ions

Name

Percentage
time Qualifications

II-62
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WORKSHEET NO. 7
(page cif 5)'1.1.NY

P. Uscribe :ne organizational structuh of :he project

illm,.
c. What selection procedures are used in selecting staff members?

(P) liLC-Pscribe the project director's role with respect to the following items: '

a. Funds and budgeti,-

b. Public relations

c. Administration

4. Overseeing instruction

1 1-63



'4ORKA1EET 4'10; 7

Os. Cpage 5 of

e. Staff training

$
! Uveiotling ana srcering materials ana eauioment

g. Staff recruiting and hiring

I I -64
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WORKSHEET :1

PROJFCT DIRECTOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

(page 1 of 7)

(G) 1. The gpals of the program as stated in the proposal are as follows:
(Present the gals orally or in writing as ootained from the pro-

Mosel.)

What evidence will show that these goals have been met?

Which goals have the highest priority?

(G) 2. How would you define the project as to the extent which it is a
maintenince, transitional or partial bilingual program?

(C) 3. Describe the mobility of the community including .any specific data

availaole

C refers to program content

S refers to program goals

S refers to students

P refers to instructional program
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(page 2 of 7)

(P) 4. *ow aro students assigned to classrooms?

S; 5. Uscribe :ne stuaent entry and ixit triter:a ana of-ocelot/res. Do toe

ac:oal orocedures :onform to :he planned procsaures?

(P) 6. Describe the scheduling of instruction including daily schedules and
grouping and regrouping across and within classes

(P) 7. Describe the staff and its organization in terms of the following

dimensions

;. Staff members' time commitments
P's%

b. Staff organizational structure

:. Staff qualifications

d. Staff selection orocedures

I 1 -66
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WORKSHEET NO. 8
(Page 3 of 7)

(12) S. omit i$ Your general leadership style as Program director?

(P) 9. 4net is your role as program director with respect
following areas?

a. Funds and budgets

1111111.

to each orthe

b. Public relations

c. Administration

d. Overseeing instruction

e. Staff training

e. Oevelooing and ordering materials and equipment
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(page 1+ of 7).

f. Staff recruiting and hiring

(P) 10. What is the teacher's role in :me following areas?

a. Planntng instruction

b. Inviemsnting instruction

c. Noninstructional responsibi 1 i ties

(P) II. What is the role of the aides in the program?

(P) 12. That is the role of other staff members such as the following?

a. Instructional coordinator.

b. Cortmunity coordinator

C. Eva I uato r 41

I N68
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WORKSHEET NO. 8

d. Other (please specify)

(page 5 of 7)

e. Other ;please speci'v)

tP) 13. Uscribe theprogram's staff developmentactivities related toithe
following aspects.

a. Needs assessment

h. Structure of training (pre-service and in-service)

c. Characteristics of training

(1) Aoorooriateness for staff of differing levels of knowledge

and experience,

(2) Practicality

(3) Coordination witm degree Programs
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WORKSHEET O. 8
(Dace 6 of 7)

(4) integration with other training

c. Audiences traineo %progrmmano/ornonorog;em staff)

4

(P) l4. Describe the involvement of true community and parents with respect

to the following items.

a. Parent involvement in school affairs

b. Community input in program planning

OMEN.

c. Evidences of community support for the program

d. Parent education

a. Parent conferences/counseling



.4ORKSHEET NO 3

(page 7 of 7)

tP) 15. Oescr ibe the means of communication of the following grouos.

a. Among orogramsteff

1. gram izaff 4/ tne 'ol lowing nonproject staff :

!) 'r:ncicals

(2.) Other district administrators1,
(3) llonorogram teachers

(4) School board

(P) 16, whet eans are used to disseminate project information to school

personnel partnts and community?

1 ". 7



1r mol um, vv.

(page I or 7)

(Check one)

2e0GRAm STAF; MTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Project staff allingual teacher

what is the intended content of instruction (i.t. the theoretical

curriculum) with respect to tne tollowing matters?

a. Dontant areas cowered

o. Relationship of content to project goals

.1101161

c. Who determines :he content? alIbM
GOMM.

d. What articulation is there between oroject content and the

extant district curriculum?

(P) 2. Describe the presentation of content witn respect to the following

items.

a. Type of instructional model or theory (e.g. concurrent, alternate
week/day. preview-review, half day, resource room, and/or

bilingual aide)

refers to program content

S refers to students
G refers to orogram gibals
o refers to instructional orogram

Ne/ ....1.11.1MINMIII=1MINI.
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'4ORKSHEET NO. 9

(page 2 of 7)

p. ,:irganizacional practices (e.g. :ndividualized, :arge group,
learning centers. Peerqutoring, small group instruction, and/or

tem teaching)

(P) .3. Descrioe the methodologies emoloved for bilingual education with
respect to the following items.

a. Language of instruction
4

(I) General language use plan of teacher and student over length
. of program

(2) Daily instructional time in each language

0) Variations for different student groups

(4) Criteria for establishing language of instruction

H-73 7'
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(

b. Approach to nonstandard forms

(1) Actsotance

-

(0-age 3
. .

.0

2) i:'orm of cnrrections

c. Aoproach to second language instruction

(1) Formal instruction

(2) Functional usa of second language for content instruction
and other activities t

d. Approach to reading instruction

(1) Language in which students learn to read

(2) Criteria for beginning reading in sacond language'

-

J
(01) 4Describe the specific instruitional methodologies used in eacn

suojact area

,

..1
A

4.
r

.t

..

to



1ORKSHEET NO. 9
(pace .4 of.7)

VI

1

6,6'

(P) 5. Describe those aspects of the program that are intenoid to motiva.te

students and improve tneir self-concept with respect to tne follow-

ing matters:,

a. Appropriate torment ane language of :nstruction

(I) Using !'or 'nstruction

(2) Accepting language of the student

(3) Content that relates to experiences of ituderics

(4) Culturally relvant material

b. Improved affective climate

(1) Placing ecluarvaluvon both languages and cultures

(2) rnsurinl student success

A.

.111

4
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4.

woo."
(3) Involving parents

.111011. (page 5 of 7)

IN

(4) Teachr as a role model

s

C. Discipline approach

(1) PhiloSopnY

'4 )

(2) Guidelines/approach tc control

A

v.

,

(3) Special reward systems (.4. prizts andorlvileges)

1

(P) 6. What materials are used within each of the following categories?

a. Gore materials in use
.

(I) CoemerCial

(2) Wean,/ developed

(

II>

la

,

,.

1
,

. t
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4ORK-SHEET NO. 9
(page 6 Of 7)

4.,

b. Aborobriattness

(I) Linguistic

:l :.altural

,

(P) -7: Describe the role Of each of the following personnel in the classroCri

a. Teachers . ..

N

b. Aides'

11I

r

c. Parents

r

)

4

d. Piers'
$

-.1.

.

s. Resource staff

.,

%
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WORKSHEr.1 NO. 9
.(oaae 7 of 7)

t?)

'c

3, 3escribe :he Program director's work 4itn respect to tne following:

i. Leadersnip style

3. Role or -esoonsibilities ;II conned:ion 4it1 eacn of :rig following
A

!I :unds and ouogets

(2) Public relations

-

t3) Administration
c

-
,

(4) Oyscseeing.instruction
0

(5) staff training
v

(6).6eyeloping and ordering materials and equipment----.....---..---

..

CI') Staff recruiting and hiring

0,

1 1-78
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WORKSHEET NO. 10

11.....00=1,

LuCAL AND DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

(G) I. Describe the school district's general goals

;page 1 of 2)

:. What is the scnool oistricz's :nilosoony toward language and pul-

tuial diversity?

4.

(P) 3. To wqat extant is there articulation. of project content with the.

existing district curriculum?

. . . .

(P) 4. What is the relationship between the
project staff and each of the

following categories of district personnel? Comient specifically

on program.acceptance.

a. Principals

4.4.144.

b. Central,office administrators

c. monoroject teachers

d. The school board

C refers to proqram context
S . refers to Students
. refers to program goals

P refers to instructional orogran

8081.s,
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4RKSHEET O. 10

'(page 2 of 2)

PI 5. Oescribe trut lissemination of orogramimformation co :me following
tWO groups.

a. Scmool personnel

b. Parents and the community

. .

.p

4.

010,
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CHAPTER III

CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS

The successful completion of the planning activities and the
A

establishment of the fiaseline data for the e.yaluation.enable the

program director to initiate the actual evaluation of the bilingual

program. As described before, the actual evaluation of the bilingual

program'takas two thrusts: the evaluation of program opei.aelons lind*

the evaluatio.% of student outcomes. These may be viewed.as totally

'separaEe activitie. Howbyer, tbe outcomes or outputs of both

activities'-ere used durihg the analysis func.tion to interpret the

overall evaluation 'results and formulate recommendations for changes

in the program. T.his chapter presents goidelines and procedures for

conducting one part of the evaluation, the evaluation of program

operations.

The evaluation of program operations employs the discrtpancy

evaluation design described earlier. Therefore, in/simple terms, the

vevaluation of program operations is performed by first establishing

the baseline data on the pr.ograrn. This activity was hopefully

accomplishesd in accordance with the,recommended procedures in Chapter

II. Most importantly, this activity should have been completed dui:ing

the first or, at least, by'the end of the semnd mon'th of the program

year. The second activity required to perform this facet of the

evaluation i to collect another set of data similar to the baseline

data. Decisions on what data to collect, how and when to collect the

1S7
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data, and who will collect the data have already been

i
de during the

planning phase of the evaluation activity (See Chatp er I). Most of

these data are collected by monitoring classroom activities and

interviewing various persons associated with the bilingual program.

This set of data, decribing actual program operation (e.g.,'the

instructional method being used; the amount of instru'ction in English;

the number of teacher aides assigned to a clasS, etc.) is compared to

the baseline data collected a.t the beginning of the schocil year, which

describes the program design. The coMparison.provides the basis for

/
determining if the program was operated as planned. Ifmthis is the

case, there should be few or Minor discrepancies in the two sere of

data which.describe the program. , If the cdmparison reveals.

eignificant discrepancdes or deviations, the evaluation must document

why this occurred.

Discrepancies in program operations should not necessarily be ;.liewed

as a negative finding, since there are many reasons why a program may

deviate feom its original design. This information, however, is very

important in determining if this deviation impacted the instructional

program in such a way that it affected student performance. for

example, the program may haye been designed to.provide one hour of

instruction in social studies using the student's native language.

However, due to scheduling modifications, teacher shortage or other

factors, a change was made during the fourth month of the program and

instruction in the home language did not occur. The evaluation,

nevertheless, was designed to assess studentperformance in social

studies. The resulting student outcomes could show that progress was
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minimal. An immediate conclusion would be that the program failed.

However, knowing that instruction in the students' native language did

not occur, the program director and evaluator can explain the

resulting student outcomes. The question(s) to be addressed, then, is

why was the program design changed? Should the original design be

reinstated?. Does performance data from stydents who-received

inatruction in their native language show achievement? Answers to

these,and other questi:.-Is begin to'formulate a'set of.findings and

recommendations Tor the improvement of the overall program. This

interpretation activity also begins to merge and integrated the two

tjTes'of data from the.evaluation.

While the exampl,e above ties the evaluation of program operations to

the evaluation of student, outcomes, it should be clearly understood

that the primary purpoe of this part of the evaluation is to examine

and monitor the'manner in which the program is being implemented.

Additionally, the discrepancy evaluation design makes no attempt to

infer or determine program impact.

This chapter, therefore, describes plrocedures for evaluating the

instruction, staff de.velopment, and parent involvement components of

the bilingual program. While there are other facets of the program

operations that merit attention, these components are the moat

significant to the overall operation of the program. The level of

effort allocated to the evaluation of each of these components depends

upon its emphasis and/or importance to the overall program, as

established during the priority setting activities of the planning
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'procees. These issues should be addressed-and resolved by the program
)

director and evaluator in planning and designing the evaluation (see

Chapter I).

Most of the activities required to evaluate the program operations are

conducted throughout the program year rather than at one time. They
,-,

can therefore be properly planned and scheduled, taking the other
_ "

responsibilities of program personnel into consideration. Program

personnel.should be Aware, howeyer, that,as verious activities of the

evaluation process begin to feed data idto the analysis activity,

analysis may become taxing if not planned properW. The program

director, with assistance from the evaluator, must titérefore schedule

the analysis, interpretatibn, and reporting sctivIties with this in

mind.

,

The guidelines and procedures recommended in this chapter, in

conjunction with those in Chapter II, may appear to be overwhelming in

light of the program's resources. In reality, the prescrThed

procedures should be able to be conducted well within the resources of-

the program. The Hendbook recognizes the fact that most bilingual

programs, in addition to their personnel, only have an average budget

of approximately $2,000 - $5,000 per year to secure the services of

independent evaluators. The baseline data gathering activity may

require'extensive effort the first time that it is performed, however,

updating the'data for use in subsequent years should not require a

.i

'great amount of time. The majority of the evaluation activities, if

properly planned and scheduled, should be able to be performed by the

ptogram personnel.

i
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-GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS

1. Evaluate the Program Instruction Component

The evaluation of the instructional program iS intended to answer the

following two questions:

Are planned instructional methods actually.being

used?

2. Are changes n, eeded in the instructional methods?-'.
. .

A .

Data needed to answer these.questions are obtained by observing
..,,

clasaroom activities and .ntervfewing program teachers and

administrative staff. This core of information is then compared to
-

baseline information, obtained through activities described in Chapter

II (Worksheets No..7 through 10), in order to determine if the program

is operating as intended. The program director is assumed to have the

primary responsibility'for conducting activities that monitor program

instruction. Therefore, the program director will need to fine-tune

.the recommended procedures and worksheets to ensure the, unique needs

and intents of the bilingual educai:ion program are met. The
,

instructional program is the core of the bilingual program. The

program director must ensure that the level of effort allocated to

evaluate this activity is appropriate.

Information on operating instruezional programs is obtained by (a)

conducting classroom observations, (b) interviewing the teachers whosl

191,
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classrooms are observed, and (c) conducting supplemental interviews

with a sample of program teachers and administrative staff. Each of

these.activities is discussed below. I

Conducting Classroom Observations -- Prior to observing the classroom,

the program director should review the program description so.that

program features which satisfy the goals and objectives can be

observed. The features to be observed should be identified during the

planning process. The program description is part of the baseline

data identified in Chapter II. Classroom observatiOns should become a

planned activity of the program director. Followihg.each informal

ob.servation, the program director ahoul.d write a summdry of the
,

classroom instruction as it was observed. These brief summaries

should be synthesized into brief reports at least three times during

the year -- fall, winter, and spring. Later; these brief reports

should be used during the comparison activity and incorporated into

the final evaluation report. Thus, over time, the program director

develops a complete picture of how the classroom instruction is

actually being performed. Quality information can only be acquired

ffom frequeht, informal classroom visits, not from a few structured

observations.

Topical areas that should be observed by the program director will, of,

course, depend on how the particular program is designed. Some

general categories or features to observe include:

o Language use;

o Content of the lessons;

1 r -86 1 "-'4.?
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o Teaching methods;

o Diagnosis and grouping of students;

o Recordkeeping;

o Staff roles in4 the classrooms (teachers and
aides);

o level of participation by students; and

o Attitudes and general morale of.the students.

Worksheet No. 11, which follows, will assist the program director to

develop a precise picture of classroom instructional activities. This

-worksheet should also be used by the program evaluator in conducting

observations. The evaluator, who will have less time to spend in the

classroom, should conduct several observations to see classrooms in

operation. These observations can be informal or more structured

depending on the need of the evaluation. These informal visits will

provide a relatively unbiased outsider's perspective that is an

insightful supplement to the program director's observations. In

addition, this information will be beneficial to the evaluator in

preparing the final evaluation report.

How to Use Worksheet No. 11 -- The Classroom Observation Schedule

(Worksheet No. 11) is designed to collect information about:

instructional'methodologies employed; amount of time instruction is

conducted in each language; variations for different student groups;

rate of preseritation; indicators of self7concept development and

motivation, and the role cf the various classroom personnel. This

Wiitkth-ebt,- wheh completed-by'the program-directoror evaluator

conducting the observation, will provide information about program
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instruction which when compared to intended program data will form the

basis to determine what changes have occurred in the program, as well

as provide information with which to make decisions for program

improvements.
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WORKSHEET NO. 11 (Page 1 of 2)

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

Date:

I List the content areas
covered during the class
period as they occur.

1. time started:
time ended: '

2. time started:
time ended:

3. time started:
time ended:

4. time stirted:
time ended:

5. time started:
time ended:

6. time started:
time ended:

7. time started:
time ended:

8. time started:
time ended:

9. time started:
time ended:,

Instructor:

Class Hour: Observer:

II. List the instructional
methodologles.employed as
they occur during the
period:

Sumnary statement (enter at end
of period):

III. The beginning and ending time for each of the instructional components
of the close period can'be indicated in item I above. In addition the

observer can indicate here estimates of how muclvtime fell within each
of three categories during each three minute segment of the class

period.

Three On-task On-task Three On-task On-task

Minute Off-task Students Students Minute Off-task Students Students

Period Time Active* Passive Period Time Active* Passive

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
1 o

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

* One or more students engaged in behavior for which they get feedback from

the teacher.
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WORKSHEET NO. 11 (Page 2 of 2)

IV. Describe any variations in
teaching approach used for
different student groups
(include any variations in
Pace of instruction for in-
dividuals or groups)

Summary statement (enter at nd of

period)

V. Describe any evidence of self-
concept development and mo-
tivetion including indicators
of (a) ccepting the language
of the stuWent and (b) con-
tent that reletes to the
experience of the students

Summary statement (enter at end of

period)

VI. Describe the role.of all of the following personnel who wers present

in the classroom.

(1) Teachers:

(2) Aides:

(3) Parents:

(4) Parents:

(5) Resource staff:

11-90
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Conducting Teache: Interviews -- Interviews with the teaéhers whose

classes were observed may answer questions of whether instructional

methods hate changed from the original planned instruction, the

reasons for the changes, and what changes in instructional methods may

be needed. Worksheet No. 12 provides a sample interview schedule to

use in conducting these interview.7 with teachers.

How to Use Worksheet No. 12 -- This worksheet contains a series of
\

questions which help to direct the teacher interviews and may be used'

by the program director or evaluator to interview the teachers whose

classrooms were observed. Within a week after each of the classroom

observations, interviews should be completed by the individual who

conducted the classroom observation to ensure that the interview is

focused on the particular methodologies the teacher employed and the

manner in which these methods were utilized.

%
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WORKSHEET NO. 12 (Page 1 of 1)

PROGRAM OPERATIONS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR TEACHERS

I. What are the major instructional methods that you employ?

2. Why do you use these particular methods, i.e. are these particular
methods directed to particular instructional objectives?

3. Are there other instructional methods that you Nould prefer to employ if
it were not for various circumstantial constraints that you face?

4. If so, what or** these constraints?

5. What program changes would you recommend that would facilitate your
efforts to provide the best instruction possible?

6. Now typical would you say the class period that we observed was In.terms of
the instructional approach used and the nature and amount of Interaction
with students? How was it atypical?

7. How do the entry and exit criteria and procedures actually used differ from
those planned for the project? (Interviewer: Se prepared to describe the
planned procedure.
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Supplemental Data Collection -- In establishing the baseline data

(Chapter II), interviews were conducted with Program personnel,

parents, and district personnel. Worksheets Nos. 8, 9, and 10 were

used to guide the interviews and record the responses from the

individuals about their understanding of the intended goals,

audiences, and activities of the bilingual program. A similar set of

activities need to be undertaken to identify information about the

actual operation of the program. Thus, the final step in evaluating

Le instructional program is to interview a sample of program

personnel, parents, and local and district administrators.

Information obtained from these interviews becomes a direct link to

the interview data used in establishing the baseline data. Comparing

these to sets of data is crucial in identifying discrepancies which

guide program improvement.

The program director should plan to re-interview a sample of program

personnel as well as local and district administrators to elicit

information about actual instructional operations. Worksheets Nos. 9

and 10, when slightly modified, can be used as a tool to guide the

interview and record responses. The program evaluator can modify and

use Worksheet No. 8 as a tool to re-interview the program director.

Once the interviews have been completed, the information should be

synthesized by the program director and evaluator. This information

is then compared to the baseline data so that discrepancies between

piEinned-and eOival PiogiambiperatiOns can be nofed.
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Analysis of Program Instruction Data -- A determination of whether or

not the instructional component of the program is operating as

intended is made by comparing baseline information about the design

and plan of the instructional program (see Chapter I) to the

information acquired from the evaluation of program instructional

activities. This comparison leads to the identification of

discrepancies between intended and actual program operations. Noted

discrepancies identify areas or issues which may require decisions to

correct the discrepancies. Later, these discrepancies may also be

taken into account in the interpretation of student outcome data if

the changes in the instructional program are determined to have

influenced student p"erformance. The triad of intended

operations/instruction data, actual operations/instruction data, and

student outcome data forms the basis for identifying fi-nal

recommendations for the evaluation report.

Interpretation and Use of'Results -- The results of these analyses is

presented to those persons responsible for decisionmaking. The

program director reviews and analyzes the data to determine if either

immediate or future changes should be sought in the program operations

and instructional methods employed. Frequent and immediate reports to

the program staff should be provided by the program director. Such

reports enable staff to review the intended changes, identify means of

implementing the changes, and, consequently, be a part of the program

improvement process.
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Additional interpretation is performed by the evaluator. Using data

from the various sources, the evaluator can examine the triad of

intended instruction, actual instruction, and student outcomes to

recommend changes which should be sought and ways to implement these

changes.

:
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2. Evaluate the Staff Develo ment Component

The evaluation of the staff development activities of the

instructional program compares the actual training provided to

teachers to that.which was plEenned. The coppirison proNides

decisionmakers with information about what training actually took

place and how this training is related to the intended goals of the

program, as well as whether the training met the needs of the program.

Specifically, the evaluation of the staff development activities

answers the following questions.

1. Were the staff development activities conducted as
planned?

2. Did staff training activities meet the needs
identifaed at the onset of the program?

3. Did staff participants acquire the intended
knowledge and skills?

4. Were staff satisfied with the training provided?

5. Were skilla acquired through training implemented

in the classroom?

Answers to these questions when compared to the baseline information

(Chapter II--Worksheets No. 7 and 8), will identify discrepancies

between actual staff development activities and intended staff

training, as well as provide information on the actual training. A

variety of data collection methods can be employed to obtain the data

needed to answer the above questions. Methods such as questionnaires,

knowledge tests, and observations of instructional techniques can be

used to provide the necessary information.
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Questionnaires -- Information regarding satisfaction with and outcomes

of staff training activities can be obtained by questionnaires

completed by the program director and staff. Worksheet No. 13

provides a sample questionnaire which can tte used to collect

information on the actual staff trdining activities.

How to Use Worksheet No. 13 -- The Staff Development Questionnaire;

Worksheet No. 13, should be administered to the staff being trained by

the person(s) responsible for conducting the evaluation of the staff

training activities; This questionnaire provides.information about

the type and duratiion of training; numbers of program staff involved

in the training; and planned and unmet expectations and objectives for

the training. This data should be collected within one week following

the completion of all training activities which occur throughout the

program year, or at the very least, near the end of the program year.

Appropriate analytic methods for analysis of questionnaire data are

determined by the form of the data. The evaluator or appropriate

member(s) of the program staff should review the questionnaire
-

responses and systematically categorize the information -,ccording to

the evaluation questions posed.

,
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WORKSHEET O. 13
(page 1 of i)

darn

STAF: OEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Kama of training activity

3ate of training

Name of Person tompleting questionnaire (optional)

I. In general, wnat expectations did you nave for the staff training pro-

vioeo as part of thiS project?

2. To wnat 6xtent were these exoectations met?

3. Based on your kmowledge of the objectives for this staff training, which

objectives do you think have been met?

11.
4 Which objectives do you think have not been met?
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Kriowledge Test's more immediate so.urce of information on the

impact of staff training is information derived from administering

knowledge tests to trainees, during or at the end of the training.

These tests, devised by 116, instructors, should focus dttrebtly,upon

the instructional content of the training. Because of the specificity

of such tests, no sample instruments are included in this minual. The

results of the.knowledge tests can be examined from One or more

perspectives.. The tests could be administered prlor to and

subsequent to training, thus allowing comparisons to b,e made,between

pre- and post-test,scores. An tlternative bpproach would be to use a

control group not involved in the training program as a.basis for

comparAson. An'additional comparison could be mad& between the test

results and the stated objeCtives of the training program.

Observation of.Instructional Techniques -- The classroom observation

process, should yield information on the instructional approaches that

are actually being used by teachers. To the extent that staff
P

training is expected to affect'instructional approaches used by

teachers, the data acquired from the classroom observations are also

pertinent to determine whether Jpi not the training accomplished its

pu,pose and is being implemente'd as planned. For example, it may be

possible to determine if staff development activiti.es intended to

1

provide teachers with skills that are to be used in the cla'ssroom

(such as how to use new materials, Or administer tests) were

successful by observing the teachers in the classroom.



Classroom observation data should be analyzed according to procedures

described earlier in this chapter in order to identify discrepancies

between intended and actual staff development activities.

Specifically, the major goals of the staff training which pertain to

teachers' instructional approaches (Worksheets No. 7 and No. 8) should

be compared with actual classroom practices as evidenced by classroom

observation data (Worksheet No. 11).

Interpretation and Use of Results -- The program director should

examine the results of the analyses described above and dkermine if

the goals of the staff training were met, as well as determine if

findings related to staff training can be issued periodically

-throughout the program year, possibly in conjunction with recommended

changes in program instructional operations. Program personnel then

will be able to provide reactions to the recommended changes and

identify possible approaches for implementation.

3. Evaluating the Parent Involvement Component

The evaluation of the parent involvement component should address four

questions. These questions are:

1. To what extent did the level of parent involvement
match the planned level?

2. Were parents satisfied with their level of
involvement?

3. Was the program staff satisfied with the level of
parent involvement?

4. To what extent and in what ways has parent
involvement changed over the life of the program?
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Data collected and used to answer these questions when compared to

information about the planned level of parental involvement,

identified in Chapter II (Worksheets No. 7 through No. 10), should

identify if discrepancies exist. Data needed to answer these

questions can be gathered by conducting a variety of interviews.

Parental Involvement Interviews -- An comprehensive interview should

'be conducted with the individual most knowledgeable about parent

'activities. This person could be the program director, parent

activities coordinator, principal, or some other staff member. The

Interview Schedule for Leader of Parent Activities (Worksheet No. 14)

can be used to conduct this interview. This worksheet can also be

used to elicit information from a sample of program staff and

administrators about actual parental involvement activities. In

addition, several interviews should be conducted to obtain information

from a sample of parents whose children are involved in the program.

Worksheet No. 15 provides a sample interview schedule for conducting

these interviews.

The Parent Interview Schedule (Worksheet No. 15) provides a sample

interview schedule for conducting parent interviews either in person

or by telephone. The evaluator should select a representative sample

ef parents to be included in this evaluation activity/ Parent

involvement interviews should be conducted during the last few months

of the program year.

2"".- i
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How to Use Worksheets No. 14 and 15 -- These worksheets provide

guidelines for interviewing a sample of program staff and the

individual most knowledgeable about parent activities. Depending upon

the program's information needs, certain questions can be pursued with

more or less detail and others can be omitted. It may be desirable to

add additional questions which assess the degree of involvement and

satisfaction of parents with the program.

Analysis of Collected Data, -- The program director or evaluator should

analyze the data through a simple process of categorizing responsestd

open-ended questions, and recording simple averages and tallies of the

frequency of various activities. These data can then be used in

subsequent interpretations.

Interpretation and jUse of Results 7- Data interpretation should

provide a'thorough description o'f current activities and cOmpare

actual parental activities 4qo previously determined goals. A

consistent and compatible set of recommended changes and future goals

can then be established. The evaluator, pxogram director, Parent

Advisory Council chairperson, and key staff should review the data and

identify changes to be made for the upcoming program year.

The program director and evaluator should report findings to the Staff

periodically throughout the year, along with any recommended changes

in program operations. The staff's reactions and suggestions should

then be solicited so that the desired changes can be made through

mutual endeavor.
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'WORKSHEET NO. 14

(paae 1 of 1)

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE rOR LEADER OF PARENT ACTIVITIES

I, What is tne general scope of parent involvement
which was planned for the

Project this year?

Z. To what extent have these goals changed since the beginning of the Project

year!

3. To what extent have these goals been met?

4. Are you satisfied with tne level of parent involvement? Is the staff as a

whole satisfied?

5. Tn what extent 4nd in what ways has parent involvement changed over the

lice of the project?

6. What are the most positive aspects of parent activities?

7. What aspects of the parent involvement have the most potential for'

improvement?

a. What changes are you recommending be made in parent activititt in the

future?
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WORKSHEET NO. 15
(page i of 1)

PARENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

(C) I. To what extent have you been involved in school affairs?

(P) Z. To wnat extent are you aware that the school has gotten
suggestions and reactions frot the community in planning
its ailinguai education program?

(C) 3. How much community support do you believe there is for the
bilingual education project?

=111,

(p) 4. Now much education has the school district provided for you
as a parent as part of the bilingual educatLon project?

wirram

(P) 5. To whet extent are you aware that the school has provided
parent counseling or conferences?

(P) 6. What information have you received about the bilingual
education Project from the school district?

411=1111

(3) . 7. The bilingual program has as one of its goals (fill in the

goals related to parent involvement). To what extent do you

think this goal has been met? What evidence do you know of

that indicates this goal has been met?



4. Analyze and Interpret Program Operations Data

The analysis and interpreting of program operations data is a
*

straightforward comparison activity. The evaluator simply examines

and compares the information ,:ollected on the actual operation of the

program to the baseline information describing how the-program was

meant to operate. ,For example, if the goal of the Program was to

provide instruction in all academic subjects using the native language

of the students, the analysis function, using the second set of

information, simply ascertains if this indeed occurred. If the goal

was met, the analysis activity documents this. If the instruction did

not occur, the analysis activity also documents this and should

attempt to ascertain what caused the change in the program design.

Both types of findings are recorded and reported in the overall

evaluation report. This type of comparison analysis is ail that is

needed by this component of the evaluation.

Interpreting the findings or attempting to find an association between

the findings of this facet of the.evaluatiorOo the results obtained

from the student outcomes component should be performed very

cautiously. The two sets of information are not meant to be

"scientifically merged" in accordance with sound methodological

evaluation'practices. However, an alert and perceptive evaluator may

be able to develop some "intelligent perceptions" about the program

based on the two sets of information. For example, knowing that

history was taught using the home language in the fourth grade, but

not in the fifth, the evaluator may want to closely examine the
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student'outcome data for these two grades. If the data from the

fourth grade students shows significant higher achievement than that

of the fifth graders, the evaluator can highlight this fact and then

present a "professional opinion" suggesting that the instruction in

the native language fostered this difference in achievement.

5. Report the Evaluation Results

The information resulting from the evaluation of program operations

should be summarized, written, and presented in the format in which it

will appear in the Final Evaluation Report. The format for reporting

the results will most likely be the same used to establish the

baseline data. However, the reporting should contain a section'on the

evaluation findings and the recommendations being made lo improve the

program.



CHAPTER IV

CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT OUTCOMES

The most important goal of any educational program is to improve the

performance of the students enrolled in the program. Therefore,

determining student outcomes is perhaps the most important part of a

program evaluation. The purpose of this chapter is to describe

procedures for evaluating student outcomes. The Student outcomes to

be evaluated can be divided into the following four areas: English

(L2) language skills; non-English or first (Ll) language skills;

academic achievement (e.g., in science, social science, and*

mathematics); and affective areas of student performance.

Conducting an evaluation of student outcomes is neither very technical

nor complicated if the evaluation is designed to simply describe

student performance. A student performance.evaluation is interested

only in determining how the students in the program performed, rather

than determining what caused the observed level of performance. An

attempt to measure the latter requires a more comprehensive evaluation

design than the former. These two different approaches to the

evaluation of student outcomes are commonly referred to as evaluations

of student performance and program impact or effectiveness. The terms

program impact and program effectiveness are.used interchangeably in

this Handbook.
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These two types of evaldations are widely confused when conducting

evaluations of most educational (bilingual and other) programs. In

particular, many evaluation reports make statements about program

impact or effectiveness when actually they have only measured student

performance. That is, they have observed that students have done

better (or worse) than some Standard or comparison group and then have

taken the unwarranted step of concluding that the program was

responsible. This distinction is so important for those who F:lan to

use evaluation results that a discussion of these 'two types of

evaluation is presented below.

Evalu-ating Student Performance

Evaluations of student performance and evaluations of program impact

are both based on the same kinds of measures such as tests scores or

other quantitative measures, such as attendance rates. In both types

of evaluation, student scores are compared to some scale or standard

to give them meaning. Evaluations of student performance usually

groUp student standsrds of performance into two categories. Those

are:

o Absolute standards of performance which compare
performance such as:

Comprehension level (of textbooks,
newspapers, job application forms,

etc.);

Mastery of specific skills such as
language, math, or sOience; or

Proportion of days present in
school.
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These standards of performance are measureable in absolute terms.

That is, they provide information on what a student can ox cannot do

and are not compared to any other external criteria.

o Relative standards of performance (typically
reported as percentile ranks or standard scores)

may compare student performance against:

Norm groups (National, State, and
local);

Other bilingual students (National,
State, and local);

Groups of non-bilingual students in
the same school or district; or

Bilingual program students in
previous years.

fp,

These, of course, are only examples. There are many other com?arisons

that can be made. However, the more comparisons made the more

technical the evaluation becomes, often resulting in inappropriate
0

comparisons and misinterpretation of results.

Measuring absolute performance is often suggested as a solution to the

many problems of evaluation, since absolute performance levels are

supposed to indicate whether the students learned what was expected of

them.. Measuring absolute performance, however, is difficult because

reliable tests are diffiault to develop and criteria for success in

academic areas are largely arbi-trary. Nevertheless, absolute measures

have an important role in evaluating bilingual ptograms, especially

when testing bilingual students in their first languade since

appropriate comparison groups may be difficult to find.
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Relative performance measures are probably the most common measures

currently used to evaluate bilingual and other education programs.

Standardized tests are the most widely used for this purpose because

they enable Comparisons, in the forms of percentiles and standard

scores, to be made of local student performance to that ofa

nationally representative norm group. However, locally made tests,

attendance records, and virtually any other measures can also be used

to compare bilingual students performance to other students in the

same district or school,

Relative measurement, like absolute measurement, also requires

adequate tests. However, relative measurement can be thought of as

going a step beyond absolute measurement because it uses performance

date from comparison groups, which provide criteria for success thet

are not completely arbitrary. Therefore, relative performance

measures can be used to measure performance in English skills and

academic subjects.taught in English. However, using these'measures in

bilingual program evaluations is not without problems. fhere is a

real danger of making unreasonable comparisons between the comparison

group and the students in a bilingual program, resulting in

unreasonable conclusions. For example, it may be useful to compare

the English reading skills of a group of low,-income bilingual program

students to those of a group of affluent native speakers of English

from the same district. Assuming that the bilingual Students scored

lower in reading, it would not necessarily mean that the bilingual

program had failed or that the bililgual students could not learn,

since low-income groups tend to score lower than affluent groups even
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where no language difficulties existr Some evaluator, however, may

arrive at the opposite conclusion.

Measures of relative performance should be the backbone of student

outcome evaluatioditmeasuring English-language skills and academic

subjects tested in English. Performance in other languages, generally

must' be measured in absolute terms because meaningful comparison

groups will be difficult to find.

Evaluating Program Impact

Although determining the level of student performance should be the

primary goal of most program evaluations, many evaluations attempt to

go beyond this to demonstrate that the program is effective and

responsible for the observed level of student performance. Explicitly

or i.mplicitly, this question of program impact underlies most

evalation designs. This Handbook recommends that bilingual programs

.do notattempt to conduct.an impact evaluation.

Demonstrating program impact requires documenting evidence that the

program and n6thing else was responsible for the student outcomes.

This is more difficult than it appears. To do this, the impact

evaluation desig must immediately address and be able to answer two

questions. The first question is what constitutes the "program".and

the other is how the Students would-pereorm without the program. Most

evaluations, however, never define exactly what the "program"

includes. Implicitly, the program may be treated as the sum total of
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all the methods, materials, teachings, community factors, and other

things that affect the students. 1. the evaluation is trying to

determine whether the specific features (methods, curriculum, use of

two languages, etc.) of the program are effective, then the definition

of the program becomes very important. For example, some research

(and the intuition of many educators) suggests that the teachers are

the most important part of a successful program and that specific

materials, methods and so on make much less difference. Therefore, an

impact evaluation desgn must be able to differentiate results

emanating from the methods and materials on the one hand, and the

personnel on the other.

A practical consequence of this distinction might be that even if the

evaluation shows new methods to be effective when performed by the

"best" teachers, it does not necessarily follow that the Same methods

should be adopted by all teachers in the program. In order to make

such a decision, the program would have to be defined as being only

the methods and materials; and the evaluation would have to

demonstrate their effectiveness with a variety of teachers in a

variety of settings.

Determining how the students would perform without the program is a

very troublesome question for a program impact evaluation. The data

may show that students are meeting program objectives and that they

score very well in, compa'rison to National apd/or local norms. This,

however, does not prove-that the program is effective. Someone might

argue that the same students would do just as well or e'ven better in a

/-
.
regular non-bl.legual classroom or in an ESL program.
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The laboratory approach to answering this question would be to divide

the students randomly into groups--one or More groups for each type of
-4

program--and then to compare the.effects of the different'programs

after same reasonable amount of time. In practice, however, because

of the.diversity of services and the;characteristics of bilingual

students, this is almost never posaible. "the result is that the

effect of a program cannot be separated from effects of other factors

in a conclusive manner. ALey1uaJon usilig data from -a-single

academic year prob 15should not emen try to prove impact. However,

data collected o sr several years can probably be used to develop an

argument that, while not completely definitive, will be reasonably

convincing as to the impact of the program. BilingUal programs should

attempt to t011ect multi-year data on student performance.

Problems Associated With Accurate Measurement

In addition to the issues desc.ribed above, impact evaluations, as well

as evaluations of studenf performance, are themselves impacted by the

measurement techniques available to measure performance. The

predominant factor is the ability of the evaluation design and the

evaluator to conCrol the "noise" or more commonly, the error of

measbrement. 'The characteristics of a bilingual program further

complicate the problem.

An Analogy: ihe Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Itis generally accepted that test scores include some measurement

21
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error, and that student performance is affected by many things outside

of the program. 'To use the popular term from the stereo recording

industry, these various kibds of errors can be thought of as the

"noise" in any test score. To,pursue the analogy, think of the true

changes in student performance (which may or may not represent impacts

of the bilingual program) as the. "'signal" in the test score, just BS '

the music is the signal on a stereo tape or record. If there is a4lot

of noise in the stereo system, very soft passages of music will.be

lost in the hiss and static, although very loud passages may be^quite

clear. In the same way-, if there is a lot of noise in an evaluation,

small chars in student pe4formance will be obscuredl even though

dramatic changeswould show up quite clearly.

The important issues for anyone involved in evaluation are (1) how

much noise is there in a carefully done evaluation? and (2) can

changes be expected in students (or impacts due to the program) that

are big enough to stand out from the background of Poise?

To oversimplify a bit, the anower depends on both how well the

-evaluation is done and on the evaluation questions that are asked. It

is probably safe to say that in the vast majority of.program impact

evaluations (for all kinds of prograns, not just bilingual programs),

we are dealing mainly with noise. On the other hand, questions that

ask only about student performance can usually be answered quite well.

This isaue of error in measurement is explained more fully in the

section on data analysis.
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The characteristics of bilingual Orograms which compound the

measurement of error problenis are:

Programs Cover Several Grades -- Most bilingual
progr.ams cover several grades, are often started at the,
lower grade levels and expanded upward, one grade per
year. Therefore,-a K-6 program cannot be evaluated by
simply observing one or twe'of the lower grades, but
require multi-year'evaluation designs. Multi-year
evaluations present many methodological problems. In

fact, student turnover makes,most program evaluations
longitudinal in theory only.

Programa Change From One Year tb the Next -- Bilingual
education is characterized by new and constantly
evolving instructional approaches and the programs are
under great pressure to provide immediate evidence of

positive results. However, there is simply no way to
do a meaningful outcome evaluation cf a progreM that is
only portially.in place or is ima state of flux.

Different Students Get Different Instructions --
Meaningful evaluation requires a clear understanding of

what happens eo each. student. Instruction.in bilingual
programa often varies widely among students, even
within a single classroem. When the instructional
program is describe'd clearly it becomes obvious that
only a fait students received any one treatment. This

creates difficulty, since the different groups May be

too dissimilar to aggregate, but too small to analyze

separately.*

Young Children are Difficult to Test -- The testing of
young children,'especially those below the third grade,

is. notpriously difficult. Many bilingual programs,
however, focus heavif on the lowest grades. There is

no obvious answer to this problem, but it ghould'be
acknowledged prior to conducting an evaluatio:t.

!Popular "Solutions" That Do .Not Work

The frustrations generated by the kinds of problems desdribed above

have led to many misguided attempts to find solutions. Some fail to

answer the impact question, but do answer other questions of possible

interest. Others are of no use at all. Approaches that should never

1 1 - 1 1 5
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be used are:

o Raw score posttest minus raw score pretest for
Engfish language subjects. In lieu of ,any better
ideas, many evaluators simply subtract raw score
pretest scores from posttest scores and compute
the difference. Since almost all groups of
children make some gains in English language
subjects, even when they are falling rapidly
behind their peers, this approach is of no value
at all for these subjects., A popular variation,
selecting a gain of some arbitrary number of
raw-score points as the program target, is no
improv ent.

o Grade-equivalent scores (the month-for-month gain
myth). Analyses based on grade-equivalent scores
still, unfortunately, appear all too frequently.
They are based on the mistaken belief that a gain
in test scores of one or more months for each
month of instruction represents good progress.
This is not true. 'Grade-equivalent scores provide
an illusion of simplicity but, in 'fact, they are
virtally impossible to interpret, even forspecialists in test contitruction.
Grade-equivalent scores should never be used for
any purpose whatsoever.

o IQ-based formulas. From time tn time, an attempt
to use IQ scores appears as the basis for
evaluating reading or math performance.. The idea
that IQ tests provide an absolute standard against
which to compare a specific skill is simply a
misunderstanding. IQ-based formulas are not
appropriate for use in bilingual program
evaluations.

o Subjective data. As a last resort, evaluators
sometimes fall back on subjective data, usually
teacher reports. Such reports are always useful in
interpreting results and supplementing
standardized scores. However, they can never be
assumed to represent reliable, valid measures of
student performance when used alone.

In an effort to find appropriate solutions to these problems,
evaluatdrs have turned to practices which appear to solve these

problems. However, some of these practices are often misused.

1 1 1 16
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App,roaches that are widely misused are:

o Criterion-referenced testing. Some evaluators
suggest that criterion-referenced tests can solve
the major problems faced by evaluators. Actually,

what the criterion-referenced test advocates have
done to change the question that is being
asked. Criterion-referenced tests can provide
information 'as to whether program objectives have
been met. However, measuring student performance
or program impact still requires reliable, valid
tests with sn adequate range -(no floor or ceiling
effects). In principle, criterion-referenced
tests could meet these requirements but, in

practice, most do not.

o Gap-reduction models. "Gap-reduction" is a term
that appears-in the bilingual program evaluation
literature. It usually means either (a) students
get closer to the national norms, or (b) students

get closer to some dissimilar comparison group.
The former is simply an application of the
norm-referenced model, which is useful for
student-performance ev,aluation' but generally not
for program-impact evaluation. The latter is an

example 13,f non-random comparison groups (see

below). The, important point is that
"gap-reduction" is simply a new name for familiar
designs. The new name does not change their
strengths or weaknesses.

o Non-random comparison groups. Many bilingual
program evaluations make use of non-random
comparison groups, that is, diffe.rent kinds of

students who are receiving different instructional

treatments. As part of any 'evaluation of student
performance, such comparisons may .be of great
interest to local decision makers and program
staff. In general, however, such comparisons do
not by themselves provide program impact
information because student differences are
confounded with program differences.

By this time, the program director may ask if there is really any use

in conducting the evaluation. The answer is yes, provided that the

program director and evaluator fully understand the problems.

Secondly, for these reasons, the Handbook strongly recommends that

evaluations of bilingual programs concentrate their efforts in

2 '3
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conducting evaluatieFli-of student performance, rather than impact,'

when evaluating student outcomes. This, together with the evaluation
,

(description) of program operations meets the Federal'requirements, as

well as provides the program with sufficient information with which to

make informed decisions on how to improve the program.

,



1. Developing the Evaluation Design

The first steps in performing the evaluation of student outcomes is to

determine tbe type of evaluation that will be conducted and what

questions the evaluation is designed to answer. The tipe of

evaluation conducted, however, must address th4' minimum Title VII

requirements.

Title VII requires that bilingual program evaluation include

provisions for measuring the accomplishmenti of the instructional

objectives, the progress of the students in improving their English

language skills and a procedure for using the information to improve

the operation of the program. Meeting these requirements is

relatively simple and can be accomplished by following the procedures

recommended in the Handbook. In order to meet these requirements, the

Handbook recommIlis conducting an evaluation of student performance,

rather than attempting to determine program impact. This can be

accomplished by using the basic evaluation design provided in this

Handbook.

The Basic EValuation Design

Because of the difficulty in conducting program impact evaluations,

the recommended approach to evaluate student outcomes is simply to

evaluate student performance. This approach is referred to in this

Handbook as the basic evaluation on the basic evaluation design. This

basic evaluation design, therefore only answers the relative

..

.4,
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performance question, "to what extent are the bilingual students

achieving?"

The basic design has minimal requirements. These are:

o Testing only.the students enrolled in the
bilingual program;

o using adequate norm-referenced tests (NRTs)
capable of measurirpg English language skills,
first (Ll) language skills, if applicable, and
academic subjects (e.g., math, science, etc.);
and

o measuring performance for only one academic year.

Applying these minimal design requirements to the first student

.outcome component, English language performance, is all that is

regired to meet the Federal evaluation requirements. However, most

bilingual programs should at least ec/aluate performance in two other

,outcome areas, first (CI.) language and academic subjects.

Additionally, although the basic design does not require a multi-year

evaluation design, the Handbook does recommend that bilingual programs

attempt to collect multi-year performance data. At a minimum,

programs should strive to collect data over the duration of their

grant period. It is conceivable that data showing progress over the

life of the program, can be used to argue that the bilingual grogiam

was responsible for the outcome.

Expanding the Evaluation

Programs wishing to extend the evaluation beyond a descr,iption of
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,student performance to measure program effectiveness and/or impact

...,

will need- to-enhance the requirements- of the basic design. At a

minimum, these evaluation designs may require three modifications.

They will have to obtain test scores for comparison purposes from

students enrolled in other bijingual or non-bilingual programs. In

practice, this option may only be realistic for programs located in

school districts that employ district-wide testing programs, where

scores for all district students are readily available through

computer services or some other easy-to-use form, or if a comparable

group of students can be identified and tested.

Single-year evaluations only serve the purpose of the basic evaluation

design and can only document if the program is effective compared to

baseline data, but cannot show year-to-year changes. Therefore,

evaluations attempting to measure effectivenes's will most likely'

require multi-year evaluation designs capable of tracking students

throughout their participation in he program. Multi-year evaluations

require the use ofthe same measurement instruments throughout the

evaluation period and strict recordkeeping.

Evaluations attempting to measure effectiveness will most likely alsci

need to expand their measurement instruments beyond norm-referenced

tests. These may include criterion-referenced tests (CRTs), mastery

tests, and other.types of measures. Some programs administer these

tests as part of their instructional program. The costs to include

results from these tests in the evaluation could be minimal and very

productive.
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How to Select Amorig the Options -- Ideally, if ybu want'the Most

complete picture of your program, you should Include all of the

options. This Handbook certainly recommends that you incorporate any

options that can be added at little cost in money and effort. Beyond

that, you must decide on the basis of tradeoffs between the amount of

effort involved and the importance of the additional evaluation

questions that can be answered by adding the different options. The

levels of effort and additional resources required for adding the

options depend very much on local factors sUch as the ones described

below.

o Use of local comparison groups. Identifying and
testing local comparison groups can easily double
the level of effort of your evaluation. On the

..._
other hand, if your district has a district-wide.
testing program with computerized results,
comparison group data may be available to you at
little or no cost and minimal effort.

o Use of CRTs (and other tests). Many programs
administer diagnostic or mastery tests as part of
the instructional program. It may be easy to
include results from these tests-in the
evaluation. At the opposite extreme-, some
programs make elaborate attempts to develop tests
to measure local objectives. Such an effort may
be useful for monitoring instruction, but is
probably not justified for purposes of evaluating
student outcomes.

o Using lonbitudinal evaluation. The main
requirements for longitudinal evaluation are
continuity of personnel, proper planning, and
careful recordkeeping. This option is essential
if you are really interested in monitoring the
progress of your students. Single-year
evaluations serve little purpose beyond meeting
funding-agency requirements.

o Using and developigg baseline data. Baseline data
are obtained by testing bilingual students before
the program stares. If these data don't already
exist (e.g., frbm a district-wide evaluation

f
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program) it cannot be reconstructed. Before
considering baseline input, make sure your
district 'maintains all of the required information

in a form that a new bilingual program can use.

Additional Evaluation Questions Can Be Answered -- In the introduction

to this chapter, we discussed three kinds df student outcome

evaluation questions: (a) absolute student performance, (b) relative

student performance, and (c) program impact. The basic evaluation

consists of administering a norm-referenced test to the program

students. This design lets you answer the relative performance

question "How do students compare to a National norm group?" The

options, described above, that you add to the basic desigil will

determine which additional questions you can answer. These may

include:

o Absolute student performance questions. In

general, these questions require the addition of

appropriate tests euch as CRTs, mastery, etc.

o Other relative student performance questions. The

different options enable you to compare your
student to various Wier groups such, as (a) other
(dissimilar) students in the district (from

comparison groups), (b) previous program students
(from longitudinal designs), and (c) pre-program
students (from baseline data).

o Program-impact questions. Each piece of
student-performance information will provide some
clue for possible program impacts. However,
strong evidence would have to include both (a)
evidence that students had improved as'coMpared to

baseline data, and (b) that other students in the

district had not made a similar improvement (local

comparison groups). You will also need evidence
that the characteristics of program students
(entering language skills, SES, ptc.) have not

changed. Longitudinal data can show:impact if the
program is improving each year. However, a
program could be very.effective as compared to
bhseline data, but show no changes from year to

year.
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Preparing fOr the Evaluation

Because the evaluation resources'are limited, the evaluation may not
0

be able to answer all questions. Priorities must be determined with

respect to the most useful information to be Obtained from an

fevaluation. The evaluation does nr:t have to provide data On each

student's learning outcome. The evaluation may provide data only on

the students as a group. For example, measurements may be made of

changes in reeding achievement of third graders but not on reading

achievement of a specific student in that grade. The evalUation does

not heve to provide data on subskills such as phonetic analysis but

rather on general skill levels such as reading achievement.

Certain decisions must be made before any data is collected to ensure

\that the analyses can be conducted as desired. Program goals need to

be organized according to several key student or program features such

as:

o Subject area (e.g., reading, writing, speaking);
,

o Language used in instruction (e.g., English,
Spanish);

o Student language proficiency category (e.g.,
English: limited or proficient, Spanish: limited
or proficient);

o Grade level of students; and

o Year of the program.
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Wurksheet No. 16 allows the evaluator to organize students according

to these categories in preparation for measuring student performance.

How to Use Worksheet No. 16 -- The Evaluation Design Worksheet is to

be used as a planning worksheet for developing the evaluation of each

of the four areas of the student optcome component of the evaluation.

The worksheet provides space for listing the different languages and

subject areas to be evaluated and the tests to be used.

Identification of comparison data and evaluation questions to be

answered for the four areas: English language skill, first language

skills, student achievement, and affective areas may also be listed.

This worksheet will aid the program director and/or evaluator in

keeping track of the decisions to be made for each outcome area. The

program director and/or evaluator will need a separate worksheet for

ftk
each area. Thus, multiple copies of this worksheet will have to be

made. In filling out Section I of the worksheet, list the subject

areas to be evaluated, the test to be used (name), and the language in

which the test is to be administered (e.g., reading, CTBS in Spanish).

In the case.of norm-referenced tests, list the form, level, and date

of the testing. For other tests, such as criterion-referenced or

teacher-made tests, provide a brief description of the skill(s) they

are designed to assess.

I Section program and student description, list the grade levels

in wh h the subject areas are to be evaluated, the student's language

6
skills, d any other descriptions such as students enrolled in a
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special language laboratory. This information at the time of analysis

will enable the evaluator to break out the students into separate

grqups by grade level, language skill, and possibly by any relevant

program feature (e.g., students attending a sPecial language

:161ibratory).

For Section III of the worksheet, identify the student groups that the
8

bilingual program students will be compared to, the test to be used in

these comparlsons, and whether these comparisons involve current or

. past year test scores. If norm-referenced tests ard not to be used,

there will be no norm-referenced comparisons to be made. However,

scores from district developed mastery tests or criterion-referenced

tests for similar or past students can be used to estimate'the

progress of students currently enrolled in the bilingual program:

Section IV requires a description of the actual comparisons to be made

in addressing each evaluation question. In the section on Student

Performances, indicate the relative comparisond to be made. An

example would be comparing scores of students in the bilingual program

with student groups identified in Section III. ,The abslute standards

of performance fequire identification of past or current similar.

student progress and which mastery or criterion-referenced test were

used.

230
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WOkSHEST NO. 16 (page 1 of 1

EVALUATION DESIGN WORKENEET

I. Suolect Area and Language:,

asts: VRT:

3ther:

Date:

II. Pogram Student Descriotion:

Grace Level(s):

Language Skills': English: Other:

Other Descriptors:

III. Comoarison Data (Grouos and Years)

Student Groups I Test tode I Current Year Earlier Years

.1101101i.

A.

S.

C.

IV. Evaluation questions

-Stucent Performance

I. Relative Standards
of Performance:

2. Absolute S'tandards

of Performance:
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2. Evaluating the Eng),ish Language Component

The English language skills to be evaluated are the fundamental

components to language use. These include knowledge of the sound

system for oral language and comprehension of the orthographical

sys1em for written language. While each of the four language skill

_areas -- listening, speaking, reading, and writing -- can be

considered individually, one "component of language cannot easily be

isolated from another. It simply cannot be assumed that mastery of

one skill area necessarily indicates mastery of a related skill area;

nor can it be assumed that lack of skill in one area indicates lack of

skill in another. For this reason, the model recommends that

proficiency in all four language skill areas be assessed.

The ide.ntification of appropriate norm or criterion referenced

instrymeats is essential to conduct this facet of the evalliation.

Although numerous instruments exist, many are not comprehensive or

organic in design. This means that the evaluator must carefuliy

select instruments or components of instruments to meet the evaluation

bbjectives.

Measurement of oral language and listening comprehension can be

performed by using informal measures. Informal.reading inventories or

cloze tests may be used to determine the basic reading level of the

student. Informal written criterionz-references measures may be useful

for assessing basic writing skills. The evaluation of the language .

, .

'
component may be overlapped with the academic achievement component if

norm-referenced measutesiCe used tO assess the literacy skill a'reas.

I 11-128
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Three Basic Design Decisions

For practical purposes, most programs must make three basic evaluation

decisions: (a) which students to include, (b) what tests to use, and ,

(c) What period of time to include, For each decision, the HandbOok

recommends a choibe for a basic or minimal evaluation and'then offer

options that wild let you answer additional questions if you have the

necessary evaluation resources.

o Wh,ich students to include? The basic evaluation

requires only testing the students enrolled in the

bilingual program. An option could be to obtain

-
data from other students in the district for

comparison purposes. Theoretically, the bilingual

program staff could pick out comparison groups and

test them. In practice, though, this option is
realistic only where there is a district-wide
testing program, and the scores for all district

students are readily available on computers or in

some other easy-to-use form.

o What tests to use? The basic evaluation requires

a reliable, standarized, norm-referenced test

(NRT) of reading nd other language skills.
Usually, the test used for district-wide testing

may be used. Options include criterion-referericed

tests, teacher-made tests, mastery-tests, and
tests included as part of commercial instructional

packages. We will refer to these kinds of tests

generically as "CRTs, etc."

o What period of time to cover? The basic
evaluation requires covering only one academic

kear and testing only once in the Spring. Two

options are highly desirable: (a) multi-year

designs following program students from one year

to the next, and (b) baseline data on program,type

students obtained before the program begins. A

sub-issue is whether to test once or twice a year.

The first choice should be to test only once a

year in the Spring. Options are (a) once a year

in the-Fall or (b) twice a year, Fall and Spring.

11-129
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--These basic choices can be summarized as follows:

Basic Evaluation ational Additions

1. Students Program only Comparison groups
from the district

2. Tests NRTs CRTs (etc.)

3. Term of Evaluation Single year Multi-year .
Baseline data

(Time of Testing) Spring only Fall only
Fall and Spring

Applying the Basicpesign to the English Language Component

The basic evaluation design through the use of a norm-referenced

approach provides for comparing bilingual program students to a

national sample of studentd who scored at the same pretest percentile

on a nationally-normed test. For example, if the students in.the

bilingual program scored at the 25th percentile on the preiest, their

growth can be compared to the growth of the students in the norm group

who scored at the same 25th percentile on the pretest.

The norm-referenced approach makes the equipercentile assumption that

a group of similar students who are not enrolled in the bilihgual

instructional,program will maintain the same percentile rank

throughout the year. .This does not mean that the group withOut

bilingual instruction is not learning. It simply means that their

learning rate keeps them at a similar position relative to other

students in their grade. In contrast, the students in the bilingudl

program will hopefully learn faster than they would in the program.
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The question therefore being addressed is, "Do the students in the

bilingual program increase their percentile ranking as compared to a

national norm group who began at the same percentile?"

Key Comparisons to Be Made

There are many comparisons of performance that can be made. However,

the five comparisons which follow are the ones that the evaluator may

find useful and can.be performed without using complex statistical

procedures.

1. Are the students in the bilingual program making

gains?

2. Is this year's student performance an improvement

over past years?

3. Are\ students meeting the objectives cif the

program?

4. Are students doing better in the bilingual program

than in another program?

5. Are students doing better than they would be
expected to do without the program?

The answers to the first two comparisons can be easily answered by

applying the basic design and using a norm-referenced 'test. The other

comparisons require adding one or more of the options described

earlier, such as a comparison group of students from anbther program.

The first question, "Are the students in the bilingual program making

gains?" can be answered by administering a norm-referenced test (NRT)

of English language skills and comparing the bilingual student



%
posttest scores with those of the norm group provided by the NRT.

Answerdng this question will provide sufficient information to meet

the Federal requirements.

I.

The second question, "Is this year's student performance an

improvement over past years?d can.be answered by comparing the gains,

of the students in the program eacil year; taking into account the
,

error of measurement,,When making,this comparison, it is very

important to realize that it'may not be easy to determine jjav the

change from one year to the next occursed. However, other data from

the evaluation (the program description and monitoring of program

operations) could provilie some clues for the observed change.

The third question is "Are students meeting the objectives of the

program design?" This is both the most difficult and easiest question

to answer. The difficulty comes in deciding what the goal level

should be. To establish a realistic goal, the program staff and

others need to carefully review the present skill level of the

students; th,e amount and type of instruction required to make a

certain change in atudent achievement; the motivation of students,

staff, and parents to implement the change; the accuracy of the

assessment instrument; and other similar Conditions. Based on.this

information, the desired performance level on a test or other

assessment device can be established.

The fourth question "Are students doing better in the bilingual

program than in another program?" must be answered by first

11-132
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identifying the other program to be compared to the bilingual program.

For example, there may be an alternate program in the school designed

to teach skills similar to those being taught in the bilingual

program, but using a different teaching-method. Or, sbmeschools in a

district may be using one method of instruction, and other schools a

second method. A comparison of these programs may be of interest. In

order to make such a comparison, the groups must be comparable, or a

plan to statistically adjust the results must be developed. It is

recommended that comparability of the two groups be established prior

to any comparison, because statistical adjustments of dissimiliar

groups require complicated and sophisticated anOytic proceduresn

which are not generally available.
,

The final question, "Are students doing better than they would be

expected to do without the program?" can be answered by the

information from the first question. It is assumed that students are

enrolled in bilingual programs because they need instruction in both

languages. Therefore, if they did not have access to these services,

they would probably not learn as well. If the data show that they are

achieving, then they are doing better.

Many other questions that involve comparisons by race, past

achievement level, social economic status, etc., are not addressed

here because they would either be very coE.ly or very difficult to

measure. Programs attempting to Make other comparisons should .

approach the exercise with caution.
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Selecting Appropriate Tests to Measure English Lahguage Skills

The criteria for selecting an achievement test to measure English

language skills in a bilingual program are the same as those used'in

selecting a test for any evaluation. However, some criteria are more

difficult to meet because few tests have been developed with the needs

and characteristics of bilingual students in mind. Note also that a

major assumption is made about the measurement of the English language

component -- that the students learning English language skills hdve

enough English language facility so that testing can occur in English.

If this is not true, the students are likely being instructed in their

native language and they are acquiring language skills in that

language.

The basic evaluation design recommends the use of a standardized,

norm-referenced test (NRT) of reading and other language skills to

evaluate the English language component.' Most school districts now

routinely administer one of these tests to all students. If the

district does not use a norm-referenced test (NRT) and NRT scores are

not readily available, the evaluator may choose to select one of the

tests described in the Technical Appendix. .These tests are

reasonable, reliable, and valid. The main concern should be that the

test content matc;.es the program curriculum, at least on a general

level. If this basic check is not made, it may later be discovered

that the second-grade test covers third-grade curriculum, and vice

versa.
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In an evaluation using:a norm-referenced test, the norm group is used

as the comparison group for the bilingual program students.

Therefore, it is preferable for the norm group to be as similar as

possible to the program students. Most available norms for a given

grade, however, are designed to be representative of'the U.S.

population as a whole. Some tests may have norms for different

regions of the country or for special educational pro'grams, such as

ESEAlitie I proarams. Norms established for students in Title I

programs may be similar to the norms of students in the bilingual

program, since their students may reflect similar socio-economic

backgrounds.

Finding a test with norms that are Comparable to the bilingual

students is unlikely, but having an idea of the nature of the

differences will help in interpreting the final results. In addition,

the test should have norms that are as current as possible. If norms

are over 5 or 10 years old, the students were probably experiencing a

significantly different curriculum or instructional method than the

bilingual students currently being tested.

There are two major problems to consider in selecting NRTs. These

are:

o Test level (floor 'and ceiling effects). In some

bilingual programs, the at-grade-level test ist.too

,
difficult for program students at pretest. The

next lower level may be too easy at posttest time.

If the mean score on a test is less than 25% of

the items correct or more than 75% of the items

correct, floor or ceiling effects probably exist,

and the test cannot give an accurate picture of
either student performance or program impact (See



Out-of-Level or Functional Level Testing in the
Technical Appendix).

Multi- ear and multi rade-level re uirements. Most
bilihgual programs cove.r several grade levels.
Therefore, it is desirable to have achievement tests
that can be used to compare progress across grades and
that can be used to follow groups of students as they
progress through the grades. In practice, this means
using any one of the recognized achievement tests.

Guidelines for Usin Norm-Referenced Tests -- The following guidelines

for using norm-referenced tests (NRTs) should be adhered to in order

to produce a validoviduation.

Ar

1. Do not use the same test score to select students
for the bilingual program as th.e pretest score.
Doing so tends to over estimate the impact of the
program. The pretest and.selection test scores
can be separated by:

o Administering separate tests;

o Using last year's posttest scores as this
year's selection scores;

o Using difjerent subtests of the same test
battery -- one to select students and one as
the pretest (both subtests, of course, need
to be related to the objectives of the
project); and

o Readministering the same test used for
selection as the pretest.

2. Tests should be commensurate with the development
and skill level of the students.

3. Use the same test form for pretesting and
posttesting. (Test forms have the same difficulty,
but contain different, although comparable
items).

4. If a norm-referenced test is used, testing should
occur within two weeks before or after the
publsher actuallE administered the test to a
national sample for norming purposes. .These

empirical norm dates differ from projected norms
-- norms which are merely estimates of
performance. Testing doneat the same time es
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that for the norm group provides more accurate

comparisons. Deviations from the norm dates
should be in the same direction and magnitude for

both pretest and posttest. That is, if pretesting

occurred a week before the norm date, the same
should be true for the posttest.

Using CRTs (etc.) for Evaluating the English Language Component -- The

choice of CRTs (etc.) is more of a curriculum decision than an

evaluation decision in most districts. That is, when developing

objectives and ctirriculum Materials for a bildngual program, many

districts eithbr develop or buy tests matched to their curriculum and

the instructional materials. These tests are' the best candidates to

use in your evaluation. If you have important objectives for student

performance that are not covered by any other tests, you may wish to

develop or buy special tests just for evaluating student outcomes:"

Cautions for CRT Users -- If teachers keep good records of the number

of students passing 'each test and the dates on which they pass, these

records will provide a form of absolute student performance measure,

as well as a progress record over the course of the year. The records

are interesting in their own right, and can also be compared from year

to year. Often, however, such tests are weak in the characteristics

required for outcome evaluation (high reliabili'I'.ty and validity, plus

adequate floors and ceilings) so they should be viewed as ballpark

measures that include a lot of noise (error), and they should be

interpreted with great caution. In short, our recommendation is to

look at the results from CRTs (etc.), but be careful.

-
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3. Evaluating the Non-English Language Component

Bilingual programs, for evaluation purposes, can be divided based on

their non-English.language component into three types. These are:

o Spanish only programs;

o Single languages other than Spanish programs; and

o Multiple'larguage programs. '

The major differences among these three types of programs, from th'e

evaluator's perspective, are: (a) only Spanish-English programs will
;

find commercial tests readily available, and (b) multiplw-language

programs often include small groups tfiat cannot be combined for

evaluation purposes.

Three Basic Design Decisions

The three basic deciiions made far the Englishlanguage component also

apply to the non-English language component: (a) which students? (b)

what tests? and (c) what time period? Howe;./er, the decisions 'ai.e even

simpler for the non-English-language component, because there ares

fewer alternatives available to the evaluator. The basic options can

be summarized as follows:

o Which students? In general, only the bilingual

program students will speak the languages in

question and therefore the'only. students that can

be included in the evaluation. In a few

districts, there may be comparison groups of

interest from oPler progeams or other,districts
who use the same tests. However, in most cases,
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only your program students will be tested in the

non-English language, making comparison groups

unavailable.

o Which tests? A limited number of standarized
tests are available in Spanish (although their
norm groups are not analogous to those from
English-language tests, and you should not use the

norms as a simple standard of comparison). For

other languages, you are limited to, at best, a

few,commercial, criterion-referenced tests, plus

locally-made tests (CRTs, etc.).

o What, p eriod of time? Here, the evaluator has the

option) of single-yedr or multi-year designs since

baseline data before the start of a new bilingual

program could be collected. However, in practice,

few didtricts will do this. In general, if the

English language evaluation is multi-year, the

non-English language evaluation should also be

multi-year. Otherwisey both should be single-year

evaluations.

The 'decision on once-i-year (Spring) verus twice-a-year (Fall, Spring)

testing will probably also be the same for non-English testing as for

the English language testing.

The basic choices are summarized below.

Basic Evaluation Optional Additions

1. Students Program only None from
. the district

2. Tests CRTs, etc. None

(NRTs for Spanish)

3. 'Term of Evaluation Single year Multi-year

(Time of Testing) Spring only Fall only
Fall and Spring

Aft

How to Select Among the Options As you can see, the only real optien

is whether to include the non-English language component in the

2 15
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evaluation at all. If you want to know how your students are doing in

this area, you will almost certainly baable to produce teacher.Tmade

tests that will serve your purposes, but you need to consider exactly

which questions you can answer with such tests.

Type of Performence Jhat Can Be Measured

At first glance, it might appear that the evaluation is only able to'

answer absolute student performance questions for the non-English

language component. However, there is one key differencabetween

English and non-English langi:Aage performance that jets the eValuatoi

consider program impact questions as well. It is a fact that most

students improve their Englieh whether or not they are in a .bilingual

progam. Therefore, the burden of proof in program impact evaluations

falls on the evaluator'to,show that the students do better in the

bilingual program than they would have done without it. In evaluating

the non-English language component, tiowever, the evaluator is probably

safer in assuming atudents would Iearn little, or no reading or

writing should occur, without the bilingual program. Therefore, the

evaluator may be able,to argue that the program is largely responsible
1

for any level of performance they achieve. With this iniMind, the

options and the questions that can'be answered for the non-English

language component are depicted below.

I I-140
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Type Multi-year

. of Test Single-Year Evaluation Evaluation

Test Program CRT Absolute'Performance

Students (etc.) Mastery of lesson

Only content

Relative Performance' Relative Performance
Compared to no Improvement

program over time

Key Comparisons to be Made

The key comparisons that can be made relative to non-English or first

(Ll) language skill development/performance can be the same as those

made for the English language eemponent. Performance measurement

agains norms will only be possible for Spanish language performance.

Therefore, answering the first comparison question for other languages

will have to be made by using locally developed mastery tests.

Answering the other questions may be done by following the same

procedures as before. Answering the Eourth question, which requires a

comparison group, should not even be attempted.

Selecting Tests fo e Non-English Language CoMponent

Selecting tests for this component is difficult because there are very

few tests available. Spanish versions are available for the

Inter-American Tests, the CTBS, and the ETS Circus test. However,

conventional non-English language norms do not exist. The

Inter-American Tests (Spanish) provide user-norms based on students in

bilingual programs using that test. The norms provided with the

(,
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,

Spanish CTBg do not represent the population of.Spanish/English
.

,

bilingual students. Norms for bbth tests can only provide comparison

standards for student performance evaluation, and these comparisons

are difficult to interpret. So far as the revie* of literature
,

indicated, no Jarge-scale norm groups have been'teseed lh any other

languages.

,

.."

..

Commercial Tests for Languages.Other Than English -- ,The first,two

Spanish language tests mentioned above, while not c veKtional
.2. , .

norm-referenced tests, are similar in terms'of reliability and e-

-. .

validity to other standardized tests. The El Circa (Spanish).,test for

primary students also represents a high degree of development- All

three can be used fur.measuring student performance and comparing

program students from year to year. Standardized tests to measure

language achievement, particularly in the first language, may be

'

difficult to find. In this situation, it yould be appropriate to

,

utilize criterion-referenced measures or teacher-made tests.

Must English and Non-English Langdage Tests Come From the-Same.

Publisher? -- This questi n applies mainly to Spanish-English
..

,

programs, since few tests a e available in other languages. While

there are some advantages to dealing with a single test publishef, it

is more important to get the most appropriate.tests in each language.

Limiting choices to tests that dre published in two languages is an

..----'
unnecessary restriction.
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Teacher-Made Tests -- For languages other than Spanish, many projects

will have to depend on teacher-made tests. These tests should be
0

quite adequate for demonstrating that students are gaining skills in
,

>

their ion-English languages. In general, they will not be adequate

for measuring small, year-to-year changes in program effectiven'ess.

c
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4. Evaluating Student Performance in Academic_Areas

Evaluation of performance in academic areas requires the specification

of the skills to be assessed, selection of the language in which

skills are to be measured, and the identification of appropriate tests-

_in English and/or the first language of the student. The evaluator

;

will need to determine which skill areas are to be included in the

evaluation. Measurement of achievement in literacy as well as in

major academic subject areas may be appropriate. This determination

will have to be made on a program-by-program basis. If a student is

not literate in Ll or L2, then achievement testing will not be

aPpropriate. If the students are literate, the language in which to

test the students will depend upon the language in Which 'instruction

in the particular subject has been given, as.well as the fluency of

the student in that language.

The Basic Design

4

Many bilingual programs include non-language, academic subjects, such

as math, social studies, and science. The same piinciples that apply

to the English language component apply to this component if testing

is done in English. A minimal evaluation would consist of (a) testing

program students only, (b) using standardized, norm-referenced tests,

and (c) a single-year desion. Options include local comparison

groups, longitudinal designs, and baseline data.
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Language of Testing

Tlie major issue in evaluating performance in academic subject areas is

whether to test in English or in the first (1.1) language. The

evaluation will be easier to implement and the results easier to

interpret if the testing is done in English. However, as a matter of

common sense", if the students are weak in English and much stronger in

their native language (e.g., new arrivals er young children from

non-speaking,homes) , then testing in the native language may be

required. In such cases, the evaluation design principles for

non-English language components apply (see above),

Selecting NRTs

By and large, the discussion of tests for English language also

applies to tests for academic subjects tested in English. The

discussion of non-English language tests applits to tests of math,

science, etc. in.471-English languages. The basic rule here, as it

was for English language, is to utilize the test that is used

throughout yChir district.
The..kechnical Appendix contains a

discussion on the selection of achievement tests, as well as a listing

of these tests for testing language, mathematics, science, etc.

Using CRTs (etc.)

As in language testing, if you have test data available from your

instructional program on math, science, or other subjects, you may
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want to include these data in your bilingual-program evaluation. For

subjects tested in languages other than English or Spanish, you may

have to depend on teacher-made tests, and the normal cautions apply.

25-,)
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5. Evaluating Affective Areas of Student Performance

Affectik.: goals, like improving student attitudes 'or behaviors, are

mentioned in connection with many bilingual programs. If your

program has specific objectives in these areas and if the program

includes specific components that are intended to chande student

attitudes or behaviors, then you should consider evaluating the

effects of these components. However, you should be aware of two

problems, which are discussed below.

o

Affective goals must be clearly defined. In many bilingual programs,

the non-acadmic goals are defined in very general terms, such as

"improving self-concept." The test chosen to evaluate changes in ,

self-concept may be some readily available commercial attitude test

that bears very little relationship to the self-concept of the program

students. The esults are almost certain to be meaningless.

If you wish to evaluate affective components of your program, then you

must define the goals clearly, describe the components of the program

that are intended to address the goals, and then identify app-ropriate

measures, such as tests, attendance records, and so on, that match

your goals. Then you can begin to consider an evaluation design to

evaluate absolute student performance, relative Audent performance,

and program impact in the areas that you have designed.

Affective goals are very difficult to evaluate. While the general

evaluation design principlee apply theoretically, in practice it iS

2!-53
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very difficult and frustrating too evaluate changes in attitudes,

self-concept, and so on. This is because (a) there is a great deal of

noise in the measurement, (b) most measUres are insensitive to change
,

in attitudes, (c) attitudes change greatly from month to month and

even from hour to hour, (d) there are few good absolute criteria

available, and (e) there are seldom any very good comparison groups

available.

The net result is that few evaluations can provide convincing evidence

of changes in attitudes or related characteristics of the students.

For this reason, we 'would not advise bilingual programs to invest much

of their effort in evaluating these goals unless they are a major

focus of the program.

Programs wishing to measure affective areas may consult the Technical

Appendix. This volume contains a discussion of self-concept and a

listing of different tests available.
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6. Conducting the Data Collection Activity

Data collection for the first component of the evaluation, program

operations, consists of obtaining student background information,
-.

interviewing teachers, program administrators, and parents, as well as

observing classroom operations. Data collected for evaluating student

outcomes consist of test administration, scoring, and the recording of

test scores. The latter activity probably requires a higher level of

effort than the former. However, data collectior). for the student

outcome component requires strict discipline and verY precise

procedures.

Testing the Students

_

Testing in the academic program areas -- language, math, science, and

so on all require the same basic procedures. The main distinction

that the evaluator should make is between formal testing for

evaluating student-outcomes and informal testing for diagnostic or

other instructional purposes, and out-of-level or functional level

testing. Each type of testing is discussed separately below.

Formal Testing for Outcome Evaluation -- Standardized, norm-referenced

tests should always be administered and scored under carefully

controlled conditions. If you are serious about using CRTs,

teacher-made tests, Or any other kinds of tests for pbrposes of

outcome evaluation, the same rules apply. Most of these rules are
*

familiar to all teachers. Two points deserve special mention. Por

t
A
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experienced testers using a familiar test, it is sufficient to bring

the group together briefly within a "ew days of the beginning of

testing to review the tests and testing procedures. For new tests or

inexperienced testers, each tester should practice adminictering the

entire test under the supervision of the evaluator.

Testing should be done within a few days of the same date each year.

For norm-referenced evaluations, the testing should be within a week

or two of the time that normative data were collected by the test

publisher (or local district).

Informal Testing ror Instructional Purposes -- In previous sections,

the Handbook suggests including the results from CRTs, teacher-made

tests, and so on in the outcoMe evaluation. In some areas, such as

non-English subjects, these may be the only test results that you

have. The problem is that many of these tests are given under

informal classroom conditions. For example, progress checks or mastery

tests are often taken by individual students while the teacher works

with other students in the same classroom.

The simple fact is that when you give tests under informal conditions,

you can expect a lot more noise (error) in the scores than if the same

tests were given under carefully controlled conditions. In general,

you will have to choose, at least to some extent, between

instructional and evaluation uses for your tests. Tests that are

given informally in the classroom will have provide only very rough

measures of student outcomes.
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Out-of-Level on Functional Level Testing -- Achievement tests provide

useful information for evaluating student performance. The value of

such information is obviously related to its accuracy. Achievement

tests are designed to accurately measure the achievement level of

average students in a certain grade level. However, they may not

accurately assess 'the achievement level of all students at that grade

level.
411,

A student's functional level, at test time, may be below a test

publisher's recommended test level. This is often suggested by a very

low test score on a recommended test level and may indicate that

guessing (chance) by the student played an importaht role in the

result. Therefore, students whose scores are primarily a result of

guessing on a test that is too difficult may need to be tested out of

level. That is, they need to be tested with an easier, lower level of'

the test.

Functional-level testing, therefore, involves testing students with

test levels,most appropriate to their achievement levels.

Functional-level testing can involve testing students with the

recommended test level (in-level testing), or it can mean testing

students with a test level below orabove the recommended level

(out-of-testing) . Whatever the case, the goal is to test at a level

affording the students the most opportunity to demonstrate their

abilities. The Technical Appendix contains a more detailed

explanation of when to use out-of-level testing, as well as how to

properly conduct the testing.
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Testing Procedures

Testing procedures simply require following the exact instructions of

.
the test and making sure that pre- and posttesting conditions and

procedures are identical. Scoring and recording test data are subject

to clerical errors. These errors, however, can be easily heldrto an'

acceptable level through adequate care and accuracy checks. Scoring

procedures which require the scorer to make qualitative judgments

ibout the a-lequacy of a response are more difficult to control. These

qualitative judgments may involve more than simply deciding whether a

response is correct'or incorrect.
I

The following guidelines should be followed during test

administration.

11
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Guidelines for Administering the Testin

I. Assemb]ing the StUdents

o Utilize similar testing conditions for all
treatment and comparison groups. Consider the
time, place, and date of test administration.
Follow technical manuals testing administration
often contain testing proc(dure recommendations
(e.g., avoid afternoon testing, or testAng on

Monday and Friday).

o Distractions should be minimized. Avoid testing

in the hall or in the cafeteria when lunch is

being prepared.

o Coordinate testing efforts with district testing

or assessment policies and procedures.

o Consider teaching test-taking skills to student.

This includes acquainting students with test
formats, etc. (NOT teaching to the actual test).

o Plan for make-up testing.

2. Administering the Test

o Identify testers. If teachers do not sPeak the

appropriate language, identify alternative
testers.

o .
Conduct in.service training for all test
administrators. If aides and parent will be used

for testing, more intensive training will be
required for them. The items on the list below

should be addressed:

Familiarity with materials

Clarity of presentation

Adherence to guidelines .and time limits

Control in the classroom

Attention to physical conditions (e.g., seat

spacing)

Practice for individual testing

i.
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_ Correct choice of testing dates ( .,

norming dates)

The eleed for the inevdtable "fill-in" of

absentees f

o Clearly define roles and responsiblities of

testers. Inseryice training and determination of
roles and responsibilities should be assertively

coordinated by the program director.

Y. Scoring the Test
_

o Train test' scorers.

o Scored tests should be spot-checked by someone
other than the persOn scoring the test.

o Check interrater reliability.

4. Scheduling

o Testing should be spread out over one or-more days

so that the burden on.the students does not so
great as to lower scores. Pre- and posttesting
must follow similar schedules.

Scoring of Test Data -- One of the issues in scoring teets and

recording the scores is whether to use computers. If the program is

very large, the answer should probably be "yes," at least fOr

norm-referenced tests. Many programs have access to djatrict,

university or state computer centers that can perform the scoring of

the tests. If these services are not available locally, the test

publishers or other scoring services can provide them. Ham' scoring

and recording may still have to be performed for very small programs.

In addition, if non-standardized tests are used, it may be necessary

to score the tests by hand before entering the scores into a computer

for analysis.
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A second issue involves the way that scores are organized for

recordkeeping purposes. Since a student may stay in a program for

sgveral years, be tested several times and have several teachers, it

Will usually be necessary to keep individual student record files.

Howe'ver, ror analysis purposes, it is desirable to group students by

classtoom. Thid will require keeping a second set of forms. This

should not,le'a problem if the data are stored in a computer, since

the computer can do the work of regrouping the records of the

students. Commercial scoring services may be able to do this type of

processing. Some commercial scoring services can provide complete

analyses of the data, including comparisons across years upon

request.

The type of score utilized is very important. Never use grade

equivalent scores for any purpose. Use normalized standard scores

(preferably NCEs) for all computations and calculations of impacts.

Report pre and posttest per 'ormance in percentiles. The use of NCEs

is explained in the section entitled "Analyzing Student Outcome Data",

which follows this section on testing.

Recording Test Data -- Recording the scores is the final step in the

data collection process. To ensure that the scores will be usable,

the details of recording should be planned well before pretest time.

Where a commercial scoring service is used, the evaluator may have

little control over the recording process, but' if the program elects

to do its own scoring or wishes to transfer scores from computer

printouts to a more convenient form, the evaluator must consider two
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important issues: (a) the accuracy of the data, and (b) the details

of the data recording forms.

Copying scores accurately onto data forms is not a complicated

pioblem. However, even the most conscientious recorders make errors.

Therefore, all data forms should be carefully proofread, preferably

With one'person reading aloud while a second person checks the scores.

Attention must also be given to data recording forms. Data forms

might appear to be of little importance, but the way in which data

have been recorded in many school districts' virtually precludes any

reasonable analyses. It is not possible to prescribe a standard data

format because school requirements vary so widely, but it is possible

to state two general principles which must be observed. First, data

forms scores must be able to completely identify all scores, anl

second, data forms must be able to arrange data in a way that

facilitates analysis.

Recording Data for Multi- ear Evaluations -- A data recording form

that works well for a single fall-to-spring evaluation may not be

suitable for following student progress over several years. Thus,

data recording forms that allow for attrition, regrouping of classes

each year and the total number of scores must be developed 'and used

for a multi-year evaluation.

0

The following guidelines should be used for recording est data:
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Guidelines for Recording Test Data

1. Most sets of scores will require more than one

page. The page s ould have a .number identifying

each page and th "number of pages" to ensure that

no pages used fo llecting data will be missed.

2. Every form containing important information should

have a name and date to.indicate who filled in the

numbers in case any questions arise in the future

about the accuracy of the information.

3. Each group for which data are .recorded should be

clearli) identifia at the top of the data form to
simplify the retrieval o -hat group's data- from a

large data base.

4. Each page af forms containing student data should

be arranged so that it can be,photocopied without

the students' names. 'This permits wide use of the

data for research purposes without compromising

student privacy.

5. The analysis of da..a is simplified if only one set

of test scores (pre and post) are recorded on each

sheet. The rules for listing students,(see points

6-11 below) should be followed. The complete name

of the pretest and posttest (taken exactly from

the test booklets and including.ablication date)

must be listed.

% 6. Identifying and ebrganiZimg, student names
efficiently are the mos,tit,ticu,lt reco.rding

problemé. Single year evai4tias collecting data
through fall and spring 'testing should have

minimal problems. However, multi-year evaluations

that follow students over several years are a more

difficult task since students come and go from

projects, and groups are reorganized every year.

The simplest rule is to make sure that the
posttest scores are all entered on the same form
as`the corresOonding pretest scores. This at

least 'eliminates;the problem of the avaluator
trying to find each student's name 'on two forms.

7. A second rule for listing student names ia to

establish a standard for listing of names, use it

for the life of the evaluation, and for all tests

that are used. If a student moves or fails to

take some of the, tests, then the appropriate
entries are left blank, but the student's name I

should not be eliminated. from the list. If new
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students enter the program, their names should be

added to the end of the list for all tests, even

those for which no data will be entered. If there

is a compelling reason to change the order of
student names in the middle of a project, then

either all forms should be changed, or a double

set of'fbrms (old and new order) should be
maintained.

8. A rule should be established for recording names.

.The simplest procedure is to allow plenty of space

and to spell out first names and middle initials
(e.g. Caldwell, Daniel E.).

9. Each student should have an individual ID number

that identifies the student. For example use a
one-digit number to identify an experimental
condition, a two-digit number to identify a group

or class, a one-digit sex code, and a two-digit
student number. In some evaluations, other codes
(including letters) can be-used, but careful
consideration of the situation is necessary in

order to permit any desired grouping simply by ID

number.

10. A page oft any form sh'ould have s';;;"sreasonable

number of entries, probably 20 or 25. The same

number of entries per page will facilitate the

analysis of the data.

11. Test dates are critical, especially in
norm-referenced evaluations. If all students
listed on a form have their pretests in one day

'and all are later posttested in a single day, then

test date'information -is not really necessary.
However, this is usually impossible 1.1 predict at

the time the form :;.s made up, so )e columns

should be'made to pravide space to indicate the
dates of make,up tests and late entries into the

program.

12. Pre- and posttest scores should, in general, be in

adjacent columns, rather than pairing each pretest

raw score with its standard score, percentile
score, etc., folldWed by each posttest score and

its transformations.
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7. Analyzing Student Outcome Data

..

The analysis of the student outcome data should be performed or at

least supervised by a trained evaluator. The analysis of student

performance data should simply answer the questions which the

evaluation was designed to answer and make the necessary comparisons

that were established during the evaluation design phase. There are

three steps in thie approaCh:

o ExaMine scores for serious mistakes or unusual

results. The scores can be examined simply by

drawing the frequency distributions of test
scores. If two sets of scores are being Compared

for the same students (for example; second-grade

and third-grade scores) then scatter diagrams of

one test against the other should be uted.

o Compute the mean scores and atAndard deviations

for program (and Comparison)istudents. If the

scores do not appear to reglect any serious
problems or unusual'program effects, then simply
compute the mean score for each group of program

students (and for each group of comparisen
students, if any). The standard deviation,(a
measure of how epread out the scores are) must
also be calculated and reported for each group.
The mean scores are used to draw comparisons or

look for progress of the students.

o Estimate the possible effect of error on your
results. What may appear to be changes in student

performance may only be random changes in the

scores dUe' to noise (error). Errors, in mea

scores of 5 to 10 NCEs are not uncommon,
especially with small groups of students.

1

In examining the data from the evaluation the evaluator should check

to see if the distribution scores resemble a normal curve (bell

shaped). If the distribution of scores is a different shape, this

could indicate possible problems with the tests, testing procedures,
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the scoring procedures or the data computer programs. An abnormal

distribution in the data may also be attributable to the effects of

the program on specific students'. For example, in one bilingual

program, the mean scores could show second grade students making a

moderate percentile or normal curve equivalent (NCE) gain in reading.

However, when individual students scores are analyzed, it may be found

that only a few students in that grade have made very large gains

while the rest of the students have made little or no change in their

percehtije standings. This information is useful to the evaluator in

concluding that the program is working for some students but not for

others. Using this finding, the program director may be able adjust

the prograd for those students not showing improvement in reading.

Another probledin analyzing the data from the evaluation is the kinds

of noise (error) that remain in even the best evaluation data.

Consideration should.be taken to ensure that change in students test

scores are not due to noise but too the effects of the programs.

Error in mean scores of 5-10 NCEs are not uncommon, especiall! for

programs with small numbers of,students. Tests of statistical

significance provide the best way of estimating the likelihood that

rN
the results are simply examples of random error. However, tests of

statistical significance do not provide 'information about the

educational impoTrance of results, since small gains can be

statistically significant for large groups of students, while what

appear to be 1 -ge gains can be due toq Tandom error with small groups

of students. Tests of statistical significance also will not indicate

A

flaics in your evaluation procedures. Thus, individuals responsible
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for conducting the evaluation should look for possible problems in the

evaluation procedures. In order to better understand this issue the

following infbrmation is.presented.

An Analogy: The Signal-to-Noise Ratio

It is generally accepted that test scores include some measurement

error, and that student performance is affected by many things outside

of the program. To use the popular term from the stereo recording

industry, these various '<Inds of errors can be thought of as the.

"noise" in any test score. To pursue the analogy, think of the true

changes in student performance (which may or may not represent impacts

of the bilingual program) as.the "signal" in the test score, just as

the music is the signal on a stereo tape or record. If there is a lot

of noise in the stereo system, very soft passages of music will be

lost in the hiss and static, although very loud passages may be quite

clear. In the same way, if there is a lot of noise in an evaluation,

small changes in student 15erformance will be obscured, eyen though

dramatic changes would show up quite clearly.

Can the Signal Be Separated From the Noise in an Evaluation?

The important issues for anyone involved .in evaluation are (1) how

much noise is there in a carefully done evaluation? and (2) can

changes be expected in students (or impacts due to the program) that

are big enough to stand out from the background of noise?



To oversimplify the answer depends on both how well the evaluation is

done and on the evaluation questions being addressed. It is probably

safe to say that in the vast majority of program impact evaluations

(for all kinds of programs, not just bilingual programs), the amount

of noise wiad be significant. On the other hand, questions that ask

only about student performance can usually be answered quite well.

Finally, even program impact questions can be answered in some
7--

districts where conditions and resources permit. Before getting more

specific, however, we must pick a type of test score or "unit of

measurement" that we can use to discuss the size of effects and the

amounts of noise in program evaluation must be selected.

Selecting a Unit of Measurement: The Normal Curve Equivalent (NCE)

The type of test score that we will use is called the Normal Curve

Equivalent, or NCE. Like any type of score thilt we might pick, the

NCE has both good and bad features. Perhaps the wOrst is that it is

unfamilinr to many educators. On the positive side, however, NCEs

have many technical properties that make them useful in`evaluations.

TNey have been adopted by many evaluators in the last few years, and

many standardized test manuals now include tables for converting to

NCEs.
Tt

Basically, NCEs are one of the many varieties of normalized standard

scores (others include stanines and Tscaled scores). Like all

standard scores, they are generated by the test publishers from norm
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group data, so they relate student performance to a nationally

representative group of students.

Comparing NCEs and Percentiles -- The NCE scale runs from 1 to 99 like

the percentile scale (see Figure 1). In fact, an NCE of 1 is

q

equivalent to the 1st percentile of the national norms, and an NCE of

99 is equivalent to the 99th percentile. Similarly, an NCE of 50

represents ihe mean of the national norm group, just as a percentile

of 50 does. However, there are important differences. According to a

popular model of student skills, each percentile unit at the end of

the scale represents a large increment of skill, while a percentile in

the middle of the scale represents a small increment of skill. For

example, a student who wants to raise his or her score from the first

to the second percentile (or from the 98th to the 99th percentile)

must learn about 15 times as much as the student who goes from the

49th to 50th percentile.

This means that the number of percentile points that a student or a
so

class improves does not tell us much unless we also know the starting

point. NCEs, on the other hand,'cover the same range but divide the

range into 09 equal units in terms of skills. Thus; if we say that a

student gains one NCE, we can assume that it always means the same

thing regardless of where the student started on the scale.

Measuring Gains in NCEs -- One last point about NCEs is important

here. This is the difference between raw score gains (i.e.,
,

improvements in the number of items answered correctly) and NCE gains

..
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(improvement in relation to the national norm group). If we had a

. test that covered several grade levels and we gave it to program

students each spring, we would expect their raw scores to go up each

year. However, we would not necessarily expect their NCE scores to go

up. For example, let's say a student is exactly at the mean of the

national norm group for his or her grade level (NCE = 50). The next

year, our student's raw score will almost certainly go up, but so will

the scores of all the other students of the same age. All things

being equal, we would expect our student to stay at the mean of the

norm group, so the NCE score would still be 50. Discounting any error

in the score, any change from an NCE of 50 would indicate that our

student was learning faster (or slower) than the average student in

the norm group. This could be due to an unusually effecti4e school

program or to ways in which our student (or community) differs from

those in the national norm gToup.

In Practice, How Big is an NCE? -- The NCE is, therefore, a useful

measure for evaluators, but what does it mean in terms of, let's say,

reading skill? A few examples may give you some ideas. Suppose you

compared(:.,two second graders one who reads at the average level for

second graders and the other (a very good reader) who reads at the

average third grade level. The one who reads at the second grade

level would get an NCE score of about 50. The better reader would get

an NCE score of about 70 or BO (it is possible to figure this out by

studying the ncirms tables from standardized reading tests). In other

wards, a difference of roughly 20 to 30 NCEs represents the difference
4

in skill between an average second grade reader and an average thi d

grade reader.
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By the time students roach junior high school, the average student has

developed his or her basic reading skills considerably, and the

difference from year to year is not so great as it was at the second

grade. At the junior high school level, this difference works cut to

roughly 10 NCEs.

As another example, think of comparing good and poor readeTs at a

single grade level. Poor readers in special programs, such as Title

I, often average around the 20th percentile. This corresponds to a

NCE score of 32. An 80th percentile reader (NCE = 68) would be a

fairly good one. In round numbers, then, a rather poor reader must

improve about 20 NCEs to become an average reader. A gain of 40 NCEs

would take a reader from "rather poor" to "quite good." Similarly, an

80 NCE gain (from NCE = 10 to NCE = 90) would take a student from

very poor to very_ good.

One final example may add to,your sense of how big an NCE really is.

Suppose that you taught two classes of students in reading, each with

about 20 to 30 students. Suppose further that each was a fairly

normal class with a normal range of reading topilities. Now suppose

that your evaluator told yob that one class, on the average, was

slightly better than theother. How small an average difference

(measured in NCEs) could you expect to detect just by working with the

students?

The answer appears to be "somewhere around seven NCEg." That is, if

the average scores of the two classes are within seven NCEs of each
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,
other, you probably would notice little if any difference between the

classes. With differences greater than seven NCEs you would begin to

be aware that one class was noticeably better than the other.

To summarize:

o Less than 7 NCEs is scarcely noticeable to an

observer.

o The difference between second and third grades is

about 20 to 30 NCEs.

o By junior high school, one grade level is down to

about 10 NCEs.

o A difference of 20 NCEs is quite noticeable. It

is the difference between "average" and "rather

poor" or between "average" and "quite good."

o A difference of 80 to 90 NCEs is the difference
between the very poorest readers and the very best

readers in the typical district.

How Much Noise is There in Measures Of Student Performance?

Error of Measurement in a Single Student's Score -- The answer to the

noise question is "It depends on whether we are talking about an

individual student's score or about an average (mean) score for a

group of students." There is almost always a certain amount of random

error in a single student's test score. For standardized reading

tests, this error will fall somewhere within the range of about +10

NCEs for the majority of students, but for some it will be even

greater. For about five percent of the students (one out of 20), the

error may be greater than +16 NCEs. Young students (e.g., second

grade) tend to have somewhat more errors in their scores than do older
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students, but we are speaking very roughly here and the figures given

above are close enough for our purposes.

Error of Measurement in the Mean Score for a'Grou f Students -- You

can see that the amount of error in an individual score can sometimes

be very large and that you must, therefore, be very cautious about

assigning a student to a special program or to special materials on

the basis of a single test score. Fortunately,for,the evaluator,

however, the error of measurement in the mean seore for a group of

.
students tends to be much lower than the error in individual scores.

This is because the positive end negative errors from the different

students tend to cancel out. In fact, for very larip groups of

students, the random error cdncels out almost entirely ind the mean

score for the group is certain to be very accurate.

Of course, the amount of error in any particular single score or group

mean cannot be calculated in most evaluations. However, a simple

calculation gives us a good idea of how much error is 1.ikely to be

present. If we know for a given test that about five percent of the

individual student scores will have errors of 16 NCEs or greater, we

simply divide by the square root of the number of students in our

group to get the range of likely errors in the mean score for'a group

of this size. For examply, suppose we have 25 students in the group.

The square root of 25 is 5. Sixteen NCEs (the'range that cOvers the

errors in most of the individual student scores) divided by 5 equals

about 3 NCEs:

2,



16 NCEs = 3.2 NCEs.

25

Thus, when looking at groups of 25 students, about five percent of the

group me'an scores w41 be in error by more than +3 NCEs.

(40.

Similarly, from groups of nine students:

16 NCEs = 5.3 NCEs or about 5 NCEs.

9

So, about five percent of group means for groups of nine students will

be in error by +5 NCEs or more. For the other 95 perbent, the errors

will be smaller. With 4 students, the range goes up to +r NCEs:

16 NCEs = 8 NCEs.

4

Error of Measurement When Comparing Two Groups -- There is one further

complication to be aware of. When one compares the mean scares of two

groups (or the same group at two different times), each will include

some error, and the error in the difference score may be greater than

in either score by itself. For example, suppose you test a group of

nine students at the end of second grade, and again at the end of

third grade. Suppose further that the group mean is 20 NCEs in the

second grade and 30 NCEs in the third grade.
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Our first reaction is to say that they have improved by 10 NCEs--(a

small, but probably noticeable improvement).. But, we also know that

.each of the scoreis could be in error by +5 NCEs. Could the 10 NCE

gain be in error by double this amount? In the worst case, could

there be a combined error of -10 NCEs, or ih other words, no gaip at

alI? ,

Statisticians can show that an error this large is not likely. To

find the error in the difference between two scores2..we should not

multiply the error for a single score by two. The correct Multiplier

is the square root of two (which is 1.4).* In our examraey 1.4 times ,

+5 NCEs is about +7 NCEs. Thus, our apparent gain of 10 NCEs coul
-

actually be a true gain of 3 NCEs (i.e., 10 - 7 NCEs). Of courVe.,-it

could also Lie a true gain of 17 NCEs (10 + 7 NCEs). In fact, aboUt' .-

five percent of such groups (nine students) with real gains of 10 NCEs

4.4

will appesr to have gains greater than 17 NCEs or less than 3 NCEse

For groups of 25 students, the range is atiout 1.4 times +3 NCEs or

+4.2 NCEs.

Analyzing the Data for Program Impact Evaluations

Once information has been analyzed for student performance, the next

step is to analyze data for determining program effectiveness.

Analyzing the 411-qta for program impact requires a demonstration that

the program has had an impact on student performance, it must be 6hown

that student performance is better than expected, and that the program

and nothing else is responsible. This does not require any special
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analysis of the/data:, ft requires the use of data fnom the program

operations evaluation component and student outcomes to -build a

convincing argument. In addition to t.he three analytic steps

described above, proving program impact will require three basic

elements to build a convincing=argyment* These are:

Ev'idence that students have improved their

performance; fhis type of information documents

that similar students in the same schools had
lower scores in the past. This requires compifing

data from several difterent_years.

o Evidence that non-program btudents have not made a

similar imprbvement. This type of information
examines the possibility that something outside of
the bilingual program, such as a new principal or

a new district-wide curriculum, is responsible for

the improvement in bilingual student performance.

This information.can only be generated by having

local, comparison groups -- preferilbly from
district-wide, test data.

o Evidence that the characteristics of the bilingual

students have not changed since entry into the

krogram. In some districts, the student
population can change drastically over a period of

a year or two! (as when.large numbers of new
arrivals anroll). Some evidence that changes in

student population are not responsible.for the
changes in student test 'scores must be

P.

demonstrated.

Analyzing evaluation data, especially program impact evaluation, is

careful, systematic detective ;iork. It consists of.looking for clues

and followup of any,leads that may help to explain the effects (or

lack of effects) that are observed in data.. A clever eed thoughtful

evaluator can often build a convincing case by. assembling a variety of

eividence. Unless it is speLifically required that the impact of

pr)kgram be assessed, it is better to spend the effort in developing

the instructional program.
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Other Issues in Data Analy§is

,

Single year vs. multi-year analysis Manyhilingual program

evaluations are only cOncerned with measurimg the effects of the

program for a single year. These evaluations are not convincing to

show program effecAveness. It is, therefore, necessary to

demonstrate thit there is continuing year-to-year progress toward

program goals.

- Effects of attrition on multi-year evaluation.-- The effect of student

.attritions on multi-year evaluations are a problem that all

evaluations must be toncerned 4it.h. Multi-year evaluation means

fAlowing...the same students over a'peridd of years. However,,as

students transfer 4rt of-the program, the number of Itudents in the

program,gets smaller andsnialler until the groups may not be large

enough fr drawing any comparisons. Another problem is that the ones
,

who trarTsfer will'probably be different in many/ways from the ones who

0

stay., While multi-year evaluation can give you very.useful

information, it may be impossible to interpret these results since the

progrm.may experience constantly changing students.

FloOr and ceiling effects -- Floor and ceiling effects are pervasive

problems in bilingual program evaluation. A minlmal check for these

effects on multiple-choice tests is performed by making sure that

classroom means or school raw scores are no lower tksn 25 percerA of

the correct itmes on four-choice tests,,33'percent for_three-choice,

end so. on: Mean F8W scores should not exceed':75 percent of the total

I.
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possible raw score on any teat. Outside of these values, the

likelihood of floor or ceiling effects, respectively, should be noted

in the report.

Other Analysis Techniques

A

Additional analytic techniques such as Analysis of variance (ANOVA),

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), and regression technioues can also be

used in analyzing the data. These sophisticated statistical analyses

can be founa in most ',:extbooks on evaluation and afe not even

mentioned in this volume. This is because these approaches require

. fiany special conditions (like random assignment of student to

different treatments, and large numbers of students in each group)

that simply cannot be met in most bilingual programs. The following

guidelina should be used. when conducting the data analysis activity.

.
ruidelines for Data Analysis

I. General principles
A

4:

A. Analyze data both by individual years for short-term goals

and cumulatively for long term goals.

B. Separate data according to language proficiency groups.

C. Separate data further according to instructional
treatment.

II. Preparation (applies to most evalustionldesigns)-
.

..., , 4

A. Convert raw scores, to standard scores (preferably
normalixed stvidard scores such as NCEs). Use ,these scores

for,alr analyses. .

%

B., Separate out thdse' students with both pre- and Oogttests.

I. Compute means dnd sb:kndard 'deviE;tions.
_

2. Plot the distr,ibutions of pretest scores.

/It

,,
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3. Plot the distributions of posttest scores.
4. Plot the joint distribution of pretest and posttest

scores.

C. For students with prete4 scores only:

I. Compute the mean and standard deviation.
2. Plot the distribution of scores.

D. For students with posttest sco s only. %

Save the scores for ;tudent les and for use as next years'

pretest scores.

III. Check for irregularities in the data:

A. Floor or ceiling effects

I

.

taB. Large changes in ndard deviation from pretest to
posttest.

c

C. Low correlations between pre- and posttest scores, or
irregular joint distributions.

D. Differences between students who took the posttest, and

those who dropped out.

E. Look for any_oeher features of the data that strike you as

strange, and be sure that'you can explain them. Ideally,

item data dhould be examined.

IV. Apply the statistical or other procedures relevant to the

particular evaluation design in use.

Be sure that your analyses are relevant to the questions you are

trying to answer.

,r

2;39
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8. interpreting the ftesults of the Evaluation -

The analysis of student outcome data described above, provides the

program director Pnd evaluator with the quAntitative information on

%

student performance. If a norm-referenced test Was used, the data

will show how the bilingual students compared in achievement to a

national norm group. Hopefully, the results-will show that bilingual

students achieved as well or bet4er: These results, however, do not

provide answers as to why the students achieved. The angwer to this
k

question may possibly be fOund by carefully examining the results

emanating from the evaluation of program operations.

The evaluator should understand that the two components of the

r/
-

evaluation model, the discrepancy evaluation of program operations and

the evaluation of student performapce, are not methodologically linked

together. As a matter of fact, each component may 'tend alone.. The
..

baseline data developed for the evaluation of program .opratian,
.1),

however, does play a,role in designing the evaluation of student

performance. That is, the baseline 'data provides information to

determine what outcome areas should be evaluate'd.

,

In addition, the results, of the program operations evaluation can

provide the eiialuator with valuable information on how the program was
%

operated, the instructional approach used, and the amount of

..

instruction provided in the first language each academi,c subject

area, etc. This information can be used to "underistand" the rsesults

i_

of the student outcomes component of the evaluation. This information
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4

is valuable to a perceptive evaluator wishing to find answers to

explain student performance. For example, if the discrepancy

evaluation shows that history was taught using the first language to

fourth grade students, but not to students in the fifth grade, the

evaluator may want to closely examine the test scores in history for

those two grades. Depending on what the test scores show, the

evaluator may be able to make some assumptions.on what caused either

the same or different level of performance. The evaluator may then

want to more.closely examine "how" the instruction was provided. For

example, tha,evaluator may want to ascertain the level of language

proficiency of the teacher teaching in the first language or compare:

the language assessment scores, if avbilable, of the students in the

two grades.' All this information, when proccssed.together, could

provide clues for understanding what .caused the level 6f peiformance.

1

, .Because the,two components of the evaluations are 6ot methodologically

linked, there are. 'no sliecific proceduTes that can be described for

merging the two sets of,data. Nevertheless, the recommended approach

provides the evaluator with a significant amcunt'of information to use
;

it
in arriv:ng at conclusions about the program. The analysis techniques

,

required f.or the evaluation, as described earlier, are relatively

4
simple and can usually be performed 1?5, following the instructions in

the test manuals as well as the disc/repan6y procedures described in

this Handbook. The other ingredient is the creativity of the

evaluator and prolject director in their ability to use the informatien

to better understand the program and how it might have impacted

.student performance.
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Basically, two general categories of information will be gathered by

the recommended evaluation activities outlined in the Handbook. These

include fpcts such as: the number of students, the instructional

methods used, the test scoreg of students, etc. The other category

includes opinions generated by this information such as: whether

there should be more or fewer students in the program, whether the

instructional methods used,are appropriate, and whether the test.

scores are as high as they should be. It is essential to keep*this
,

,

distinction in mind when'reporting inforbatioh about the program

evaluation...

,

AN

The general .approtch in reporting evaluation jesults should be first,

to present the facts and second, to ptesent opinions about these facts
...! E.

clearly identifying the source of the opinions. For example, when

discussing test scores, the fact may be that, as a group, the

bilingual studpnts gdined ten normal curve equivalents (NCEs) from

' I

pretest to potttest time. If presented with this informations

different peopje may.interpret this fa,ct in differen.t ways.

Differences in interpretations May result from differences in

understanding of how much gain is typical in a bilingual program, the,

\
nature of the students involved; the instructional methods used, etc.

Therefore, the report must inclyde :careful interpretation of the

data.

The procedures
, and results of the evaluation should be clearly

describea. For example, the goals of the Eng4isti language compbnent,

may be: M
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1. Students will gain seven or more NCEs in reading,
compared to similar students not in the program,

as determined by comparing their average NCE gain
from pretest to posttest on the New Improved Rural
Achievement Test with students in the tests' norm

group.

2. Students will gain seven or more NCEs in language

art skins compared to similar students not in the

program, as determined by comparing their average
NCE gain from pretest to posttest on the New
Improved Rural Achievement Test with students in

the tests' norm group.

Following a statement of the goals, a description of the'evaluation
,

procedures used to evaluate thisfgoal should be presented. These:

descriptions should include the measurement instruments used,'the,data

collected and the.analysis proCedures. In addition, any information

about the evaluation process that would effect interpretation should

also be discussed. For example, a descrilition of the-evaluation'

procedures related to the above goals may be stated as follows:

Attainment of the goal was measured by administering

the New Improved Rural Achievement Test to all students

in the program during the first week of October-and
again in the last week of April (the same times when

the'norming population was,tested). Teachers were
trained to administei the tests and did so within their

classrooms. The analyses performed were a comparison

of the pretest-posttest average NCEs to determine the
amount of gain as compared to that of the norm group.
Separate analyses were conducted for the two content

areas (reading and language arts), for each grade level

(2-6), and for students at two different levels of
English language proficiency. (Students were
categorized by these levels of language during the
selection process for entry into the program.)

.1..........

This description should be followed by a presentation of outcomes

related to specified goals. The presentation of the outcomes of the

evaluation should include two parts. First, the results of the

evaluation measurement (i.e., test s7:ores) should be reported. Then a

1

1

I

I

I

I
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judgment or well reasoned discussion about the meaning of the results

should be offered. These discussions should explain why the program

is considered to be responsible for the observed outcomes, or

conversely, why the results should not be attributed to the program.

This information should be used to make interpretative comments about

the Aesults. Since these comments will inevitably be soOewhat

,subjective, it is important to clearly note whose interpretation is

presented. Interpretations may be made by the evaluator based on

opinions gathered from program personnel, parents, and administrators.

In .soMe cases, an interpretative panel may be established officially

to review and interpret the data. Recommendations which.logically

stem from the results and inte'rpretations are presented in the final

section of the report, since the recommendationb generally are derived

from several sets of results or interpretations (e.g., looking jointly

at student outcomes and parent involvement).

The recommendations made for program change should stem from a careful%
review.of all the descriptive information and evaluation iestilts and

interpretations presented thus far. The'recoMmendations may best be

generated by a team con7isting of program staff and the evaluator.

However generated, the recommendations should be reviewed by the

program director and selected staff to ensure that no major factors

which influence the results have been overlooked. Recommendations

should then be organized according to the aspect of the program they

relate to -- program operations, parent involvement, staff

.deY,elopment, or student effects.
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CHAPTER V
"-.

PREPARING THE EVALUATION REPORT

Preparation of the final evaluation report it an important activity oF

the evaluation. The evaluation report is the final and most visible

product of the evaluation. Steps should be taken to assure that the

report addresses the purposes and specific questions of the

decisionmakers for whom the evaluation was planned. In addition, the

e'valuation results should be reported in a timely manner, taking care

to ensure that the technical aspects of the eyalliatiOn effort are

clearly presented. 'Together, these steps increase the usefulness of
3

the evaluation results.

Preparation of the final evaluation report can be 'a im'w-consuming and

burdensome process if not properly.planned. However, repOrting should

be a continual process occurring throughout the evaluation cycle. As

recommeli-ded in earlier chapters, brief summaries-or reports on

specific activities of the evaluation (e.g., classroom observations)

should have beer, prepared and shared-with program staff as Well as

with key decisionmakers. For example, Chapter III recommended that

following each classroom observation, a brief report should be

prepared. fhese brief reports were in turn to be summarized at least

three times during the program year--fall, winter, and sprind%- and

were to be shared with program personnel so that the-y could become

part of the program improvement process. Thus, these brief reports

and summaries prepared throughout the evaluation cycle can all feed

into the final evaluation report thus simplifying the reporting

f
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process. The preparation and sharing of evaluation information

throughout the evalua.tion cycle also serves to strengthen

communication between the evaluation audiences and those conducting

0

the evaluation, thereby increasing the use of evaluation results.

The focus of this chapter is the preparation of the final evaluation

report. The suggestions and guidelines in many cases also apply to

the reporting mechanisms-recommended throughout the- evaluation cxcle.

The information.in this.chapter will prove useful to program pe.rsonnel

involved in the evaluation effort as well as to the .person(s)

responsible for preparing the final evaluation report.

There are a number of basic principles which pertain to.the reporting

process and serve to simplify preparation of the final evaluation

report. This discussion assumes that completion of the report is the

primary responsibility of the program evaluator(s) contracted to

undertake major segments of the bilingual program evaluation.

Basically, the evaluator has three important tasks: develop an

understanding of the audiences who will use the information, select a

proper reporting format(s), and asSist the audiences in usi-ng the

results. Proper planning of the reporting requirements will make this

final activity ensy to complete.
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1. Develop an Understandinb of the Audiences

The, evaluator must understand that clegr communication requires

knowledge and understanding of the evaluation audiences. The

identification of the audiehces should have been completed during the

planning stages. However, it is helpful to review who the audiences

are at the time of reporting. The evaluator communicates with the

audiences to identify their information needs and their understanding

of evaluation issues, such as testing. This will help the evaluator

to tailor the report specifically to the level of understanding of the

audience and to determine the best form in which to report the

.k results. Contact with the 'audiences also increases the probability

that evaluation results will in fact be used.

,

Understanding the role played by the various audiences in using the

e'valuation results is also crucial. Some may be involved in

clarifying the results of the evaluation, while others will be

involved in interpreting these results. Still others are involved in

-

making decisions, and thus are considered to be the key audiences.

The 'roles of the audiences determines the time at which information is

reported to them. For example', those involved in clarifying the

results enter the reporting process somewhat earlier than.those who

aid in interpreting the results and making recommendations,

Understanding the roles of the audiences assists the evaluator to

directing the evaluation report to the proper decisionmakers.
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2. Select a Reporting Format(e)

Evaluation reports can take different forms, but whatever the form,

P

the report should be designed for a specific audience and be presented

in a manner that allows for response and interaction.. Although the

most common format.is a written report, which describes the entire

evaluation, consideration should be given to alternative versions fo\
various groups.

A news release is a type of written report. Because news reporters do

not have the time to read full evaluation reports, there is a risk

that they may write an inadequate or inaccurate news article. To

avoid this, preparation of a news release is recommended. The

newspaper.will probably adapt the news release to its own siyle arid

size limitations. In some cases, a press conference may be held for

reporting the results to television, radio, and newspaper reporters.

Interviews with representatives of the media are even more common.

These may be taped for broadcast on television or radio, or they may

be the basis for an article by a print journalist.

Oral presentations are also a major vehiCle for reporting to

professional audiences such as teachers and program staff. Oral

presentations are particularly important for highlighting the major

eindings, conclusions, and recommendations, and for establishing

two-way communication that will clarify, interpret, And influence

decisionmaking. Such presentations can be enhanced by a panel

discussion and/or small group discussion' of the reported results.
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Whatever reporting formats are used, the evaluator must focus on the

audience(s) and t'heir specific needs. The amount of attention given

to the form of reporting may make the difference between a report that

is simply received and one that influences practice.

Several standard elements should be included in the report.. These

include:

o Statement of purpose;

o Program overview and background;
*,

o The goals and objectives of the bilingual

program;

o Description of the program and students;

o Discussion of the methodology used; including

design, sampling strategy, instrumentation, and

data analysis procedures; and

o Presentation of the findings, conclusions, and

recommendations for program change.

The report should be concise and should include easily interpreted

tables, graphs, and other figures limiting the amount of narrative

material presented. Important issues, should be identified and

highlighted in the report if thesesults of the evaluation effort are

to be maximized. Techniques such as boxing in recommendations or

using a different type face are useful to highlight the most important

points of the report. Examples of actual data collection instruments

should be included in an appendix.

290
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3. Assist the Audience Using the Results

Once the written report is completed, copies must be submitted to the

funding agency. Plans should also be initiated to present the results

of the evaluation to specific vudiences. Consideration must be given

to identify the appropriate person responsible for presenting the

results. It is recommended that this be the program director and the

evaluator. A decision as to which of the two will report to which

audiences is dictated by the situation and deserves careful

consideration.

Arrangements should be made to present the results of the evaluation

to the staff,'parent groups, school boards, and school administrators.

Presentations should include a verbal discussion of the evaluation

procedures and findings as well as a discussionlof the implications of

the findings. Ample time should be available for questions and

answers.

Even-though most _of the information presented _at such c meeting is

contained in the evaluation report, it cannot be assumed that the

audience has either read or understands the complete report. Oral

presentations of evaluation findings frequently enhance the

credibility of the evaluation and provide the evaluator with important

feedback on the comprehensibility of his/her written work. This can

be very helpful in improving subsequent evaluation products. Finally,

a personal explanation of the evaluation provides evaluation users

--with nopportiiñ1ty to-
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explanations; something that simply reading the report cannot

accomplish. Worksheet No. 17, which follows the instructions for its

use, provides a detailed outline for the report.

How to Use Worksheet No. 17 -- Thi's worksheet serves as an outline or

checklist which can be used to ensure that all necessary information

is included in the report. Generally, Worksheet No. 19 follows the

format of this Handbook. The report outline provides a format for the

presentation of facts and opinitins about the bilingual program. Four

major categories of information are presented: evaluation summary,

program overview and description, program and student effects, and

recommendations. Each of these is discussed below.

_

Evaluation Summary Information -- This summary information provides a

concise overview of the evaluation findings, conclusions, and

recommendations. ,This section.of the evaluation report, commonly

referred to as the Executive Summary, is a three-to-five page section

which should provide the reader (who may be totally unfamiliar with

the program) with a brief overview of the program's purpdse and

structure, as well as a cdncise descriotion of how well the program is

operating and accomplishing its goals. Specific data indicating

student and program outcomes should be presehted. Recommendations for
*

program changes based on the data should also be included. The

Executive Summary is often the only section of the report read by the

most influential audiences. The Executive Summary can be provided to

persons who most likely do not want or need the more technical

information contained in the complete report. The full repor.t,
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however, should be made available to interested parties requesting the

report.

Program Overview and Descriptive Information -- This information

reports on several of the evaluation activities. 4,0verall, factual

information is presented about the tyPe of students in the program

(e.g., language proficiency, achievement level, biographic data,

etc.), their needs, program goals, methods of operation, student

selection criteria, instructional approach, etc. In addition, this

information also presents factual information on the purpose of the

evaluation, its design and the audience(s) who the evaluation is

intended to serve.

Program and Student Effect Information -- This information reports on

the more technical aspects of the evaluation which includes opinions

or evaluative information on the success or failure of the bilingual

program. included is information on each program goal or operation

that was evaluated as well as a description of 'the evaluation

procedures used to evaluate each goal. This description should be

followed by a presentation of the outcomes related to the specific

goals. Included in this description is a discussion of the related

,/

results as well as an interpretation of the results.

Recommendations -- The recommendations made for program change stem

from a careful review of all the descriptive informEtion and

evaluation results and interpretations presented thus far. The

recommendationsmay. _bast_b_e _generated by a team consisting of program
_
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C.
I

staff and the evaluator. HoWever generated, the recommendations

should be reviewed by the program dinector and selected staff to

ensure that no major factors which influence the results have been

overlooked. Recommendations should then be organized according to the

aspect of the program they relate to -- program operations, parent

involvement, staff development, or student effects. The

recommendations may relate to changes in goals or changes in the way

tasks are carried out.

v
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OVERVIEW

This document represents the third and final volume of the Handbook

for Evaluating ESEA Title VII Gilingual Education Programs. The

Handbook provides practical guidelines and recommended approaches for

bilingual education program directors and evaluators to use in

evaluating bilinpual programs.

In the development of the Handbook, it was readily recognized that a

single document coUld not be equarly suitable to all bilingual

education programs. Obviously, bilingual edUcation programs cover a

range of languages and grade.levels in a variety of settings. In

addition', some programs have large evaluation budgets and access to

teams of highly sophisticated evaluators, while others have limited

budgets and no evaluation specialists at all. Thus, Volume III,

entaled Technical Appendix, contains a collection of reference

material addresAing various evaluation issues, as well as lists of

tests available. These are intended to assist program directors and

program evaluators in building upon or expanding the e'valuation

activities identified and discussed in Volumes I and Ir. The appendix

also containA full-size reproducible copies of all the worksheets

contained in Volume II.

The volume is divided into three sebtions. Section One includes a

fairly comprehensive list 0 referen6es relevant to the evaluation of

ESEA Title VII bilingual education programs. Section Two includes
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reference documents addressing issues related to evaluation and

testing. This section also contains lists of tests which may be used

in the evaluation. The section also includes a reference paper on

ethnographic methods for describing bilingual programs. Section three

of this volume includes a set of worksheets for use with Volume II of

the Handbook. The inclusion of the worksheets in this volume is

intended to facilitate the reproduction, dissemination, and use of the

worksheets.

Volume I, entitled The User's Guide on Evaluation Basics, summarizes

evaluation procedures providing a summary describing the five

components of a bilingual education program evaluation. These

include: planning, managing, and staffing the evaluation;

establishing baseline data required for'evaluation; monitoring program

operations; evaluating student outcomes; and analyzing and reporting

evaluation results.

Volume II, entitled The Designer's Manual for 'Conducting am

Evaluation, describes how to implement each of the components. ,The

Designer's Manual contains recommended approathes, forms, and

worksheetsall designed to assist the program director and/or program

evaluator in completing the'specific tasks associated with the ovdpfall

program evaluation.
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SECTION I

1
Ire'

REFERENCES

The following is a fairly comprehensive list of references pertinent

to the evaluation of ESEA Title VII bilingual education programs.
,

Many of the more technical issues discussed in the Handbook can be

found in these publications. Program directors and evaluators are

encouraged to familiarize themselves with these publications.

e
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SECTION II

OBSERVATIONS ON TESTING

This section contains reference material to provide program directors

and evaluators with a theoretical and practical background on testing

issues as well as a series of descriptions of several

'testing/evaluation instruments. The material provides information on

the selection of achievement tests, language proficiency tests, and

self-concept scales. Included are abstracts and/or test summaries of

tests and scales often used in the evaluation of b,ilingual programs.

The documents in this section-are included in order to mak& this core

of information readily available to program directorS and evaluators,

thereby facilitating their evaluation activities.

An additional document found at the end of this section is a

presentation and discussion of ethnographic methods to develop a

program description.

3 2 if
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OUT-OF-LEVEL OR,FUNCTIONAL-LEVEL TESTING

Purpose

This document is designed to giVe teachers, parents and administrators

a simple overview of the cOncept called functional-level testing. It

can be used separately for an awareness of the topic or with other

available resources to promote skills:for matching test levels to

student dchievement levels.

The information presented in this document address five questions

about functional-level testing. Each of these questions are

identified and discussed in detail in the following sections.

How Do I Know If I Need to Use Functional-Level Testing?

When bilingual teachers eivaluate the effectiveness of !:.heir projects,

one piece of evidence to consider is the students' improvement on an

achievement test. Students' scores at the beginning of the project

can be compared to ttleir scores at the end. This comparison will

provide a true picture of the students4 improvement if the teacher has

accurate measures from the test.

A test that is too difficult or too easy may provide very little

information about students' actual achievement levels. Students who

are"tfrustrated by a test that is too 6ifficult may give up early. or

*
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they may simply guess their way through the testi If a test is too

easy, students will find it unchallenging. In either case, test

scores will not provide an accurate indication of their achievement

level. Such results are a major concern of teachers, especially when

they realize before testing that nost items on a test are too

difficult or too easy for some students.

Functioaal-level testing is an alternative that can'be -helpful in

situations like,these. Because. functional-leveftesting re;ults in

improved information by matching a student's ability with the

difficulty of the test he or she takes, it has been recommended 'in

current evaluation guidelines. This paper will provide information

about functional-level: testing; what it r.squires, and hovi it can be

implemented.

What Are Test Levels?

Many initial questions need answers when a commercial publishing house

plans development of an achievement test battery. For example, the

publisher must determine which basic topical areas will be measured,

what span of grades the test,should cover and the length of time

required for test administration. Other major considerations include

reading and vocabulary levels of the test items, specific content to

oft

be covered within the given topical areas, and the relative interest

and difficulty of the material on which the test will be based. In

weighing these conbiderationt,'the publisher underStands that a single

test coverino all grades would be much too long and inefficient to

3:2,4
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administer to any student (see Figure 1). One solution is tb publish

a series of tests, each known as a level.* A test level may be

defined as one of a number of strata, the content and difficulti of

which are appropriate to a given grade or span of grades. Note that

in Figure 2 Level C covers a span of grades from the second through

eighth.

Figurt1
GRADE

ORM

1 3 6 9

GRADE
Figure 2

12

12

* The term level must be clearly distinguished from the term form.

Form, more appropriately termed alternate form or equivalent form, is

a second test at a given level designed to measure the same content

using a different, but equivalent, set df test items.

LI
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Next, the publisher must decide how many levels the planned series

should incorporate. If only a few levels will be developed, each must

cover the content for several grades. For example, the test levels

oshown in Figure 3 cover a broader range of grades than those in Figure

4. 'The broader the content covered by a given level, the more likely

that item content and difficulty will be appropriate for the low or

high achieving students 7 prhaps both. Narrow content coverage

within a level may be more relevant for a single grade (see Figure 4).

However, focusing on such narrow content coverage can result in too

many tests and be too costly.

Ilmad

TIST UVtU

L 1

C:=Z1

cirm.

Figure3

12 t 2flos

Figure 4

After considering which topics to cover, what content to cover within

topics and the difficulty Of content, test publishers select items for

inclusion in a test series. Each level, designed for typical students

in a given grade or span of grades, is known at the recommended level.

There is not ells one test level for each orade level. Sometimes a

test levelspans Itito or more grades.

111-24
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What is Functional Testing?

Whenever a student is given a test level appropriate for his or her

functioning educational level, it is considered'functional.level

testinc. Most students' functional levels are best served when the

test publisher's recommended level for their grade is administered.

This practice is known as in-level testin . Functional-level testing,

however, allows testing at, ttelow or above the publisher's recommended

level.

What is Out-of-Level Testing?

The recommended level of a test does not/1'always contain the most

appropriate content or difficulty for students with very low or very

high performance levels. When testing such students, it may be

desirable to administer a test level other,than the apecific level

recommended by the test publisher for typical students in' that grade.

This practice, called out-of-level tebting, is employed when the

recommended test level is expected to be much too easy or too

difficult for the students.

The use of tests at levels below those recommended by the publisher is

an option if the content of the program can be measured better this

way. Students in bilingual programs may be learrang skills, such as

English re'adingi at a later time than other students and therefore,

should receive the same test at a later point. In order for any test

to be suitable, the average score of6the grb-up tested should be

327
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between 1/3 and 3/4 of the maximum (Roberts. 1976).-"Otherwise,

claling or floor effects depress estimates of studnt gains. Some

4
4

p"mb:lishers provide norms for the administration of a single test in

lios.aral grades. Other publishers provide expended standaid scoies

that link up all levels of a test on a,common scale, and occasionally,

locator tests, to facilitate out-of-level testing. Generally, a test

should ee used no more than one level below that recommended by the

publisher. But care should be taken that in testing out-of-level,

pretest floor effects are not being replaced by posttest ceiling

effect's.

Why Test Out-of-Level?

Achievement-testing is used to obtain a reliable and valid measure of

students achievement. Factors contributing to unreliable and invalid

test scores may include test administration procedures (e.g., adhering

to timing and directions), physical surroundings,(e.4., spacing of

chairs, temperature, lighting, etc.), student characteristics (6.9.,

motivation, physical well-being, etc.), and test characteristics

(e.g., difficulty level, content, format, etc.).

Although functional-level testing.does not address all of these

concerns, it does consider test characteristics and has the potential

to affect students' motivation. Test characteristics of content and

difficulty level axe Very important. For example, consider test

content. Different levels of a test series emphasize different skills

and the content can be quite different even though the subject area

111-26 32S



remains the same. A selected test level should match the content

,material taught. If a test does not match what students are being

taught it will not be sensitive 63 learning and gains which actually

occur my not be shown.

Now consider test difficulty. When a test is too difficult for a

student, guessing is likely to occur, creating problems for both the

reliability and validity of the resulting test scores. In turn, the

assessment of student achievement and the evaluation of programs are

affected. Guessing increases most students' scores in multiple-choice

tests. Some students' .entire scores can be a reflection of the luck

involved in random guessing. The laws governing these scores based

upon random guessing are the same as those governing who wins and who

loses at Las Vegas; consequently, they are known as chance scores.

Fo'r example, if a group of students were to take a 100-item test with

four opeions7per item, and randomly guess at ali items, the.average

sCore for the gro-up would be approximately 25. Obviously, chance

scores do not provide accurate information about a student's level of

skill development. Students whose scores are primarily p result of

'guessing on a test that is too difficult may need to be,tested with an
0

easier, lower level of the test. In Figure 5 we see that the students

scoring in the chance range (shaded area) of Test Level C may need to

be tested at a lower test level -- Level B in this case.

. 39!)
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Chance Score Range LEVEL C
Test at Lower Level

LEVEL B

Figur* 5 For students Waring in th chance score range the test level was probably too
difficult. They may need to be tested with a lower level of the test.

On the other end of the achievement spectrum there are students for

whom the test level is too easy, limiting such studens' ability to

demonstrate their Skill development. They too may need to be tested

out-of-level, but with a more difficult test. The shaded erea in

Figure 6 depicts the high range for two.test levels. Students scoring

in th'e high range of level C may heed to,be tested with a moDe

difficult level of testsLevel D in this'case.

LEVEL D
Test at Higher Level

. LEVEL C High Score Range

Figure 6 Students scoring in the high rang. of a test levelmay need to be tested with a
higher level of the test.



In addition to being misleading about a student's true skill level, a

test that is either too easy or difficult' can misrepresent student

gains in achievement. Consider the following diagram in which the

line at the bottom repiesents alljhere is to know about a certain

topic and the lines above indicate the portions of,the topic covered

-by various test levels.

A 8

Level 2

Level 1

Level 3

..

Level 4

C A -

Zero Knowledge
100% Mastery

Apparent Gain (B-A)

Actual Gain (13-C)
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Suppose a group of students is'gimen Level 3, but it is too difficult

'

For theffi. They-may gue7gs on may items and score in the chance range

of the test.--at point As. *Letasswume, their posttest 'performance,

woutd show improvement; and tile; would score se point B. Their

apparent'oain is the distance. between the pretest end posttest,(B-A).
A

(However, if students hsd been tésted'at,their_functional level, Level

2 probably would have been given at the pretest.; tuessing would be

-

less a factor since the test difficulty at this lower level cs More
%

closely matched to Student.achievemenf. Their score may have been '

something near point C. So their actual gain From-pretest to posttest

B-C.

;

In summary, the recommended test level for the average student in a

certain, grade may not accurately measure the achievement level of

every student in that -grade. Some students will function at a higher

achievemenL level, some a!" a lower level. In either case,

out-of-level testino could provide a better measure of student

achievement.
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.Achdevemr,nt tests provide useful information for evaluating the

-:.effectiieness of programs.. The value of such_information is'obvinusly

_related to its accuracy. Achievement tests are designed to accUrately

measure tile acfiftvement level of averag students-in a certain grade

level. However, they-may/not accurately assesstthe,achievement levsl

pf.all students at that grade level.

'

A student's fUnctional le,4l may be below a test publisher's

recommended test level. And a very low tes..t score on a recommended

test level 7y indicate that guessing (chance) played an important

\

role in the result. - Studentp whose scores are primarilyft result o?

guessing on 'a test that is too difficult may need to be tested out of

level; bested witb,a0 easier, lower level of*the test.

-

.Eunctional-kevel testing, therefore, involves testing students with

test levels most appropriate to their achievement levels.

Functional=level testing can.involve testing students with the

recommended test level (in-level testing), or dt can'mean testing

studenti with a test level below or above the recommended level

'(out-of-testing). Whatever the case, the igoal is to teat.at a level

affording students the most opportunity to demonstrate their

abilities.
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SELECTING AN ACHIEVEMENT TEST*

In selecting achiev'ement tests for the evaluation of.bilinguel

programs, evaluators milst consider all the same criteria that are used

in selecting any achievement test as.well as additional criteria that

relate to the nature of.the program and the student population. This

discussion will give most emphasis to issues in test selectIon that ,

, are especially important for bilingual education evaluations.

Teat Bias

During the last ten years extensive attention has been given to the

effects of test biaslor culturally different populations (Wargo,

1977; HoUts, 1974). As a result, test publishers have made concerted

efforts in this area and many standardized achievement tests have been

revised. The tecjinical manual of a test will often.include a

discussien of what procedures were undertaken to minimize bias. The

two most common procedures are: (1) review of the content of the

items by a culturi:ally sensitive panel and (2) statistical item

analyses.

* Adapted with author's permission from: "An Evaluation of Project
Information Packages (PIPs) As Used'for the Diffusion of Bilingual

Projects," RMC Research Corporation, U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, Office of Education, 1980.

3'),4
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Review of Content -- Readino and examining the content ofitems may

result in rewriting items so that they seem fairer to all groups

involved. However a visual examination alone cannot determine if ap

item is biased, i.e., that it will function differently fdr different

s. grouys of students. What can be accompliShed is the elimination of

stereotypical wording or content. External review panels have.the

advantage of insuring a disinterested reading, although in-house
,

groups may also be effective. This procedure may result in a more ,

acceptable test, but will not necessarily eliminate biased items.

Item Analysis -- Item analysis is a statistical procedure that is ,

performed routinely in test construction. The scores of students on

each item are compared to their scores on the whole test in order to

determine if each item is measuring what the whole test measures, and

in fact should be part of 'that test. .When this procedure is used to

eliminate bias towards a specific group, the test .i,s administered to

both the Oneral population and to the specific group. Then item

,

analysis is performed in order to determine that the same items

function similarly for both groups. For example, if an itemlis

diffidult for one group it should be difficult for the other

regardless of the mean test,scores for each group. If an item is.easy

for one group but difficult for another, then such an item exhi&its

bias, and should probably be eliminated.



Additional Selection Issues

Consideration of subtest content and weight in,scoring is important

for selecting the test that most closely matches the curriculum and

for determining whether in-level testing is appropriate. Such issues

are important for all students, but they may he even more critical for

students of limited English proficiency. Although the curriculum of

bilingual programs may contain the same finay objectives, skills such

as English reading may not be taught in the same grade levels as other

programs.

The wording of the instructions to the test should be considered.. The

language of the instructions should not be more difficult than the

language used in the items that actually appear in the test. Although

directions containing needlessly complex sentence structures are a

handicap for all students, they will cause an even greater difficulty

for students of limited English proficiency. Examiners may want to

consider systematically simplifying test directions, but if norms Are

to be useCi, this may affect their validity.

Additibnally, the content of the test should be examined to determine

the'extent to-which it tests the out-of-school experience of the

children. The expe-rience of the culturally different child end of the

low SES child may differ signifkantly from that assumed by the

vuthors of the test. Therefore, the more the test relies on

out-of-school exp'erience. the more.it may discriminate against the

H A3G



target population and the less valid it will be for evaluating program

impact.

Finally, if bilingual tests are used, the nature of the translation--

should be considered. Some tests are direct translations except where

such a translation would clearly be impossible. .0ther tests provide

equivalent versions where the kinds of items and the difficulty level

are roughly equivalent, but the content of the item may be completely

different. Other tests are a combination of both methods. In a

translated test, the difficulty level may not be the same for both

version's. However, very few test publishers provide equivalent

versions.

Lanauage of Testino

.1.

,

In many bilingual education evaluations, the evaluator must decide

'what testing language is appropriate. Several questions have to be

consider0 individually and in relation to each other. First, what is

the language of instruction for the subject that will be te.sted?

Because the language of instruction for math, for example, may be

,
different for students in the same class dr may be different at

various times durino the yaar, this question may not"be answered

simply. Second, what is 'the dominant language of the child as

established by a systematic as_essment procedure? Third, what are the

project goals? Goals may require testing in a particular language.

Ideally, of course, students should be tested in the language in which

3 ') "..., i
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they will peform the best. However, that languagemay- not always be

the dominant one. F'or example, a student may be more fluent in

Spanish, but if almost all math instruction has been in English, the

student may Perform better on an Engliqi test.

There are other issues involved in planning testing in more than one

09

language that have not yet been studied in sufficient detail. Some

evaluators double-test 44the project studerits, avoiding the chOice of
.

test language by testing in both languages. The benefits of this
40

practice are clear: more information is obtained about the students'

4

proficiency in content and language and the dongers of testing only in

the weaker language are avoided. However, the additional expense, the .

added burden on teachers and students, and the possibility of practice

effects represent significant disadvantages. In addition, the

*
languaae of some students may be neither standard English nor standard

Spanish.

Where tests exist in two languages, the non-English language may be

the most appropriate language for' the pretest. However, after a year

of English instruction, English may be more appropriate for the

posttest. Longitudinal stUdies will almost certainly include scores

in both languages reported at different stages of a student's

progress. Evaluators will,have to consider carefully the

interpretations of such scores.

3,2
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Limits to the Usefulness of Norms

The use of national norms as a comparison standard in an evaluation

relies on the validity of a principle .known as "the equipercentile

assumption." This assumption implies that in,the absence of any

special instructional treatment students in the project would have

grown at a rate comparable to that of students in the norming sample

who obtained the same mean pretest value. Sucti an assumption can only

be valid if the project population is similar in educationally

relevant ways to the population represented in the normingaample.

This is not usually the case in bilingual educition programs which are

aenerally comprised of students of limited English proficiency,

bilingual students, and a larger proportion of low SES students than

is found in the general population. While the accuracy of the

equipercentile assumption for such populations has not yet been

systematically assessed, it is unlikely that norms for English

achievement tests can provide precise no-treatment expectations for

bilingual project students. There are no statistical techniques to

adjust for differences in expected growth between the project studentS

and the norming population (Tallmadge. 1976).

Recently, data have been gathered on Spanish language achievement

tests. The most recent editions of the Comprehensive Test of Basic

Skills (CTBS) and the Inler-American Series both furnish norms tables

for English and Spanish versions of their tests, but the manner in

which such norminsj data were compiled limits their usefulness for
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evaluating the impact of bilingual projects. The CTBS EspdrIol norms

were developed by administering the CTBS in both languages to a

balanced bilingual, biliterate population as determined by scores on

the SERVS test. The assumption was made that a student's standing,in

the norms would be the same in English and Spanish. StudenOs scores

in Spanish were then equated with their rank in the English norMs.

Although the assumption that a perfectly bilingual person will possess

the seine knowledge of c-ntent in two languages is logical, the

po.ssibilities for error are so large that the Spanish norm conversions

,
can provide only very rough estimates of student achievement. There

are several other reasons why the CTBS norms cannot be used to provide

a precise estimate of project impact. Because the scores in the norms

table are exttrapolated rather than derived empirically, they are

subject to /a certain amount of error inherent in any estimation

.procedure.,/ In addition, the balanced bilingual population in the

sample is/not comparable to the population of most bilingual programs

which include students with a range of language proficiences.

Finally, because the students in the sample were in bilingual

programs. they do not provide an estimate of how similar students

would have performed without any special instruction.

The Inter-American norms were not constructed from a national

probability sample. They are "uSer norms" derived only from those

groups in the population to whom the Inter-American tests were

administered in the course of.local evaluations. For certain tests,

4041e sample obtained in this way numbers over a'thousand students, but

111-39
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for others the N is less than 100, severely limiting the reliability

of normative data, particularly in the extreme score ranges where

estimates are based on relatively few cases. Because the norming
*

group was not spocifically gonstructed to represent the population of

limited English and bilingual students, unknown biases may exist in

the sample. Because students-,in the sample are also in bilingual

program's, the norms do-not provide an estimate of how similar students'

would have performed in the absence of a special program.

w

The question of how a group of students would have performed without a

' bilingual project cannot be answered by simply consulting currently

available norms. But existing norms can be used to answer other

evaluation question6. Well constructed norms based oil national,

.-.

probability samples, such, as those provided by the major achievement

tests, can be used to show how the bilingual project students compare

to national averages. Norms based on more -specific populations,. such

as those constructed for the Spanish versions of the CT8S and ,the
, ,

,

Inter-American, can be used to show how Projec' Students compare to

the bilingual/biliterate CTBS sample or the bilingual project students

in the Inter-American sampLe.

Out-of-Level Testino'-- The use of tests at levels below those

recommended by the publisher is an option if the content of the

program can be measured better this way. Students in bilingual

programs may be learning skins, such as English reading, at a later
410

time than Other students and therefore should receive the same test .at

,.
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a later point. 'at/ order for any test to be suitable, the average

score of the group tested should be between 1/3 and 3/4 of the maximum

(Roberts, 1976). Otherwise, ceiling or floor effeAs depress

estimates of student gains. Some publishers provide norms for the

administration of a single test in several grades. Other publishers

,
provide expanded standard scores that link up all levels of a test on

a common scale, and occassionally, lod'ator'tests, to facilitate

out-of-level testing. Generally, a test should be used no more than

one level below that recommended,by the publisher. But care should be

taken that in testing out-of-level, pretest floor effects are not

bei/ong replaed by posttest ceiling effects. (Note: This topic is

discussird.further in a preceding document _entitled "Out-of-Level or

Functional-Level Testing.")

Introduction to Test List and Summaries

An extraordinary number of tests could be used to evaluate basic

subject areas for bilingual programs. Some of these tests are locally

developed and hav.e not bpen administered to large samples of the

population. Therefore, Ehey are less likely to have the technical

qualities required by most evaluators. Other tests are limited'to

only on'e content area, and cannot be used by themselves to evaluate a

bilingual projeet which includes several content areas. Finally, many

evaluators will first consider the appropriateness of tests already in

use in the district' for tho evaluation of t.he bilingual program.

Certain tests may be mandated or ohoices.may be constrained in other

4 11
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ways. Selection of a test already being used for district-wide

assessment introduces tile df comparison with local

non-project students. This comparison alonacannot provide a precise

estimate of project impact, but may answer,other, evaluation_questions,

such as how project students compare in achievement level and rate of '

growth to other students in the district.

The fdllowing sections of this document are intended to provide.,

helpful information about tests that, for the reaaond discussed above,

are already likely to be under consideration by project evalue.tors.

First, an annotated test list is presented which includes information

about major testa of achievement that include both math and reading or

language subtests which are available in twa languages. Secdnd, a see

of achievement test summaries, developed by the Region y Technial

Assistance Center (TAE), are provided-as an additional inforMation

resource for program directors and evaluators. .Finally, a list.of

publishers is provided for future reference for program directOrs and

evaluators seeking additional achievement test information.

Annotated Test List

The annotated test list contains :only major tests of achievement that

include both. math and readina orlanguage subtests. All such tests

available in two languagea were included. Tests only available in

English were limited to those iticluded in'the Anchor Test Study

(Loret. 1974). Finally, all of the tests were discussed only as they

d ,),.
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apply to evaluations of grades* K-6.

The same Categories of information are provided for each lest to

facilitate comparison. All of the tests are available from major

publishers. Technical aspects of such tests are likely to be as good

as tthe state-of-the-art. All of the tests have technical manuals

describing the process of test construction and standardization.

Except for an occasional subtest, all of the tests are desiglgooto be

administered in groups. Administration time fot each test varies

'according to the number of subtests used. Subtests are listed only

where they contribute to total score in reading, language arts, or

mathematics. three major areas of interest to bilingual program

evaluation.

A
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EL CIRCO
1979

1. Languages: Spanish and English
t

Spanish tests allow the test administrator to select among

alternatives the word most appropriate for the students' dialect

of Spanish.

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use: Tests can be used at

pre-school. kindergarten, and beginning of first grade,

3. Subtests:*

Cuanto y Cuantos

Para Que Sirven,Las Palabras

What Words are For

Ouanto y Quantos is a direct translation of Level A of How Much

and How Many of CIRCUS. Para Oue Sirven Las Palabras and What

Words are For are equivalent, but one is not a translation of the.

other. For example, each test has items testing comprehension of

the past tense but the items will have different content.

4. Norming: The El Circo measures were administered to a nationwide

sample of children from the Spanishspeaking cultural groups.

Empirical norms exist for fall only.

5. Out-of-level testing: Separate norms exist for preschool,

kindergarten, and first grade.

6. Procedures for minimizing bias: Items were reviewed by a

cultural advisory committee composed of speakers of Puerto Rican.

Mexican. and Cuban Spanish.

*Several tests have been developed as part of El Circo, but only t-,he

ones listed are available as of spring 1980.

...
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California Achievement Test, 1977-78
Forms C and D

1. Languages: English

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use:

Level Grade

Level 10 K.0-K.9

Level 11 K.6-1.9

Level 12 1.6-2.9

Level 13 2.6-3.9

Level 14 3.5-4.9

Level 15 4.5-5.9

Level 16 5.5-6.9

3. Subtest Components:

.,

,

Level: 10 11,12 13 14 15 16

Pre-Reading
Listening for Information X

Letter Forms X

Letter Names X

Letter Sounds X :

Visual Discrimination X

Sound Matching X

Readina
Vocabulary
Comprehension
Phonic Analysis
Structural Analysis

Language Total
Language Mechanics
Language Expression

Mathematics Total
Computation
ConCepts and Applications

X XX X X X

XX X X X X

X X X

X X

X X X X X

X X XX X

X X XXX X
X X X X X'X

4. Norming: Weeks rather than midpoint dates are provided for

empirical fall and spring norms. These are the week in which

November 3rd falls, and the week in mhich May 4tWJa11s. Tests

can be administered two weeks on either side of Wese weeks

without the use of interpolated norms. .

5. Out-of-level testing: Provides an expanded standard scdre scale

and a locator test.
-..,

,
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D

6. Procedures for minimizing bias: Test writers-followed guidelines
to avoid bias in the development and editing of items. Items

were reviewed by of various ethnic and cultural groups. An

extensive item analysis was conducted with the tryout items to

compare responses of "Black" students and "other" students. A

point biserial correlation was used to show the relation of items

to category objective scores, and grade-to-grade growth as,shown

by item difficulties was also examined. The percent of biased

items found in the trial items for the various subject areas
ranged from 25 to 7 percent. After revision the percent of
biased items was reduced to the 3-0 percent range.



CIRCUS
1976

1. Languages: English

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use:

Level
S Grade

Circus A Nursery School and Kindergarten - Fall

Circus B Kindergarten - Spring
First Grade - Fall

Circus C First Grade - Spring
Second Grade - Fall

Circus D Second Grade - Spring
Third Grade - Fall

3. Subtests:*

- Level
A B C D

Pre-Reading X

Reading
X X

Listen to the Story X X

Listening
X X

How Much and How Many X X

Mathematics
X X

Writing Skills
X

4. Norming: The Circus was administered to a national probability

sample during the fall (October) only. Therefore, the comparison

pf a group to the national sample for pre- and posttesting can be

done for a fall-to-fall evaluation design only. Information is

also provided in sentence form describing what each range of

scores means in terms of skills mastered. A fall to spring

comparison of the proportion of students falling in each category

could be made, but would require the use of a local comparison

group to determine the normal growth expectation. Separate

tables exist fpr comparing groups and for comparing individuals.

*Many other subtests are provided, but only these that coordinate with

the STEP are listed here. No total scores are possible from any

combination of subtests.

The subtests listed above provide coordination through content and

expanded ptanderd scores with the followind subtests of STEP III,

Level E.-3; Reading, Listening, Math Concepts and Math Computation, and

Writing Skills.

Q 4
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The normative data are very well suited to individual student
evaluation because the national sample Is divided .into suboroups
such as sex, geographic region, and SES.

5. Ou'-of71eve1 testing; .Expanded standard scores can be used for

subtests that coordinate with STEP III). .1

6. Procedures for minimizing bias: No statistical procedures are

reported. Separate norms are provided according to categories-
such as sex, geographic region, and SES.
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Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
English Version 1973, Spanish Version 1978

Form S

1.; Languages: English and Spanish

The CTBS/Espari'ol is a direct translation of.the English CTBS/S

with the exception of certain items which could not be translated

or which required different translations for dialects of Spanish.

In such.cases equivalent items have been constructed.

Publisher's recommended (in-level testing):

Level B
Level C
Level 1
Level 2

3. Subtest components:

Enalish CTBS/S

Grades K.6-1.9
Grades 1.6-2.9
Grades 2.5-4.9
Grades24.5-6.9

Level

Component

Reading
Word Recognition

C 1 2

x

Reading Vocabulary X X X

Reading Comprehension X X X X

Mathematics
Math Computations X X° X X

Concepts & Applications XXXX

CTBS/Espanol

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grades 3 and 4
Grades 5 and 6

4. Norming: The norms for the Spanish version of the CTBS were

derived through a spring testing equating this version with the

nationally representative English language norms. The

no-treatment expectation obtained by their use is not referenced

to a Limited English Proficiency population but rather to the

English language performance that could be expected.from the
bilingual/biliterate population on whom the equating was done.

The Scoring patterns in both English and Spanish for limited

English proficiency students may be quite different; therefore,

the norms do not present a precise standard of comparison.

Empirical norms exist for the English CTBS for spring for grades

.2-6, and for fall and spring for grades K and 1.

5. Out-of-level testing: An expanded standard score scale is

available for the CTBS/S norms.



6. Procedures.for minimizing bias: Prior to standardization these

items were reviewed by Black and Spanish-speaking consultants.

In addition. trial items were administered to a.sample of Black

students and "other" students. Items with a point-biserial
coefficient Of less than .2 were rejected. A subsequent analysis

was made of the test results of Black students. Spanish-speaking

students, and other students. Although the mean scores were

e lower for the Black and Spanish-speaking group, the tests

appeared to be functioning similarly for both groups.
-
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,Inter-American Series: Test of Reading, 1962-69
Forms CE. DE, CEs, DEs

1.- Languages: English, Spanish, and French

Spanish.version is an exact translation of English versian.

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use:

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

3. .Subtest components:

Grade 1.5-2.5
Grade 2.5-3.9
Grades 4, 5, 6

Level

Components 1 2 3

Vocabulary X X X

Comprehension X

Level of Comprehension X X

Speed of Comprehension X X '

4. Norming: The Inter-American norms were not developed using a

probability sample. They are based on data collected from test

usert. The test manual states that these norms "should be

applied with caution until local norms can be developed."

Although N's for some tests consist of more than a thousand

students, others comprise less than a hundred students. For

these reasons, the norms do not provide a convincing, precise

standard of comparison.

5. Out-of-level testing,: Norms are provideq for out-of-level
testing; however, above comments regarding norms should be taken

into account.

6. Procedures for minimizing bias: Content was.selected as being

familiar to English and Spanish speakers of the Western

Hemisphere. A semantic frequency list was consulted in wording

the tranelation, but the manual states that frequency is not

always an indication of difficulty level. Spanish trial items

were administered to Spanish speakers. and English trial items

were administered to English speakers. Item analysis and item

selection were then performed on the basis of test results.
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Inter-American Series: Test of General Ability, 1961-72
Forms CE, DE, CEs, and DEs

1. Languages: English and Spanish

-Spanish version is an exact translation of English version.

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use:

Preschool Level
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

.. 3. Subtest components*

.Ages 4 and 5
Grades end K, Grade 1
Grades 2, 3

. Grades 4, 5, 6

,

Components

Level
/

Pre-
School 1 2 3

/

Oral Vocabulsry X X X

Number - X X X

Association X X

Classification ...-.....

X X X X

Analogies X X

Sentence completion
X

Computation
Word Relations

X

X

Number Series X

4. Norming: The Inter-American norms were not developed using a

probabilay sample; the norms are based on data collected from

test users. The test manual states that these norms "should be

applied with caution until local norms can be developed.".

Although N's for some tests consist of more than a thousand

students, others comprise less than a hundred students. For

these reasons, the norms'do not provide a convincihg, precise

standard of comparison.
,

5. Cut-of-level testing: Norms ere provided for out-of-level

testing; however, the above comments reaarding norms should be

taken into account.

6. Procedures for minimizing bias: Content was selected as being

familiar to English and Spanish speakers of the Western

. Hemisphere. A semantic frequency list was consulted in wording

'the translation, but the manual states that frequency is not

always an indication of difficulty level. Spanish trial items

were administered to Spanish.speakers, and English trial items

were administered to English speSkers. Item analysis and item

selection were then performed on the basis of test results.;

3"(1
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IOWA Tests of Basic Skills, 1978
Forms 7 and 8

1. Languages: English

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use:

Le'vel Grade Forms

Primary Battery 5 K.1-1.5 7

Primary Battery 6 K.8-1.9 7

Primary Battery 7 1.7-2.6
7Primary Battery 8 2.7-3.5 7

Multilevel Battery 9 3 7 and 8

Multilevel Battery 10 4 7 and 8

Multilevel Bat ery 11 5 7 and 8

Multilevel Battery 12 6 7 and 8

3. Subtest components:

Level 1

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
,

Reading
Reading Comprehension XXXX

. Pictures X X

Sentences X X

Stories X X

Reading X

Vocabulary X X X X X X X' '' X

Math
Math Concepts X X

. Math Problems X X

Math Computations XXXXXX
Math X X

Language
Spelling X X X'X XX
Capitalization X X X.XX
Pundtuation XXXXXX

, Usage XXX.XXX
language X X

Listening t, XXXX
4. Norming: ,Empirical norms exist for 15 October and 15 April.

5. Out-of-level testing: An expanded standard, score scale is

provided.

6. Procedures for minimizing bias: Authors with diverse cultural
backgrounds participated in writing of test.

-
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Sequential Tests of Educational Progress
(STEP) III. 1979, Forms X and Y

1. Languages: English

2. Publisher's recommended in level use:

Level Grade

Intermediate E
Intermediate F
Intermediate G

3. Subtest components:

4.5-5.5
5.5-6.5

Level
G

Reading Total
Vocabulary X X .IX

Comprehension X X, -X

Inference .
X X 'X

Math
Mathematics Basic Concepts X X X

Mathematicg Computations X X . X

Language: Writing Skills
,Spelling

X X X

'-Capitalrzation
.X X X

Word Struiture and Usage X X X

Sentence and Paragraph Organization X X X

Langbage: Listening
Listening Comprehension X X X.

Following Directions X X , X

4. Norming: Empirical norms are available for fall and. spring.

Midpoints of the norming periods are 5 October and 10 May.

5. Outof-level testing: Provides expanded standard'score scale and

also out-of-level norms. Has locator test.

6. Procedures for minimizing bias: Items were edited by in-house

minority and women test specialists, and by an external minority

review panel.

7. Additional comments: Can be used in conjunction with CIRCUS,

1970, because of the coordination 'of test content and an expanded

standard score scale.

3
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Metropolitan Achievement Tests
(MAT) 1976 Forms 31 and K1

1. Languages: English

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use:

Level Primary

Primer
Primary 1
Primary 2
Elementary
Intermediate

3. Subtest components

K.5-1.4
1.5-2.4
2.5-3.4
3.5-4.9
5.0-6.9

Primary Primary Elemen- Inter-

Primer 1 2 tary mediate

Reading
Comprehension* X X X

Language
Listening
Comprehension X X X

Punctuation and
Capitalization X X

Usage X X

Grammar and Syntax X X

Spelling X X X

Study Skills X X X

Math
Numeretion X X X

Geometry and
Measurement . X X X

Problem Solving X X

Operations: Whole
Numbers X X X

Operations: Laws

X X

X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X - X

X X

X X

and Properties X X

Operations: Frac-
tions & Decimals X

Graphs & Statistics X

4. Norming: Empirical fall and spring norms have been
developeO with midpoints of 15 October and 20 April

respectively.. .

* Additional reading subtests such as rate and auditory
discrimination are available, but they are not pdrt of the

comprehension score.

1 N57 3E6
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5. Out-of-level testing: Provides an expanded standard score

scale..Out-a-level testing should be no more thari one level

below qat recommended for the grade.
A.....

6. A combination of objectiNe and subjective methods was used,

.: to identify ethnieally biased items on the MAT. Following-

review by a panel of ethnicaly diverse educators, test items

were examined for bias using three conceptually different

statistical methods. ,Ifems tagged as biased by either the

iubjective or objective procedures,were subsequently revised

or eliminated.

L,
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SRA Achievement Series, 1978 A

Forms 1 and 2

1. Languages: English

2. Publisher's recommended in level use:

Level Primary

A K.5-1.5
1.5-2.5
2.5-3.5
3.5-4.5
4.5-6.5

3. Subtest components:

Component

Reading

Level
A. B C D

Visual Discrimination X

Auditory DiScrimination X )L

Letters/Sounds X X X

Listening Comprehension X X X

Vocabulary
XXXX

Comprehension
XXXX

Mathematics
Concepts X X X X X

Computation
X X X X

Problem Solving
X

Language Arts
Mechanics

'X X X

Usage
X X X

Spelling X X X

4. Norming: The norms are based on a nationally representative

sample of students. Empirical spring norms are available with

temporary fall interpolated norms. Empirical fall norms are

currently being developed. Empirical fall and spring norming

dates are: 7 October and 25 April.

5. Out-of-ltvel testing: Out-of-level testinb can be interpreted

using the SRA expanded standard score scale known as GSV (Growth

Scale Value).

6. Procedures,for minimizing bias: Items were edited by

representatives of minority and women's groups. The trial items

.were administered to a sample that included Black, Hispanic,

American'Indian, and non-minority subsamples: The items were

then examined statistically and items which were easy for one

group but difficult for another were eliminated.

3:3
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Stanford Achievement Test, 1973
Forms A, B, and.0

1. Languages: English

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use:

Level

Primary I
Primary II
Primary III
Intermediate I

Intermediate II

.3. Subtest components:

1.

4. Norming: Empirical norms are available With a midpoint of 8

October for gradea 2-9, and 8 May for arades 1-9.. and 8 February

for grades 1 and 2.

Primary

1.5-2.4
2.5-3.4
3.5-4.4
4.5-5.4
5.5-6.9

Primer Primar Primer Interme-' Interme-
I diate I diate

Total Reading
Reading Compre-
hension
'Word Study Skills

Total Mathematics
Cancepts.
Computation and
Applications
omputbtion
Applications

Total Auditory
Vocabqlary
Listening Com-
prehension .

x

X

X

X

X

X

'5. Out-of-level testi.ngi .Provides an dkpanded standard sbore scale.

Testing mare than One level out-of-level is not fecommended.

6. Procedures for minimizing bias: Items were edited by a group of

consultantsnwith various minority baagrounds.

7. Other comments: The scaled score ii continuous with Stanford
Early Schrol Achievement (SESA1) and Stanford Test of Academic

Skills (TASK).

a
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Test Vf Basic Experience II
(TOBE) 1978

1. Languages: English and-Spanish

The Spanish vertion is a direct translation from the English with

the excePtion qf items that would radically change in

translation..., rh'such cases equivalent .items were constructed.

The Spanish version of the test occasionally provides a choice of

words so that the most common version of words can be used with

Mexican, Cub-an, and Puerto Rican students.
k, ,

2. Publisher's recommended in-level use:

Level Grade

K

3. Subtests:

Preschool, kindergarten, fall of first grade
Spring of kindergarten, first grade

Level Level

Mathematics X X

Language X X

Science X X

Social Sciences X X
4

4. Norming: Empirical norms exist only for the English version of

the tesE;. midpoints are October 19 and April 19.

5. Out-of-level testing: Provides expanded standard ire scale%

6. Procedures for minimi4ing bias: Test items were reviewed by a

panel of women and miti-crity consultants. The Spanish version of

the'test was reviewedfby native speakers of Puerto Rican, Cuban,

and Mexican Spanish.



Achievement Test Summaries

Test information summaries were developed by the Region V Technical

Assistance Center (TAC) to serve as an information resource for

evaluators. The information included in these summaries focuses on

the use of norm-referenced tests in Reading, language.Arts. and

Mathematics. Test Information Center staff of Reginn V TAC prepared

42 summaries (19 are included in this document) in response to

requests for information about the tests. Preparation of these

summaries was not intended to imply endorsement or approvel.of.any

test.

The test summaries, intended to serve as a gtatie.to the use of'the
e

publishers' test and best publications, may be Used for various

purposes such as: test familiarization and/or selecaiTN,identifying
,

the test publications which provide i'nformation on norming,

reliability, and validity; selecting apptopriate test levels for

functional level testing; scheduling test administrations;' and

identifying the publications which contain the required norms tables

as well as the names of the specific score conveision tables to be

used.

Test summaries are revised on a periodic basis as new test information

bec mes available. The following summaries were most recently revised

in early 1981,and were reviewed by the respective test publishers.

3 f.;
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1. Test (Series)/Year: CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, 1970

Forms: A and B

Publisher/Distributor: CTB/McGraw-Hill

Author$: E.W. Tiegs and W.W: Clark'
1

Description: A series of academic achievement test batteries

designed for measurement, evaluation, and analysj.s

of school achievement. The emphasis-is upon

, content and objectives in areas of Reading,

Language and Mathematics.

2. Test (Series)/Year: CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMEN1 TESTS, 197,-78'

Forms: C 3nd D

Publisher/Distributor: CTB McGraw-Hill

Authors! CTB/MuGraw Hill Test Development Staff

Description: Achievement test bdttery designed to measure

.

knowledge of unclerstanding in Reading,

Mathematics, Language, Spelling, and

Reference Skills. Levels 10-12 are
available in Form C only.

3. ,Test (Series)/Year:
COMPREHENSIVE TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS, 1968

Forms: Q and R

Publisher/Distributor: CTB McGraw-Hill

Authors: Staff of CTB/McGraw-Hill

Description:. Achievement test battery designed to measure

skills in Reading, Language, Arithmetic. and

Study Skills..



-,

4. Test (Series)/Year: COMPREHENSIVE TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS,

. 1973-75

Forms: S (73) and T (75)

Publisher/Distributor: CTB/McGraw-Hill

Authors: Staff of CTB/McGraW-Hill

S

Description: Achievement test battery designed to measure
skills prerequisite to studying and learning
in subject matter courses: Reading, Language,
Mathematics, Reference Skills; Science, and
Social Studies.

5. Test (Series)/Year: GATES-MACGINIJIE READING nSTS, 1965-72

Forme: 1, 2, 3

Publisher/Distributor: Riverside Oublishing CpmpanY,
Division of Houghton Mifflin

Authors: A.I. Gates and W.H. MacGinitie ,

Description: A series of tests designed to measure
group and individual reading achievement-
from kindergarten through grade 12.

6. Test (Series)/Year: GATES-MACGINITIE READING TESTS, 1978

Fokms: 1, 2, 3

Publisher/Distributor: Riverside Publishing Company,
Division of Houghton Mifflin

I
Author: W.H. MacGinitie

Description: A series of tests designed to measure reading
achievement of children in Grades 1 through 12.

,
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7. Test (Series)/Year: IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS. 1971

Forms: 5 and 6

Publisher/Disti.ibutor: Riverside Publishing Company,
Division of Houghton Mifflin

Authors: A.N. Hieronymus and E.F. Lindquist

Description: Provides for comprehensive measurement in

fundamental skills: Vocabulary, Reading,

Language. WorkStudy Skills (maps), graphs

and tables, and references), and

Mathematics

8. Test (Series)/Year: IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS, 1978

Forms: 7 and 8

Publisher/Distributor: Riverside Publishing Company%
Division of Houghton Mifflin

Authors: A.N. Hieronymus, E.F. Lindquist, and H.D. Hoover

Description: A new test edition designed to provide

comprehensive 'assessment:of student

achievement in important areas of basic

skills. Normed concurrently with Tests of

Achievement and Proficiency, Form T. 1978.

and the Cognitive Abilities Test, Form 3, .

1978. The expanded standard score of ITBS,

1978 is continuous with that of TAP, Form T.

9. Test (Saries)/Year:
METROPOLIT41 ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, 1970

Forms: F. G. H

Publisher/Distributor: Psychological Corporation

Authors: W.N. Durost, H.H. Bixler, 3.W. Wrightstone,

G.A. Prescott. and I.H. Balow

Description: Designed to assess achievement in the

important skill and content areas of the

school curriculum in kindergarten through

junior high.

0
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10. Test (Series)/Year: METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, 1978,
INSTRUCTIONAL BATTERY

Forms: JI and KI

Publisher/Distributor: Psychological Corporation

Authors: I.H. Below, R. Farr, T.P. Hogan and G.A. Prescott

Description: A nationally normed, criterion-referenced
test battery in Reading, Mathematics, and

Language. Each subject area includes major
._

learning strands, each of whioh is .
represented by a test. Empirical norm-
referenced scores are available for eacp
subtest and for Total Mathematics and
Total. Language.

11. Test (Series)/Year: METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, 1978,
SURVEY BATTERY

Forms: JS and KS

Publisher/Distributor: 'Psychological Corporation

Authors: I.H. klow, R. Farr, T.P. Hogan, and G.A. Prescott

Description: Norm-referenced survey tests in Reading
Comprehension, Mathematics,,Language,
Social Studies, and Science.

12. Test (Series)/Year: METROPOLITAN READINESS TESTS, 1974-76

Forms: P and 0

Publisher/Distributor: Psychological Corporation

Authors: J.R. Nurss and M.E. McGauvran

Description: The MRT is designed ta-assess
readiness to peing formal learning by
measuring pre-reading and pre-mathematics
skills. It is a readiness test battery only
and has no provision for testing beyond the

beginning of grade 1.

,
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13. Test (Series)/Year: PEABODY INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT. TEST, 1970

Forms: One only-

Publisher/Distributor: Amer`ican Guidance Service, Inc.

Authors: L.M. Dunn and F.C. MaTkwardt, Jr.

Description: A wide-range, individually administered

screening test of achievement.

14. Test (Series)/Year: STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST, 1973

Forms: A and B
\

Publisher/Distributor: Psychological Cotporation

Authors: R. Madden, E.F. Gardner, H.C. Rudman,

B. Karlsen, and J.C. Merwin

Description: Academic achievement test battery whose

content areas include: Reading, Language

Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social

Science. Expanded standard (scaled)
scores are continuous with Stanford Early
School Achievement Test (SESAT) and
Stanford Test of Academic Skills (TASK).

15: Test (Series)/Year: STANFORD EARLY SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TEST,

1967-7Q

Forms: One only

Publisher/Distributor: Psychological Corporation

Authors: R. Madden and E.F. Gardner

Description: A aroup-administered test designed to

measure children's cognitive abilities upon
entrance to kindergarten and during kinder-

garten and first grade. Expanded standard
(scaled) score is continuous with Stanford

Achievement Test, 1973.

3''r
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16. Test (Series)/Year: TESTS OF ACHIVEMENT AND PROFICIENCY, 1978

Forms: T

Publisher/Distributor: Riverside Publishing Company.
Division of Houghtoh,Mifflin

Authors: D.P. Scanell, O.M. Haugh, A.H. Schild, and G. Ulmer

Description: Designed to provide comprehensive appraisal
of student achievement for widely accepted
secondary-school goals in basic skills and

curricular areas. Normed concurrently with
Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Forms S and ;T, 1978,

to provide extended measutement in grades

9-12. TAP was also normed concurrently with
the Cognitive Abilities Test, Form 3. :

t.

J7. Test (Series)/Year: TESTS OF BASIC EXPERIENCES, 1970-75,
FIRST EDITION-

Forms: One only

Publisher/Distributor: CTB/McGraw-Hill

Authors: N.H. Moss

Description: TOBE measures children's acquisition of
the concepts and experiences considered
necessary for participation in the early

years of school. TOBE has two overlapping
levels (K and L) which span preschool
through grade 1. Each level has five tests:
Language, Mathematics, Science, Social
Studies, and General Concepts. Each test
item consists of a verbal stimulus and
four picture responses. As the examiner
reads the stimulus aloud, the child makes

mark over the picture (or inside a bubble)

that he/she believes is the correct response.

1E. Test (Series)/Year: TESTS OF BASIC EXPERIENCES, 1978,
SECOND EDITION

Forms: Qne only

Publisher/Distributor: CTB/McGraw-Hill

Authors: M.N. Moss
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Description: TOBE 2 meaSures children's acquisition of

the concepts and experiences considered

necessary for participation in the early

years of.school.
preschool through
lapping levels--K

TOBE 2,
grade 1,
and L.

which
has
Epch

spans
two over-
level .filas

four'tests--Language. Mathematics. Social

LStudies, and Science. Each test item

consists of-a verbal stimulus and four

picture responses. As the examiner
reads the stimulus aloud, the child fills

in an answer space indicating the picture

that he/she believes is the correct

response.

19. Test (Series)/Year: WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST, 1978
_

Forms: One

Publisher/Distributor: Jastak Associates, Inc.

Authors: J.F. Jastak, S.W. Bijou, and S.R. Jastak

Description: A two-level wide range test comprised of

three subtests: Reading, (recognizing and .

naming letters and pronouncing words out of

context); Spelling, (copying marks
resembling letters, writing the name, and

wrIting single words to dictation); and
Arithmetic (counting, reading number

symbols, solving oral problems, and

performing written computations). The

.
test.'basically a clinical type test,
consists of one four page test booklet

which includes both levels.

,
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Annotated List of Language Proficiency Tests

This annotated list of eight language proficiency tests is intended to

provide project directors and evaluators with the information

necessary to make a well-infOrmed choice in selecting a "language

\

proficiency ,test. The criterion used for including tests in the list

is the following: . each test is recommended (at the time of printing)

by a't-' least one of the three states having the largest number of

bilingual education programs.

The tests are primarily in Spanish and English and range from

kindergarten level to high school. A brief description is offered of

each test as well as comments on the linguistic and' technical

properties of the tests. The comments are points that evaluators and

project directors should be well aware of. in selecting a test or in

...nterpreting test results. The comments were drawn from several

sources including the experience of districts in the bilingual PIP

field test study, and published Esrticles and critiques. Each

publisher was given an opportunity to respond to the review and to

include "Publisher's Comments." This information has been

incorporated into the reviews.

I I 1-75



BaSic Inventory of Natural Lanouage (BINL)

Lanouages: English and Spanish (can be used for other languages)

What It Tests: Speaking

Levels and Grades: K-12

Administrationv Individually administered. Requires 10-15 minutes.

Pictures are used-to elicit natural speech and ten sentences are taee
recorded for later analysis.

Scorino: Hand or machine scored.

Interpretation:. Yields raw scores that can be coverted to one of four '

levels: NES, LES. FES, PES ("proficient"). ,.

a

Age is taken into account in determining levels.

Comments: Pictures are large, attractive, with multicultural content.
It is difficult to standardize administration procedures since there
is no set of "items" but rather an elicitation technique. Complex to
score by hand. Scored on the basis of linguistic complexity and
length of sentences. These criteria may not always be valid
indicators of proficiency.

No information is provided on the validity of the proficiency
cateoories. Information on validity is limited to correlations of
sentence length with complexit.v, and correlations of complexity scores
with an oral reading test. Reliability data is limited to
correlations between the first half and the second half of the test.
These correlations were k&gh. Some districts have found that tha test
classifies fluent speakers as "limited" (see Gilmore and Dickerson,
1979).

?-.

Publisher's Comment: Standardization is facilitated by adequate
training and close adherence to BINL procedures. Machine scoring
procedures: reports of five different types, from classroom listings
tosdistrict summaries, including pre-post averages, minipum, maximum
and average scores by grade levels. A recent study establishes
averages for grades K-12 based on a sample of 125,060 students.
Standard error allows for-valid adjustment of scores. The format of
the test permits retest on invalid tests which have been reported to
be less than 4% of tests submitted for machine scoring. Percentile
rank of scores is now included in reports. .

\

3 - 0
, ..,
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Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM)

Lanauages: Engaish and Spanish

What It Tests: Speaking

Levels and Grades:. Level I, K-2 (ages 4 to 9); Level II

available far review)

Administration: Individually administered.

/Requires 10-15 minutes
Students respond orally to questions based on pictures.

Scoring: Hand scored

Interpretation: Provides language dominance (when both English and

Spanish tests are administered), level of second language acquisition,

and degree of maintenance or loss of the first language :Assigns

students to one of five.proficiendy-leltels in eadh language.

Additionally, provides instructional suggestiont for readigg and ESL

which correspond to each of the five Ung4lOrprOficiency.

Comments: Attractive, cplotful pictures areused to e/icit speech

through structure4eonversation. Responses are scored strictly on he

correctness of specific grammatical struqtures. The choice of

grammatical structures is based on research studies on thelsequence

abquisition of.morphemes. Allows for 'regional languape variatibn. A

number of discussions of this tett have:been.Obblisheddlelltlu4ng

Hernandez-Ch., 1978(1) and.Rosansky;4979(2).

Both test-retest reliability and inter-scorer rdliability are reported

in the Technical Handbook. Although thei-epokted reliability is low,

the Authors attempt to explain why this is so (TH. p. 45).

(1) Hernandez-Chavez, Eduardo. Critique of a critique: Issues

in Language Assessment. Journal of the National Association for

Bilingual,Education, March 1978, Vol. II, No. 2.

ft

(2) Rosansky, E.J. A Review of the Bilingual Syntax Measure.

In: 'Advances in Language Testing, edited by B. Spolsky. Arlington,

VA: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1979.

,
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Com rehensive En lishLan uaae Test for S eakers of En lish as a

Second Lancluaae C LT

Language: English ,1

What It Tests: Listening comprehension, grammar, and vocabulary.
Contains three subtes: (1) Listeming, (2) Structure, and (3) A

Vocabulary..

Levels and Grades: High school, college, and adult.

Designed for cntermediate to advanced ESL students.

Administration: Group administered.

Listenina requires 40 minutes; Structure requires 45 minutes;

Vocabulary requires 35 minutes. A recording can be used to administer

the listening test.

All test ktems are multiple choice. students respond tc oral and .

written stimuli by marking an answer sheet. ,

Scorina: , Scored with a'key.

Z'
Interpretation: Yields,percent correct for eacF14est.

Peicentil.e scores are available (but se4CoMMents).
4k--T

Does not provide proficiency classifications. No cutoff score is

provided for classification of students as limited in English
proficiency, since test was not designed for this prpose.

Comments: Oral production is not tested:

All test itfms on each subtest are multiple choice items that require

reading; therefore. the measures of listening comprehenaion.
6tructure, and vocabulary are each confounded with literacy skills. .

The authors recommend the Vocabulary subtest-Tor use with students-who

have had advanced training in reading.

The three subtestv had moderate to high internal consistencies with

Four groups of foreign students and, therefore, very reasonable

-s-tandard errors of.measuremp-nt. No information is given on predictive

vaiidity. Tentative evidgrice of-voncurrent validity is offered based

on dorre1ations with et-h-ef stand* ESL tests. Tentative norms for

five different groups, based on small samples, are provided. The

norms are not appropriate For use in most bilingual programs,however,

since the students in the miming sample are not similar to most

students in bilingual programs.

3-.
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Ilyin Oral Interview Test

Languages: English

What It Tests: Speaking 4
Levels and Grades: Secondary ana\adult.'

,

Fofm;: The're are two forms (BIGI....an7d.JAM.).. arid-'each has a long'yersion-
.-

(50 items) and a shO,pt ver4i.191n (30 itemt).:

Li; .

4\ .

Administration: Individually administered. Requires'up to 3C

minutes.
V

The students respond to pictorial stimuli: and questions by responding

orally." INfla are ordered in difficulty and interview ig terminated.

wh.enra
, . - .-fruira

-.
....tion.1-gel is ieached.

... ,

4 .

.Scoring: Hand scored,
,

.

4 . . 't .

Interpretation: Yield raw acores. No cutoff score.ig given to

identify students as ."limited" in English prOficiencmhowever,
suggestions are given for placement levels in adult ESL programs, and

a range is suggested as the degree of proficiency required for jobs in

-which oral communication with thre public is limited.
w -

6

Comments: The requirement to answer in a complete sentenoe is an

unnatural one and may depress scores of student's who.fall to.do this.

The long,version can/liec-me'Monotonous singe many pictures are.

repeated. .-

\ -

Internal consistency 'reliabilities..:are -high. No information is aiven

for test-retest reliability or interrater -reliability. Validity

inf*mation is limited to correlations...with o.t.heiT.tests. and based on

very small sami54e8.
....

I.
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Language Aseessment Battery (LA8)

Languacies:'English sand. Spanish

What It Tests: Listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

Level I has three subt'eats: (1) Listening and-Speaking, (2) Reading,

and (3) Writing. Levels II and IIP hat,e four subtests: (1) Listening,,

(2) Reading. (3) Writing, and (4) *Speaking.

Levels and Grades: Level I, gradets;K-2; Level LI, grades 3-6; Level

grailes

edministration: l_evel I: Individually administered, requires 5-10

minutes.

Levels II and III: Pvt is indiv.idually administered; requires 41

.minutes.

Stlebnts respond to verbal, wi*itten, and pictorial stimuli by

pointing, b9v giving Oral responbes, by writing, and by markin6 answer
sheets (on Levels II and III only).

Scoring.: Hand scored; parts scored with a key.

Inter retation: Yields raw tcores and st6nines and percentiles by
grade. Students scoring below the 20th percentile may be classified

as limited in English proficiency.

Comments: The speaking section of Level I. Test 1, contains only 6

items, all of-which may be answered with one word. The writing tests

measure reading skills in additionstp writing skills.

The test went through all the staged of preparation by expert and

experienced item writers, pilot studies, item- and test-analyses, and

.normkgg on substantial samples (20 schools, and about 500, students at

each level from K thróugh 12). The technical manual is a model.

One.study(1) has shown that the Level I English test does not
discriminate well in the range near the cutoff point for classifying

students as limited.in English. This reduces its value for-use as a

pre-post measure.

,
(1) Hubert. J. "An Investigation of.the Language Assessment

Battery (English. Level 1) for Title VII students in Hartford."

Unpublished manuscript. 1978.
0



Lan uaoe Assessmen'e. Scales (LAS)

Lano6aoes: English and Spanish

What It Tests: Listening comprehension and speaking. Five subtests

,
form the total score for both levels: (1) discrimination of minimal.

phonemic pairs, (2) vocabulary-production; (3) phoneme production, (4)

syntax comprehension, and 85) story production.

Levels and Grades: Level I, grades K-5. Level II, grades 6-12.

Administration: Individually administered.

Requires.20 minutes.

Stimuli consists of tape recorded speebh and pictures. Students

respond orally, and by pointing.

Scorino: Hand scored. I.

Interrater reliability aould,be obtained on storytelling task.

Age is taken into account, in scoring.

Interpretation: Yields a score of 1 to 100 which can be conveTted to

a level. 1 to 5.

Students who score at level 3 or below are classified as "Limited

English (or Spanish) speakers."

Comments: This is a fairly comprehensive overall aural-oral

proficiency test. There are problems with the phonemic discrimination

section since this task requires a kind of metslinguistic awareness

students may not have. The story retelling task measures not only

production, but also comprehension.

Interrater reliability coefficients for the story retelling task are

moderately high. Coefficients of internal item consistency for

discrete-point items range from .36 to .96.

Validation consisted of one-way analyses of variance of relatively

small samples (one- to two hundred) of students dichotomized into

English-dominant and Spanish-dominant on the b'ssis of teacher

judgment.

Several studies of reliability were done on small samples (21 tnglish

and 35 Spanish) using various.approaches. The sample sizes were too

small to justify some of the analyses and the conclusions drawn from

them.

377
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Primary Acquisition of Lan.guaoe (PAL) Oral LanouagedDominance Measure

(CLOM) Oral Languaoe Proficiency Measure OCLPMI

Languaoes: English and Spanish

What It Tests: Listening
comprehens4

ion and speaking

.Levels and Grades: PAL GLOM. K-3; OLPM. 4-6

AOministrafion.: Individually administered.

Requires 15 minutes for each language.

Students respond orally to oral and pictorial stimuli.

Scoring: Hand scored.

Interpretation: Yields raw scores ("G scores") that are converted to

proficiency levels. 1 to 5. Also yields dominance categories.

.

..

Students who score at level 4 or befow aie classified as "Limited

English (or Spanish) speakers."
.

Comments: Simple to use and s re. Scored on the basis of

grammaticality and appropriatenes of responses a well as quantity of

speech.

The test was develOped "as a result of research by the El Paso Public

Schools."

Item analyses were used in the construction of the tests although

samples were somewhat small (about 20C drawn from three grades in high

schools"). Validity is quoted in terms of the test's ability to grade

schools in cdrrect order, and of correlations with a reading test.

The latter were fair being around 0.3 to 0.5.

..

..

e
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V.

Shurtt Primar Lansuase Indicator Test (SPLIT)

Languages: Englishand Spanish

What It Tests: Listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and

-grammar.

1-

There are three subtests: '(1) Listening Compret)enslon, (25 Verbal

Fluency, and (3) Reading Comprehension and Grammar.

Levels and Grades: Listening Comprehension, Verbal Fluency, K-6;

Reading Comprehensioh and Grammar, 3-6.

Administration: Listening Comprehension: Group administered;

eequires 35 minutes, tape recording available.

Verbal Fluency: Individually administered,: requires 15 minutes.

Reading Comprehension and Grammar: Group administered; requires 30

minutes.
. . ,

InstiUctions are provided in bAh languages .and are..available on tape.

Stimuli are oral, pictorial, or written. Studenti respond orally, by

marking pictures in answer book, or by marking'an answetsheet.

sEalag: Hand scored; parts scored with a key.

Interpretation: Yields raw scores, percentile ranks, and age and

grade equivalents.

Yields a dominance classification.

Comments: Yields no cutoff point to classify students as limited in

English proficiency (independent of Spanish/Portuguese score). A

proficiency classification,is given based on the dominance

classification. This wrongly assumes that students are( highly

proficient in the dominant language. A student whose English score is

.very low can be classified as "English Adequate" if the student's

%Spanish score is also very low, but higher than the English score.

Districts should establish their own cutoff .points for classifying-

students in English.

Grade equivalent scores should not be used.

3"")
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MEASURING SELF7CONCEPT

Research investigating the relationship between ethnicity and student

self-concept is mixed and inconclusive. The mixed findings may be

attributed to many f,actors, including the fact that different

researchers have measured different dimensions of self-concept and

0

compared them as if they were.the same. The end result is that the

relationship between ethnicity and self-concept is still vague and

needs more careful study.

The concept of self is basically derived from (1) the responses mit'de"

toward the individual by significant people in hie immediate

.envirpnment, (2) his perception of their behavior,towards him, (3) the

interrealization of his perception into a coherent set of self-views,

(4) the resultant self whAch hej)erceives as reflected back into the

eyes of others, (5) the reinforcement of thai self as seen by him and

by others, as well as by his view -th-eir concepts of him and

(6) his responses to the challenges and pressures of living.

The need to address cultural differences as a factor when measurdng

the self-concept of minority students was addressed by Whiting (1974)

when, he developed a series of self-concePt measures. In stressing the

need for culturally sensitive instruments, Whiting pointed out that

tests should be designed with a particular populaiion in mind, taking'

into account that population's values and 'concerns in order to

*Adapted with author's permission from: Ratliff, Stanley. Working

Papers from the Bueno Center for Bilingual/Multicultural Education,

School.of Education, University of Colorado at Boulder.



measure self-concept more accurately. Whiting goes on to describe a

battery of self-concept instruments developed around the

multi-dimensionality of self-concept. He described self-concept in

the following manner:

o Self-esteem refers to how an individual evaluates
himself and indicates the extent to which he,
believes,himself to be capable, significant, c'

successful, and worthy. Within the context of
this derinitic:.., the individual *arriVea at an,
evaluation of his own worthiness by examining his
performance, capacities, and attributes in light
of his own personal standards and values. Tbus,

self-esteem is a "personal judgement of worthiness
that is expressed in the attitudes the individual
ho4ds toward himself."

o Se nse of control refers to how muckan individual
accepts responsibility for his own actions, or
whether he attributes power and control to various
external agents, such,as adults; peer, luck,
brothers or sisters - the "system," or fate,: ir a

child has little sense of'control, healso has
little sense oJ responsibility, since the two are
so closely related.

o Academic self-concept refers to how an individual
evaluated his ability to function succesfully in a
school environment.

o Social self-concept refers tC how an individual
thinks the people who are signifiCant in his life

perceive him.

4.

ecial Problems of Meosurin Self-Conce t of1Cuiturall Different

Children

The measuring of self-concept and attitudes is compliCated 'by the need

to consider the distinct cultural background of many of the students

participating in the program. Thus, a published instrument with

acceptable levels of validity and reliability may not be appropriate

3 ,
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becau,se it was normed on middle class Anglo-American students. It is
...

common among some American Indian, tribes, fdr example, to expect

children to be quiet and passive when adults are conversing. In a

school setting,
however, a child who is non-talkative and passive may

1 be-considered shy and withdrawn.

Aeasuring self-concept is complicated t6, questions such,as the

app'iat'eness of norm groups, as well as the difficulty of

accurately
assessing an area whose definition and sophistication are

questionable. The
qualifi;cations of persons administer'ing th'e

self-concept measurement inStruments, the attitudes of teachers and

administrators toward the use of school time to test, and the views of

both teachers and
administratorS on the importance of sell-concept as

a program goal also present measurement problems. Still another

problem is the change in self-concept as children grow older. tudies

have shown withaut exception that the self-concept actually

deteriorates as children grow older. One is reminded of Alice who is

told she must run twice as fast to remain in the same place. By

selecting positive growth in
self-concept as a goal in bilingual

education programs,
teacher's must work twice as hard to show positive

changes in' a phenomenon that normally shows negative changes.

Measurin Self-Conce t

Because of the issues above, the best means for measuring desired

,

;change in self-concept wbuld be 1) pre- and poottesting with pOblished

tests normed on minority groups similar to the stugents in the

..
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blilingual program and (2) to use informal, teacher-developed formative

measures using a variety of approaches, including paper and pencil and

picture instruments, teacher observation guides, and parnt'

questionnaires.

The reason for monitoring changes in self-concept centefs around the

relationship of positive changes in self-concept and success in

school, as well as success in social relationships. Since it is

A

important to obtain an accurate assessment of what is happening to a

It

student's self-concept while he is a participant in the program, it is

necessary to take readings on self-concept fairly often and in a

variety of ways. An adequate p;stem for measuring self-concept would

include teacher-made tests, as well as published instruments. Picture

te3ts for non-readers, as well as paper and pencil tests fdr oldei

children, should be a part of the testing program. Projective

techniques Where students determine concurrence between self-ratings

..

and the ratings of others are powerful means of helping students

become aware of themselves in terms of how "others see me." However,

certain cautions should be taken when utilizing s41f-reporting
<

instrum.ents. Results should be kept confidential, instruments should

be administered in a non-threatening manner, testers should point out

that there are no right or wrong answers and testers should read items

to very young students.

Teacher-Developed Self-Concept Instruments

Teacher-developed instruments offer several adVantages in that (1)

they may include items unique to the community, program, school or

qs*-)III-8 't)
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classroom, (2) the instrument may include items that take into account

any cultural variables and (3) teachers will tle more positive toward

instruments that are locally developed.
A. .

Among the behavioral indicators a teacher might lool$ for would be:

o How does the student react to a new situation?

o How does the student react to new material?

o Does he trust,his teacher (especially When new in

class)?

o Is he cooperative and does he follow directions

reasonably well?

o Does he control his own behaviorl

o Does he have his own ideas?

o Does he talk freely about his ideas?

o Does he operate on his own with a minumum of

direction from the teacher?

a -Is he generally a happ'y person?

The preceding are only suggestions, but if adapted, they will serve as

the basis for developing an observation guide to assess self-concept.

Published Self-Concept Instruments

Published instruments, with acceptable levels of reliability and

validity, are an essential element in evaluating the self-concept of

students in the program. Howev.er, because the students are sometimes

not as mature as test publishers would like them to be, self-reporting

instruments may lack desirable levels of reliability and validity.
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This is especially true when the instruments are used with very young

children. Nevertheless, they do provide insights into student

behavior, especially when used in conjunction with other measuring

instruments.

Samples of published instruments should be examincd, if possible prior

to their purchase. If not, there are several reference works

available which provide descriptions of self-concept instruments.

Among them are R.C. Wylie 's The Self Concept: A Review of

Methodological Considerations and Measuring Instruments. Revised

edition. Lincoln University of Nebraska Press 1974; or R. Shavelson's

"Self Concept: Validation of Construct Considerations" Review of

Educational Research 46 (1976) PP . 407-441.

Due to the built-in difficulties of showing positive growth, a word of

caution concerning pre- and posttest timing of self-concept

instruments is needed. In order to avoid pretesting students that are

already in the program and considering the fact that self-concepts are

relatively stable, testing should be done as early as possible,

Subsequent posttesting should be spaced as far from the pretesting as

is feasible.

The message for the evaluator is clear. Unless self-concept measures

are carefully developed to reflect the unique characteristics of the

students in the program and carefully selected from reputable

publishers, there is a distinct possibility that, in spite of a



positive effort to show positive changes in self-concept as a result

of the project, negative changes may actually result.

A list of published tests to measure self-concepts.is attached.



Published Self-Concept Scales

1. Self Concept Picture Inventory (Wiseman & Adams)

The Self Concept Picture Inventory was designed to

evaluate grades one to three of Title I programs in

Alton, Illinois. The test is appropriate for younger

students and is relatively free of racial and sex

biases.

Wiseman, E.D. & Adams, J.H. "Self Concept Picture

Inventory". Atton, Ill. 1972. (see ERIC ED 170-299)

. The Florida Key: A Scale to Infer Learner Self Concept

(1ey)

The F17-ida Key is a learner self-concept scale that,

with adaptations, may be used with students of all

ages. The scale is designed to aid teachers in

evaluating students' self-concepts as learners, as well

as attitudes toward school.

Purkey, W.W. et. al., "The Florida Key: A Scale to

Infer Learner Self Concept. " Educational and

Psychological Measurement. 33 (1973) pp. 979--984.

3. Thomas Self-Concept Values Test (Thomas)

The Thomas Self-Concept Values Test measures fourteen

self-value dimensions, such as sociability, ability,

attractiveness, and independence. The 14-item test is

designed to be used with young children from 4 to 6

years old. However, some caution should be exercised

in interpreting test results given the problems of

self-concept measurement in young children.

Thomas,.W.L., The Thomas Self Concept Values jest.

Combined Motivation Education Systems, Inc., 1959.

Rosemont, Illinois.

4. Self-Esteem Inventory (Coopersmith)

This 58-item scale was designed to measure general

self, social self-peers, home/parents, and school

academic self in addition to self-esteem. It is worded

to be used with children from 8 to 10 years old, but

has been used successfully with stódents in grades

three through twelve.

Coopersmith, S., The Antescendents of Self-Esteem. Sbn

Francisco, California, W.H. Freeman & Co., 1967

11-93 py7
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5. Self-Concept of Ability Scale (8rookover)

The eight items contained in Form A are designed to
measure self-concept of general academic ability; and
the eight items in Form B are designed to measure
self-perceptions of ability regarding science,
mathematics, social studies, and English. The scale is
most suitable for use with high school aged stuctents.

Brookover, W.B. et. al., Relationship of Self-Concept
to Achievement in High School, 1967. Michigan State
University, Lansing, Michigan.

6. Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale (Piers and
HarrisT

The 80-item instrument measures general self-concept
and may be used for both research and diagnostic work.
The simple descriptive statements are designed to
measure ten self-concept dimensions and the scale is
appropriate for use in grades three or above.

Piers, E.V. & Harris, D.B. Piers-Harris Children's Self
Concept Scale, Nashville, Tenn. Counselor Recording
And Tests, 1969.

7. How I See Myself Scale (Gordon)

The How I See Myslf Scale consists of 40"(elementary
form) or 42 (secondary form) items developed for use
with children ages. 3 to 12 years. The scale has been
found to measure five self-concept dimensions: physical
appearance, interpersonal, teacher-student, academic

ability, and autonomy.

Gordon, 1.3. A Test Manual for the How I See Myself
Scale. Florida Research and Development Council,,.
Tampa, Florida.

8. About Me by James Parker; Not Dated; Grades 4-6; James
Parker*.

A five-point self-rating scale assessing five areas of

self-concept which areltexpressed in behavior in the
school setting. Subscores included are: Self, Self in
Relation to Others, Self as Achieving, Self in School,
and the Physical Self.

*Included in Parker, James. The Relationbhip of
Self-Report to Inferred Self-Concept, Educational and

Psychological Measurement, 26 pp. 691-700; 1966.



9. The Behavior Cards: A Test-Interview for Delinquent

Children by Ralph M. Stogdill; c1941-50; Grades 3-10;

Stoelting Company.

Use of the Cards provides the child with an opportOnity

to face his problems and provides an insight into the

child's.attitudes toward his delinquent behavor. .The

test is individually, edministered, employing the

card-sort technique. Any child.who scores grade 4.5 or

higher on a standardized reading test should be able to

sort the cards with little assistance. Cards can be

teed to subjects with reading disabilities. At-times

an abbreviated version of the test can be given by

eliminating fifty specified cards. This eliminates

the more serious delinquent behaviors.

10. Behavior Rating Form by Stanley Coopersmith; Not Dated;

Grades Kindergarten-9;Stanley Cdopersmith*.

11

A 13-item five-point rating scale'devised for

appraising assured and confident behavior. Items refer

to such behavior as the child's reaction to failure,

self-confidence in a new situation, sociability with

peers, and the need for encouragement and reassurance.

The form yields two scores: Esteem Behavior and

Confidence Behavior.

*Data is available in: Coopersmith, Stanley;

Antecedents of Self-Esteem; SarLFrancisco; W.H.

Freeman, 1967.

Children's Self-Conce tion Test: Form II by Marjorie

B. Creelman; c1954-55, Grades 3-6; Marjorie B.

Creelman.

Designed to 'assess the relationship of self-concept to

adjustment or maladjustment. Employs a series of

pictures depieting situations commonly experienced by

children in Western culture. Test provides indications

of self-esteem and moral standards.

12. Children's Self-Social Constructs Test: Primar Form

by Edmund Hendersen, ar ars H. Long, and obert

Ziller; 1967; Grades 1-6; Edmund H. Hendersen.*

A measure of social self.7concept from which certain

aspects of the child's conceptions of himself are

inferred. Subscores include: Self Estefm, Social

Interest or Dependency, Identificat:on, Group

Identification, Individuation or Minority
Identification, Power, Egocentricity, Ccmplexity,

Realism for Size, and Preference foL Others.
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*Listed as available from Edmund H. Henderson, may now
be obtained from The Office of Special Testa,
Educational Testing Service, 17 Executive Park Drive,
NW, Suite 100, Atlanta, Georgia 30329.

13. Columbus Sentence Completion for Children by Jack A.
Shaffer and Arthur S. Tamkin; Not Dated; Ages
4-Adolescence; Jack A. Shaffer.

A general projective test covering the following
topics: Self-Concept, Wishes and Plans, Self-Concept
(Pr.oblems), Family, Social, School, and Picture of
Self. The test provides an indication of the child's
adjustment level.

14. Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory: Form A by Stanley
Coopersmith; Not Dated; Ages 9=Adults*; StanleY
Coopersmith.

Designed to provide a general assessment of
self-esteem. The 58 items are arranged into five
subscales: General Self, Social Self-Peers,
Home-Parents, Lie Scale, and Home Academic.

*Can be used with children younger than age 9 if
individually administered. Technical information is
available in: Coopersmith, Stanley. Antecedents of
Self-Esteem; San Francisco; W.H. Freeman, 1967.

15. Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory: Form B .(Short Form)
by Stanley Coopersmith; Not Dated; Ages 9-Adults;
Stanley Coopersmith*.

Designed to measure self-esteem from the perspective of
the subject, Emphasis is placed on the subject's
self-attitudes in four areas: peffirs, parents, school

and personal interest. -

*Additional information is available in: Coopersmith,
Stanley, Antecedents of Self-Esteem; San Francisco;
W.H. Freemen, 1967.

16. Expanded Test Anxiety Scale for Children (Feld and
Lewis 1969) by Sheila,C. Feld and Judith Lewis; 1969;
Grades 1-9; Sheila C. Feld*.

A modification of the Sarason Test Anxiety Scale for
Children which includes the original and revised
questions and two neutral items about dreams and
achievement. Subscales include: Test Anxiety, Remote
School Concern, Poor Self-Evaluation, and Somatic Signs
of Anxiety.

3
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*Included in Feld, S. and Lewis, J. "The Assessment of

Achievement Anxieties in Children." In C.P. Smith

(Ed.). Achievement Related Motives in Children. New

York; Russell Sage Foundation, 1969, pp. 151-199.

17. How I See Myself Scale: Elementary Form by Ira 3.

Gordon; 1968; Grades 3-6; Ira J. Gordon (Manual is

available from the Florida Educational Research and

Development Council).

Factors assessed are Teacher-School, Physical
Appearance, Interpersonal Adequacy, and Academic

Adequacy.

18. How Much Like Me? by Dale W. Dysinger; Not Dated;

Grades 3-5; Dale W. Dysinger.

A self-administered medsure of general self-concept.

19. Inferred Self-COncept Judgment Scale by Elizabeth

McDaniel; 1965-69; Grades 1-9; Elizabeth McDaniel.

Designed to measure the student's self-concept as it is

generated and in the school setting.

20. Inferred Self-Conc,ept Scale: Experimental Form by

Elizabeth L. McDaniel; 1969; Grades 1 and above.

Western Psychological Services, 12031 Wilshire Blvd.,

Los Angeles, California.

Scale is based upon the assumption that self-concept

can be inferred from manifest behavior. Scale purports

tp be appropriate for assessing a.nd comparing

self-concepts of culturally different groups. Test may

also be used with adults and juveniles.

21. Instructional Objectives Exchange: Measures of

Self-Conce t, Kinder arten-Grade 13 Revised Edition;

1972; Grades Kindergarten-12; Instructional Objectives

Exchange.

A series of affective objectives concerning the

learner's self concept. Dimensions employed are peer,

scholastic, family, and, general, self-r,eport
inventories (direct and indirect) and observational

inventories are provided to assess the attainment of

each objective.

22. Instructional Objsctives Exchange: Objective
Col.lection in Attitude TiThard Schoo1.2.
Kindergarten-Grade 12, Revised Edition: 1972; Grades

Kindergarten-12; Instructional Objectives Exchange.

1-1=97--
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A collection of affective objectives dealing with the
learner's self-concept as reflected in attitudes toward
teacher, school subjects, learning, peers, social
structure and climate, and general attitudes. An

observational indicator and both direct and inferential
self-report measures are provided to assess the
attainment of each objective.

23. Morgan Punishment-Situation Index by Patricia K., Moran;

Not Dated (Test is copyrighted); Ages Children 9-12 and
their mochers; Eugene L. Geier.

A projective device specifically concerned with the
perception of the direction of aggfession in the
punishment situation. The Index yields four concepts
operating in the punishment situation: the child's
self-concept, his concept of his mother, the mother's
self-concept, and her concept of the Employs
scoring procedures, developed for Rersenzweig
Picture-Frustration Test.

24. Rogers' Personal Adjustment Inventory by Carl R.

Rogers; 1 9 61; Ages 9-13; Western Psychological
Services.

Designed to,assess a child's attitude toyard himself,
his family, and,his peers. Subscores include:
Personal Inferiority, Social Maladjustment, Family

Maladjustment, and Daydreaming.

25. Sears Self-Concept Inventory: Abbreviated. Form by

Pauline S. Sears; 1966; Grades 3-6;yauline S. Sears.

The child rates himself in terms of: Physical Ability,
Attrac.tive Appearance, Convergent Mental Ability,
Social Relations with Same Sex, 'Social Virtues,
Divergent Mental Ability, Work Habits, Happy Qualities
and School Subjects.

26. Self-Concept t.djective Checklist by Alan 3. Politte; c

1 9 7 1; Grades Kindergarten-8; Psychologists and

Educators, Inc.

Enables the student to project tlis personal feelings

related to self-concept-phenomena and provides indices

of his general levels of self-concept feelings. The

adjectives cover the following: Physical Traita,
Social Values, Intellectual Abilities, and
Miscellaneous (emotional feelings, group behaviors, and

habits): As a result of the scoring, the child is

identified as "self-confident," poor self-concept, or

"aggressive."
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27. Self-Concept and Motivation Inmentory: Later
Elementary Form brGeorge A. Farrah; c1968; Grades 3-6;

Person-O-Metrics.

Measures academic self-concept in terms of the child's

perception of his role as a learner. The inventory

yields scoresfor role expectations, self-adequacy,

goal and achievement needs, and failure avoidance.

28. Self-Concept' As A Learner Scale-Elementary by Johm K.

Fisher; Not Dated; Grades 3-6; John K. Fisher.
i

The SCALE is a modification of the secondary scale

developed by Walter B. Waetjen. Subscores include:,
Motivatian, Task Orientation, roblem Solving, and

Class Membership. The Motivation factor is designed to
determine the degree to which the respondent perceives

himself motivated to do school work and to participate

in learning activities. Task Orientation refers to the

way a student sees himself relating to learning
activities. Prob'em Solving determines the view that a
pupil has cif himself as a problem solver. The Class

Membership factor is designed to find out how the
studeht sees hims,elf in relation to other members of

the class.

29. Self-Concept Instrument-A Learner Scale bi Gordon P.

Liddle; 1967; Grades.3-6; Gordon P. Liddle.
.

Variables assessed are self-concept in reference to

.
motivation, intellectual ability, task orientation, and

class membership.
.

30. Self-Concept of Ability Scale; 1963-68; Grades 2-6;
University of Maryland Research and Demonstration
Center of the Interpersonal Research Commission on

Pupil Personnel Services.
,

Designed to assess .change in self-reported attitudes of

groups of students toward themselves as learners.
Covers six academic content areas: arithmetic,
English, social studies, science, music,.and art. The

bases of comparison are the class, the grade level,
close friend's, future high school class, future college

associates, other students in general, and one's own

ability. The scale was adapted from Brookover,
Paterson, Thomas' Self-Concept of Ability.

of

31. Self-Concept, Target Game by Ann Fitz-Gibbon; 1970; Ages

9-10; Ann Fitz-Gibbon.

Designed for use with children who ha'Ve participated in

the Responsive Model Follow Through Program. It is a

1
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measure of self-concept 'in terms of the child's
-willingness to take reasonable risks of failure, make
positive estimates of his atiility to perform a task,
make realistic statements about the probability of

being right or wrong, learn from errors and
corrections, use -failure ;in a productive manner, and
take credit for accomplishments and acknoowledge
failure, individually administered.

32. Self Profile 4-Sort by Alan J. Politte; c1970; Grades

3-8; Psychologists and Educators, Inc.

Aids in elementary school counseling by providing a
means for eliciting self-evaluation from a student, for
investigating changes in a student's self-concept
through the course of counseling sessions, and for
stimulating group interaction in the counseling
setting.

33. A Semantic Differential for Measurement of Global and
Specific Self-Concepts by Lois StillwellyNot Dated;

Grades 1-3 and 4-6; Lois Stillwell.

Test can be modified to assess attitudes towards self

in a variety of specific roles or conception of self

from the point of view of a stated referent. The

Primary Form,is appropriate for Grades one through
three and the Upper Grades Form is for the fourth grade

and beyond. Test can be group administered easily to
those in grade three or higher. First and second
graders may have difficulty and will require several
assistants to provide close observation. 'Subscores

include: Myself, Myself As a Student, Myself As a
eader, Myself As an Arithmetic Student.

34. Tennessee- Self-Concept Scale: Clinical and Research
Form by William H. Fitts; c1964-70; Ages 12 and Above;

Counselor Recordings and Tests.

Yields 30 profiled scores: Self Criticism, Self Esteem

(Identify, Self-Satisfpction, Behavior, PhysicalSelf,
Moral-Ethical Self, Personal Self, Family Selfr/Social
Self, Total), Variability of Response (Variation across
First Three Self-Esteem Scores, Variation across Last

Five Self-Esteem Scores, Total), Distribution, Time,
Response Bias,,Net Conflict, Total Conflict, Empirical

(Defensive Positive, General Maladjustment, Psychosis,
Personality Disorder, Neurosis, Personality
Inlegration), Deviant Signs, and five scores consisting
of counts of each type of response made.

35. Tennessee Self-Concept Scale: Couns'eling Form by

William H. Fitts; c1965-70; Ages 12 and Above;
Counselor Recordings and Tests.



Yields 15 profiled scores: Self-Criticism, Self-Esteem

(Identity), Self-Satisfaction, Behavior, Physical Self,

Moral-Ethical Self, Personal Self, Family Self, Social

Self, Total, Variability of Responses (Variation across

First Three Self-Esteem Scores, Variation across Last

Five Self-Esteem Scores, Total), Distribution, and

Time.

36. What I Am Like; Not Dated; Grades 4-10; Cincinnati
PubTic Schools, Division of Psychological Servicus and

Division of Program Development.

A five-point, bi-polar, self-rating scale based on
Osgood's concept of the semantic differential.
Subjects are: .What I Look Like, What I Am Like When I

Am With My Friends, and What I Am. The test is for
research only and is to be used only ir group
assessment.

37. When Do I Smilile? by Dale W. Dysinger; Not Dated; Grades'

1-5; American Institutes for Research.'

Variable assessed in self-concept in reference to the

school setting.

t
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ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODS OF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Introduction

This document contains a discussion relative to the collection of data

and eventual development of a program description. The ethnographic

procedures outlined fulfill the basic requirements of the program

description needed for a local school district.bilingual education

evaluation report. Use of ethnographic methods for program

description are not common in bilingmal education evaluations.

However, such procedures have long been suggested for use in examining

the, efficacy of bilingual education programs. These procedures are

relatively easy to implement and require a low expenditure of time and

,

energy. Furthermore, they necessitate minimal skill development on
.:

the part of the evaluator and/or other data collectors.

While necessary components of program evaluations, psychometric and

quantitative descriptions of bilingual education programs are limited

in the bieadth of useful information provided. The demographic

numbers, the enumeration of staff rolls, the description of physical

features, and the ,indications of time allocations for various

instructdonal components, etc. are ail included as necessary parts of

most evaluation reports of school programs. This information,

however, seldom provides all the necessary useful insights needed to

-
ccmprehend the actual process of schooling that occurs in the

educational program evaluated. Very often, nonmeasureable aspects of

3(4C..%-eL)
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schooling such as classroom climate, teacher's attitude, instructional

interactions, etc. are ignored. Yet this subjective characterization

can provide an account of the f4eatures of a program that may well be

responsible for its success or failure in meeting educational goals.

This document proposes an addition to the traditional informatiOn

included in evaluation reports; namely: Ethnography of classrooms and

program.

School programs are complex. They change over time. They do not

always conform to a priori theorizing or standardization of procedure

or to gmals that have been previously set. They cannot be

characterized as consisting of isolated and discrete occurrences of

phenomena each having meaning only in a strictly defines, contained,
A

or denotative sense. All aspects of a program are rela d to each

other and to the participants taking part in the program. Because the

programs are not homeostatic, with variables that can be isolated,

each with a singulec independent effect, they do not lend themselves

to manipulation by evaluatora. The process of schooling and indeed of

bilingual education has multiple realities and as such, events must be.

understood from th,J perspective of the total program.

Quantitative evaluations and their program descriptions attempt to

discover, verify, or identify causal relationships among concepts

'derived from a theoretical scheme that may or may not reflect the

reality of the program. Frequently, interrelationships among the

various aepects of the program may not be clear. As a.result,
eJ().
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replication of the program may not be possible. At times, a program

description in purely quantitative evaluations represents an

"outsider'3" cursory comprehension of a program's operation that lacks

verification by the participants 'as to its accuracy and explanatory

input from "insiders" as to its content. Qualitative descriptions,

such as are suggested this document, can reflect both what the

"insiders" (the managers and the teachers) believe is occurring as

well as represent what is actually seen to occur by the evaluator

("outsider"):

This document will be organized into four parts: Definition of

ethnolgraphic methods, types,of information to acquire, data collection

and instrumentation, and information usage and reporting.

Ethnography

Ethnographies attempt to accurately describe what is occurring in a

given situation. They define or redefine reality. In ethnography,

the evaluator attempts to understand what is happening in that

setting, how it is occurring, how the participants view that

occurrence, and how members of various groups particiciate within and

across these occurrences. With an ethnography, the evaluator does not

judge what occurs.as either good or bad, as effective or ineffective;

rather, ethnographies describe the relevant information in a situation

and ekamine the recurrent patterns of behavior's. From this

characterizatior)t4Re ethnographer defines the rules and processes for

0..
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the participants add for participation in the context described. The

process of constructing an ethnography involves the development of a

picture that explains the reality observed. Ethnographies, then,

involve a three-step process: First, data is collected that, helps

describe what is occurring; second, a typology or model is developed

that reflects these occurrences; and third,, the validity of the model

is tested and implications are drawn.

Ethnographies add to the information usually obtained by other

traditional methodologies of program-description in the following

ways:

1. Ethnographies are concerned with the culture of
the situation observed.

2. Ethnographies necessitate direct, on-site
observations occurring over time and at times
necessitate participation by the evaluator in the
activities taking place.

3. The Instruments used are field-based and are used

to determine reality.

4. Ethnographies are holistic and characterize how
various 'par,ts of a programmatic puzzle fit
together.

5. Patterns and hypotheses developed result from an
immersion in the field by determining what
actually occurs in the field and not from
predetermined theorizing of what should occur.

Ethrlographies are not brief or selected samplings. Rather, they

involve complete descriptions of the interrelationships of recurring



variables in a society under specified conditions as they affect or

produce ce-rtain results and outcomes in that society. As such,

ethnographies 'add a needed dimension'to evaluative program

descriptions.

Types of Information to Obtain

In addition to providing students with access to the skills and

knowledge expected from traditional education of monolinguat children,

bilingual education programs are by definition different from

traditional school programs in two important ways. First, two

languages are used as media of instruction and language development is

an integral part of the er!ucational program. Secondly, the culture of

the children (including attention to self-concept, learning styles,

motivational styles, etc.) is an important consideration in the

process of schooling. As a Agesult, it is important in the.program

description section of the ealuation report to characterize the

:bilingual classroom and/or program in each of these three impbrtant

areas: Use of language(s), incorporation of culture, and the

instructional focus.

Since t,he quantity of information _that can be otained about a

particular classroom and/or program is very great, it may be necessary

to develop and keep in mind organizers and categories of the kind of

data needed. In each of the following three subsections, some salient

'questions for and suggested areas of data collection are provided as a

111-109
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general guide to data collection. The suggestions included in each

subsection are not intended to be all inclusive or totally Complete.

fhe evaluator/ethnographer, in consultation with the program manager,

should be the best judge of what information should be obtained in

order'to adequately and accurately depict the processes operant in the

bilingual program.

Langua_ge -- A description of how participants use language to

.
communicate information in bilingual school settings, how they

influence and persuade others, how they negotiate using language, etc.

is necessary if one is to understand the bilingual classroom. This

subsection includes suggested information that can be useful in

describing language used in a given and specific situation.

Additionally, this subsection provides gene'ral guidelines for
(-,

information procurement that can characterize the use of langufige in

bilingual lassrooms and/or programs.

A language-use mapping technique (Green and Wallet, 1981)* has been

suggested for describing the language used by both teachers and

students in a bilingual classroom. Copling of information that can be

gathered in a given language-use situation can be as:follows:

"-Mapping-instructional__Conversations _

Sociolinguistic Ethnography." In: EthnograPhy and Language in
Educational Settings, edited by J.L. Green and J. Wallet. Norwood,

New Jersey: Ablex Publishing Corporation, 1981. 161-195,.

,
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1. Source = Thi category identifies the speaker
involved in the interaction. Possible individuals

may include the teacher, the student(s), or some

other person(s). The interlocuters 'can be
identified by a.number code (i.e.: teacher=71
student(s)=S1, S2, etc.).

2. Form = Two forms of language used during
instruction can be identified: The question and

the ,response. (It is assumed that most
interactions in an instructional period are either

questions or responses to questions.) Three

subcategories of respohses canbe expected: I
:

a. Type A response (+) = This type of response

is both expected and consistent with the
sociolinguAstic content. This predictable
response includes those that meet the social,
cultural, psychological, and semantic aspects

of the situation.

b. Type B response (0) = These responses are not
predictable given the preceding linguistic,

topical. or social context. These responses

may be spontaneous production of language by

an involved student or they may be responses

by a student not previously designated in the

interaction.

c. Type C response (-) = All nonresponses are

included in this category.
..

Strate.gies - The purpose of the communication unit

in its sociolihguistic context is mapped in this

category. The various types of.strategies

include:

a. Focusing = This occurs when an attempt is

made to initiate or change the content of a

discussion. A shift or focus function
results. ,

b. Ignoring = This is a nonverbal action
resulting when no response occurs when one is

required.
AC-

c. Confirming (+) = The acceptance of a
preceding response is indicated either
verbally or nonverbally.

d. Confirming (-) = Here the previous response
is not accepted. A "no" may be indicated as

a response to a request for confirmation.-

4 ', 1



e. Continuance = A verbal or nonverbal message
suggesting that the listener is following the

speaker 's communication.

f. Extending = This category includes those
messages that are designed to provide
additional information about a topic.

g. Raising = This category o f communication
raises the level of a discussion.

h. Clarifying :: Here, messages that explain or
redefine are included.

I. Editing = In this strategy, shifts or changes
in content, 1 orm, or strategy are signaled.
Internal mediating of a message occurs.

.
Controlling = Messages that control an
interaction or behavior of individuals are
included in thiS category.

-
k. Re focusing = This type of language strategy

reestablishes a previous line of thinking.

i

1. Resta ting = In this category are included
those messages that repeat or refer to
previous information.

4. Levels = The level of functioning of' the
interaction can be categorized into three groups.

They are:

5.

a.

b.

Factual = Literal recall of facts from memory
are relayed in the message.

Interpretive = Inferential comprehension
pr ovidin'g information not previously
discussed is indicated in the interaction.

c. Applicative = This level of communicative
interaction requires the information to be

used in new ways or in novel contexts.

Ties = The basis of the message is often tied to

some behavior or message of participants in an
interaction. This relationship is indicated by
the "ties" described 1 The four sources of ties
include:

a. Teacher = Here, the message is tied to a
teacher's goal or may be in response to the
teAcher's message.

4 .1:--t.)
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b. Student = If the message is feedback to the

student or if it extends to the student's
purpose or it permits the student to build on

his/her original message then it has a
"student tie".

c. Instructional .(media aide) = If the text,

material or media aide triggers the message
unit, then it is recordeq as an instructional

tie.

d. Context = A cOntext tie occurs when the
situation serves as the basis of the
message.

Many situations may be mapped in obtaining information regarding the

use of language by students, teache'rs, and others in bilingual

programs. Some relevant contexts include: A typical lesson, the use

of language in informal play situations, the use of language in formal

non-structured classroom situations or other contexts as may be

mutually agreed to by both the program managers and the evaluator.

An ethnography of the use of language in a bilingual classroom or

program may provide insights regarding the following pedagogical

questions:

1. How does the teacher use language in instructing

children?

2. How do children use language with each other?

3. How do children use language with teachers, aides,

parents, etc.?

4. How does the teacher respond Lo L2 language

attempts of the bilingual children?

5. What is the language development climate in the

cllissroom?

6. Which language (L1 or L2) is used with which

interlocuters?

41"4'0
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7. Which language (L1 or L2) is used with various
,topics?

8. Which language (L1 or L2) is used with which
situations?

9. What language use 'opportunities exist in the
bilingual classroom?

A.

10. What opportunities exist for the stUdent to
experiment using language with different
participants, on different topics, and for
different purpose?

11. How does the teacher deliberately attempt to
develop the language skills of the the bilingual
'children (either Ll or L2)?

12. How does the teacher respond to "nonadult-like"
speech (grammar and phdnology) from bilingual

children?

13. What is the teacher's instructional registry?

14. How are children of varying linguistic end
communicative proficiencies accommodated in
the classroom?

15. To what extent and under what circumstances
do students with different language dominances

interact?

',..

Instruction -- The volume of information that catz,be obtained in
0

\-

observing instruction that takes place in a billngual program cap be

overwhelming. Oftentimes, the focusing of the perceptions of the

observers may be necessary. Questions such as those posed below

contain no preconceived hypotheses and can be used as a guide for the

gathering of data as well as the interpretation of patterns

perceived.

*
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MAJOR CATEGORIES IN HENRY'S

CROSS-CULTURAL OUTLINE OF EDUCATION*

).

1. On what does the educational process focus?

2. How is the information communicated (what are the

teaching methods employed)?

3. Who educates?

4. How doet the person being educated particiPate?

5. How does the educator participate? What is

his/her attitude?

6. Are some things taught.to some and not to others?

7. Discontinuities in the educational process.

8. What limits the quantity and quality of
information a child receives from a teacher?

9. What forms of conduct control (discipline) are-

used?

10. What is the relation between the intent and the

results of education?

11. How long does the process of formal education

Past?

In addition, informatIon and conclusions relating to the general

climate of the classroom and/or pr:og'ram can be obtained by the

evaluator.

* J. Henry. "The Cross Cultural Outline of Education." In: Current

Anthropology, 4, 1960, 269-305.
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Culture -- Information regarokbg culture is probably the most

difficult to obtain. As used in this context, culture does not mean

the surface trapping or artiPects associated with a group of people

like sarapes, clothing, festive or national holidays, and foods. It

would involve however., the recurrent behavior patterns, thinking,

perceptual, and learning stylee. In addition, culture would include

information regarding the attitudes; values, communication' styles as

well gs the expected and the manifest norms found in a clpssroom ar

found to be true of a program. Essentially, the evaluator attempts to

find oUt what is the culture of the bilingual component being

evaluated. The following is suggested as guides to the types of

information that may be obtained in conducting an ethnography of the

culture of a classroom/program.

Behavior patterns

1. What are the exp.ected and- manifest norms?

2. What ie considered by teSchers and students.to be

acceptable behavior?

3. What is the community's expectation of acceptance

behavior?

4. How do students respond to stress?

5. How do students respond to instruction?

6. How do students respond to independence as well as

to structure or to the lack of structure?

7. What discipline is imposed by the school? How is

it imposed?

8. What games do students play? (Game theory)



I,
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9. How do students interact wi th elders and act

toward peers? #

10. What is the pattern of behavior characteristic of
cross-ethnic or cross-linguistic groupings?

B. Perception and thinking

1. What topics are of concern to students?

2. Do students personalize or depersonalize topics of

instruction?

3. Is instruction related to the student's personal

milieu?

4. Are the following reasoning styles evidenced:

Di f fe.r ence , magni-tude, relationship, or
appraisal?

C. Learning styles and motivation

1. Do students prefer to work as groups or
individually?

, 2. Do students pre.fer visual or auditory
presentations?

5. Is a pre ference shown for deductive o'r inductive

presentations?

4. What motivates the students?

5. Wh a t reward systems are used in the classroom?

How success ful are they? /
6. Do students impose structure in learning
'

situations or do they need structUre to be imposed

for them?

7. What is the effect of peer p.ressure on
motivation?

B. Is there a -preference for personalized or
depersonalized instruction?

9. On what tasks do students prefer to work?

D. Values

1. \pat value statements are heard from teachers or

tudents?
.,

2. Are student 's values accepted?

4.im
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3. What value prejudices are manifested? (Tastes,

preferences, and individual choices)

4. What universal values are'encouraged? (These are
broad moral values covering such general topics as
fair treatment, individual rkghts, equal
opportunity under thelgw, acceptance of,diversity

of sex arid race, and the respect for individual,

expression of diversity.)

E. Attitudes

1.. What are the students' attitudes toward the

school? the program? the instruction or
instructors?

2. What are the teachers' 'attit'udes towaTd the

students? the program? 'the school?

3. What are the tea,chers' attitudes toward the

cultural or linguistic.groups represented in the

school bilingual program?

4. What are the taboo topics not to tie Covered or

discussed in school?

5. What status does the Li (native language) hav.e?

the L2 second language)?

6. What is the intellectual climate of the school?

,

7. Can a temperament, Mood,
program be determined?

F. Communication styles

nature, etc., of the

1. What language is used in informal situations? by

whom?

2. What languade is used in formal situations? by

whom?

3. Are formal and informal codes of language used by

students? when? with' whom? .

4. To what extent is the Ll (native language) or L2

(second language) endouraged or allowed throughout
the day?

5. With whom can and do students use LI and L2?

6. Whi"ch language is used in discu4sing which
topics?

411
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G. Accommodation by the schoql

1. To what extent is, the classroom and program
organizat'ion flexible in accommocjating the

differences found amohg thie students?

2. Are norms 6f behavior, values, attitudes, etc.

imposed?

3. What is the school's written or unwritten Policy

regarding the cultural and lingustic diffexences

found in the bilingual program?

4. How is the bilingual education program viewed by,

nonbilingual teachers and administrators?

Data Collection

Data collection involves a three step p"rocess. First sources of

infoYmation must be' secured. Secondly, the information must be

organized. Finally, hypotheses must be verified.

Sources -- Information can be obtained from many sources in bilingual

programs. The four main,sources include printed matter, participant

observation, nonparticipation, and the use of an informant.

Most programs have developed a brochure or some other printed matter

which describes the intent, operation% size, etc. of bilingual

schooling which have been used in dissemminating information

throughout the local communi,ty. Often, this printed matter is used

with parents in recruiting students, with school boards in discussing

approval of the bilingual program, and in the recruitment of teachers.

In addition, some local newspapers may have written articles to inform

the public of the local school's bilingual programs. The project's

proposals either to theistite or federal funding agency can provide

111-119 I
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other preliminhiy information thSt may be useful in-understanding-the

nature of the bilingual program. With long standing programs.
.0*y.

previous evaluation reports Inlay provide stime data that is still

current and which may be useful in the initiation of the data

collection period and the categories Of data collection. As with all

sources of information, the acCuracy should be determined as a result

of direct observation and by confirmation by program managers ahd

teachers and as a result of direct observation.

In the participant observation strategy, the evaluator becomes

involved in the normal activities of a classroom or program in order

to gain direct access to information regarding classroom instruction

and the normal operations of the bilingual programs. By becoming an

"insider", the evaluator often becomes privy to information that

otherwise might be kept from him/her. As participant observer, the

evaluator seaks to blend into the operation of the program. At no

time should the evaluator attempt to change or judge What is seen to

Occur.

One caution must be mentioned here. P:Irticipant observers need to

deliberately remain intellectually sr.eparate from the progiam. Too

close an identification with the participants in the program or its

philosophy or structure may result in the evaluator sharing the biases

of the group involved in the program. As a result, objectivity may be

lost.

413
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The nonparticipant observation strategy requires that the evaluator

take nota'of occurrences without participating in them. The nature of

this nOninvolvèment, however,-may influence the behaviors of those who
-

are observed. Frequently, those who are ob'served will change

behaviors to reflect what they value as teachers and managers. As

altered as the primary information may be, however, it still provides

the evaluator with useful data regarding the ideals of behavior as

viewed by the partic pants in the program.

In the informant strategy, the evaluator seeks out some knowledgeable

person(s) from whom to secure information regarding the program-.

Structured interviews ih which specific questions are asked of the

informant may be used. With this strategy, s'pecific information

regarding unclear perceptions may be obtained. Care must be taken, of

course, to avoid adopting the biases of the informant. Verification

should always be part of any data gathering period.

Information Orgamization -- Information gathered from the various'

sources may be collected in field notes taken by the evaluator.

These, of course, may be written either at the time of the occurrence

and observation or soon after. Little time should lapse between the

procurement of the information and the recording. Otherwise, memory

and perceptions may become somewhat haiy.

In compiling and interpreting notes, every attempt should be made to

accurately describe the situation. In this depiction, no prejudgment,

Y

bias, deletion, or predrrniponclusions should affect the information

that is obtained. 414



Information Analysis
and
Reflection

Synthesis Verification
Determination
of Patterns

Conceptualization
of Model

.>111

)10111

With the gathering of data, reflection should.occur. In this

examination, exisiting information should be analyzed and recurrent

patterns, concepts, and common themes from natural grouping of

informatiion are sought. Consistent feedback and verification of the

perceived themes and patterns should occur along with the compilation

of the data.

Upon completion of. the gathering of data and its analysis, a

conceptual interpretation resulting in a model describing the program

should result. This model should accurately reflect the actual

program that was examined in that it was grounded in the data

obtained. Finally, hypotheses and policy statements that may be

requested from the program managers can be developed from the model

that was constructed.

, t,
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Verification -- The final step in the ethnographical process is the

verification of the model. This can occur either in a written or oral

form with the managers or oth.er participants of the program taking

part. The purpose for an ethnographical description of a bilingual

program is to accurately depict the character of that program. This

can be accomplished by the fusion of the percaptiona of the

ethnographers with those intents, understandings, and

conceptualizations of the participants in the program.

s

The evaluator can validate perceptions used in the construction of the

model by directly asking the participants in the program to review the

draft of the program description part of the evaluation report.

Indirectly, the same verification can be obtained by the evaluator by

soliciting informatici related to the model by asking the following

types of questions of the participants in the program:

1. Reportorial = these are literal questions of a
who, where, what, how, and why nature. These

questions are used primarily to verify the facts

included in the description.

2. Posing = These questions challenge or act as
devil's advocates by determining the strength of

the participants' convictions and consistent use

of various procedures. The model developed by the
evaluator/ethnographer is true only as it is

consistently accurate under various conditions.
-

3. Hypothetical .-:
The3e questions are of a "what

if..." or "what would happen if..." nature. Use

of these questions can help the
evaluator/ethnographer determine the strength of

the model under unknown or novel circumstances.

4. Posing the ideal = Here, the program participant

is asked to describe the ideal situation or the
evaluator/ethnographer often solicits information

regarding the aamiirations and goals of the
'..1:

111-123 416
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participants as well as perceived faults with the

existing program.

5. Offering interpretations or testing propositions
on respondents = This allows the evaluator to tell
the program participants about the propositions or
patterns that are being used° in- the construction

of the model. If the program participants
disagree with the conclusions drawn, then new
information can be. secured and/or new patterns

conceptualized.

Instrumentation

The following general outline or instrument is suggested for the

gathering of field notes, their compilation into patterns, and their

verification. Notes are recorded in four columns or sections. The

first section, labeled observations, should contain the most

information about what occurred in the field.

This section is followed by two "code" columns. In the first column,

the evaluator can record whether the information-is -related to the use

of Ll (native) or L2 (second) languages, and/or if the information

provided insights regarding culture (C), or instruction (I). In the

second column, more specific information regarding these three

categories can be recorded. For example, information related to use

of language on topics related to schooling (S). relationships (R), or

home (H) can be indicated. Additionally., information related to

values (V), behavior (B), learning styles/motivation (L), or

perception/thinking (P) can be noted.
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In ihe next section, 'preliminary ideas regarding recurrent patterns or

perceived relationships can be recorded. This column records

information regarding the meaning or interpretation of the data.

Finally, in the last section, verifications that were secured

regarding patterns perceived can be recorded. Implications for policy

statements can be listed. Modification warranted from new information

can also be indicated. This section can contain the preliminaries of

the model describing the bilingual program.

41,9
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In mapping classroom language use, the chart presented below can be

-used. Language from the classroom should be recorded (taped or

written) and each llne of interaction can then be numbered to

correspond to the analysis represented on the chart.
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1981, 169.)

- oft

Final analysis of this language-use information can result from a

seeking of recurrent patterns and the drawing of implications that

help characterize-a realistfc riliAel of instruction occurring in the

bilingual classroom(s).

It
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Information Usage and Reporting

Two types of reports can result from the evaluation suggested in this

section. First, case studies depicting individual classrooms, and

sec-ond, an ethnography of an entire program. tOoth types of reports

are similar in content but differ in scope. Obviously, the

ethnography involves the synthesis of information from several

classrooms and, as a result, may be the more difficult to develop.

Similar to other types of progi'ammatic descriptions, case studies and

ethnographies include a discussion of the history of theoprogram, a

discussion Of the student population in terms of language and

ethnicity, a description of the program's facilities, number of

students in the program, teachers involved, time allocat.ions for

various instructional components, and enumeration of the goals of the

bdlingual program. In addition, case studies and ethnographies

include the following types of information:

1. Discussion of entry Rrocedures and site
selection.

2. Ch.aracterization of the procedures and site
selection.

3. Description of the encounters (contacts) with the
Students, teachers, and managers in the program.

4. Discussion of the classroom(s) in terms of its
culture, the use of language, and the organization
of instruction.

5. Perceived patterns and the model resulting from
the synthesis of these patterns.

6. Implications, concluSions,, and policy statements.

r.s 421
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SECTION III

WORKSHEETS AND FORMS USED WITH THE

DESIGNER'S MANUAL

0

This section provides program directors and evaluators with a complete

set of worksheets which are recommehded in the Designer's Manual.

These worksheets are included in this volume in order to facilitate

their reproduction, dissemination and use. An index, by title and

worksheet number (when appropriate), follows this brief ihtroduction.

:
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Worksheet-#1

DETERMINE AUDIENtE AND INFORMATION I.EQUIREMENTS FOR THE EVALUATION

Page 1 of-1

...

Audience Type of Information Needed Reason Information is Needed

Date

Information
is Needed

Type of Report and
Sectiom to Emphasize

In Cover Letter

.
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,_
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Worksheet #2

SETTING PRIORITIES

Page 1 of 1

Put a "1" by components which will receive a maximum emphasis, a "2"

by components receiving moderate emphasis, a "3" by components receiving

minimum emphasis, and an "x" by components which will not be evaluated.

Evaluation Components

A. PrograM Description Information

1. Project Overview

2. Instructional Approach

3. Project Management

B. Program Operations

I. Instructional Program Implemeniation

2. Staff Oevelopment

3. Parent Involvement

C. Student Effects

I. English Language Component

2. NonEnglish Language Component

3. NonEnglish Academic Component

4 Nonacademic Student Effects

111-135

Done This Next Following

last year Ye'ar Year Year

(19_) (19 ) (19 ) (19)
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Worksheet g3

TIMETABLE FOR THE EVALUATION

Pago 1 of 4

*Year

Tasks

MONTHS

Aug Sep Oct N v [Tic Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July

A. Plan Evaluation Design*

Determine which goals

and objectives in each

component to focus on

2. Cost out evaluation

3. Summarize design for

administrator

B. Project Description
1. ColJect data - divide

up

2. Summarize data

3. Review 6 analyze data

for purposes of plan-

ning its use in
analyzing evaluation

data .

.

C. Monitori-ng of Program

Operations
!

Instructional Program

Implementation
a. Develop/select

instruments
b. Administer

instruments

c. Analyze data

d. Interpret data

e. Draft Report

Section .

2. Staff Training
4 a. Develop/select

ins,truments

b. Administer
instruments

c. Analyze data

d. Interpret data

e. Prepare report

section

111-136 4,2"'



Worksheet #3

Page 2 of 4

Year

Tasks
MONTHS

Aug Sep 0 t Ndi., Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May J n July

3. Parent Involvement
a. Develop instruments
b. Administer instru-

ments
c. Analyze data
d. Interpret data
e. Draft.report

section

,

D. Evaluation of Language
Components
I. DeveloO/select

instruments

2: Administer instru-
ments

3. Analyze data
4Interpret data

. Draft report
section

E. Evalution of Non-
language Academic

.

Components
1. Select instruments
2. Administer instru-

ments
3. Analyze data
4. Interpret data
5. Draft report section ,

F. Evaluation of Non-
academic Components
1. Develop/select in-

struments

.

2. Administer instruments .

3. Analyze data
4. Interpret data
5. Draft repurt sestion

G. Report
a. Compile report

sections
b. Review report
c. Prepare final report

.

.r



Worksheet #3

TIMETABLE FOR THE EVALUATION

(Completed Sample)

Page 3 of 4

Year

Tasks
.

MONTHS

P273111311D
Milagellia Mar 'or May un

A. Plan Evaluation Design*

1. Determine which goals

and objectives in each

component to focus on

2. Cost out evaluation

3. Summarize design for

administrator

B. Project Description '

1. Collect data - divide

up

2. Summarize data
3. Review & analyze data

for purposes of plan-

ning its use in.
analyzing evaluation

data

C. Monitoring of Program

Operat(ons
1. fnstructional Program

Implementation
a. Develop/select

instruments
b. Administer

instrument?
c. Analyze dita

d. Interpret data
e. Oraft Report

Section

2. Staff Training
a. Develop/select

instruments
b. Administer

-instruments

c. Analyze data

d. .Interp'ret data

e. Prepare report

section

*

.

.

.

.

,

.

r

*Last possible time to do this. Ideally.this would also be done the

previous spring.
1.

4
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Worksheet #3 Page 4 of 4

Year

Tasks MONTHS
Aug Sep Oct Nov Oec Jan Feb mar Aor Mav

.

Jun
,

July
,

3. Parent Involvement
a. OeVelop instruments
b. Administer instru-

ments
c. Analyze data
d. Interpret data
e. Draft report

section

O. Evaluation of Language
Components
1. Develop/select

instrwrents

2. Administer instru-
ments

3. Analyze data
4. Interpret data
5. Draft report

section

E. Evaluation of Non-
language Academic
Components
I. Select instruments
2. Administer instru-

ments
3. Analyze data
4. Interpret data
5. Craft report section

F. Evaluation of -Non-

academic Components
1. Oevelop/select in-

struments
2. Administer instruments
3. Analyze data
4. Interpret data
5. Draft report section

G. Report
a. Compile report

sections
b. Review report
c. Prepare final report

,

,

--.4*

--*p
'

-4*

----**

.

,

,

,

....

.

i

-
-

:-

-

,
ert

-

-

-

-
-
--

**Partial analysis interpretation and reporting is done at this point.
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Worksheet #4

OPERATING CHECKLIST FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION

PRQGRAM EVALUATION

EVALUATION STEPS

1. Planning, Managing, and Staffing the Evaluat.ion

1.1 Determination of audience for the evaluation

1.2 Determine the focus of the evaluation

1.3 Allocation of resources for evaluation

activitres
/

1.4 Setting timelines for evaluation activities

1.5 Develop overall management plan of evaluation

1.6 Hire outside evaluator

1.7 Assigning evaluation responsibilities to

staff

2. Planning Data Collection for the Evaluation

2.1 Description of.program

2.2 Description of students

2.3 Description of program's goals

3. Planning Monitoring of Program Operations

3.1 Description of program in operation

3.2 Description of staff development activities

3.3 Description of parent involvement

4. Planning Evaluation of Student Outcomes

4.1 Selection of evaluation questions

4.2 Selection of evaluation design for English,

non-English, and other areas

4.3 Selection of assessment instruments

"1.

-s

431

Page 1 of 2

Initiated Completed



Worksheet #4

4,4 Scheduling the testing for the evaluation

4.5 Designing procedures and scheduling data

collection

4.6 Planning the analysis of the dat

4.7 Reporting the results

5. Reporting the Results and Writing the Evaluation

Report

5.1 Identification of audiences and reporting

requirements

5.2 Establishing timelines

5.3 Outline for report

5.4 Analysis of the data

5.5 Selection of convening the intei.pretative

panel for analyzing the data

5.6 Writing the evalmation report and planning
presentations of results -

_

432

Page 2 of 2

Initiated Completed
_



Worksheet #5

EVALUATION SUMMARY GUIDE

Evaluation

Questions

Evaluation
Instruments

Source of

Information

..

Data Collection Data Analysis Data Interpretation Reporting

Who does
It When

.

Who When Who When Who When

Program

,

..

.

,

Descri'tion

Monitoring
Program
Operations

Student
Outcomes

433 434



Worksheet 46

Part A

ESTIMATING LEVEL OF EFFORT REQUIREMENTS

FOR-

DESCRIBING THE PROGRAM AND THE STUDENTS

Page 1 of 11

Estimates a're provided for three levels of evaluation activity for a given'

year: (Different activity levels may occur each year).

a) Minimum - coilect information from project
proposal, school records,

and project director.

b) Moderate - collect information from project proposal, school records,

project director, and a sample (one to three people in each category)

of project staff, bilingual teachers, district administrators and

parents using structured interviews or questionnaires (For estimation

purposes below, assume total number of people nterviewed or

receiving a questionnaire is eight).

c) Major - same as that described for "moderate," except more people in

each category are interviewed or sent questionnaires plus classroom

observations are conducted. (For estimation purposes below, assume

the total number of people interviewed dr receiving questionnaires is

fifteen and that three cl'assrooms are observed).

Level of Effort for a Given Year

(in Days)

Task
Minimum Moderate Major Your Estimate*

I. Prepare, discuss with and

obtain support of project

director for proposed plan

2. *Prepare data collection

instruments (using samples

provided in Designer's
Manual)

1 2

3. Identify specific people

or records from whom to

collect data and make 1 3 5

arranaements
4. Collect data

12

411.0111.11

* Circle the estimate for any tasks which will be done by project staff

instead of the external evaluator. Do not include these amounts in

the total for the evaluator.



Worksheet 46

Part A

Task

Page 2 of 11

3 .

Level of Effort for a Given Year
(in Days)

Minimum Moderate Majoe Your Estimate

5. Analyze and organize data
for use in report and analysis
of evaluation data collected
for later components 2' 4 '

Total Days (5k) (13i) (25i) ( )

Evaluator

/

C .

436

III-146

,

,.

( )

Project Staff

,

1;



Worksheet #6

Part B

ESTIMATING LEVEL OF EFFORT REQUIREMEI4TS

FOR
EVALUATING PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Page 3of 11,

Estimates are provided for two levels of activity to be conducted during

a given yeae for each of three components 7 instructional methods, staff

development, parent involvement (Different levels of activity may occur

each year):

Instructional Methods

a) Miriimum - Conduct observations and interviewm twice/year in only

two classrooms and have evaluator do interpretatron.*

b) Major - Conduct observations and interviews three times/year in

all classrooms (for estimation purposes below, assume

total number of classrooms equal five) and have inter-

pretative panel.*

Staff Training

a) Minimum - Same.questionnaire given to trainees following each train-

ing session. Knowledge test not used and evaluator does

interpretation. (For estimation purposes below, assume.

fifteen trainees and three training sessions).

b) Major - Same as for minimum,,plus a knowledge test given pre and

post training, an end of project summiry questionnaire

given and an interpretative panel is used. (For estima-

tion purposes below, assume fifteen trainees and three

training sessions).

Parent Involvement

a) MiniMum - Address only the issue of the extent to which the level of

parent involvement matched the planned level); evaluator

interprets data.

4 b) Major Address all four proposed evaluation questions given on

page 81. (For estimation purposes below, assuMe ten

parents nd eight staff.members inte'rviewed); have inter-

pretative panel.

The alternative methods of interpreting the data are discussed in the

staffing chapter.which follows.

437
III-147



Worksheet #6

Part

Task

Instructional Method

.

'Level off Efl-oet Days)

Mi6imum Ma'o Your Estimate*

Page.4 of

l. Prepare, discuss, with and
obIairi'support of projed%

gieector for proposed plan

2% Prepare data collection;
instruments (using samples .

provided in Designer's
Manual)

3. Identify.who to observe
and interview.and make
arrangements to do so

4 Collect data.

5. Analyze data

b. Interpret data

7. Write report section

4

1 2

1 1

5

1

.1

1

V

Total days

Staff Training

1. Prepare, discuss.with and
obtain support of project
director for proposes1 plan

2. Prepare data collection
instruments (using samples
provided in Designer's
Manual)

3. 14ake arrangements for data

collection

(6i) ( (20)-

4 CoMect data - minimum (have
trainer collect all data);
major (have trainer collect
all data except end of year

questionnaire) 0 .12_, '-'
\

1 I.

'1(

14
(

Pro:re-aStaff

Circle the estimate for any tasks which wIll e done by project 'staff

instdad of the ext6rnal evaluator:. Do not iliclude th se amounts r, the

8total for the evaluattif: 43
111-14S

A11
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Worksheet /46
Page 5.of 11

-

Part B ,

Task

t
Level of Effort (in Days)

Minimum Major

5. Analyze data
,

6. Interpret data and
develop recommeridations 1 Tj 3

7. Write report section 1 li

li 7

Your Estimate

i

Total days
,

Parent Involvement

1. Prepare, discuss with and
obtain support of prgject
director for proposed plan

4 .

2. Prepare data collection
instruments (using samples
provided in Designer's

Manual)

3. Make arrangements for data

t, collection
-

4 Collect datd
,

5. AnalyzeAata

6. Interpret data and
develop recommendations

7. Write report section

(5) (l9)

) i

i 1

.?
1

i 6

1 3

i 2

1 2

-1,

( )

Evaluator

ProjectS4ff

Total days

I

.

(4) (15i) ( )

Ev-0713For

III-149 439

( )

Project Staff



WOrksheet #6

Part C
ESTIMATING LEVEL OF EFFORT REQUIREMENTS

FOR

EVALUATING STUDENT OUTCOMES

if
Page 6 of 11

Estimates are 45rovided for two levels of activity to be conducted during a

given year for each of four components-7English language component,inonEnglish

language component, noglanguage academic component, and nonacademic student

effects.

English Languaie Component

a) Minimum -'Use norm-referenced evaluation design only;.aralyze by'
grade, subject, language used in instruction, and siudent
proficiency; evaluator does interpretation.

b) Major - Use time series, norm-refereced and comparison voup
evaluation designs; analyze'by grade, subject,. language
used in instruction, student proficiency factors; use
interpretative panel.

NonEnglish Language Component

a) Minimum - Use existing test and do norm-rjerenced evaluation design
only; analyze by grade, subjedt, language, used dnd student
proficiency.; evaluator does interpretation.

b) Major - Develop own test; use time,series, norm-referenced and
comparison designs;.analyze by grade, subject, language
used in, instruction and student proficiency; use inter-
pretative panel.

Nonlanguage Academic Component

a) Minimum - Use existing test, compare to national norms; analyze only
by grade; evaluator does interpretation.

b) Major - Use existing test, compare to national norms; analyze by
grade and two other key factors; use interpretative panel.

Nonacademic Student Effects'

a) Minimum - Use only a published -self concept measure; analyze only by
grade and student proficiency; evaluator does interpretation.

b) Major - Use alf proposed evaluation questions and data collection
instruments; analyze by grade and student proficiency; use'

ipt.erlpretative panel.

4 4 0

III-150



Worksheet #6

Part C

Page 7 of 11

Levet of Effort (in Days)

0 Task Minimum Major You'r Estimate*

English Language Component ,

1. Prepare, discuss with and
obtain support of project
director for proposed plan

2. Select appropriate tests 1 5

3. Train test administrators and
make arrangements for testing 1

2 .

4. Supervise testing - minimum
(one day each, pre- and post-
testing); major (monitor all

testing)
2 14+

5. Analyze data - minimum (pre-

pare achievement data for

standard computer analysis);

major (prepare data for
standard computer analysis,

for several analyses) 3 8+

4

6 Interpret results 2 10

7 Write report section 3 10+

Total days (12i) (50+) ( )

Evaluator

NonEnglish Lah9uage Component

1. PrePare, discuss with and
obtain support of project
director for proposed plan

2. 'Select appropriate,tests

3. Train test admiaistrators and

make arrangements for testing

5+

.2

( ')

Project Staff

Circle estimate'f6r any tasks which will be done by project staff instead

(- of the external evaluator. Do not include these amounts in the total for

the evaluator.

I II-1.51

441
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Worksheet #6 Page 8 of 11

-Part C

, Level of Effort (in Days)

Task Minimum Ma'or Your Estimite* ,

4. Supervise testing - minimum
(one day each, pre- and post-
testing); major (monitor a1,1

testing) 2 10+

5. Analyze data - minimum (pre-
pare achievement data for

_

standard computer analysis);
major - (prepare data for
standard computer analysis
for several analyses) 2 8

6. Interpret results 2 10

7. Write report section 2 10

1111111111.

Total days

Nonlanguage Academic Component

(10i) (45i) ( )

Evaluator

1. Prepare, discuss with and
obtain support from project
director for proposed plan

2. Select appropriate tests -
minimum (become familiar with .
district tests); major (review
commercial achievement tests
and match to curriculum) 1 5

3. Train test administrators and
make arrangements for testing 1 2

4 Supervise testing - minumum t
(one day each, pre- and post-

testing) 2 10+

5. Analyze data - minimum (pre-
pare achievement data for
standard computer analysis);
major (prepare data for stand-
aretomputer analysis for
several analyses1) 2 8

t

4 .12
III-152

( )

Project Staff
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Worksheet #6

Part C

Page 9 of 11

Level of Effort (in Days).

Task Minimum Major Your Estimate*

6. Interpret results

7. Write report section

2

2

10

8

Total days

Nonacademic Component

1. Prepare, discuss with and"
obtain support from project
director for proposed plam

(10i) (45+) ( )

Evaluator

2. Select or develop appropriate

instruments 1 4

3. Train test administrators and
make arrangements for testing
.and other data collection 1

4

4. Analyze data - minimum (pre-
pare for standard computer

analysis) 2

5. Interpret results 2

6. Write report section 2

8

10

8

,(

Project Staff

total days (81) (34i)
Ev317gibr

III-153
443

Project Staff



Worksheet #6

Part D
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT

REQUIREMENTS AND
ASSOCIATED COSTS

Summary of Days

Program Description

Monitoring Program
Operations

Instructional
Methods

Staff Training

Parent Involvement

Evaluating Student
Effects

English Language
Jmponent

NonEnglish Language
Component

Nonlanguage
Academic Component

Nonlanguage Student
Effects

9

Evaluator

,

-

Page 10 of 11

Project Staff

.

Total days X evaluator cost per day .. Total evaluator cost per year

4 ±,i

III-154

=



Worksheet #6

Part D

Additional Cost Items

1. Secretary time

2,. Printing

3. Mailing

4. Other

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Page 11 of 11

Costs (in Dollars)

Program Monitoring Evaluating

Description Program Operations Student Effects

.10

Totals

Total Evaluator Costs

Total Additional Costs

Total Ccsts ForEvaluation

415
111-155

...



Worksheet #7

DATA COLLECTION FORM FOR INFORMATION FROM THE

PROJECT PROPOSAL AND OTHER RECORDS

Page 1 of 5

,The project proposal and Various project or school records should be reviewed

to obtain the indicated information.

(C) I. What are the major project goals?

Linguistically

Culturally

Academically

(S) 2. What is the pattern of predominant languages among the student

population?.

(S) 3. What is the approximate achievement level (in languages, other

academic and nonacademic areas) of students within the various

language categories? Report separately for each language group.

Language achievement

Other academic achievement

C = refers to program context G = refers to program goals

S = refers to program.students P r0ers to insteuctional progeams

111-157 4,16



Worksheet #7' Page 2 of 5

Nonacademic achievement

(P) 4. What grade levels and how many classrooms are served by the project?

(P) 5. What portion of the school day is covered?

.(C) 6. Describe the following community characteristics

a. Languages spoken (approximate percentage speaking each language)

b. Ethnicity (approximate percentage of each)

c. Socioeconomic status (general description based on type of

employment).

d. Size of community

417

111-153



!

Worksheet.d7
Page 3 of 5

(C) 7. Describe the local education agency as follows:

a. Size

b. Financial status of district

c. Facilities available for project

(C) 8. Describe the following school characteristics
low

a. Number of bilinguals in school by language group

b. Number of students in bilingual program

c. Bilingual mix in the classrooms

(P) 9. Describe the project staff and its organization. List each member of

the staff, the percentage of time committed to the project and their

qualifications

Percentage

Title Name time Qualifications

4 q '
111-159



Worksheet #7 Page 4 of 5

b. Describe the organizational structure of the project

c. What selection procedures are irked in selecting staff members?

(P) 10.Describe the project director's role with respect to the following items:

a. Funds and budgets

b. Public relations
,

c. Administration

d. Overseeing instruction

t



,

Worksheet #7
Page 5 of 5

e. Staff training

f. peveloping and ordering materials and equipment

v

g. Staff recruiting and hiring

--,

450
III..-161



Worksheet # 8

PROGRAM DIRECTOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Page 4 of 7

(G) 1.'The goals of the program as stated in the proposal are as follows:

(Present.the goals orally or in writing as obtained from the pro-

posal.)

What evidence will show that these goals have been met?

Which goals have the highest priority?

(G) 2. How would you define the program as to the extent which it is a

maintenance, transitiOnal or"partial bilingual program?

(C) 3. Describe the mobility of the community including any specific data

. available

ers to program content

G refers to program goals

S refers to students

P = refers to i-nstructional program

451
111-163



Worksheet #8

.

(p) 4 How are students assigned to classrooms?

. Page 2 of 7

,
,

.IV

-(5) 5. Describe the student ehtry and_ex4 triferia and prededures. Do the

actual procedures conform to the- lanned procedures?
. ..

\ ,

(P)

f %

41.

$,

.

6. Describe the scheduling of.instructi89ikffcludin'g daijy,scedules and

grouping and. regroupinOcross and within classes

-..
,

(P) 7. Dessribe th'e staff and its organization. In terms of the following

dimensions

a. Staff members' time commitmentt

b. Staff organizational structure

c. Staff qualifications CA

d. Staff selection procedures

4 z-1.9



Worksheet,#8
Page 3 of 7

(P) 8. What is your general leadership style as program director?

(P ) 9. What is your role as program

following areas?

a. Funds aad budgets

director with respect to each of the

b. Public relations

c. Administration

d. Overseeing instrpction

e.)Staff training

e. Developing and ordering mate-ials and equipment

453



Worksheet #8 Page 4 of 7

f. Staff recruiting and hiring

(P) 10. What is the teacher's role in the following areas?

a. Planning instruction

b. Implementing instruction

c. Noninstructional responsibilities

(P) 11. What is the role of the aides in the pro§ram?

(P) 12. What is the rode of othee staff members such as the following?

a. Instructional coordin9-tor
"*.

b. Community coordinator

ow.

c. Evaluator



1

Worksheet 48
Page 5 of 7

d. Other (please specify)

e. Other (please spdcify)

,

(P) 13. Oescribe theprogram's staff developmentactivities related to the

following aspects.

a. Needs assessment

b. Structure of training (pre-service and in-service)

c. Characteristics of training '

(1) Appropriateness for staff of differing levels of knowledge

and expedience

,

n

, (2) Practicality,

I

..,

(3) Coordination with degree programs

455,
111-167
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Worksheet #8 Page 6 of 7

(4) Integration with other training

d. Audiences trained ( proguam and/or nonprogram staff)

(P) 14. Describe the involvement of the community and parents with respect

to the following items.

a. Parent involvement in school affairs

b. Community input,in program planning

c. Evidences of community support for theprogram

d. Parent education

a. Parent conferences/counseling

oltr,

III-168



Worksheet #8
Page 7 of 7

(P) 1,5. Describe the means of communication of the following groups.

a. Among program staff

b. Program staff with the following nonproject staff:

(1) Principals

(2) Other district administrators

(3) Nonprogram teachers

(4) "School board

(P) 16. What means are used to disseminate project informaton to school

personnel, parents and community?



Worksheet ; 9

- (Check one)

PROGRAM STAFF INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Page 1 of 7

Program staff Bilingual teacher

(G) I. What is the intended content of instruction (i.e; the theoretical

clirricu)um) with respect to the following matters?

a. Content areas covered

b. Relationship of content to program goals

c. Who determines the content?

d. What articulation is there between program content and the

extant district curriculum?

(P) 2. Describe the presentation of content with respect to the following

items.
(

a. Type of instructior31 model or theory (e.g. concurrent, alternate

week/day, preview-review, half day, resource room, and/or

bilingual aide)

4

C = refers to progrlam content

S = refers to students
G = refers to program goals

P = refers to instructional program

III-171
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Worksheet #9
Page 2 of 7

b. Organizational practices (e.g. individualized, large group,

learning centers, peer tutoring, small group instruction, and/or

team teaching)

(P) 3. Describe the methodologies employed for bilingual education with
respect to the following items.

a. Language of instruction

(1) General language use plan of teacher and student over length

of program

(2) Daily instrctional time in each langufge

to

(3) Variations for different student groups

(4) Criteria for establishing language of instruction

4



Worksheet #9
Page 3 of 7

b. Approach to nonstandard forms

(I) Acceptance

(2) Form of corrections

c. Approach to second language instruction

(I) Formal i'nstruction

, .

(2) Functional use of second language for content instruction
,

nd other activities

d. Approach to reading instruction

(I) Language in which students learn to read

(2) Criteria for beginning reading in second language

;

(P) 4..Describe the Sidcific instructional methodologies used in each

subject area

4 6 0

,.
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Worksheet #9 Page 4 of 7

\ .

(P) 5. Describe those aspects of the program that are intended to motivate

students and improve their self-concept with respect to the follow-

ing matters:
`,.

a. Appropriate content and langUage of instruction

(1) Using LI for instruCtion

\
(2) Accepting language of the student

(3) Content that relates to experiences of students

(4) Cultu'rally relevant material

b. Improved affective climate

(i) Placing equal value on both languages and cultures

/
--,

(2) Insuring student success

461
111-174



Worksheet .?9

(3) Involving parents

Page 5 of 7

(4) TeaCher as a role model

c. Discipline approach

(1) Philosophy

(2) Guidelines/approach to control

(3) Special reward systems (e.g. prizes andprivileges)

(P) 6. What materials are used within each of the following categories?

a. Core materials in use

(1) Commercial

(2) Locally developed

462
111-175



Worksheet #9

(P)

13. Appropriateness

(I) Linguistic

Page 6 of 7

(2) Cultural

7. Describe the role of each of the following personnel in the classroom

a. Teachers

b. Aides

c. Parents

d. Peers

e. Resource staff

4C3

111-176



Worksheet 49 -
Page 7 of 7

0.

) 8. Describe the program director's work with respect to the following:

..

a. Leadership style

b. Role or responsibilities in connection with each of the following

(1) Funds and budgets

(2) Public relations

(3) Administration

(4) Overseeing instruction

(5) Staff training

(6) Developing and ordering materials and equipment

(7) Staff recruiiing and hiring

. 464
111-177
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Worksheet #10

Page 1 of 2

LOCAL AND DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

(0) I. Describd the school district's general goals

(C) 2. What is the school district's philosophy toward language and cul-

tural diversity?

(P) 3. To what extent is there articulation of program content with the.

existing district curriculum?

(P) 4. What is.the relationship between the program staff and each of the

following categories of district personnel?' Comment specifically

on program acceptance.

a. Principals

b. Central office administrators

c. Nonproject teachers

d. The school board

,
,>

C = refers to program context

S m refers to students
G = refers to program pals
P is refers to instructional program

III-179 4 uti.44,.....7
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Worksheet #I0 -Page 2 of 2
,

k,

,

(P) 5. Describe the dissemination of program information to the following

two groups.

a. School personnel ..

b. Parents and the community

,

I

,

arrragnerwrovr111011111111111111111JIMIIIIMIL
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Worksheet H

Page ! of 2

,_.

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

I. List the,content areas
covered during the class '

period as they occur.

1. 'time started:
time ended:

2.- ,time started:
time ended:

3. time started:
time ended:

4. , time started:
time ended':

time stdrted:
-time ended:

6. tne started:
time ended:

7. time started:
time ended:

8. time started:
time ended:

8. time started:
time ended:

Instructor:

Class Hour: Observer:

II. List the instructional
methddologies employed as

they occur during the

period:

Summary statsment (enter at end

of pet=iod):

III. The beginning and ending thin for each of the instructional components

of the close period can be indicated inilitem I above. In addition the

observer can indicate here estimates of how much time fell within each

of three categories during each three minute'segment of the class

period.

Three On-task On-task Three 06-tas'k On-task

tlinute Off-task Students Students Minute Off-task Students Students

Period Time Active* Passive Period Time Active* Passive

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20

* One or more students engaged in behaVior for which they get feedback from

the teacher.

41'1"



Worksheet 411 Page 2 of 2

IV. Describe any variations ln
teaching approach used for
different student groups
(include any variations in
pace of instruction for in-
dividuals or groups)

Summary statement (enter at end of

period)

V. Describe any evidence of self-
concept development and mo-
tivation including indicators
of (a) accepting the language
of the student and (b) con-
tent that relates to the
experience of the students

Summary statement (enter at end of

period)

VI. Describe the role of all of the following personnel who were presint

in the classroom.

(1) Teachers:

(2) Aides:

(3) Parents:

(4) Parents:

(5) Resource staff:

111-182
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Worksheet #12

PROGRAM OPERATIONS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR TEACHERS

1. What 4 .e the major instructional methods that you employ?

Page 1 of 2

1
. t.

2. Why do you use these particular methods, i.e. are these particular

methods directed to particular instructional objectives?

,

3. Are there other instructional methods that you would prefer to employ if

it were not for various circumstantial constraints that you face?

t

4. If so, what are yhese constraints?

5. What program changes would you recommend that would facilitate your

efforts to provide the best instruction possible?

III-183



Worksheet 412 Page 2 of 2 1

6. How typical would you say the class period that we observed was in terms of

the instructional approach used and the nature and amount of interaction

with students? How was it atypical?

7. How do the entry and exit criteria and procedures acilually used differ from .

those planned for the project? (1nerviewer: Be prepared to describe the

planned procedure. This information can be oUtained through W #13.)

..-

..

,

47u

1111184
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Worksheet 1 3

al

STAFF DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name of traiAing activity

Date of training

Par I of 1

Name of person completing questionnaire (optional)

1. In general, what expectations did you have for the staff training pro-

vided as part ofthis project?

2. To what extent were these expectation's met?

3. Based on your knowledge of the objectives for this staff training, which

objectives do you think have been met?

4. Which objectives do you think have not been met?

N.

471



Worksheet 4 14-

"4..

,r

Page 1 of 2

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR LEADER OF PARENT ACTIVITIES
4

I. What is the general scope of parent involvement which was planned for the

project this year?
,

.

,

S7

.31

...

4 , .

2. l'o what extent have these goals changed since the beginning of the project

year?
.,

3. To what,extent have these goals been met?

........

4 Are you satisfied with the level of parent involvement? Is the staff as a

whole satisfied?

,

5. To what extent ana "in what ways has parent involvement changed over the

life of the project?

:t. -

, ....
....

. .

6. What.are the most positive 'aspects'of parent activities?
,

>

I I 1 -184 72



Wbrksheet #14 Page 2

7. What aspects of the' parent iniro1vement have th-eAllpst potential foi-

improvement? t.

8. What-changes are you recommending be made in parent activities in Ihe

future?

VC.,

111-188
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Worksheet * 15

Page 1 Of 2

PARENTSINTERVIEW SCHEDULE

(C) 1. To what extent have you been involved in school affairs? .

(P) 2. To what extent are-you aware that the school has gotten

'suggestions and reactions from the community in planning

its bilingual educatron program?

ANIMI

.(C) 3. How much community support do 'You believe there is for the

bilingual education project?

(P) 4. How much education has the school district provided for you

as a parent as part of the bilingual education Project?

(P) 5, To what extent are you aware that the school has provided

parent counseling or conferences?

(P) 6. What information have you received about the bilingual

education. px9ject from the school 4istrict?
, .

= refers to instruCtional programs

C = refers to program context

111-189
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.Worksheet #15.
..

Page 2 of 2

,

(P) 7. The bilingual program has as one of its goals (fill in the

goals related to parent involvement). To what extent do you

think this goal has been met?' What evidence do you know of

that indicates this goal has been met?

4

4

P refers to instructional programs

C refers to program context

a.

111-190

..
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Wcrksheet :16

EVALUATION OESIGN VORKSNEET

I. Subject Area and Language:

Tests: NRT:

Other:

a

Page 1 of 1
A

Date:

II. Propram Student Description:

Grade Level(s):

Language Skills: English:

Other Descriptors:

comparison Cata (Groups and Years)

Student Groups

Other%

Test Code Current Year Earlier Years

A.

B.

C.

IV. Evaluation Questions

Student Performance

1. Re 1 at i ve. S tanda rds

of Performance:

2. Absolute Standards
of Performance:

476
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'Aor.4sneet #17

,

,

i

BILINGUAL PROGRAM EVALUATION REPORT OUTLINE

I. Executive Summary (31 pages)

A. Overview of project goals, numbers and types

of students served, instructional approach

and evaluation design

B. Summary of findings

1. Instructional methods

2. Parent involvement Component

3. Staff development

4. Student outcomes

a. English language

b. NonEnglish language

c. Nonlanguage academic

d. Nonicademic student effects

C. Recommendations

II. Prooram Overview and Backaround (2 pages)

A. Context of program including community

characteristics, LEA, and school

description

..
B. Student descript)on and needs

C. P;ogram's major goals
. ,

D. Prograin methods

E. Size, scope, and definition of the program

4 77
III-193

Page 1 of 7

Section

,

,

Check

When Done

!.
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Worksheet 417

I. Description of Evaluation (3 pages)

A. Purposes and audiences

0 B. Evaluation staff and roles

C. Design

1
V

1. Questions addressed (includes
standards for comparison)

2. Constraints and questions not addressed

D. Relationship to*past and future yearis
evaluations

Program and Student Description

A. Target students

1. Definition of project student

2. Student selection criteria and method

a. Tests and cut-off scores used

b. Roie of teacher judgment

c. Role of parent wishes

d. Method of combining criteria

3. Eiit criteria and follow-up

4. Student turnover

5. Student characteristics at beginninc
of year

a. Language proficiency

0) English

(2) NonEnglish language

b. Achievement level

c. Biographic data

4
,

Pave 2 of 7

Section

Io.o

Check
When Done

ONIMI=M1=.1.

111=.1.



Worksheet #17

Page 3 of 7

Check

f.
Section /When Done

a. Instructional Approach
4

1. .Self-concept and cultural emphasis

2. Content of instruction

3. Presentation of content

a.
instructional model or theory

b. methodologies for,bilingual

education

c. specific methodologies for each

subject area

d. role of presentat;cin

e. self concept development

and motivation

g

\ " materials

C. personal role in classrooms

4. Scheduling

C. Program management

1. staff organization

2- staff riles

a. Project Director

D. Teachers

c. Aides

d. Other staff

3. staff development

a. needs assessment

b. structure of training

C. characteristics of training

d. audiences trained

4

4. parents and community

5. communication

6. dissemination of project information

111-195 - 447L)
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Worksheet #17

Parent Involvement Component

A. Goald and objectives

S. Descr.iption of actilvities to be

evaluated

C. Evaluation procedures

1. Measures used

2. Data collection procedure

3. Analysis procedures

D. Evaluation Outcomes

1. Results (including unanticipated

outcomes)

2. Interpretations

VIII. Staff Development

A. Goals and objectives

B. Description of activities to be

evaluated

C. Evaluation Procedures

1. Measures used

2. Data colle:tion procedures

3. Analysis procedures

D. Evaluation

1. Results (including unanticipated

outcomes)

2. Interpretation

V. Student Effects

A. English lanouace.component

1. Goals and objectives

469

III-196

Page 4 of 7

Check

SeCtion When Done
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Worksheet #17

V. Continued

2. Evaluation procedures

a. Measures used

b. Data'collection procedures

c. Analysis procedures

3. Evaluation Outcomes

a. Results (incluoing unanticipated

outcomes)

b. Interpretation

c. Recommendations

S. NonEnglish language component

1. Goals and objectives'

2. Evaluation procedures

a. Measures used

b. Data collection procedures

cl Analysis procedures

3. Evaluation Outcomes

a. Results (including'unanticipated,

outcomes)

b. Interpretation

c. Recommendations

C. Nonlanguage academic component

1. Goals and objectives

2. Evaluatiom Procedures

a. Measures used

b. Data collection procedures

c. Analysis.procedures

3. Evaluation Outcomes

a. Results (including.unanticioated

outcomes)

b.. Interpretation

c. Recommendations
111-197 481
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Section

Check
When Done
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Worksheet #17

VI. Continued

D. Nonacademic component

1. Goals and objectives

2. Evaluation procedures

a. Measures used

b. Data collection procedures

c. Analysis procedures

3. Evaluation Outcomes

a. Results (including unanticipated
outcomes)

b. Interpretation

Recommendations

A. Program Operations

1. Instructional, approach

2. Program management

B. Parent involvement

C-. Staff Development

D. Student Effects

VII. Program Operations Evaluation

A. Instructional Approach

1. Goals and objectives

2. Description of activities to be
evaluated

3. EvaluatiOn procedures

a. Measures used

b. Data collection procedures

c. Analysis

4 Evaluation outcomes

a. Results

b._Interpretations

Page 6 of 7

Section

<,

Check
When-Done



Worksheet #17

B. Program Management

1. Goals and objectives

2. Description of activities to be

evaluated

3. Evaluation procedures
-

a. Measures used

b. Data collection procedures

c. Analysis ,

4. Evaluation Outcomes

a. Results

b. Interpretations

Page 7 of 7

Section

v

Check
When Done



Type of Information

Page 1 of 7

PROGRAM INFORMATION ACQUISITION -FORM

Should it If Yes

Available Be Done? Wheb?

Instruments (Yes, or No) (List Date)

A. Program Overview

1. Grades and number of classrooms

served
i

. Portig,on of day covered

3. Definition of program -

maintenance, transitional,
partial bilingual

ElInstructional-Approach

I. Self concept and cultural

emphasis

2. Content of instruction
,

a. Content areas covered

b. Who determines content

c. Other content features

(1) Relationship of content
to goals

(2) Articulation of project
content with existing
district curriculum

3. Presentation of content

a. Instructional model or theory

(1) Type, e.g., concurrent,
alternate day/week,
preview-review, half
day, resource room,'
and/or bilingual aide

W # 7

W #7

Proposal
w 118

W #9

W #9

w h'9

w #9

W #9

W #9

W #9

w #9

w #9

W #9

(2) Organizational.practices,
e.g., individualized,
large group, learning
centers, peer tutoring,
.small group instructLon,
and/or team teaching W#9

III-201

-



pe of Information

Page 2 of 7

Should it If Yes

AVailable Be Done? When?

Instruments (Yes or No) (List Date)

b. Methodologies for bilingual
er'ucation V #9

(1) Language of instruction W #9 .

(a) General language use
pia- of teacher and
student over
length of project W 49

(b) Daily instructional
time in each language W #9

(c) Variations for
different student
groups W #9

(d) Crjteria for estab-
lishing language of
instruction

(2) Approach to nonstandard
forms

'(3)

(a) Acceptance

(b) Form of correcti.ons

Approach to second
language instruction

(a) Formal instruction

(b) Functional use of
_second language for

content.instruction
and other activities,

W # 9

W # 9

.W # 9

W # 9

(4) Approach to reading
instruction W #9

(a) Language in which
students learn to
read

(b) Criteria for beginning
reading in second
language

W # 9

W # 9

---
111-202



Type of Information

Available
Instruments

Page 3 of 7

Should it
Be Done?
(Yes or No)

If Yes
When?

(List Date)

c. Specific methodologies for

each subject area

d. Rate of presentation

(1) Variation in pace of
instruction for
individuals or groups

(2) Time on task

(a)

(b)

Minutes per day per
content area (see
scheduling, 5.b.)

Proportion of time
student is actively
engaged in producing
responses for which

s/he gets feedback

e. Self-Concept Develoiment and
Motivation (aspects of program

that may motivate students and
improve their self-concept

(1) Appropriate content and
language of instruction

(a) Using LI for instruc-

tion

(b) Accepting the lang-
uage of student

(c) Conteiit that relat-es

to experience of
students

W #11

W #9

W 4411

(d) Culturally relevant W #9

material W fill

(2) Improved affective c)imate W #9
W #15

(a) Placrng equal value
on both.languages
and cultures W

(b) InSuring student

success W 49

(c) Involving parents W #9

III-203 W El5 4S6



Type of Information

(3) Discipline approach

(a) Philosophy
)

Page 4 of 7

Should it If Yes

Available Be Done? When?

Instruments (Yes.or No) (List Date)

w #9

w # 9

(b) Guidelines apprcwh
, to control "W #9

(C) Special reward systems,
e.g., prizes and
privileges

f. Materials

(1) Core materials in use

(a) Commercial

(b) Locally developed

(2) Appropriateness

(a) Linguistic

(b) Cultural

g. Personnel roles in Classroom

(1) Teachers

(2) Aides

(3) Parents

(4) Peers

(5) Resource staff

4. Scheduling

a. Grouping and regrodping

(1) Across classes

(2) Within classes

b. Daily schedules

W #9

W #9

W #9

W #I9

W #T9

W #9

W # 9

W # 5

W #9

w #9
w # 11

w #9
w # 11

W # 9
W # 11

W # 9
W # 11

W # 9
W # il
W # 8

w # 8

w # 8

w # 9

111-204
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Type of Information

C. Management

I. Staff Organization

a. List of staff members

and time commitment

b. Organizational structure

c. Qualifications

d. Selection procedures

2. Staf. Roles (describe

responsibilities)

a. Project Director

(1) Style of leadership
as determined by
project and LEA

Available
Instruments

Page 5 of 7

Should it
Be Done?
(Yes or No)

If Yes

When?
(List Date)

(2) Funds and budgets

(3) Public relations

(4) Administration

(5) Overseeing instruction

(6) Staff training

(7) Developing and ordering
materials and equipment

(8) Seaff recruiting and
hiring

W #7
W #8

W #7
W #8

W #7
W #8

W #8

W #8

W #8
W #9

W #8
W #9

W #8

W #8
W #9

W #8
W

W #8
W #9

W #8
W 19

W #8
W #9

oliSs

111-205



So

Type of Information

b. Teachers

(1) Planning instruction

Page 6 of 7

Should it If Yes

Available Be Done? When?

Instruments (Yes or No) (List Date)

W

W # 8

(2) Implementing Instruction W # 8

(3) Non-instructional

responsibilities

c. Aides

.d. Other staff

(1) Instruntional coord-
inator W # 8

(2) Community coordinator W 4 8

(3) Evaluator W # 8

3. Staff Development (Describe)

a. Needs assessment W # 8

b. Structure of training W # 8

(I) Pre-service

(2) :n-service W # 8

W # 8

W # 8

# 8

c. Characteristics of Training

(1) Appropriateness for staff
of differing levels of
knowledge and experience' W 8

(2) Practicality W .7 8

(3) Coordination with degree

programs W #8

(4) Integration with other W # 8

d. Audiences Trained

(1) Project staff included

(2) Inclusion of non-project

staff

W d 8

I
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Type of Information

4 Parents and Community

a. Parent involvement in
school affairs

Page 7 of 7

Should it If Yes

Available Be Done?.. When?

Instruments (Yes or No) (List Date)

b. Community input in program
planninge.g., through
adv.isory group

c. Community support for

project

d. Parent education

e. Parent conferendes/counseling

5. Communication

a. Staff relations

W # 8
w 4-15

w 4 8

w # 15

W # 8

b. Relations with nonproject W # 8

staff W # 8

(1) District administrators W 4 8

(2) Principals
,,,

w # 8

(3) Nonproject teachers W # 8

(4) School board

6. Disseminati9n of project in-

formation

a. School personnel

b. Parents and community

w # 8

w # 8

W # 15

w # 8

w # 8

w # 15

. 490

III-207
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